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THANK AUSTRALIA 
T lings are changing fast in the Microcom- 

puter market, and HITACHI is leading that 
change. Superior features and value to any 

alternative have been recognised by 
hundreds of new PEACH owners each 
month. For those of you who have not 

"seen the light", use the following chart: 

PEACH 
STANDARD 
FEATURES 

"BRAND X" 
AVAILABILITY 

AND COST 

_ 

640 x 200 Super High Resolution 
(All Dot-Addressable) 

8 Brilliant Colours 
Upper and Lower Case 
40 and 80 Columns 
True Mainframe Quality 
8 Ex.ansion Slots 
RS232 Connection 
Centronics Connection 
Clock 
Numeric Key Pad 
Protected Break Key 
F 	I 	R 	hi• 	.'i. 
Microsoft Level II Colour Basic 
Text and Graphics Mixture 
56k (24k ROM, 32k RAM) 
Upgradeable to IMB 
CP/M Availability 
Flex Availabilit 
0S9 Availability 
Australian Beginning 

Membership* 
Games and Graphic Software 
10 (5 with Shift) Programmable 

Function Keys 
Full Communication Capabilities 

(The Ultimate Intelligent 
Graphics Terminal) 

Light Pen Connection 
Audio Connection 
Regular Typewriter Keyboard 
New 8/16 Bit Technology 
Speaker with Volumn Control 
Access to "Pocket Floppy" and 

other New Wave Hitachi 
Technology 

Dust Protectors 
Australia's Best Micro Software 

Availabilit 	(onl 	on PEACH) 
Major Competitor's Software 

Availability 

* 0 er closes r Au'ust 982 
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As you know, for nearly 10 years I have been involved in the establishment of 
new exhibitions in a variety of locations ranging from New York to Bahrain 
I can honestly say that I have never experienced such a positive response to 
the announcement of a new show as I have with The 1st Australian Personal 
Computer Show. No doubt at least part of this response can be attributed to the 

sponsorship provided by your Australian Personal Computer magazine. 

Since launching the exhibition on 21 May 1982 with a selective mailing to both 
Australian and overseas companies we have received what I can only describe as 
a remarkable response. Nearly every major name in the personal computer field 
has applied for a stand in the exhibition. With more than 7 months before the 
show takes place, we are in the extremely strong position of having allocated 

precisely 76 per cent of the available space at Centrepoint. 

Yesterday I briefed the designer to prepare plans for the Grand Hall Balcony. 
By using the Balcony, which I previously thought would be well in excess of our 
requirements, we shall be able to offer a further 270 square metres of good 
quality exhibition space, making a total area of more than 1,700 square 

metres (17,136 square feet). 

There is little doubt in my mind that we are well on the way to staging a 
highly successful event. Having received what amounts to unqualified support 
for the exhibition it is imperative that our buyer promotion campaign produces 
the right buyers in the right numbers for the exhibition. I shall look 
forward to finalising our promotional plans with you when we next meet. 

Kind regards 

Graeme Selby 
Director 

Sponsored by the Australian Personal Computer and Australian Business Computer magazines 

$ Organised by Australian Exhibition Services Pty Ltd 
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Welcome, 
New Generation 

Sirius. 
Sirius-the first microcomputer 

created from the beginning 
for the business and 

professional user. 
The high-speed 16-bit Intel 8088 microprocessor 
handles faster and more powerful software. Advanced 
technology includes user-friendly, ergonomically-
designed tilting, swivelling, glare-free screen with 
brightness control. The display is razor sharp: 
• Ultra-high resolution display: 800 x 400 pixels. 
• 128 Kb RAM is standard. Can expand to a massive 
896 Kb to grow with your business needs. 
• Two 5V4" diskette drives, each storing 600 Kb. 
Optionally, each drive can store 1.2 Mb. 
• 10 Mb winchester disk available soon. 
• Built-in codec digitizer capable of full recording and 
playback of speech and music. 
• Compatibility - industry standard operating system. 
• Comprehensive range of existing software: packages 
for all accounting needs, word processing, financial 
modelling and many more. 
• Skilled maintenance support from ST.C.'s national 
network. 
The Only Thing Micro about Sirius is the price 

$5295 
Recommended retail 
plus tax if applicable. 

Sirius 1 
The nay to grow. 

Distributed throughout Australia and New Zealand by 
Melbourne: 86 Nicholson St., Abbotsford, Vic., 3067 Tel: 419:3033 
Sydney: 331 Pacific Hwy., Crows Nest. N.s.W., 2(165 'I'cl: 4362764 

172101.  k ä(ßs I Auckland: 6 Fox Street, Parnell, Auckland I. Tel: 79 0704, 266 8528 10798 
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SHOW NEWS: 
Direct from the horse's mouth! 

8 NEWSPRINT: 
What's happening in the micro world. 

18 NOT CALCULATOR CORNER: 
The Sharp PC 1500 and all its trimmings put 
through its paces by calculator supremo Dick 
Pountain. 

39 COMMUNICATIONS: 
Your chance to have your say! 
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48 NEWCOMERS START HERE: 
Our quick intro for the novice computerist. 

50 MICRO MARKET/ 
PACKAGES: 
Announcing two bimonthly 
columns: APC's hardware and 
software directories. 

70 BACK ISSUES: 
Catch up with what you've 
missed — if you can remember 
what it was! 

80 TJ's WORKSHOP: 
Terminal Junkies get their monthly fixes here. 

85 APC SUB SET: 
Our second instalment, with routines for 6502 
and Z80 micros. 

92 DIARY DATA: 
A listing of shows, conventions and 
exhibitions for the coming year. 
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Mike Northcott 	Marcia Brown 108 PROGRAMS: 

APC's monthly selection of readers' offerings. 

FEATURES AND SERIES 
23 SCREENPLAY: 
This month Dick Olney looks at games on the 
Apple II. 

29 CHECKOUT: THE MICRO-PROFESSOR: 
Steve Withers takes a look at an ultra low cost 
micro. 

36 APC-80: 
Tips for TRS-80 and System 80 users by Ian Davies. 

42 PATTERNS: 
Reversing images on computer screens. 

53 FRAMES OF REFERENCE: 
Alan Wood concludes his series for DP managers. 

72 HOW COMPUTERS COMMUNICATE: 
Steve Liebson continues his series on computer 
interfacing techniques. 

93 SHMUNCK: 
A novel approach to introduce educational worth 
into arcade type games. 

BENCHTESTS 
56 SHARP MZ80B: 
We test Sharp's second Australian micro 
release. 

102 MONROE OC 8820: 
Peter Rodwell tests an idiosyncratic 
American newcomer. 
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Who holds all the aces in 

When it comes to software for 
the Hitachi Peach computer, we 
believe in dealing an unbeatable 
hand. 

Hisoft , the authorised Hitachi 
Software distributor, has 
developed high quality software 
specifically for the Hitachi Peach, 
now readily available through our 
authorised dealers. 

Nothing is better than having 
extra aces up your sleeve and our 
software packages are all aces with 
a range that's ideal for commercial, 
graphic and entertainment appli- 
cations. Our software features full 
colour facilities and step by step 
visual instructions. (with 
CPM now available). 

HiSoft's opening hand 
HiFinance. 
This fully comprehensive package 
is specially designed for Australian 
business conditions. 

IDEAS FACTORY/HS/217. 

HiWriter. 
A professional word processing 
package incorporating full mail 
merge capabilities. 
ProCalc. 
A sophisticated visual calculator 
utilizing all the Peach features. 
DataBase. 
An advanced yet easy to use 
package offering sophisticated 
report generators. 
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Authorised HiSoft dealers 

Entertainment. 
Features a full range of arcade and 

assorted games, music, etc... 

More aces to come! 
New software available soon! 
Flex, 0S9, Real Estate, Retail, 
Point of Sale, Medical, Patient 
Record System, Manufacturing, 
Professional Time Costing, 
Commodities, Home Finance, 
Powerful Communication 
Software and a full range of 
CPM software. 

Victoria 
RADARO COMPUTER 
CENTRE 
Hartwell 
(03)294466 
ROBS COMPUTER CENTRE 
Dandenong 
(03) 7912900 
COMPUTER COUNTRY 
City 
(03)3292533 
D4 DATA PTY.1 TD. 
Ringwood 
(03)725 6637 
DIRECT DATA 
Prahran 
(03) 5293198 
ELECTRONIC WIZARDRY 
Moorabbin 
(03) 555 7225 
FAMILY COMPUTING 
Glen Waverley 
(03)6307886 
MINERVA MICROWARE 
South Yarra 
(03) 2417094 
COMPSOFT 
Richmond 
(03)428 5269 
Country 
C. J. COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
Yambuk 
(055)684386 
COMPUTER CHECKPOINT 
Shepparton 
(058)218174 
COMPUTERS 2000 
Frankston 
(059)77 4617 
HIGHMONTCOMPUTER 
SERVICES 
Belmont 
(052) 43 2373 
MINIT COMPUTERS 
Bendigo 
(054)432589 

New South Wales 
C.I.SA. 
City 
(021 291590 

iRSONAL 
TIERS 

8992 
)TERMAX 
Ile 
383 
ITER CELLAR 
le 
1700 
NETICS RESEARCH 

'3690 

)933 
r 
9 
18493 
H 

,882 
(ATM 
TATION SYSTEMS 
igh 
145 
JMPUTERS 
th 
3162 
BARLOW 
ale 
0432  

HiSoft: 

SHOAI.HAVEN BUSINESS 
EQUIPMENT 
Bonaderry 
(044)21 5747 
THE COMPUTER HOUSE 
North Sydney 
(02) 9246345 
Queensland 
COMPUTER CITY 
Camp Hill 
(07)3986571 
COMI'UTER JOE 
Townsville 
(077)723671 
INNISFAIL HI-FI CENTRE 
Innisfail 
(070)612014 
IL E. HUNTER & 
ASSOCIATES 
Cairns 
(070) 515902 
SOFTWARE-80 
Taringa 
(7) 3716996 
THE DATA PROFESSIONALS 
Brisbane 
(07)229 7101 
THE ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUIT 
Fortitude Valley 
(07)52 8455 
TOOWOOMBA COMPUTER 
CENTRE 
Toowoomba 
(076) 32 7542 

Northern Territory 
BELLAWIN PTY. LED. 
Alice Springs 
(089)52 3270 
DARWIN BUSINESS 
MACHINES 
Darwin 
(089)815288 

Australian Capital 
Territory 
THE SOFTWARE HOUSE 
Holder 
(062)88 5061 
BOULEVARD BUSINESS 
SERVICES 
Canberra 
(062)485411 

Western Australia 
MICRO-BASE 
West Perth 
(09)328 9308 

Tasmania 
TASMANIA COMPUTER 
CONSULTANTS 
Launceston 
(003)315502 

South Australia 
KEY COMPUTER 
Edwardstown 
(8) 277 8936 
METROPOLE 
Adelaide 
(08) 223 5538 
MICRO-80 
Adelaide 
(08) 211 7244 

8-12 Alma Rd. 
St. Kilda 3182. 
Ph: (03)5340383. 



APC reports on the latest news from the world micro scene. 

Cromemco C-10 
Elsewhere on this page is our 
first photograph of Cromemco's 
new personal computer range 
called C-10 and mentioned 
last month in Printout. Three 
configurations are shown, 
the first, at US$995, being the 
basic unit comprising processor 
(Z80A), 64k of RAM, a hefty 
24k of ROM and a VDU. The 
next level is priced at US$1785 
and includes a keyboard, 
390kbyte capacity 5%in floppy 
drive and an estimated US$1000 
worth of software. The last 
configuration shown has 
additionally a 12.5 cps daisy-
wheel printer and swivel stand 
for the VDU and sells for a 
total price of US$2875. 

Of particular interest is the 
cheapness of the printer which 
must be valued at around a 
thousand dollars, at a quick 
calculation. 

Mr Gatt of Adaptive 
Electronics says the most 
popular configuration for the 
C-10 should be the special 
Super Pack referred to as the 
C-10SP. This system configur-
ation consists of the basic 

C-10 keyboard, 390k capacity 
5%in floppy drive, along with a 
CP/M compatible operating 
system, 32k structured Basic, 
word processing and financial 
spread sheet software. 

Australian prices have yet 
to be announced but the second 
level configuration will sell in 
Australia for approximately 
$2500 (including software). 

For more information 
phone Adaptive Electronics 
on (03) 267 6800. 

Compak V2 
Following the successful 
response to their fully built up 
System and their new Apple-
compatible slimlinc 5 inch disk 
drives, the Compak Computer 
Shops are again adding to their 
Apple compatible range. 

New products now include 
the SVA 8 inch disk controllers, 
256k byte of Cache memory 
with dual disk simulation, 
and a new range of interface 
cards. 

Most significant though is 
the planned introduction of 

their Compak V2 system 
which will run all Apple soft-
ware. Their Orange system will 
continue and will be priced 
about two hundred dollars 
tinder the Compak V2 system. 

This will give them three 
price breaks — from the low 
priced Orange up to the 
sta ndard Apple pricing. 

For more information 
contact Compak Computer 
Shops at Brighton (03) 
592 8343 or Dandenong 
(03) 793 5701. 

Sutherland 
Revisited 
The birthplace of Australia, 
Sutherland Shire, has now 
entered the computer age with 
the advent of The Computer 
Connection of 629 The 
Kingsway, Miranda. When 
Capt James Cook landed in the 
shire at Kurnell on Botany Bay, 
he could not have envisaged the 
size and complexity of today's 
Sutherland Shire. 

The population of the shire, 
which now numbers 170,000, 
covers the whole spectrum 

from large companies to families 
and The Computer Connection 
endeavours (pun intended) to 
cater to all their requirements 
in this modern computer age. 

Franchises available include 
Apple, Atari, Osborne, 
Panasonic, T.I., and the many 
peripherals and programs 
available for these products. 
Tim Harvey, the proprietor, 
has been active in helping the 
local schools to bring computer 
knowledge to the many children 
in the shire — essential for 
their future. 

Some of their clients have 
been scientific people from the 
Lucas Heights Atomic Research 
Station and the C.S.I.R.O. 
at Cronulla, as well as 
businessmen, teachers, 
students, hobbyists and families 
wanting to learn about the 
wonders of computers. 

Earlier this year Tim 
arranged for the Federal, State 
and local government members 
to be present whilst they 
communicated with 
Sutherland's sister city 
Lakewood, Colorado, U.S.A. 
via The Source. 

Pictured is Geelong's newest and most prestigious micro store, The Computer Centre. Damar Management are responsible for the construction 
of the building, situated across the road from a planned major shopping development. The store, at 5 Yarra Street, was officially opened on 
July 7 at a reception which prominently featured Hewlett Packard and Barson Computer representatives, and will be retailing (naturally 
enough) the new Sirius I microcomputer and a range of Hewlett Packard machines. APC wishes Damar well with their venture. 
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Euro show 
Everybody goes to the NCC, 
the National Computing 
Conference, in America each 
year. It is a zoo: in Houston 
this year a record number of 
people failed to see the 'new' 
products which had already 
appeared at the Hanover Fair. 

If you must blow all the 
company's budget going to 
look at computing equipment, 
consider instead Comdex. 
You've just missed Comdex in 
Atlantic City but there is going 
to be one in Europe, 8-11 
November, in Amsterdam. 
And after that, one in Las 
Vegas, 29 November to 2 
December. 

For no good reason, the very 
new Comdex shows seem to 
attract the more important 
announcements — the Sirius 1 
for instance, was announced 
at last year's winter Comdex. 

Quite what the Amsterdam 
one will be like, nobody can 
say, because it is the first but 
already, says the organising 
company, Interface Group, 
companies like Altos, Cii 
Honeywell Bull, Corvus, DEC, 
Micom, Onyx, Osborne, 
Ramtek, Tandon, Televideo 
and Universal, Vector Graphic 
and Zenith are coming. 

Details from Comdex, 
160 Speen Street, PO Box 
927, Framingham, MA 01701, 
USA. 

"Smart" printer 
range 
The first two products in a 
new range of intelligent matrix 
printers have been released to 
the Australian market by CASE 
Communication Systems. 
Manufactured for CASE in the 
UK, the initial range constitutes 
the BD 136 with 240 cps 
capability and the WM 2000 
with a speed of 120 cps. 

Both printers offer a bi-
directional logic seeking 
mechanism for maximum 
throughput speed and to minimise 
printhead movement. 

A 9 x 9 dot matrix provides 
high quality print and the 
ballistic printhead has proven 
to give reliable long-life, 
according to CASE. 

Both units include dot 
addressable and character 
graphics as well as user program-
mable characters. The 
BD 136 has an alternative 96 
character set, user-definable 
and capable of printing with a 
resolution of 60 dots per inch  

horizontally and 72 per inch 
vertically. Large buffers are 
standard features of both 
machines, with 10,000 
characters on the BD 136 and a 
possible 1800 on the WM 2000. 

The BD 136's data 
formatting functions include 
centre justification, shift to 
right margin, decimal point and 
comma alignment, underlining, 
expanded characters, propor-
tional spacing and right margin 
justification. 

Other features include full 
forms control with horizontal 
and vertical tabbing, and the 
ability to define additional 
non-standard characters as 
well as down loading complete 
character sets. 

Interfaces available with 
both models include Centronics 
parallel, RS 232, Current Loop 
and IEEE. 

The introduction of the new 
range of printers, to be aug-
mented in the near future, 
marks a move by CASE to 
enter larger market segments 
than currently covered by its 
CX 80 colour matrix model, 
managing director Barry Foster 
said. 

Opening in Perth 
Computer Choice, a franchise 
of the Computer Country 
group of Melbourne, has opened 
in Perth. 

Computer Choice is now 
offering a wide range of micro- 
computer systems which 
includes the Apple, the Hitachi 
Peach, the Osborne, the NEC 
PC-8000, the Atari, the 
Northstar, Micromation, CEC, 
Casio FX 9000P, and OKI 
IF 800. Besides having hardware 
and software for the previously 
mentioned systems, Computer 
Choice will also be offering 
software and peripherals for 
systems such as the TRS 80. 

Computer Choice is a full 
service company which not only 
offers both hardware and soft-
ware sales and consulting 
abilities, but also offers after 
sales service. 

Computer Choice has also 
been appointed the prime 
Western Australian dealer for 
the Australian Beginning 
system. Australian Beginning is 
Australia's first microcomputer 
information service. Computer 
Choice will have responsibility 
for servicing all Australian 
Beginning accounts in Western 
Australia as well as holding 
periodical seminars for Western 
Australian users of the 
Australian Beginning system. 
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your software professionals 

Presents 

=  VC-EXPAND TM  
MEMORY EXPANSION 

FOR VisiCalc® 
Expand memory available to Personal 
Software's 16 sector VisiCalc®. Add 32K, 64K, 
or even 128K to your present workspace (even 
if you already have a 16K card in use!) with this 
program plus one or more Saturn boards. 

■ 128K RAM 
Saturn's newest product. Fully compatible with Saturn's 
32K RAM board, 16K RAM cards and language card. 
Includes 5 comprehensive software packages: 

1. MOVEDOS (relocates DOS) 
2. RAM EXPAND (for Applesofto, Integero) 
3. PSEUDO-DISK for DOS 3.3 or 3.2 
4. PSEUDO-DISK for CP/Mo 
5. PSEUDO-DISK for PASCAL 

• 64K RAM 
A medium range memory expansion board which can be 
upgraded to 128K at a later date. Includes all 5 software 
packages offered with the 128K board. 

■ 32K RAM 
The old favourite for Apple users. Includes the first 3 
software packages (above) with CP/M® and PASCAL 
pseudo-disks now offered as options. 
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These seminars will acquaint 
Western Australian users with 
new services as they eventuate 
and also show Australian 
Beginning users how to get the 
most out of their system. 

Computer Choice is situated 
at 1297 Hay Street, West Perth 
WA 6005, ph: (09) 322 5651. 

No CP/M-68K 
this year 
Most people seem to be 
coming round to the idea that 
the operating system we will 
all use on machines that have 
a Motorola 68000 chip inside, 
will be something called 
Unix; it is already available 
on a machine called the 
Fortune 32, recently 
announced in the UK by its US 
parent. 

Guess who, then, reckons 
that 'we feel that the 
CP/M-68K will become a 
standard operating system for 
68000-based microcomputers 
and that our working relation-
ship with Hitachi will 
expediate the availability of 
CP/M-68K'? 

It's Tom Rolander, Digital 
Research's vice president in 
charge of the operating systems 
division. The reference to 
Hitachi is because Digital 
Research will be working with 
that company in developing 
the operating software. The two 
companies also `expect to 
develop several application 
languages' for the chip. 

The only deduction that 
can be made from the 
announcement is that 
CP/M-68K will not be available 
on any 68000 system this year. 
Tom Rolander can be as 
optimistic as he is paid to be 
about making a standard out of 
it; the rest of us will just have 
to wait and see. 

At last 
The cover story of the March, 
1981 issue of APC proclaimed 

the arrival of the first commer-
cially available code generating 
program. And now in July '82 
we're pleased to announce 
the Australian launch of "The 
Last One". 

Without going into any 
details about the program 
(refer to the "Back Issues" 
section for an order form for 
March '81), it is available 
from System Concepts, (09) 
381 5611 for $600. 

Computer 
insurance 
Computer Country has 
announced what it calls an 
"incredible new insurance 
policy against computer break-
down". 

Computer Country has now 
combined with David Hornidge 
Insurances of 422 Collins Street, 
Melbourne to provide a new 
insurance policy for com-
puter owners against accidental 
damage and breakdown. 

For an annual premium of 
$135 customers are auto-
matically covered for accidental 
damage and breakdown of a com-
puter system which includes 
software. The policy includes 
the full cost of repair or, in the 
event of total loss, complete 
replacement of the system. 
There is an excess clause in this 
policy which means that the 
first $100 in each claim must be 
paid by the insured. Informa-
tion is available from David 
Hornidge Insurances, ph: 
(03) 67 8583, or through any 
Computer Country franchise 
office. Any repairs or replace-
ment occurring under the policy 
can be done through Computer 
Country. 

Shrinking disks 
When you and I get to buy 
a disk, it costs two or three 
or even tour times what it 
costs to buy it in large batches 
from the factory but even so, 

the new factory price of around 
$120 for a two-thirds height 
minifloppy from Shugart 
would mean that microsystems 
should soon get a bit cheaper 
as well as a bit smaller. 

It will be more impressive 
when half-height drives come 
down to this price. Those of 
us with one disk would then 
be able to get two instead, 
and squeeze them both into the 
same box. And those of us who 
have two already could of 
course replace one with a hard 
disk, and the other with two 
half-height floppies. Still, it's 
a start. 

Shugart announced this 
product in May: one can safely 
predict that some of these will 
find their way into boxes in 
the shops before the beginning 
of next year. 

Cycom service 
Cycom Computer Systems 
has introduced a unique service 
to assist with the evaluation of 
CP/M software. 

The company has demon-
strated versions of popular 
software packages for hire. 
These packages include data 
base managers, word processors, 
spelling Verifiers, critical path 
analysers, rmancial modellers, 
medical and office management 
systems and an application 
development language. 

All hiring charges may be 
applied to the cost of the 
package if it is subsequently 
purchased from Cycom, which 
is located at 178 High Street, 
Windsor, 3181. Telephone: 
(03) 529 3029. 

Micro software 
battle 
Computer Power's Micro-
Products software range is 
aiming to replace CP/M as the 
business system software 
standard for microcomputers. 

Probably better known by its 
former name of MicroCobol, 
the software system is now 
available on nearly 50 different 
computers. 

Authors of the product 
range, MicroProducts Software 
Ltd., (MPS) of London, released 
an improved version of its 
Business Operating System 
(BOS/5) about seven months 
ago. This is now installed in 
nearly 100 user sites in 
Australia. 

Joint effort 
The Australian Beginning and 
Sigma Data Corporation have 
combined to offer a new low 
cost computer equipment 
package, from as low as $20 a 
week, to enable computer 
users to have the services of The 
Australian Beginning com-
puter network. 

This computer package will 
include a cheap, easy to operate 
desk top terminal, an acoustic 
coupler, an Australian Beginning 
lifetime membership, and a 
prepaid block of 60 computing 
hours. 

The package will be available 
for around $20 a week over 5 
years. 

The Australian Beginning is 
closely linked to a Melbourne 
retailing group, Computer 
Country. 

The Big Event! 
The Big Event is scheduled for 
March 10 — 12, 1983. What, 
you may ask, is the Big Event? 

The Big Event is the 1st 
Australian Personal Computer 
Show, sponsored by APC. 
The exhibition, which will be 
held at Sydney's Centrepoint, 
will display the wares of those 
competing for a share of the 
multi-million dollar Australian 
personal computer market. 

Following recent displays 
staged by both Apple and 
Tandy, it is hardly surprising 

MAX FOR MICROS MAX FOR MICROS 
FANTASTIC PLAYFUL 

OSBORNE 1 ATARI 400 
STYLISH COLORFUL 

TOSHIBA T200 HITACHI PEACH 
539 PITTWATER RD, BROOKVALE 2100. (02) 93-1383, A.H. (02) 918-1718 
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"your software professionals" 

that a large scale specialised 
exhibition is being planned 
for the personal computer 
market. Now, in one visit, at 
one location and at one single 
exhibition, businessmen, pro-
fessional people, educationalists 
and home users will have the 
opportunity to see and com-
pare the largest and most com-
prehensive display of personal 
computer hardware, accessories, 
software, literature and services 
ever assembled in Australia. 
Isn't it enough to make you 
shiver with anticipation! 

In an industry characterised 
by rapid technological develop-
ment and frequent new product 
announcements, The 1st 
Australian Personal Computer 
Show will provide manu-
facturers, importers, distri-
butors and retailers with a firm 
base for marketing their pro-
ducts and services to an 
audience estimated to be worth 
in excess of $50 million per 
annum. This, of course, 
includes APC's beloved 
readership. 

The 1st Australian Personal 
Computer Show has impressive 
credentials. It is organised by 
the international management 
team responsible for Europe's 
largest and most successful 
microcomputer exhibition, 
The Personal Computer 
World Show. It is sponsored 
by APC, which, as you know, is 
the leading personal computer 
publication in this country, and 
its sister publication, Australian 
Business Computer. We will 
bring you more news on this 
Australian "first" in coming 
months. 

Further details on the 
exhibition are available from 
Australian Exhibition Services 
Pty Ltd, 1250 Malvern Road, 
Malvern, Victoria, Australia 
3144;Tel: (03) 20 1208. 
Telex: AA 39329. 

Storage story 
Durango Systems has released 
what it calls the first desk 
top system featuring a fully 
integrated winchester disk drive. 

The Durango 900 series 
offers up to 15Mb of online 
storage, with an auxiliary 
disk drive adding another seven 
or 14 Mb. 

The new series consists of 
two models, the 900 and 
900XR, the difference being 
the printer. For data processing 
and internal correspondence, 
the 900 provides bidirectional 
dot matrix printing at up to 
200cps. The 900XR has a dual  

mode printer with a high 
resolution mode for letter 
quality printing. 

The processor has built-in 
diagnostics and error detection; 
and user memory is expandable 
from a standard 64k to 196k. 

Two types of disk are used. 
Applications programs reside 
on a single 514 inch floppy 
with one Mb of capacity. Mass 
storage of information is on a 
"micro-winchester", with a 
capacity of seven or 14 Mb. 

Durango is at 21 Chapel 
Street, Marrickville, NSW 
2204;Tel: (02) 517 1300. 

New DS Modem 
Dick Smith Electronics has 
released a new product — one 
which it expects to trigger off 
an enormous surge in data 
communications in Australia. 
Called the "Dataphone", the 
new unit is a high performance 
data modem which will sell for 
less than half the price of any 
modem currently available in 
Australia. 

As entrepreneur Dick Smith 
explains, his company decided 
to develop the new low-cost 
modem because they realised 
existing modems were far too 
expensive to be of interest to 
the growing army of personal 
computer owners: 

"Until now, people have had 
only two choices. One was to 
lease a modem from Telecom, 
but this costs about $800 a 
year. This is more than the price 
of many personal computers! 
The other option was to buy an 
acoustic-coupling modem — 
but these still cost around $400 
— far too expensive. It was 
obvious that the communica-
tions revolution wasn't going to 
get under way in Australia until 
people could buy a really low 
cost modem. So we decided to 
make it happen!" 

The new Dataphone modem 
is not an acoustic coupled type, 
but a directly connected model') 
which offers full duplex 
operation at the standard 300-
baud switched-network com-
munications rate. It has been 
designed by DSE's technical 
director Jim Rowe. 

As Jim Rowe explains, he 
selected the direct-connect 
approach for the Dataphone 
because it offered the only way 
to achieve high performance 
and reliability at low price: 

"The problem with acoustic 
couplers is that no matter how 
good they are, the end result 
still depends heavily on the 
rather antiquated carbon- 

1 
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BRIGHTON DANDENONG 

COMPAK 
COMPUTER SHOP 

793 5701 TEL. 
81A FOSTER ST. 
DANDENONG 
VIC. 	3175 

592 6285 TEL. 
44 THE ESPLANADE 
BRIGHTON BEACH 
VIC. 	3186 

TWO LOCATIONS 

STOP PRESS: You can obtain The Australian Beginning directly from either of the COMPAK Computer Shops. We can also 
assist you with Acoustic Modems and advise on connection to The Australian Beginning. 

EIGHT INCH FLOPPIES 
ON APPLE TM 

WE ARE AGENTS FOR SVA 
AND SUPPLY AN 8" FDC 

TO RUN BOTH APPLE DOS 
AND CP/M 

Controller card & software 
ONLY $690.00 

PLUS TAX 

APPLETM  is a trade mark of 
Apple Computers inc. 

NEW GREAT MODELS 

EPSON PRINTERS 

MX-80 	 $949 incl. tax 
MX-80 F/T MARK 3 	$1095 	" 
MX-100 MARK 3 	$1395 	" 

ALL CABLES & I/FACES EX STOCK 

TYPEWRITERS AS PRINTERS 
COMPAK 	ARE 	LEADERS 	IN THIS 
FIELD AND INTERFACE: 

OLIVETTI PRAXIS 35 $1135 
ET-121 $1990 
ET-221 $2990 

ADLER 	1010 $1990 
OLYMPIA ES100 $1990 
IBM GOLFBALL 

CALL FOR INFO/PRICES 

THE ORANGE MICRO 

COMPAK HAS DESIGNED 
THE ORANGE MICRO 
BOARD INTO A UNIT 
WITH OUR SLIMLINE 
DISK DRIVES 

BASIC ONLY $1095 + TAX 
WITH DISK 	$1590+TAX 
VIDEO 	$295+TAX 

BY THE TIME THIS 
ADVERTISEMENT IS 
PUBLISHED WE SHOULD HAVE 
STOCKS OF THE NEW 
AUSTRALIAN SORCERER DISK 
CONTROLLER WHICH RUNS 
DIRECTLY FROM KEYBOARD 
CONNECTOR AND SAVES 
YOU HUNDREDS OF $$$ 

RUNS CP/M 5" AND 8" 
FLOPPIES 

COMPAK 
SPECIALS 

STAR PRINTER 
ONLY 
$495 

TRS-80 MOD III 

We can give you 
Twice Tandy 
Disk Capacity 

FREE DELIVERY 

N.S.W., VIC, TAS., 
CANBERRA, S.A. 

After payment 
& order received 

COMPAK WILL SUPPLY 
DISKS, POWER 

SUPPLY, CASE ETC 
FOR THE 

SORCERER FDC 

SORCERER 
NEW 5" & 8" Disk 
Cont. is coming 

CALL FOR INFO 

now available from COMPAK 
$1095 + Tax 

SORCERER DISKS 



XXX SCOOP XXX 
PURCHASE 

NEW APPLETM  COMPATIBLE 
DISK DRIVES 

SLIMLINE — FAST ACCESS 
NEW JAPANESE DRIVE AND CONTROLLER 

IMPORTED DIRECT BY COMPAK 

$185.00 ex tax Cat AKB-02 
$217.38 inc tax 

GREAT 
VALUE 
$595.00 
EX TAX $699.00 INC TAX 

TOTAL GRAND TOTAL 

C
u
t  
ou

t  
he

re
  

PRICE QTY CAT NO 

COMPAK 
MAIL ORDER 

BUY DIRECT FROM IMPORTER/MANUFACTURER 
*FREE DELIVERY 	*MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES PHONE RON HARRIS 03 592 6285 

$595OO EX TAX 

READS ALL APPLE DISKS 
RUNS ON APPLE CONTROLLER 
AUTOMATICALLY READS DOS 3.3/3.2 
APPLE DISK RUNS ON COMPAK CONTROLLER 

Inc Apple Dos manual, disks & controller card 

$699.00 
INC TAX 

CAT AAA-1 

EXCLUDING CONTROLLER $475.00 EX TAX 
CAT AAA-2 	 $558.00 INC TAX 

If/ltftlftffl/l/it1111 

APPLE FDD 	 COMPAK FDD 	CONTROLLER 

ALSO COMPATIBLE WITH ORANGE SYSTEMS 
APPLE DOS DISKETTE & MANUALS SUPPLIED WITH AAA-1 

KEYBOARDS!!! 
FOR ORANGE MICRO 

* REPEAT ON ALL KEYS 
* NUMERIC KEYPAD 
* 10 FUNCTION KEYS 
* INCLUDING METAL CASE 

MITSUBISHI 8" FDD 

HIGH QUALITY JAPANESE 
FLOPPY " DOUBLE SIDED 

* DOUBLE DENSITY 
* UP TO 1.2 MBYTE 

ALSO 

JA-751 8" Slimline FDD 	$695 ex tax 
• Quietest FDD yet manuf. 	$747.13 

inc. tax 
M1550 120 CPS dot matrix ptr. 

$1236 ex tax 
* 132 Col/full graphics 	$1452 inc tax 

C, ITOH 8510 Printer 	$950 ex tax 
$1116 in tax 

NAME 	  

ADDRESS 	  

PHONE 	  

Please find enclosed my cheque, money order 

Please debit my BANKCARD, NUMBER 	 

Date of expiry 	 Signature 	  

POST ORDER TO 
COMPAK MAIL ORDER 
211 BAY STREET, 
BRIGHTON 3186 
Phone: (03) 592 8343 

592 6285 

STAR PRINTER 

JUST LANDED DIRECT 

* 80 CPS BI-DIRECTIONAL 
* TRACTOR/FRICTION 
* MANY GREAT FEATURES 

COMPAK 	 ONL`( 
PRICE 	

SI*C,À  
o COM? A 

495 

•o 
EX TAX 

Cat DP8480 
$591 INC TAX 

APPLE I/F CARDS 
TOP QUALITY 

APPLE CARDS 
CAT 
NO 

* Parallel Interface 

EX 
TAX 

INC 
TAX 

with graphics dump NZ101 122 132.35 
* RAM Card doesn't 

require cable 	NZ102 145 170.37 
* PAL Colour Card 	NZ103 165 193.88 
* Comms/Serial Card NZ104 155 182.13 

COMPLETE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR RETURN WITHIN 7 DAYS FOR FULL REFUND 



See '%VewDSModem': 

SUPEREZ- 80 
HI-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 

FOR THE TRS-80 & SYSTEM-80 

Introducing SUPEREZ-80, the ultimate in high resolution graphics with world 
first features. 
Installs out of sight within the computer to give true 384H x 192V independent 
pixel resolution, each being individually addressable, thus SUPEREZ430 is not. 
repeat NOT a programmable character generator system (such systems suffer 
seriously in complex screen graphics applications)- 
SUPEREZ-80 does NOT use any precious main memory and yet an extra 16K 
becomes available (using the bank select technique as used in minicomputers 
along with Tri-multiplexing) allowing multiple intermixable operational modes 
including high resolution of any screen location whilst arty others are. 'normal' 
alphanumeric or low resolution characters, thus P.C.G. mode operation is 
possible If required. Page mode operation is supported where 16 independent 
video pages are available and sequentially 'switching' each page to the screen, 
complex real time animation is feasible at rates up to the 1000's of frames per 
second. 	 - 
Programming SUPEREZ-80 is as simple as the SET/RESET/POINT statements 
but FASTER. 
Fitted including a mini-lower case kit 	 TRS-80 	$255.00 

SYSTEM-80 $275.00 

A free brochure on this and our other products Is available on request. 

EC.P.U
I APPLCATIONS (02) 93 5561 

P.O. BOX W116 WARRINGAH MALL 2100. 
650 PITTWATER ROAD. BROOKVALE. 

% ~~ // ///J%'  ;-;/%/% 	 . 	 '~'~l/ 
~._m~...-._.... . 	. . .. ...... 

EDLLii1O5 E E0. PTY. LT®. 
223 Clarendon Street, 
SOUTH MELBOURNE 
PHONE (03) 690 5609 

~.... 	.. 	 ..: 	. 	 _ 	 / 

granule microphone used in 
most Australian telephones. 
To get even acceptable results, 
you have to go to a lot of 
trouble and expense. Direct 
connection bypasses the carbon 
mike altogether, and makes it 
much easier to provide the 
level of performance and 
reliability." 

The only problem was that 
when DSE began work on the 
Dataphone, Telecom Australia 
were not yet prepared to accept 
privately-owned direct connect 
modems of the discrete type, 
for authorisation as a 
"Permitted Attachment", so 
DSE began negotiating with 
Telecom in parallel with the 
technical development, to see  
if official policy could be 
updated. This two-pronged 
approach paid off, because the 
Dataphone became the tirst 
and currently the only — 
direct-connect discrete modem 
to be given Telecom authorisa-
tion. 

Some of the features claimed 
are: 
* Designed and manufactured 

in Australia 
* Very easily connected — 

just plugs in 

* Standard RS-232C interface 
— so it can be used with 
almost any personal 
computer or data terminal 

* Fully complies with both 
Telecom regulations and 
CCITT Recommendation 
V.21 — hence it is not only 
legal, but also fully com-
patible with other standard 
modems. (Telecom Auth-
orisation No. C82/37/557) 

* Operates in either Answer 
or Originate mode. 

* Has a Phone/Modem switch. 
* Carrier detect signal out-

put and indicator, for 
circuit monitoring. 

The Dataphone modem is 
priced at a low $169.00 retail 
at all DS stores. 

BBC Chosen 
The Acorn BBC Microcomputer 
has been selected by the 
Education Department of 
Western Australia as the only 
equipment which may be 
purchased with Government 
funding assistance by Primary 
Schools. 

Recognising the need for 
computer assisted instruction 
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(CAI) the Department, 
supported by the W.A. 
Government Computing Policy 
Committee, has specified the 
BBC microcomputer as "the 
best available computer" for 
that need. 

The minimum configuration 
Model A computer, which 
costs $1150, has 16k of user 
memory, a 16k operating 
system plus a 16k structured 
Basic and assembler. The user 
memory can be expanded to 
32k, while up to 48k of soft-
ware in read only memory 
(ROM) may be added. Programs 
may also be loaded via the 
speech synthesiser ROM 
sockets. The high quality key-
board includes ten program-
mable function keys and 
excellent editing facilities. High 
quality colour graphics are 
included and disks, complete 
with a powerful disk operating 
system, are available. 

The Model B computer 
sells for $1450 and may be 
expanded to support a variety 
of operating systems including 
CP/M in one of it's multi-
processor configurations. 

As well as supporting RGB 
and composite video colour 
monitors, the BBC Micro-
computer can interface to a 
domestic TV set, RS232 com-
patible devices, teletext receiver, 
analogue devices and the Acorn 
Econet Local Area Network. 

For more information 
phone Barson Computers, 
(03) 419 3033 or visit BBJ 
Computer Shop. 

Pictured here is the ICL Personal Computer Model 6402. 

ICL Micro 
International Computers have 
released the ICL Personal 
Computer which is available in 
four different models. 

The basic entry level 
machine is the Model 10 
equipped with 64k bytes of 
RAM memory, twin 500k mini-
floppy disk drives and two I/O 
ports for peripherals. 

The largest model in the 
range is the Model 32 which 
comes with 256k bytes of RAM, 
a 5 megabyte Winchester fixed 
disk, 500k bytes of mini-
floppy storage and eight I/O 
ports. All the ports are standard 
RS232C compatible. Matrix and 
correspondence printers may be 
attached to the system. 

The visual display unit is a 
30cm diagonal green screen, 
has a moveable keyboard and an 
extensive array of function 
keys to support such applica-
tions as word processing. 

The machine runs under 
CP/M and MP/M-2 will be  

introduced in August, both of 
which support Microfocus 
Cobol and Microsoft Basic. 

It will be sold through 
Traderpoint dealers at a basic 
price of $7,000. 

Mr David Dearman, 
corporate marketing manager of 
ICL, said: "Although the 
personal computer market is 
highly competi tive, we believe 
we have a winner with the ICL 
Personal Computer. It is one of 
the few micros around with 
working 5 megabyte Winchester 
disks. 

`Being a true multi-screen 
system the ICL Personal Com-
puter is well placed to capture 
the multiple user segment of the 
micro computer market, parti-
cularly as it is able to support 
two printers. 

"One user may be using the 
machine for processing data 
while another may be using the 
word processing facilities. 

"Quite apart from the 
technicalities of the machine, 
buyers of the ICL Personal  

Computer will have the benefit 
of extensive ICL back up. We 
have offices Australia wide 
which are ready to provide 
engineering and 
technical support." 

For more information contact 
International Computers Limited 
in Sydney on (02) 438 4440, or 
Melbourne on (03) 267 2433. 

Q:Why do one infive 
Australian Apple 

owners buy 
software from 

AMI,m1C11:0- 
Educational 

17 PARK ROAD, GARDEN SUBURB 2288. Ph: (049 43 6805 
Australia's leading Apple mail order supplier since 1979 
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See MultiShare System. 

Multishare system 
Dicker Data Projects introduced 
its largest microcomputer 
system to date — a multi-user, 
multitasking 32 Megabyte 
Winchester disk system that can 
support up to five workstations. 

Designated the 5032 
MultiShare, the system's new 
features include a 6Mliz Z-80B 
processor which speeds up 
processing time by 15 to 25 
percent over a 4 Mhz system, 
and RAM memory expanded 
to 128k which provides 56k 
per terminal for user applica-
tions and still leaves room for 
a new and extended version of 
a CP/M operating system. 

The 5032 MultiShare System 
utilises a 32-megabyte 8-inch 
Winchester hard disk which 
provides 32 million characters 
of storage. Business software 
written for the 5032 can handle 
the largest riles allowed by the 
CP/M system — 8 million 
characters in length, which also 
makes it the ideal system choice 
for developers of custom 
applications software, according 
to Fiona Dicker, Marketing 
Manager of Dicker Data. 

An integral 630-kb floppy 
disk provides compatibility 
with programs and data from 
any other floppy disk Vector 
microcomputer. 

Both the 5032's hard and 
floppy disks utilise Vector's 
Dual Mode disk controller 
with automatic error detection 
and correction. 

Full system back-up is 
available with an optional new 
Vector tape drive, a four-track 
15Mb cartridge tape unit. 

Other standard 5032 soft-
ware in addition to extended 
CP/M includes Microsoft 
Basic, Scope editor and ZSM 
assembler. 

Basic Vector 5032 Multi-
Share System hardware includes 
a video console and keyboard, 
MegaStor chassis with 
independent power supply. 

8-inch Winchester hard disk 
drive and a floppy disk at a 
cost of $14,500.00. Each 
additional terminal is priced at 
$1995.00. The backup tape 
drive is priced at $3,695.00. 

Moving House 
John Guidice, owner of The 
Microcomputer House, has 
moved after 14 months in 
Regent Street, to much larger 
premises at 116--120 
Abercrombie Street, 
Chippendale, Sydney. 

This move has been made 
necessary due to the increase 
in sales of business systems and 
home computer systems. The 
new Microcomputer house has 
two showrooms so that business 
system sales can be separated 
from home computers. 

With the increase in size, 
John will be expanding his 
range of products and his 
already extensive range of 
software. John is a dedicated 
'micro' man who will write 
software packages for the 
individual businessman and has 
an extensive range of support 
peripherals. 

Peninsula Store 
I'rankston now has a specialist 
computer showroom. It is 
owned and run by Brian l'rince 
who has been in computing for 
16 years in the U.K. and in 
Australia. 

Most of his experience has 
been on mainframes until 
two and a halt years ago when 
he bought his first micro, an 
Apple II. For the past 2 years, 
his business has been operating 
from an office at'l'yabb on the 
Mornington Peninsula. 
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WE HAVE MOVED 
OUR NEW ADDRESS 

DAMAR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
THE COMPUTER CENTRE 

5 YARRA STREET, GEELONG 3220 
TELEPHONE (052) 224 622 (2 LINES) 

NOW ALL UNDER ONE ROOF 
WE HAVE PLEASURE IN SUPPORTING 

THE FOLLOWING QUALITY 
SYSTEMS MANUFACTURERS 

4 HEWLETT 
P PACKARD 

HP250 - HP125 - HP87 - HP85 
HP CALCULATORS - HP PRINTERS 
HP PLOTTERS - HP DISK DRIVES 

GCromemco 

Sirius 
COMPUTER 

B B 
Microcomputer System 

sin~lair 
ZX8I 
COMPUTERS NEED SOFTWARE 

AND DAMAR CAN SUPPLY THE BEST OF 
APPLICATIONS PACKAGES SUCH AS THE WELL 

KNOWN IMS "ADVANCED BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM" OR CUSTOM WRITTEN 

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR PARTICULAR 
APPLICATION 

FOR YOUR COMPUTING NEEDS, 
BE THEY BUSINESS, SCIENCE, EDUCATION 
OR DOMESTIC, TOGETHER WITH ON-GOING 

PRODUCT AND SOFTWARE SUPPORT 

WHY NOT CALL THE PROFESSIONALS? 

DAMAR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
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from Micro- 
Educational 

AUSTRALIA'S LEADING APPLE MAIL ORDER SUPPLIER SINCE 1979 

~O~ao~aAa~c̀e 	
Q: Why do one in five Australian Apple owners buy software and peripherals 

\k 0S~ c) 4--`~ 	from Micro-Educational? 
A~~~ Qac/,Q~ 

0`'(1~ 0~ 	A: We offer (1) wide range (2) quality products (3) fast delivery (4) expert advice 
oQ~ - Q~ 	(5) money-back warranty (6) personal service (7) value for money (8) convenient 
Q(, 	ordering by Phone, Bankcard or Mail. 

QIP 

	

	I f you are an Apple owner why not join our thousands of satisfied mail and phone-order 
clients. Write or phone now for our free 20 page catalogue, (We carry over 320 products for the 

Apple) and we will send you a free copy of SOFTALK, the US magazme devoted entirely to 
Apple software. But hurry, we have only 1000 SOFIA LKS to give away. 

BUSINESS 
VISICALC. The world's top-selling 
modelling spreadsheet 	$375 
VISISCHEDULE. Critical path 
analysis of complex jobs. Includes 
costing, time-slip, rescheduling, 
etc. 	 $395 
VERSAFORM. Flexible forms data 
base generator. Covers invoicing, 
receipts, orders, delivery dockets, 
statements, etc. User designed.$440 
PFS. Top-selling, easy-to-use card-
index system. Retrieve on any 
criterion or combination. Sophis- 
ticated reporting. 	$150 

WORD PROCESSING 
SANDY'S WORD PROCESSOR 
Great value at 	 $175 
ZARDAX 
Top value at 	 $295 

EDUCATION 
M.I.T. LOGO 
Just released. Includes 

2 manuals 	 $230 
CARTELS & CUTTHROATS 
Excellent economics 

simulation 	 $45.95 

SPECIAL 
NASHUA DISKS 	$39.95 

BEST SELLERS 
SIMULATIONS 

& ADVENTURES 

GRAPHICS 
COMPLETE GRAPHICS 

SYSTEM $78.50 
BUDGE GRAPHICS $48.95 
A2-3D1 $79.50 
GRAPHICS MAGICIAN $65.95 

UTILITIES 
APPLE-CILLIN. Complete Apple 

diagnostics pack 	$59.95 
DOS BOSS 	 $37.50 
BAG OF TRICKS 	$49.95 
UTILITY CITY 	$35.95 

So 
~ ; SVpA/ dare .~;,,~ by ~ . .~\~ ,, 

::::-.. .~ 
GAMES 

(Add 	17'/1% S. Tax 	if applicable) 
STAR PRINTER + I/F $715.00 
VISION-80 COL CARD $295.00 
DIGITEK 16K CARD $179.00 
DIGITEK Z-80 CARD $230.00 
DIGITEK COLOUR CARD$215.00 
DIGITEK SERIAL CARD $180.00 
DIGITEK PARALLEL 

CARD $180.00 
SATURN 128K 

RAMCARD $695.00 
PADDLES $44.95 
JOYSTICK $69.95 

ADD $2 Min postage. 

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
The original and best $39.95 

CHOPLIFTER. The best new corn- 
puter 	game 	around. 	Fantastic 

TIME ZONE (HIRES 5) Graphics 	 $34.95 
The 	ultimate 	adventure 	on 	4 BANDITS $35.95 

double-sided disks $120-00 APPLE PANIC $32.95 
WIZARDRY DAVIDS MIDNIGHT 
Top-selling 3-D dungeons MAGIC $39.95 

and dragons $57.50 FALCONS $32.95 
HIRES GOLF $32.95 FROGGER $35.95 
MONOLOPY $34.95 GORGON $43.95 
CASINO $45.95 RASTER BLASTER $32.95 
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN $32.95 SNAKE BYTE $32.95 
NAPOLEONS CAMPAIGNS $69.00 SNACK ATTACK $32.95 
POOL 1.5 $39.95 SNEAKERS $32.95 
SARGON CHESS $39.95 THRESHOLD $43.95 
SOUTHERN COMMAND $44.95 TWERPS $32.95 
TIGERS IN THE SNOW $45.95 
ZO R K $43.95 

HARDWARE 

For our free catalog and a free SOFTALK Magazine send attached coupon or write to: 
MICRO-EDUCATIONAL, 17 PARK ROAD, GARDEN SUBURB, NSW 2288. Ph: (049) 43 6805 

" Apple, Apple II and Applesoft are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. 
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It has been quite fascinating to watch at 
close quarters the battle for supremacy 
in the hand-held computer market over 
the last two years. Sharp got in the first 
blow with the PC1211, which was the 
first hand-held with Basic; Casio 
retaliated with the 702p which is faster 
and has more memory. Meanwhile, 
Hewlett-Packard strapped on quadruple 
memory and an interface loop to its 
established HP-41C calculator. Now 
Sharp has come back with a block-
buster, the PC1500. Though it is clearly 
related to the 1211, it's an all-new 
machine which builds on the good 
features of the old but is very much 
more powerful. And it features a truly 
remarkable four-colour plotter/printer 
which has no rival at present. 

Hardware 
The PC1500 computer unit is enclosed 
in an alloy-faced ABS case of consi-
derably larger size than the 1211 (195x 
86x25.5mm), which reflects the use of 
four AA size batteries to power the 
expanded memory instead of the nor-
mal silver oxide or lithium `button' 
cells. These give around 50 hours of use; 
a 6V mains unit is available for desk use. 
Opening up the case reveals a two-board 
computer with 14 ICs including the pro-
cessor, a full 8-bit CMOS unit of Sharp's 
own manufacture, 16k of ROM and 
3.5K of on-board RAM. A compartment 
on the back of the case next to the 
batteries has an edge connector for an 
expansion module. All 01 the RAM is, 
of course, non-volatile CMOS memory. 

The keyboard is qwerty layout; 
similar to the 1211's but with rather 
larger keys which greatly improved its 
ease of use. The most noticeable differ-
ence is the row of six function keys 
under the display. Upper and lower case 
letters arc obtainable either by the 
SHIFT or by a key called SML (for 
small) which toggles a caps-lock. The 
display is a 26-character LCD job with 
annunciators for operation and angular 
mode and BUSY to show a program is 
running. 

Calculations performed to 10 
figures (dynamic range of 10+99) plus a 
two-digit exponet when in scientific 
notation. The speed of calculation is 
very greatly improved by the 8-bit pro-
cessor, the 1500 ran my calculator 
Benchmark (see end of article) in 13 
seconds, which beats the previous 
best Casio 702 (20 secs) quite comfor-
tably. I also ran APC Benchmarks 
out of interest; to put things in perspec-
tive, even this is in an order of magni-
tude slower than a typical 2M11z, 
6502-based machine. 

The 1500 has, like the 1211, four 
modes of operation, hut the ergonomics 
have been considerably improved. The 
MODE key toggles between RUN and 
PROgram mode. The DEF mode now 
has its own key and the top keyboard 
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row has Basic reserved words per-
manently assigned; 18 of the other 
keys are available to have user programs 
assigned. The RESERVE mode now 
operates on the six function keys under 
the display and allows 18 commands 
(including carriage returns) to be 
assigned to them and used in RUN or 
PRO mode. This is achieved by a key Q 
which selects one of the three definition 
sets flagged as I, II and III in the 
display. Each command may be labelled 
with a string, and the RCL key displays 
the six labels over their respective keys. 
Reserve assignments are stored in 198 
bytes of protected memory just below 
the Basic program area and can be saved 
to tape. The arrangement works very 
well, unlike that on the 1211 which was 
too fiddly to bother with. The editor is  

the same as the 1211's with full four-
way movement through the program 
and insertion and deletion. 

Basic 
The interpreter on the 1500 is a full 
implementation of a Microsoft-style 
Basic and includes PC1211 Basic as a 
subset, together with 62 extra instruc-
tions. In particular, a full set of string  
functions is provided, including CHR 
and ASC, STR$ and VAL. Variable 
handling is orthodox, unlike that of the 
1211 which configured the memory as 
an array. Names can be of any length, 
though only the first two characters are 
significant, and two-dimensional arrays 
are permitted. Strings are limited by 
default to 16 characters but may be 
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LETS GET 
sirius 

If you are serious about Business Microcomputers 
then Sirius is definitely the microcomputer for 
you. Sirius offers you, the microcomputer user, 
a combination of state of the art technology, 
future upgradability, ergonomic design, a large 
software library and high reliability. 

BS Microcomp offers expertise developed during 
3 years in the microcomputing business in 
Melbourne. Our many clients range from individual 
and small business users right through to multi-
national corporations and Government bodies. 

You owe it to yourself to arrange a demonstration of the  Sirius  Microcomputer today. 
Contact BS Microcomp now. 

B.S.  MICROCOMP Pty. Ltd., 

MIERDMP 
	4th Floor, 

561 Bourke Street, 
MELBOURNE, 3000. 

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGNERS 	Tel: 614-1433/614-1551. 
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DIMensioned to up to 80. A nice touch 
is that variables with names A—Z are 
stored in a separate protected area 
which is not cleared by RUN, thus allow-
ing values to be accumulated between 
runs. This area can also be used as an 
array called a or as. 

MEMORY MAP 
EFF PII 65535 

ItI,\I 
BASIC IN'I' Ell PItF;I'ER 

C00011 . 49152 
ROM 

EXPANSION 

800011 32768 
PR03'EC'I'EI) 

7C0011 SYSTEM wORKSPAt'F: 
31744 

780011 4((720 
DISPLAY ItuF'F'ERs 

760(111 :102(18 
PRO'I'K("1'F:I) 

71101111 28672 
EXPANSION 

RAM 

58(1(111 22528 
I(ASIC \'AItIAItI.FS 

WORKSPACE 

BASIC PRurS 
40(.611 16582 

RESERVE DEFINITIONS 
311.111 16388 

Nor 
USED 

000(111 II 

RND n generates a random number 
between 1 and its argument n and is 
repeatable unless initialised by 
RANDOM. In addition to PAUSE for 
output, there is a programmable WAIT 
[nnnnn] which holds a display for 
nnnnn units of 1/60th of a second. The 
PRINT USING has facilities to provide 
asterisk fill, commas, signs and the 
inclusion of characters in numeric 
formats. ON ERROR GOTO is provided 
for error trapping and TRON/TROFF 
for debugging. Another welcome 'big' 
Basic feature is the inclusion of 
READ... DATA... RESTORE [line 

number] to incorporate data into 
programs. 

A real time clock-calendar is built in 
which displays in the rather unwieldy 
[monthdayhour.minutesecond] format 
when summoned by TIME. Together 
with the built-in beeper (programmable 

for pitch, volume and duration), this 
can be used as an alarm or to date-stamp 
printouts. 

LOCK/UNLOCK is a clever feature 
which allows the programmer to lock 
the machine in its current operating 
mode; this stops a ham-fisted user 
accidentally corrupting programs or 
otherwise wreaking havoc. 

Proper file handling is enabled by 
PRINT# and INPUT#, which allows 
multiple field records; CHAIN and 
MERGE can be used to segment and 
overlay programs from tape. 

As if all this 'real computer' stuff was 
not enough, there is even a facility for 
dot graphics! The display is treated as a 
7x156 dot matrix and the GCURSOR 
statement selects any column of 7 dots; 
the GPRINT statement then allows 
these dots to be set or unset by 
specifying a decimal or hex number 
whose binary representation is the 
required pattern. GCURSOR can take a 
string of arguments to define a whole 
shape in a single statement. POINT 
reads a column-value from the display. 

No, your eyes are not deceiving you, 
I said hex. Not only does the 1500 
allow hex (prefixed by an &) to be used 
in any expression but it has PEEK, 
POKE and CALL as well! You will look 
in vain for any reference to these in the 
manual (a Sharp spokesman tells me 
that a new manual, which covers 
machine code operation, will follow in 
time) but they work. With the help of 
PEEK I was able to uncover some of the 
labyrinthine twists of the 1500's 
memory map (also not in the manual) 
and to dump Basic programs and hence 
discover the system of tokens used for 
storage (two-byte codes beginning with 
240 or 241 decimal are used for key- 

words and ASCII for the rest). A 
command called STATUS returns the 
number of bytes remaining (STATUS 0) 
and used (STATUS 1) as well as the 
address of the top of program and the 
bottom of variables (2 and 3). Basic 
begins at 16582, immediately above the 
reserve area, and variables are stored 
from 22528 down. 

The basic interpreter/monitor sits 
between 49152 and the top at 65536. 
By CALLing into the right location in the 
latter area you can dump the contents 
in character-encoded form but until 
Sharp issues both the processor instruc-
tion set and a monitor listing nothing 
very useful can be done in this way. 

To summarise, this Basic is far 
superior to that on any previous hand-
held computer and even to that on some 
home computers. The only things I can 
find to bitch about (one has one's cred-
ibility to consider... are the absence of 
DELete and RENumber and the 
unwieldy format of the DMS conversion 
routine which uses a single packed 
decimal number instead of having 
proper 01 11 separators. It would also 
be nice to see some built in statistics 
routines on a machine of this type, but 
that is perhaps stretching a ROM too far. 

Printer& Cassette 
Interface 
The CE-150 is one of those bits of 
machinery that must elicit a cry of 
admiration from anyone who has any 
respect for human ingenuity. 

The plotter is a marvel of miniature 
engineering. A rotating drum like a 
gatling-gun contains four inch4ong felt 
tip pens in black, red, green and blue; 
the required colour being swung into 
the firing position on request. Removing 
and loading the pens is quite easy for 
those with average motor control; it is 
recommended that they be removed and 
capped to avoid drying up when not in 
use. 

The device is a true plotter in that it 
draws continuous lines, not dots; and 
the paper is moved in both directions. 
The set of plotting commands provided 
would shame machines at ten times its 
price. 

Future 
Expansion 
A `Software Board' is due to be released 
at the time of writing which is an 
external pressure sensitive glass plate. 
It provides a matrix of 140 (14 x 10) 
flat user definable keys for easier date 
entry than the necessarily small key-
board proper. Six plastic overlays are 
provided for the `Software Board' of 
which two already have application 
characters printed on them and four are 
blank and available for specific user 
applications. 

In the pipe-line is an RS-232C 
interface to allow direct communication 
with devices such as acoustic couplers. 
Sharp expects this to be available in 
about six weeks. 

GOTO page 101 
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HITACHI 
PEACH SPECIALISTS 

Word Processing System 
with professional 
printer, e.g. Diablo and 
interfaced typewriter, 
e.g. Olympia and 
Brother 

Business Systems 
Debtors 
Creditors 
General Ledger 
Stock control etc. 
Procalc 
Bill of Material 
and all Hi Soft software 

AUTHOR ISED 

Home systems 
Assemblers 
Disassemblers 
Colour games 
e.g. Peach Invaders 
and Ghost Gobblers 

Peach and Hi Soft dealer see pages 6 & 7 
	~ 

1 

IF YOU NEED PORTABILITY 
PLUS POWER, THEN 

OSBORNE 

$2595 inc tax 
PRINTER $500 inc tax 
AUTHORISED OSBORNE 
DEALER 

IS FOR YOU 

NOW AVAILABLE DOCTORS, DENTISTS OR REAL ESTATE PACKAGES — $500.00 each.  

    

295 THOMAS STREET, 

DANDENONG 
ph: (03) 791 2900 

    

COMPUTER CENTER 

FRIENDLY, RELIABLE AND EXCELLENT AFTER SALES SERVICE 
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THE COMMODORE 
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ARFON Expander Unit 
ARFON 3k, 8k & 16k RAM 
FUJITSU Eprom Programmers Kit 
FUJITSU Ato D converter 
Controller Board Fujitsu VIC-DOS 

(an easy to use DOS for VIC 20) 

* Nationwide support from Commodore. 
* 90 day unrestricted Warranty. 
* Over 100 cassette programs in stock. 
* Friendly, helpful service and advice. 
* More "add-ons" than ANYBODY! 

includinq: 

r 
r 
r 

* FAST overnight delivery in capital cities on all stock lines. 
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220 MORPHETT STREET, ADELAIDE, S.A. 5000 

All Correspondence to: 
P.O. BCX 7, PORT ADELAIDE, S.A. 5015 

TELEPHONE: (08) 211 8146 

  

COMPUTER 
IMPORTS Cli 

 

   

What's the Big 
Deal about self 
cleaning disks 

• Fits all current Mini-Disk drives 

• Resistance and durability 

8" DISKETTES 
$3.99 EACH quantity 50 

$4.50 each minimum quantity 10 
Prices do not include Sales tax 

Please send to: 
CONTINUITY 
MEDIA SUPPLIES 
Australian suppliers of BASF 
402 Albert Street, 
East Melbourne 3002 
Phone: (03) 68 4457 

• Special BASF magnetic coating 	• Permament self-cleaning 

• Formatted for immediate use 
	• Individually tested 

Quantity 	Price ex. sales tax 
	Price inc. sales tax 

❑ 50 	$199.50 
	

$234.40 
❑ 10 	 45.00 

	
52.87 

Include 2.50 postage and handling 

❑ Please send me further information of the complete 
BASF product range 

	

Name 	 

Address 
	 Posicode 	 

I Cheque 
	[ I Money Order 	r i Bankcard 

Bankcard Number 	  

Expiry Date 	 Signature 	  

fr, 

STOP PRESS: Canberra agent — Computer Engineering Services, 31 Altree Crt. Phillip, ACT 2606. Phone: (062) 81 2824. 



SCR LAY 
review games for the Apple II. This month Dick Olney & co 

This month I've been playing some of 
the games available for the Apple 
II microcomputer. Although this 
machine is rather different from most of 
those I've previously covered, and is 
not marketed as a games machine, 
there is a considerable volume of such 
software available for it. Apple itself 
produces very little in this area, but 
this is made up for by dozens of (mostly 
American) software publishers. The con-
figuration I used was a 48k Apple II 
Europlus with a single mini disk drive 
and the Applesoft ROM with an auto-
matic boot feature. The machine was 
fitted with a colour card and UHF 

modulator so that I could plug it 
directly into my television. 

Apple will supply a set of games 
paddles for $35, but for most of the 
games I used a sort of universal joystick 
with dual buttons and paddle-emulating 
slide switches as well as the stick itself. 
This is manufactured in Texas by TG 
Products, and is undoubtedly the best-
designed games controller I've used. The 
price of the system would be $2490 
(incl. Sales Tax) for the machine and 

extras with an additional $60 for the 
joystick. This is clearly more than most 
people 'would be willing to pay just to 
play games, but I'm sure there are 
plenty of people with Apples who spend 
at least some of the time doing just that. 

All of the games were of course 
supplied on 5'/ain disks. Although I 
have concentrated 1. ere on real time 
arcade-type games I should point out 
that this machine is also notable for the 
many Adventure games available for it. 
Note that star ratings are based on a 
maximum of eight and reflect those 
qualities most appropriate to the nature 
of the game. 

GAME: Firebird 
PRICE: $39.95 
SUPPLIER: Gebelli Software 
Although this game has a very familiar 
feel about it I can't actually remember 
seeing anything quite like it. The 
scenario is a building, made up of 
72 rectangular rooms, which is under 
attack from a fire bird racing through 

the sky and dropping incendiary eggs 
at random. The latter set fire to a room, 
eventually destroying it and forcing its 
occupant to leap from the building. You 
can put the fire out (if you're quick 
enough) by positioning `Piggo the fire-
fighting pig' next to the room and dous-
ing it with water; failing this you must 
attempt to catch the unfortunate 
occupant before he falls to his death. 
Moving Piggo and his ladder and squirt-
ing water are all controlled by the key-
board, and specific keys can be re-
defined to best suit your play. 

If you manage to catch one of the 
falling victims you must take him to the 
top of the ladder where he will even-
tually be rescued by a circling heli-
copter. You should do this quickly since 
Piggo can only carry one person at a 
time, and cannot squirt water with his 
hands full. For each person saved the 
helicopter will replace one room; 
dropping it onto the top of the smallest 
column. The only hazard you encounter 

is if one of the people falls directly on 
top of Piggo, in which case he will 
topple off the ladder. He has three lives 
and the game ends when these have 
been used up or (more often the case) 
when two complete columns of rooms 
have been destroyed. If you manage to 
save the entire bottom row when all 
other rooms have burnt down you start 
a new frame. 

It takes some time to get used to this 
game, though it is well worth the effort. 
Firebird is well thought out and pro-
fessionally presented, and should cer-
tainly provide plenty of entertainment. 
It is a little surprising that there is no 
joystick option, though the keyboard 
controls are satisfactory (they give 
incremental rather than continuous 
motion) so this shouldn't put you off. 

USE OF GRAPHICS: ******* 
ADDICTIVE QUALITY: ***** 

RESPONSE TIMES: *** 
VALUE FOR MONEY: ****** 

GAME: Olympic Decathlon 
PRICE: $29.95 
SUPPLIER: Microsoft 
This glossy athletics simulator from 
Microsoft is likely to receive a mixed 
welcome from gamesters. The manual 

insists that paddles or a joystick are 
necessary -- these are in fact only used 
in two of the events; the shot put and 
the hurdles (neither of which were 
exactly my forte!). Mostly the game 
demands rapid finger movement over 
the keyboard, often literally using two 
fingers as legs as if running. Up to six 
players can take part, each entering 
their names into the computer, and 
there is the opportunity for unlimited 
practice before the decathlon proper. 
Each event is heralded by a little fan-
fare, and full instructions are displayed 
throughout with the option to look at 
the scoreboard at any time. The 
graphics and presentation are flawless, 
but the general pace of the game is 
rather slow because of the low percen-
tage of the playing time during which 
you are active. The long and high jumps 
were my favourite events, closely fol- 

lowed by the pole vault. I must admit I 
found the frantic finger pumping in the 
track events rather boring and tending 
to cause severe knuckle cramp; but I 
suppose this mirrors reality in some 
ways! Essentially this is ten quite 
simple games neatly compiled into an 
exclusive games package (they are even 
accessed from disk individually). 
Although the actual `events' are, in 
themselves, rather trivial and unlikely 
to stimulate the hyperactive Defender 
freak or intrepid Star Trekker, Olympic 
Decathlon should appeal to the family 
audience where it would undoubtedly 
provide many hours of amusement. 

USE OF GRAPHICS: ****** 
ADDICTIVE QUALITY: *** 

PRESENTATION: ***** 
VALUE FOR MONEY: ***** 
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GAME: Epoch 
PRICE: $37.50 
SUPPLIER: Sirius Software 
Written by Harry Miller (not THE 
H. Miller), this game is a true real time 
interpretation of Star Trek in which all 
movement and firing is controlled by 
the joystick or games paddles. Though it 
lacks the complexity found in more 
traditional games of this genre (there are 
no charts, scans or textual commands) 
the excellent use of graphics and control 

precision made it a joy to behold. You 
are under attack by four different types 
of enemy craft which can only be 
destroyed by a direct hit at the centre 
of their mass. To achieve this you 
position the crosshair sights over the 
alien ship before firing your missiles. 
These crosshairs dictate direction of 
motion as well as aim, and though of 
course they actually always remain in 
the centre of the screen, the impression 
of three-dimensional movement is 
surprisingly effective. One of the 
controller buttons gives acceleration 
and the other deceleration, and pressing 
them both together achieves self-
repeating fire power. As well as alien 
ships there are stationary enemy bases 
which can again only be destroyed by 
accurate central hits. 

The constraints upon your degree of 
destruction are fuel, ammunition and 
time — the game ends if any one of 
these runs out. The amount of fuel 
decreases steadily during any change of 
speed (though not while in stable 
motion) and also drops if you are hit by 
alien fire. Ammunition level, of course, 

depends on how many shots you fire. 
Both of these can be completely replen-
ished by driving through the porthole 
of a friendly base, requiring careful navi-
gation. Time is lost at a steady rate 
whatever you do and can only be 
regained by travelling through the 
centre of a time portal. These are great 
fun, involving steering the ship through 
a colourful corridor of gateways. 

The fundamental principles of this 
game resemble the real time section of 
Atari's Star Raiders, though saying this 
does not do it justice. It is certainly one 
of the best games of this type that I've 
come across. If you've got an Apple II 
with a colour set up then you need 
Epoch. 

USE OF GRAPHICS: ******* 
ADDICTIVE QUALITY: ***** 

RESPONSE TIMES: ****** 
VALUE FOR MONEY: ***** 

,N :115 ir4:(15.41111111111.  
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GAME: International Grand Prix 
PRICE: $32.95 
SUPPLIER: Riverbank Solt ware 

Given the front view from a racing car 
your task is this game is to use the 
paddle or joystick to drive as quickly as 
possible around a racetrack (no surprises 
there!). The interesting thing about this 
game is the number of options. Firstly 
there are five international circuits to 
choose from each of which has all the 
elements of its real life counterpart. 
You can choose the number of laps, 
amount of fuel on board and difficulty 
level (zero to seven determines road sur-
face skid potential) as well as manual or 
automatic transmission. The button on 
your paddle or joystick is used to 
accelerate the car. For manual trans-
mission, taking your finger off the 
button for a second changes gear and 

with automatic you can stabilise your 
speed using the cruise control (space 
bar). The array of options and crisp pre-
sentation cannot however conceal the 
uninspired and rather dull nature of 
this game. 

USE OF GRAPHICS: **** 
ADDICTIVE QUALITY: ** 

RESPONSE TIMES: ***** 
VALUE FOR MONEY: *** 

GAME: Fly Wars 
PRICE: $21.79 
SUPPLIER: Sirius Software 

It's you (the spider) against the flies 
(unfair advantage to you), caterpillars 
which appear as each fly is eaten (a 
slight advantage to you — they drop 
bombs, of a substance I don't care to 
think about) and cocoons which appear 
as each caterpillar is destroyed (an easy 
target for any spider) and bug spray, 

which is a most unfair weapon to bring 
into what is otherwise a good, clean 
ecological game. The bug spray is 
instant death to the spider. 

The game is best played with 
joysticks although the keyboard will 
do. It involves moving the spider around 
the screen to form a web which entraps 
as many flies as possible. Having 
captured its victims, the spider must 
then chase flies and caterpillars and 
eat them. As cocoons appear they must 
be pushed to the top of the screen 
where they explode and it is during this 

effort that the bug spray appears more 
frequently. 

I'm not a great fan of this type of 
game, but personal preferences differ 
and if you're looking for something 
quite different from the normal shoot-
them-before-they-shoot-you game 
then this would certainly be 
worthwhile. 

USE OF GRAPHICS: **** 
ADDICTIVE QUALITY: *** 

RESPONSE TIMES: **** 
VALUE FOR MONEY: **** 

GAME: Jellyfish 
PRICE: $21.79 
SUPPLIER: Sirius Software 

Another game which really requires 
joysticks, Jellyfish can be played by 
two people against each other or one 
against the computer. The object 
of the game is to guide a submarine 
over a nuclear waste canister (obviously 
left there by an inconsiderate twentieth 

century society) while avoiding collision 
with giant jellyfish, octopi and squid 
and taking pot shots at your opponent 
who should also be attempting to 
recover canisters. 

It is interesting that your primary 
mission is supposed to be to recover 
canisters, which has a score value of 
1,000 points, while 5,000 points are 
awarded to bumping off your opponent. 
The games I played quickly degraded 
into a hide and kill match among the 

giant jellyfish. 
Jellyfish has good graphics and 

colour and is good value for money. It's 
really two games in one: if you're 
playing against an opponent, canisters 
are left rotting on the seabed while 
submarines fight it out. 

USE OF GRAPHICS: ***** 
ADDICTIVE QUALITY: **** 

RESPONSE TIMES: *** 
VALUE FOR MONEY: **** 
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JUST ARRIVED 
• TACHI DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY 5.25 DRIVES 

1 MB CAPA ITY F • R PEACH 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

(§) HITACHI PEACH 

RADARO COMPUTER CENTRE 
1100 TOORAK ROAD, HARTWELL, VIC. 

TEL. 29-4466 29-5571 

a rat . • • 	A ' 11 A 

WE DON'T SELL OTHER BRANDS. 



OSBORNE] 
"The answer to 
every would be 
computerist's 
prayer" 

Call Ken Forshaw 
as stock is now available. 

Portability 
2 x 5'%" disk drives 
Inbuilt 5 inch screen 
RS232 port 
IEEE port 
Modem port 

External monitor port 
Battery pack port 
Package includes this software 
MBasic CBasic 
CP/M Wordstar with Mailmerge 
Supercalc electronic spreadsheet 

CAULFIELD BUSINESS COMPUTERS 
874 Glenhuntly Road, Caulfield South 3162. 

Telephone: (03) 528 4555 

WANTED 
BUSINESSMEN 

with more Sense than Money 

ALPHATRONIC 
Business System 

OSBORNE 
Business Portable 

topple computer 
Expandable Desktop  

~~. 

DISCUSS 	Desktop Computers and 
Micro Word Processors 
with Practical Businessmen: 
Steve Colman or Phil Enever 

FREE DEMO 	Business Systems 
& Word Processors 

MARCH UP MILITARY ROAD to: 
99 Military Road 

computcrr galore Neutral Bay, 2089 
908-2355 908-2843 

ye olde computer shoppe for businessmen 

GBYTEWRITER 
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER ANI) TYPEWRITER 
IN ONE PACKAGE 

The BYTFWRITER is a new Olivetti Praxis 30 electronic typewriter 
with a micro-processor controlled driver added internally. 

$895 
plus shipping 

Dealer 
Inquiries 
Invited 

FEATURES 
• Underlining • 10, 12, or 15 characters per inch switch selectable • 2nd keyboard 
with foreign grammar symbols switch selectable • Changeable type daisy wheel 
• Centronics-compatible parallel input operates with TRS-80, Apple, Osborne, IBM 
and others • Cartridge ribbon • Typewriter operation with nothing to disconnect 
• Service from any Olivetti dealer • Self test program built in. 

GBYTEWRITER 
CONTACT: COMPUTER EDGE PTY. LTD., 

364 FERRARS STREET, ALBERT PARK 3206 
Telephone: 103) 690 1477 

Praxis 30 is a trademark of Olivetti Corp 
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp 

BYTEWRITER is a trademark of Williams Laboratories 

C W GREAT VALUE 

Make the most of your Apple 
with a versatile EPSON printer 
Type III 
Unbeatable prices for EPSON'S: 
Shipped to anywhere in Australia 
or overseas. 
Prices from $730 + S/T. A 
wide range of Atari, Apple 
and Commodore software 
available. 

NOW STOCKING 

SEIKOSHA PRINTERS 

EPSON MX100 Type III 
$ 900.00 

COMPUTERWARE 

305 LA TROBE STREET, 
MELBOURNE 3000 

(03) 602 1006 



ARCADE ACE 
This month I have chosen a game 
whose variety has always impressed 
me, despite my inability to really 
master it. The oddly named Donkey 
Kong sets you the task of rescuing a 
maiden from an enraged gorilla. At the 
outset the gorilla carries his victim to 
the top of the screen and, using a four-
way joystick, you control a little 
`jumpman' who must ascend the 
various levels to save her. The problem 
is that our oversized primate is not too 
happy about your presence and spends 
his time rolling heavy barrels down at 
you. Luckily you have the ability to 
leap over these as they approach — but 
the timing of this is critical. There are a 
couple of mallets dotted around and 
if you manage to grab one of these 
you have a limited period of time in 
which you can smash the barrels 
before they reach you. To add further 
to your problems, as time passes 

increasing numbers of fireballs arrive 
to chase you. 

The first frame is a simple con-
figuration of girders and ladders with 
the main problems being the barrels 
and fireballs. If you manage to get to 
the top Kong makes off, carrying his 
reluctant victim to a new vantage point, 
and as the game progresses the scena-
rios become increasingly complex with 
lifts, conveyor belts and boiling vats to 
be negotiated. When you have success-
fully completed four screens the girl is 
finally released and the game starts 
again with increased ferocity. Donkey 
Kong combines simple controls with 
an interesting selection of game tasks. 
This, together with its colourful 
graphics, makes it almost as much fun 
to watch as to play and puts it at the 
forefront of the current move away 
from space shootouts. 

GAME: STAR BLAZER 
PRICE: $35.78 
SUPPLIER: BRODERBUND 

SOFTWARE 

difficulty. The last mission is to wipe 
out the "Bungeling headquarters". 
This proved to be extremely difficult 
so the game certainly offers a challenge. 

In summary: very good response 
time and excellent graphics, but should 
only be played with a joystick. 

The name of this game is slightly 
inaccurate in that all play takes place 
within several hundred feet of the 
ground, moving up and down and from 
left to right in an attempt to bomb 
enemy installations. 

The WWIII aircraft fires "pulse 

USE OF GRAPHICS: * * * * * 
ADDICTIVE QUALITY: **** 

RESPONSE TIMES: ****** 
VALUE FOR MONEY: **** 

cannons" at oncoming missiles in levels 
beyond the initial scenario in which the 
aircraft has to destroy enemy radar 
installations in order to proceed to the 
next level. One possible criticism is a 
feeling of some lack of control because 
the firing button shoots either the 
"pulse cannons" or bombs, depending 
on the aircraft's altitude. This prevents 
the aircraft from conducting a bombing 
raid at high altitudes during lulls in 
enemy attack. 

Five scenarios are provided with 
successively increasing levels of 

Conclusion. 
As I mentioned in the introduction, the 
Apple H is neither designed nor mar-
keted as a games machine. Despite this, 
the quality of the graphics and lack of 
memory limitations make it an admir- 

able instrument for such pursuits. The 
games I have seen are varied and colour-
ful and often of a quality much closer 
to that of their dedicated arcade peers 
than on smaller machines. Any Apple II 
users currently restricting their 
machine to more serious pursuits 
would be well advised to investigate its 
leisure potential. 

Our thanks to Bob Shattock of 
ComputerLand South Melbourne 
(37 Albert Road, Ph: (03) 266 8647) 
for the loan of the Apple computer and 
joystick. 

All software reviewed this month is 
distributed in Australia by Imagineering 
(Ph: (02) 358 3011) and is available 
from all Apple dealers. 

GAME: ABM 
PRICE: $29.95 
SUPPLIER: Muse Software 

As you may have guessed, this is a 
variant of the popular Missile 
Command, Atari's version of which I 
covered in April. It is in fact virtually 
identical except that you have five 
missile bases firing two different sizes of 
missile. Your task is, of course, to shoot 
down approaching nuclear warheads in 
an attempt to protect the east coast of 
the USA from its impending (and 
indeed inevitable) demise. Paddles or 
the joystick are used to guide the target 
sight and ABMs are sent ploughing 
towards its position at the press of a 
button. The precise action of the con-
trol unit can be customised at beginning 
of play, though apparently only once. In 
the original game the sight would leave 

a marker immediately you fired, whilst 
remaining active, allowing you to launch 
missiles as frequently as you wished. In 
ABM, however, the sight disappears 
while your missile is in flight and thus 
you can only launch them one at a time, 
a serious defect as it entirely changes 
the nature of play. The bombers and for-
midable `smart missiles' seen in Missile 
Command are also sadly lacking in this 
game. I must admit that I like it any. 
way, so although I rate this `cover 
version' a poor copy I should add that 
it's a good substitute. 

USE OF GRAPHICS: **** 
ADDICTIVE QUALITY: ***** 

RESPONSE TIMES: ***** 
VALUE FOR MONEY: ***** • 



WESTERN AUSTRALIANS 
choose Computer Age 

Everything for the Apple computer professional or hobbist, or for business applications. 
OTHER LANGUAGES: Pascal, Logo, COBOL, 
FORTRAN, PILOT 
PROGRAMMING: instruction books, assemblers, 
debuggers, disassemblers 
MAGAZINES & BOOKS: APC, ABC, Apple Orchard, 
and others 
COMMUNICATIONS: The Source subscriptions, 
Midas and Telecom applications acoustic couplers, 
communication programs 
PRINTERS: — we sell more of the excellent Epson 
MX100 printers than any other shop in WA. 

— use your electronic typewriter (eg 
IBM ET) for word processing with the Missing Link 
interface board. 

PROGRAMS: for accounting, business and professional, communications, databases, diaries, 
education, farm, graphics, word processors, system and utility software, and numerous games, are 
available. 

EDII1PUTtER AGE 
Shop 3, 355 Stirling Highway, Claremont, WA 6010 (09) 384 1559 

i 
apple computer 
-Authorized Dealer 

We Service and Support What We Sell 

AVAILABLE NOW 
cirrus 1 

Also available: 
The complete range of Hewlett Packard 

computers and calculators. 
The extremely versatile BBC Micro. 

For Sales and excellent After Sales Service 
see us at: iL(,)3U COMPUTER SHOP 
10 Hoddle Street, 331 Pacific Highway, 
Abbotsford. 	Crows Nest. 
(03) 417 3211 	(02) 436 2111 

:.. n .•. . .n r•,,,»..,,t,v 



THE 

CHECKOUT 

MICRO-PROFESSOR 
by Steve Withers. 

Introduction 
Back in the days before Commodore 
launched the PET, the word `micro-
computer' conjured up an image of a 
circuit board with a couple of kilobytes 
of memory and a processor. Input and 
output consisted of seven-segment 
displays and a funny little keyboard 
that looked like a refugee from a 
calculator factory. Sometimes a cassette 
interface was included, sometimes you 
had to build your own. Such a micro 
would cost a few hundred dollars, and 
that didn't include a power supply. 

Since then, microcomputers have 
become increasingly sophisticated. 
Generally speaking, manufacturers have 
offered 'more for your dollar', rather 
than 'the same for less'. Of course, 
there are exceptions, and after allowing 
for inflation, micros have become 
cheaper. This is to the consumer's 
benefit: I know people whose hobby 
computers include disk drives and high-
quality printers, as well as colour 
graphics — 4 or 5 years ago, an acquaint-
ance in similar financial circumstances 
had a system with 16k of RAM, a home-
made video board driving a modified 
TV, and a Basic interpreter that took 5 
minutes to load from cassette. 

So the good old days (!) weren't 
that good, but people did learn a lot 
from those early machines, including 
the fact that programming in machine 
code can be very tedious. For all their 
advantages, I believe modem `appliance' 

systems have two drawbacks. The first 
is that after spending a significant 
amount on a computer, one needs both 
skill and confidence to undertake the 
construction of hardware add-ons, if an 
interest develops in such projects. 
Secondly, the availability of increasingly 
sophisticated software can act as a 
disincentive to investigate machine 
code/assembly language, even if the idea 
is appealing. 

These two points reinforce each 
other when the possibility of using a 
microcomputer for control purposes is 
raised. Consider a model railway 
enthusiast, who thinks it may be 
interesting to use a micro to automate 
some aspects of his or her system. Such 
a person is unlikely to spend much on a 
computer (trains are the main interest), 
and in any case most of the frills are 
unnecessary. The 'old fashioned' micro, 
with some extra I/O lines would be just 
the job. 

The Micro- Professor 
The Micro-Professor fills this gap very 
nicely, being both cheap and simple. 
The main ics are a Z80 processor, a 
6116 2k RAM chip, a 4k EPROM 
(2532) containing the monitor program 
and a tiny Basic interpreter, and a 8255 
parallel I/O chip. There's also a baby's 
handful of discrete components and 74 
series TTL, but that's about it. 

Input and output are correspond- 

ingly simple. A 36 key calculator style 
keyboard (with a surprisingly positive 
action) is software-scanned, allowing the 
key functions to be redefined. In fact, 
a cardboard overlay is provided for use 
with Basic, giving single-key entry of 
all keywords. Half a dozen seven-
segment displays form the main output 
channel, backed up by a small speaker 
from which a variety of beeps and 
buzzes emerge. For example, each key 
depression is accompanied by a short 
bleep, but if this irritates you or your 
loved ones, it may be disabled by 
changing the contents of a single byte. 
A green LED glows in parallel with 
the speaker, while a red one indicates 
when the processor is HALTed. 

The cassette interface has a data rate 
of 165 baud, but this may be increased 
or decreased to suit the recorder's 
performance. Unfortunately the para-
meters are stored in the EPROM, so 
programming facilities are needed to 
change them. An interesting feature is 
that when loading a file the software 
automatically adjusts to the speed at 
which it was recorded. Using a Sony 
recorder, saving and loading worked 
first time, every time, without any 
fiddling with the volume or tone 
controls. Incidentally, files are 
numbered, making it easier to store 
several on one cassette. Signals in both 
directions are monitored by the on-
board speaker. 

Provision has been made for 
expansion in several ways. At the 
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® ATARI 400 
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Compare the Atari® 400 Home Computer with its rivals and 
you'll appreciate why it is stunning value for money. It simply 
offers the computer enthusiast more, so he can get 
more satisfaction. 

Graphics 
Separate graphics microprocessor ensures unparalleled colour and 

luminosity- up to 128 colour-luminance combinations at your fingertips. 
Sound 
4 separate synthetic sound generators for a range of sound 

combinations you couldn't even begin to imagine. Who else has this 
at the price? 

Language 
Microsoft BASIC and Atari® Basic, Assembler Editor and PILOT. 
Expandable 
10K operating ROM and 16K RAM-expandable to 32K. 
Price 
At $499 without BASIC, it's a wise investment for you and 

your family. 

SMALL ECONOMY MODEL. 

ATARI® HOME COMPUTERS 
For your family's future. 

For a no obligation demonstration of the Atari Home Computers' amazing capabilities see your nearest Atari "' dealer: V IC: Myer (City and. Highpoint 
West), Calcutronic (Hawthorn), Logic Shop (Prahran and K-mart Burwood), Brash, (City, Blackburn and Geelong), Billy Guyette (Carnegie, Ringwood and City), 
Computer Country (City), Gametronics (South Yarra), Dandy Sound (Dandenong), Bill Wonder (Greensberough), Computers 2000 (Frankston), Warehouse Sales 
(Frankston), Associated Micro Technology (Cranboume). NSW: (.‚race Bros. (All stores),Computerwave-Myer(city), David Reid Electronics (City), Computer Connection 
(Miranda), The Logic Shop (Chippendale), Computermax (Brookvale). QLD: Myer (All stores), The Electronic Circuib(The Valley), Alliance Computers (Annerley), Exec-U-
Games (Queens Arcade, Wynnum Plaza, Burleigh Heads and Maryborough), V.H.S. (Queen St. and Gold Coast), Qalton (Valley), Datacom (Bundaberg), Gametronic 
(Rockhampton), Fields (Mackay), Games and Creative Toys (Townsville), Middle Earth Hobbies(Gladstone), Ipswich Hi Ei (Ipswich Centre Plaza),Music Maker (Brisbane 
and ML Isa), Computer Shop (Darwin), Ken Elbourne (Southtown Shopping Centre-and Toowoomba). WA: Parrys (West Perth), Microbase, Computer Age, The 
Backgammon Shops, Vic Park Computers, Nth West Audio (Karratha), Vision On (Port Hedlund), Greyhound TV (Bunbury), Don Jones & Co. (Kalgoorlie). SA: John 
Martins (Rundle Mall), Magnetex, Video World, Sargent Electronics,Metropole Business Equipment. Key Computer. 
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LARGE ECONOMY MODEL. 

If you're looking for a more sophisticated Home Computer 
than our 400, we're sure you won't be disappointed in our 
800 model. 

It offers the same spectacular display capabilities as its 
smaller brother. 

Not only that, you'll find the 800 features exactly the same 
sound generators as the 400. 

But there are important advantages. 
Language 
For maximum control of its extraordinary capabilities the 800 uses 

4 programming languages: PILOT, Microsoft BASIC and Atari'" BASIC. 
Assembler Editor for machine language programming. 

Expandable 
A modular operating system that can easily be replaced by new 

technology make change and expansion trouble-free. 
And to expand its memory, just insert additional RAM modules. 
Printer 
Atari" also offers a special "Daisy Chain" system that allows 

you to attach a printer to the computer, disc or tape. 
Price 
If you want operational ease, with the additional 

features of our 800, then this model at $1,199 
(without BASIC) also represents a wise 
investment for you and your family. 
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EPROM Programmer Board 

Pictured here are the Micro-Professor keyboard overlays. 
They fit neatly over the standard keyboard 

to alter the function of each key. 
Speech Synthesiser Board 

lowest level there are sockets for the 
Z80 PIO and CTC chips (all the relevant 
lines are brought out through a 40 way 
connector, as are the CPU lines), and for 
one additional memory IC. This may be 
a 2 or 4k EPROM, or another 6116 
RAM (if a 2732 or 6116 is fitted, 
some cutting of traces and jumpering is 
necessary). There is also a small (33 x 
85mm) wire-wrapping area for home-
brewed circuits. A small range of 
add-on boards are available: a speech 
synthesiser, an EPROM programmer, a 
20 column thermal printer, and a wire-
wrap prototyping board. Any two 
boards will fit into the Micro-Professor's 
case, and they are connected by 40-way 
ribbon cables in a daisy-chain fashion. 

The speech synthesiser and EPROM 
programmer boards were supplied for 
inspection, although I was unable to 
test the latter as it was fitted with 
a European style mains plug. It is said 
to be capable of programming any 5 
volt, 1, 2, or 4k EPROM, and comes 
complete with on-board software, key-
board overlay, a Textool zero insertion 
force socket, and 4k of RAM which 
acts as a buffer during programming. 

The speech synthesiser is based on 
the well-known Texas Instruments' chip 
and works quite well, although some 
utterances are less than clear (e.g. 
`afternoon' comes out like `afterloo'). 
The standard EPROM contains a 
`talking clock' program and the appro- 

priate vocabulary, as well as a couple of 
utility routines. Sockets are provided 
for two additional EPROMs as well 
as one TI Voice Synthesis Memory (a 
mask programmed 128k-bit RAM). 
Eight extra EPROMs are listed, unfor-
tunately seven of them appear to be 
designed for use as a set) the first goes 
from 'A' to `DOUBLE', the second 
from `DONE' to `HAS', and so on). 
Most of the words and phrases appear 
useful, but why would anyone want a 
machine to say 'Leon thinks it abnormal 
for a giraffe to roll on the ground'. 

All the boards examined were well 
made, the only problem being dirty 
contacts on the speech synthesiser's 
power connector. My only real 

The chart above shows the sometimes difficult 
to interpret LED display characters. 

Thermal Printer 
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The Logic Shop 
For nearly three years The Logic Shop has 
combined a range of the best computer 
systems available, with a professional level 
of customer service and support. We carry 
stocks of the products we sell, so you can 
take delivery immediately. 
For personal, business or educational needs, 
call into your nearest Logic Shop today for 

advice on the best computer solution. 

WHERE: 
PRAHRAN, 212 High Street, (03) 511950, 5292771 
KMART, Cnr Blackburn Road & Burwood Highway, 

(03) 232 2011 
CHIPPENDALE, 91 Regent Street, (02) 6994910 

6994919 
BRISBANE, Civic Arcade, Adelaide Street, 

(07) 312330 
HOBART, 120 Murray Street, 	(002) 310818 

Lbgic Shop 
Computer Systems 

has 
Cheap,Clever,Computers. 
Scy»le sirii i it 

ZX8I 

Value! 

~~ 
/./:':'~ 

The Logic Shop has the 
best Apple deal in 
Australia: 
First Class service at 
very competitive prices! 
A full range of Apple 
hardware, 	accessories 
and software are on 
display, to satisfy your 

personal or business 
needs. 

Also in 
Stock: 

IMAGINEERING 
MICROPRO 
CENTRONICS 
MICROLINE 
COMPUCOLOR 
DIGITAL 
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
OLYMPIA 
SENDATA 
HOUSTON 
SHARP 
DISKETTES 
SUPPLIES 

NOrFh$IO 
Northstar have a reputa-
tion for outstanding 
performance and reli-
ability. The Northstar 
"Advantage" is true to 
name, and provides a 
very powerful desk top 
computer package: 
Z80A Processor, twin 
floppies, (or optional 
5MB Winchester), green 
phosphor screen, superb 
graphics and CP/M. 
An ideal word processor 
and financial planner 

for around $5,000 
(plus tax). 

The Sinclair ZX81 pro-
vides our lowest cost 
entry to computing. 
The ZX81 includes the 
"Basic" programming 
language and has a place 
in every home and 
school. Give your 
children the head start 

they deserve. 

EPSON 

The outstanding Epson 
MX 80 III and MX 
100 III have arrived! 
Superb new features 
and selling for the old 
prices! Hurry while 
stocks of these quality 

printers last! 

Qume w, 

Quality! 
The Qume Sprint 9 
series daisy wheel 
printers have broken the 
price 	performance 
barrier to bring word 
processing letter quality 
printing 	to 	small 
computer users. 
Qume printers provide 
superb quality with 
great reliability. An 
ideal combination for 
business and educa- 

tional applications. 
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criticisms concern the power supplies. 
An appropriate 'plug pack' adaptor 
comes with each board, but this means 
that an expanded system requires two 
or more mains sockets (the common 
2-way adaptor cannot be used due to 
the size of the power packs). Although 
this reduces the cost of the basic 
system, it makes add-ons more 
expensive and is rather inconvenient. 
My main concern is that the voltage 
regulator's heat sink gets very hot, 
very quickly. The manual warns that a 
temperature of 70C is normal, and that 
the user should avoid touching the heat-
sink, but I do not think that this is 
adequate in an `open-plan' machine. 

I was impressed by the documenta-
tion, which rivals that supplied with 
computers costing ten times as much. 
There are three large (258 x 189mm) 
manuals totalling 318 pages. The first 
is a user's manual which describes the 
use of the monitor program and its most 
useful subroutines, the hardware (full 
circuit diagrams are included), and 
programming summaries for the CPU, 
PIO, and CTC chips. A book of 18 
`experiments' aims to give a grounding 
in the principles of assembly language 
programming. The first half covers the 
basics (arithmetic, branching, etc), while 
the remainder are projects like our old 
favourites, the digital clock and a music 
box. The third manual contains the 
complete annotated source listing of the 
monitor. The standard of English is 
very good compared with some south-
east Asian products (the Micro-Professor 
is actually made in Taiwan), although 
there is the occasional quaint 
expression. 

The monitor provides the usual 
facilities, allowing registers and memory 
locations to be examined or changed, 
breakpoints may be set or cleared, areas 

of memory saved or loaded, and pro-
grams may be run directly or single-
stepped. Extra functions allow the 
interruption of a running program, 
block transfers and the addition or 
deletion of a byte, and the calculation 
of relative addresses. Since a key is 
dedicated to each function, the monitor 
could hardly be made easier to use. 

'LEON THINKS IT 
ABNORMAL FOR A 
GIRAFFE TO ROLL 
ON THE GROUND' 

In addition, the hex keys are also 
labelled with register names — to 
display the contents of the HL register, 
simply press 'REG' followed by `HL'. 

The tiny Basic interpreter only 
allows 16-bit integer variables (i.e. the 
range of —32767 to +32727), but all 
the important keywords are included 
(see Table 1). 

Although PEEK, POKE, INP, and 
OUT are absent, their functions are 
provided by extensions to the LET 
statement. A number preceded with 
'M' indicates a memory location, while 
port numbers are prefixed with the 
letter 'P'. Thus LET M100123 is 
equivalent to POKE 1000,23 and 
LET A=P255 replaces A=INP(255). 

The seven-segment display is 
naturally a limitation. The keywords 
are recognisable (e.g. roc for GOTO 
and 	Pi-i. for PRINT), but some of 
the operators are harder to remember 
(like 1- for *). Right-to-left scrolling is 
used during program entry and listing. 

While entering a line a limited 

amount of editing is possible — left and 
right arrows move the `cursor' (actually 
the display scrolls from side to side) 
and then a character may be deleted or 
a new one inserted. When listing, 
pressing the left arrow redisplays the 
current line, while the up and down 
arrows list the adjacent lines. It may be 
far from ideal, but this system makes 
the most of the limited hardware. 
If you want a cheap computer in order 
to learn Basic, the ZX81 would be a 
better choice (but it does cost nearly 
twice as much). Think of the Micro-
Professor's Basic as a bonus, and you 
won't be disappointed. 

Conclusion 
Overall, I was very impressed by the 
Micro-Professor, and the low prices of 
the basic unit and accessories make it 
very hard to criticise this product. 
I believe it will be attractive to several 
distinct groups. First of all, there are 
those who wish to learn about micro-
processors (as opposed to microcom-
puters). Some purchasers will be 
individuals, the rest will almost certainly 
include educational establishments. It 
may also prove popular with people 
who already own computers, but do not 
want to risk their pride-and-joy when 
constructing and experimenting with 
hardware projects. Finally, the Micro-
Professor could attract those looking for 
an inexpensive building block for 
control systems. 

Prices (excluding Sales Tax) 
Micro-Professor 	 $115 
Speech Synthesiser 
	 $135 

EPROM Programmer 	 $145 
Printer 	 $ 95 

Commands Statements Operators 

RUN PR INT RETURN 

LIST INPUT IF...THEN * 

LOAD LET FOR...TO ** 

SAVE CALL NEXT < > 

CONTINUE GOTO STOP NOT AND 

NEW GOSUB OR 

nblc' I: The Micro-Professor Tiny Basic. 
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MICRO-PROFESSORTM 
MPF-I 

LOW COST Z80 BASED MICROCOMPUTER 

MICRO-PROFESSOR 

• 
A learning ool for hobbyists, students 
and microprocessor enthusiasts. An 
excellent teaching aid for instructors of 
electrical engineering and computer 
science courses. 

• A complete hardware and software 
system, offering detailed schematics 
and examples of program code to enable 
you to easily understand what the world 
of microprocessors is all about. 

• More than a learning tool, you can 
design your own custom hardware and 
software applications. 

AT THE 
AMAZING 

LOW PRICE 
FEATURES 
CPU - Z80 CPU high performance microprocessor with 158 instructions. 
SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY - Capable of executing Z80/8080/8085 machine language 
MONITOR - 2K bytes of sophisticated monitor. It scans the keyboard and executes the 
RAM - 2K bytes expandable to 4K bytes. 
ROM - 2K bytes of sophisticated monitor expandable to 8K bytes. 
INPUT/OUTPUT - 24 system I/O lines. 
MONITOR - 2K bytes of sophisticated monitor. It scans the keyboard and executies the 
command entered immediately after the power is turned on. The monitor includes: 
system initialisation, keyboard scan, display scan, tape write and tape read. 
DISPLAY - 6 digit 0.5" red LED display. 
AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE - 165 bit per second average rate for data transfer between 
memory and cassette tape. 
EXTENSION CONNECTORS - Provides all buses of CPU channel signals of CTC and I/O 
port bus of PIO for user's expansion. 
COUNTER TIMER CIRCUITS - Circuits are provided. 
PARALLEL I/O CIRCUITS - Circuits are provided. 
SPEAKER - A 2.25"-diameter speaker is provided for user's applications. 
USER AREA - Provides a 3.5" x 1.36" wire wrapping area for user's expansion. 
PHYSICAL DIMENSION - 1.60mm (H) x 15.75cm (W) x 22.30cm (D) 
POWER REQUIREMENT - Single 1-5V DC. 
POWER SUPPLY - A 9V, 0.6A Adaptor is optional . 
USER'S AND EXPERIMENT MANUAL - Complete self-learning text with experiments and 
applications. 
BASIC-MPF - 2K tiny BASIC interpreter (BASIC-MPF) has been provided to Micro- 
Professor users for learning BASIC language programming. 	It is supplied on 2516 
EPROM and can be plugged directly into the expansion memory socket of Micro-
Professor. The commands and statements of BASIC-MPF include: CONTINUE, CALL, 
FOR ... NEXT, GOTO, GOSUB, INPUT, IF ... THEN, LET, LIST, LOAD, NEW. PRINT, 
RETURN, RUN, SAVE, STOP 

KEYBOARD: 36 keys including 19 function keys, 16 hex-digit keys and 1 user defined key. 
RS- Reset the system. 

ADDR- Set memory address and display memory content. 
DATA- Input data to memory or register. 

PC- Recall program counter. 
REG- Select register and display contents of register. 

	

- 	Display content of next memory address or register. 

	

- 	Display content of last memory address or register. 
STEP- Single step execution of user's program. 
SBR- Set break point of user's program. 
CBR- Clear break point of user's program. 

MOM- User's program break and return to monitor. 
GO- Execute the user's program. 

	

INS- 	Insert data of the address followed by the current display address. 
DEL- Delete data of the current display address. 

MOVE- Move memory block in the RAM. 

	

RELA- 	Relative address calculation, calculates and stores relative address. 
TAPE WR- Store data to the cassette tape. 
TAPE RD- Load data from the recorder. 

INTR- Maskable interrupt. 
USER KEY- User defined key. 

	

O-F- 	Hex-digits or register selection. 

OPTIONS: 
EPB-MPF 
EPROM programmer board (EPB-MPF) is a low-cost and powerful 
tool which provides the programming tool for the EPROM types TI 
TMS2508, TMS2516, TMS2532, INTEL 12758, 2716, 2732. 
SSB-MPF 
Today more and more products are incorporated with "talking" 
functions. Therefore, speech synthesis technology is destined to 
become world's main stream in product development. If you feel like 
to understand this new technology, SSB-MPF is the most cost-
effective bridge between you and speech synthesis. 
PRINTER 
ACCESSORIES 
MPF-CPK 	: Z80-CTC (counter and timer) and Z80-P10 

(parallel I/0) 	Chip Kit. 
MPF-BBD 	: 	1.42" x 3.15" Breadboard. 
MPF-2KRAM : 2K x 8 RAM 6116 or equivalent. 
MPF-2KROM: Blank 2K Bytes EPROM TMS2516, 12716 or 

equivalent. 
MPF-4KROM : Blank 4 K Bytes EPROM TMS2532, 12732 or 

equivalent. 
• Write or phone for further details 

ORDER FORM - MICRO PROFESSOR, MPF-I 
IN NSW 
EMONA ENTERPRISES P/L 
CBC Bank Bldg, 
661 George St, 
Sydney 2000. Telephone: (02) 212 4815 

IN VICTORIA 
RADIO PARTS GROUP 
562 Spencer St, 
West Melbourne 3003. Telephone 329 7888 

MPF-I including BASIC MPF & Manual $115.00 
Mains adaptor (9V DC/600mA) $ 	11.50 

Sub Total 
Sales Tax — Add 1715% if applicable 
Post 	NSW/Vic. $3.50, other states $5 

TOTAL 
I enclose cheque/Bankcard No. 
Name 	  
Organisation 	  
Address 	  
	  Postcode 		 

Signature 	  
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APC'80 Version 7 

APC-80 continues this month with a selection of Basic PEEKs and POKEs 
for TRS-80s and System 80s. 

It is the policy of APC-80 not to 
provide assembly language routines for 
any functions which can be imple-
mented adequately under Basic. APC-80 
routines are created purely for actions 
which are either not possible in Basic, 
or would run too slowly. For example, 
we often receive requests for a PAUSE 
routine, but decline to put it in APC-80 
since the same effect can be achieved 
using a dummy FOR loop. This months 
APC-80 provides a number of handy 
PEEKs and POKEs which can be put to 
use in Basic programs. 

RE-DIRECTING SCREEN 
OUTPUT 

1 t is quite common in programs that 
produce data as output to provide the 
option of directing output to either the 
printer or the screen. The usual way of 
doing this is to set a flag depending on 
the desired output destination, and then 
prefix every PRINT statement with 
IF flag THEN PRINT .... 

ELSE LPRINT ... . 
This is not only tedious but also waste-
ful of memory. A much more satis-
factory solution is to be able to declare 
that all screen output should be re-
directed to the printer. This can be 
achieved simply by knowing the 
addresses of the vectors that point to 
the device drivers. The double byte at 
16414 points to the screen driver 
and 16422 points to the printer driver. 

Knowing these addresses, it is a 

simple matter to issue a couple of 
statements to direct screen output to 
the printer. These statements are 
POKE 16414, PEEK (16422) 
POKE 16415, PEEK (16423) 
In order to reset the condition so that 
screen output takes place normally, 
it is necessary to know the original 
setting 	of the screen vector. This 
value may change depending on what 
Basic you are running. Therefore, one 
of the first lines of your program should 
be 
LET SV = PEEK (16414) + PEEK 

(16415) * 256 
It is now a simple matter to reset 
screen output by executing the state-
ments 
POKE 16415, SV /256 
POKE 16414, SV — PEEK (16415) x 

256 
It is essential that the LET statement 
used to set the variable SV be executed 
before any output redirection is 
performed, otherwise it will not be 
possible to resume normal output 
operation. 

PRINTER STATUS 

In any programs that make use of a 
printer, it is often a good idea to be able 
to check if the printer is actually con-
nected and if it is ready to receive data. 
Adding these types of tests to your 
programs makes them more robust to 

external conditions. 
Printer status can easily be tested by 

PEEKing nemory location 14312. The 
various va .es which can be returned 
from this location will depend on the 
printer that you are using, so a certain 
amount of experimentation is required 
to find out which status codes your 
printer supports. 

DYNAMIC MEMORY SIZE 

As many of you will already be aware, 
it is a simple matter to alter the memory 
size of your machine without reverting 
to a power-up state. This can be done 
while a program is residing in memory 
and even while the program is 
executing. 

The current memory size is stored in 
the double byte at address 16561. To 
alter the memory size to the value in 
variable MS, simply execute the 
following statements 
POKE 16561, MS/256 
POKE 16562, MS—PEEK (16561)*256 
CLEAR 
Note that MS does not have to be a 
variable, you can substitute any value 
you like. The CLEAR statement is 
necessary to repair the Basic variable 
area. 

NEXT MONTH 

APC-80 will continue next month with 
a stand-alone source maintenance 
utility. 

In order to allow time for processing 
changes of address, please send a 

recently received label to 
APC Subscriptions, 

P.O. Box 115, Carlton, 3053, 
at least six weeks prior to your 
moving. Any other subscription 

enquiries should also be 
accompanied by an address label. APC SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT 

SIG • 
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programme 
cithat writes 
programs... 

..you'll be 
surprised 
how many 
doors it can 
open for you! 

THE LAST ONE... 
The programme that actually 
writes programmes, is finally 
available in Australia... 

THE LAST ONE produces 
`Bug-Free' programmes every 
time, and does for you in minutes, 
what would normally take a 
programmer a couple of days! 

Send for the free brochure on THE 
IAsr 
ONE AND FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF 

AVAILABLE FROM THE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS: 

SYSTE[113 £DI10EPTS 
SUITE 13, FIRST FLOOR, 159 ONSLOW ROAD, SHENTON PARK. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA. 6008. TELEPHONE: (09) 3815611 
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ARCADE FAVOURITES 
for trs 80/system 80 

* 
* 

4 GAMES, ALL BASED ALONG THE SAME LINES AS THE NOW FAMOUS BIG FIVE SOFTWARE 
ALL GAMES WRITTEN IN MACHINE CODE FOR FAST REAL TIME GRAPHICS 
ALL GAMES HAVE SOUND AND ARE BASED ON AN ARCADE FAVOURITE 
ALL HIRES AND LOW-RES GAMES HAVE BOTH JOYSTICK AND KEYBOARD CONTROL 

*HOPPY* 1 

1041 

*CENTIPEDE 
ATTACK* 

Fend off attack 
of savage centi-
pede. Be wary of 
the giant spider. 
Hi and Low-
Res. 
16K LII 
$19.95 

Get your frog 
across the busy 
highway. After 
that, cross the 
torrent stream. 
16K LII 
$19.95 

romf£r (r Tilt, HIT ;-  2  WIMP 01 NW WE!? +AE  :  ti 

fop  
di( 

ONIP 
114 	41k 

ION  
164, 

*JUNGLE 
RAIDERS* 

Protect your 
bases from the 
jungle raiders.The 
end is enevitable 
but see how long 
you can last. 
16K LII 
$19.95 

*ALIEN 
CRESTA* 

Wave after wave 
of alien space 
creatures are 
attacking. Suc-
cessfully dock 
your ship to in-
crease your fire 
power and 
chances. 
16K 	$19.95 

ALSO AVAILABLE ARE: KILLER BEATLES * SPACE SHOOTOUT * BATTLE STATION * GHOST HUNTER 

p AVAILABLE FROM 

DeForest Software 
26 Station St 
Nunawading. 3131. 
Ph: (03) 877 8946. 

Universal Services 
Cunningham St 
Dalby. 4405. 
Ph: (074) 62 3228. 

Outback Electronics 
71 Barkly Hwy 
Mount Isa. 4825. 
Ph: (077) 43 3475. 

John Hart Electronics 
397 Argent St 
Broken Hill. 2880. 
Ph: (080) 88 3148. 

Post to: 	DUBOIS & McNAMARA SOFTWARE, 
P.O. Box 358, EASTWOOD. NSW. 2122. 

Trade enqiries welcome: Ph (02) 888 7151. 

NAME 	  

ADDRESS 	  

Enclosed $ 	  Bankcard/Cheque/Money Order 

Expiry Date: 	  Signature 	  

Bankcard Number: 	  

All Dick Smith Stores 

Sea Horse Computers 
10 Mitchell St 
Camden. NSW. 
Ph: (046) 66 6406. 

City Personal Computer 
75 Castlereagh St 
Sydney. 2000. 
Ph: (02) 233 8992. 

Computer Country Pty Ltd 
338 Queen St 
Melbourne. 3000. 
Ph: (03) 329 7533. 

Software-80 
Shop 11/200 Moggill Rd 
Taringa. Brisbane. 
Ph: (07) 371 6996. 

HS Electronics 
Cnr. York & Kingsway Sts 
Launceston. 7250. 
Ph: (003) 31 8942. 

Computer Campus Pty Ltd 
11 Rundle St 
Kent Town. 5067. 
Ph: (08) 42 4826. 

Micro Base 
127 Fitzgerald St 
West Perth. 6005. 
Ph: (09) 328 9308. 

CPU 
279 Junction Rd 
Clayville. Brisbane. 4011. 
Ph: (07) 57 8023. 

WD Leslie Pty Ltd 
36375 Raymond St 
Sale. 3850. 
Ph: 1051) 44 2677. 

ITEM QTY PRICE EACH AMOUNT 

Not all stores stock our entire range of software. 



APC welcomes correspondence from its readers but we must warn that it tends to be one way! 
Please be as brief as possible and add 'not for publication' if your letter is to be kept private. 
Address letters to: `Communications', Australian Personal Computer, 462 Burwood Road, 

Hawthorn, Vic. 3122. 

IncomPETable 
Why will cassette programs 
written for the 80-column 
PET not run on my VIC-20? 

WPScott, 

There are two possible 
causes. Firstly, if the program 
contains machine-dependent 
items such as PEEK or POKE 
addresses or machine code, 
then these will probably 
need some alteration in order 
to work as intended. 
Secondly, if the program is 
Basic throughout, when it 
loads into the VIC it is re-
located. In so doing the 
pointers that link one Basic 
line to the next will need to 
be corrected. You can force 
the VIC to do this by enter-
ing a dummy line at the 
beginning, such as 
0 REM then deleting it. 

R D Geere 

Arming the VIC 
Is there any way in which I 
could get my VIC-20 to 
operate a robotic arm of 
some sort without having to 
spend a lot of money? 

Philip Richardson, 

It depends what you call a 
lot of money! Presumably 
the arm movements are to 
be controlled by electric 
motors, either conventional 
or stepper motor type, and to 
drive these you will need an 
interface connected to the 
user port. Design of this 
interface will depend to a 
large extent on the details 
of the motors. Alternatively, 
an increasing number of 
companies are advertising 
robot arms ready built and 
tested, some of which will 
connect direct to the VIC-20. 

R D Geere 

Quick cursor 
I need a fast routine for 
positioning the cursor any-
where on the screen of my 
8000 series PET. The two 
standard methods of using 
loops with cursor move-
ments and POKEs with  

calculations are too slow. 
Can you help? 

David James, 

The following hex code can 
be placed into locations 
0384 to 03AB and be called 
via Basic using SYS 900,X,Y, 
where X and Y are the 
column and row for the 
cursor. 
0384 20 F5 BE 20 98 BD 20 2D 038C C9 A5 11 29 1F 85 D9 20 0394 F5 BE 20 98 BD 20 2D C9 039C A5 11 29 7F 85 C6 78 A5 03A4 D9 85 D8 20 67 E0 58 60 

I hope this solves your 
problem — it is quite fast. 
— Ed. 

Compatible 
compiler?  
I am developing a package on 
a microcomputer system 
running under CP/M and 
MBasic. I have two require-
ments that I cannot solve and 
wonder whether the Micro-
soft Basic compiler would 
help; is it compatible with 
MBasic? The problems are 
that first I cannot disable 
the `Control-C' break into 
Basic; and second, I cannot 
provide enough protection 
from people looking at the 
program listing. 

D Johnson, 

I have not found how to 
trap the `Control-C' break-in 
to Basic, when running under 
MBasic. However this is 
disabled when the program 
has been compiled. One way 
to provide some means of 
protection against prying 
eyes is to use the `P' option 
when saving the program; 
(ie SAVE "PROG 1", P). The 
real way to do it is to use the 
compiler, though. This 
leaves no copy of the source 
once you have compiled and 
erased it. 

The Microsoft Basic 
Compiler is as compatible 
as is reasonable with MBasic. 
As long as you haven't used 
dynamic arrays or the 
ERASE statement, then you 
are unlikely to encounter 
any problems. A few points 
are worth considering if you 
are writing with a compiler 
in mind: 

1. Use integer variables as 
much as possible as they will 
speed up the running, and 
keep the size of the object 
code to a minimum. This 
is hardly true when using an 
interpreter. 
2. You can liberally scatter 
REMark lines around as 
these are ignored by the 
compiler. Indent loops as 
well as this makes the code 
easier to read. 
3. Use long (descriptive) 
variable names, as again the 
compiler codes these. 

The compiler will also 
check all your syntax for 
you, and find unassigned 
statements. I had an inter-
preted Basic program running 
without errors for two years; 
when I compiled it I found 
two unassigned GOTOs. 
Finally, the Microsoft Basic 
compiler produces object 
code which is disappointingly 
slow — it is only about twice 
as fast; so don't expect 
startling improvements, 
especially as most time 
might be spent on file access 
anyway. 

While on the subject of 
compilers, I get many 
enquiries asking about the 
speed improvement of 
compilers. I think this is 
often over-emphasised. If 
your program spends much of 
its time accessing files or 
printing, then a compiler 
will not make any noticeable 
improvement, especially 
if it runs using CP/M which 
will slow it down anyway. 

Fearsome factors 
In response to your `Factors 
Freak' in the May 1982 
`Communications' columns, I 
suspect that the answer is, 'not 
in a million years'. The reason 
for this (and I quote): 
`Multiplying is easy for a 
computer, but factoring is 
extremely difficult. For 
example, whereas two 100-bit 
factors can be multiplied elec-
tronically in a fraction of a 
second, the reverse process of 
factoring them might take a 
million years, even with a 
one-microsecond instruction 
time.' (`Electronic 
Cryptography' — Wireless 
World, 9/80.) 

The article I quote from is  

a discussion on methods of 
Data Encryption, where the 
security of the system relies 
on the above-mentioned 
facts; ie, knowledge of the 
factors involved permits the 
decipherment of text 
enciphered by the result of 
such a multiplication. The 
cipher `keys are easy to 
create and use, but without 
the factors being known the 
`code' is well-nigh impossible 
to break — I wonder if that's 
why D Hunter wants his 150-
digit number factorised? 

The commonest methods 
of factorisation are 
Exhaustive Search, whereby 
the factors of a number N are 
found by testing each integer 
from 1 to N in turn and 
noting down those which pro-
duce no remainder when 
divided into N (which is the 
rigorous mathematical 
definition of a Factor), and 
an optimised version of the 
Exhaustive Search which I 
tend to call Exhaustive 
Reduction. This works in a 
similar manner, except that 
only prime numbers are 
tested and as each factor of 
N is found, it is divided into 
N and the quotient factorised 
instead. 

This method produces the 
Prime Factors of N, from 
which all factors on N may be 
produced by cross-
multiplication. For numbers 
with a lot of factors this 
method works exceptionally 
well, and since it is a recursive 
process (of sorts), it proves 
rather easy to program onto a 
computer. The difficulties 
arise if the number is 
exceptionally large, and has 
relatively few factors. 

If the 150-digit number 
you published is `rich' in 
(low) prime factors, and a 
table of prime numbers is 
available, or can be produced 
easily by your computer 
(mine reeled off the first 
1000 or so in about 15 
minutes) then the task of 
factorisation merely requires 
a standard computing `trick' 
to con the computer into 
doing 150-digit arithmetic for 
you. (Divisions are, 
unfortunately, the hardest to 
program!) Itwill also require a 
mass of machine time, though 
the judicious use of multiple 
processors should speed this 
considerably. 

If, as I suspect, this 
number only has a very few 
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Retailers that stock Verbatim Disks where you can obtain the 100% 
solution to your dirt problems 

NSW 
COMPUTER CELLAR 
MAYFIELD, 136 Maitland St. 
COMPUTER CONNECTION 
MIRANDA, 629 The Kingsway. 
COMPUTER GALERIE 
NORTH SYDNEY, 66 Walker St. 
COMPUTERLAND 
BURWOOD, 31 Burwood Rd. 
CHATSWOOD, Chatswood Plaza. 
BONDI JUNCTION, 119 Oxford St. 
PARRAMATTA, 2/382 Church St. 
RYDE, Top Ryde Shopping Centre. 
SYDNEY, 31 Market St. 
COMPUTER FOCUS 
LIVERPOOL, 224 George St. 
COMPUTERS GALORE 
NEUTRAL BAY, 99 Military Rd. 
THE COMPUTER SHOP 
STANMORE, 210 Parramatta Rd. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
AUBURN, 145 Parramatta Rd. 
BANKSTOWN SO., T55 Terrace Level. 
BLAKEHURST, 613 Princes Highway. 
BONDI JUNCTION, 552 Oxford St. 
BROADWAY, 818 George St. 
BROOKVALE, 531 Pittwater Rd. 
CHULLORA, 147 Hume Highway. 
GORE HILL, 162 Pacific Hwy. 
NORTH RYDE, 396 Lane Cove Rd. 
PARRAMATTA, 30 Grose St. 
SYDNEY, 125 York St. 
TIGHES HILL, 173 Maitland Rd. 
WOLLONGONG, 263 Keira St. 
TAMWORTH, Arcade & Kable Ave. 
DIRECT COMPUTER SALES 
HURSTVILLE, 198 Forest St. 
BANKSTOWN, Cnr. Appian & North Terrace 
FRANK KINNINMONT BUSINESS SYS. 
COFFS HARBOUR, 47 Little St. 
NEW GENERATION COMPUTER STORE 
LANE COVE, 93 Lonqueville Rd. 
PARRYS OFFICE SUPPLIES 
LISMORE, 25 Molesworth St. 

VIC 
ASTRO EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
MITCHEM, 483 Whitehorse Rd. 
COMPAK COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
DANDENONG, 81a Foster St. 
COMPSOFT 
RICHMOND, 235 Swan St. 
COMPUTAILOR 
MELBOURNE, 430 Little Collins St. 
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL 
ASHWOOD, 512 Warrigal Rd. 
COMPUTERLAND 
MELBOURNE, 123 Lonsdale St. 
S. MELBOURNE, 37 Albert St. 
HAWTHORN EAST, 399 Riversdale Rd. 
COMPUTERWARE 
MELBOURNE, 305 Latrobe St. 
COMPUTER 2000 
FRANKSTON, 14 Young St. 
DATA PARTS 
SHEPPARTON, 1-3 Naomi St. 
DE FOREST SOFT WARE 
NUNAWADING, 26 Station St. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
MELBOURNE, 399 Lonsdale St. 
COBURG, 260 Sydney Rd. 
RICHMOND, 656 Bridge St. 
SPRINGVALE, Springvale & Dandenong Rds. 
GEELONG, 205 Melbourne Rd. 
FRANKSTON, Ross Smith Ave & Nepean Hwy. 
GOODMAN & CANNINGTON 
SOUTH YARRA, 18 Yarra St. 
I.G. SUPPLY CO. 
S. MELBOURNE, 113 Moray St. 
L & S EDUCATION SUPPLIES 
CHELTENHAM, 99 Argus St. 
THE LOGIC SHOP 
PRAHRAN, 212 High St. 

METROPOLITAN BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
COBURG, 338 Sydney Rd. 
RAM COMPUTERS 
WANGARATTA, 34 Roan St. 
ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
NORTHCOTE, 425 High St. 
SEASEN SOFTWARE 
MYRTLEFORD, P.O. Box 261. 
SYSTEM STATIONARY 
GEELONG, 39 Gheringhup St. 

QLD 
A.A.B. EQUIPMENT 
CAIRNS, 310 Mulgrave Rd. 
A.E.Q.B. 
BRISBANE, 466 Upper Edward SI. 
COMPUTER JOE 
TOWNSVILLE, 185 Ingham Rd. 
COMPUTERLANG 
BRISBANE, 1 Adelaide St. 
SOUTHPORT, 126 Scarborough St. 
BUDERIM, 6 Paralla St. 
DATACOM 
BUNDABERG, S.G.I.O. Arcade. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
BURANDA, 166 Logan Rd. 
CHERMSIDE, 842 Gympie Rd. 
THE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 
FORTITUDE VALLEY, 20 Duncan St. 
PETER MADDEN & CO. 
NEWSTEAD, 2 Byres St. 
REX BROCK & CO. 
FORTITUDE VALLEY, 621 Wickham SI. 
S.I. MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS 
COORPAROO, 226 Old Cleveland Rd. 
SHANNON ROBERTSON SYSTEMS 
BUDERIM, Middys Complex, Main St. 
TALBOT PRESS 
MAYNE, 121 Abbotsford Rd. 
TOOWOOMBA COMPUTER CENTRE 
TOOWOOMBA. 180b Hume St. 

S.A. 
COMPUTERLAND 
ADELAIDE, 122 Gouger St. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
ADELAIDE, 60 Wright St. 
ENFIELD, 435 Main North Rd. 
DARLINGTON, Main South & Flagstaff Rds. 

W.A. 
COMPUTERLAND 
PERTH, 5 Mill St. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
CANNINGTON, Wharf St. & Albany Hwy. 
PERTH, 414 William St. 
MAGMEDIA 
PERTH, 252 Stirling St. 

COMPUTERLAND 
PHILLIP, 22-24 Colbee Ct. 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
FYSWICK, 96 Gladstone St. 
MAGMEDIA 
BRADDON, 25 Lonsdale St. 
STEVE'S COMMUNICATION CENTRE 
FYSWICK, 57 Wollongong St. 

TAS 
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
HOBART, 25 Barrack St. 
THE LOGIC SHOP 
HOBART, 120 Murray St. 
MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
BATTERY POINT, 8 Montpellier Retreat. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

large factors and a handful of smaller ones, 
then even using a Cray 1 mainframe dedicated 
to the task might take a lifetime (or several). 

A W Bain 

VIC voice 
I read with interest your reply in May APC to 
Mr P Richardson who enquired whether or not 
it was possible "to get his VIC to speak". Your 
answer was a bald " .. forget it". 

Your answer is incorrect. — At Edible 
Electronics we have developed a program which 
produces speech via the CB2 pin on any 
Commodore Computer. Hardware requirements 
are simply a normal Commodore cassette drive 
and a user port socket; 32k of RAM stores up 
to thirty seconds of speech. interested readers 
should contact us at Edible Electronics. 

Hoping this is of interest. 

Joel Gotlib 

*HITACHI  ••PEACH" 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 

Special prices on the PEACH, peripherals, 
software and business system packages. 

Experienced system designer available to discuss 
your individual requirements. 

Ring for a personalised demonstration, 
tailored to your needs. 

FAMILY COMPUTING 
AUTHORISED HITACHI DEALER 
Phone (03) 560-3103 (All hours) 
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magmedia magmedia magmedia magmedia magmedia 

We at Magmedia believe VERBATIM'S 
New DATALIFE CLEANING DISKETTES 
are the best in the world. 
Together with the DATALIFE DISKETTES 
made in Australia with 7 shielding 
improvements, 100% tested, 100% 
certified, 100% warranteed we think you'll 
believe it too. 

WE MAKE YOU THIS OFFER: 

THE 100% 
SOLUTION TO 
YOUR DIRT 
PROBLEMS 

FREE 

BUY A BOX OF DATALIFE 
DISKETTES AT THE NORMAL 
PRICE AND RECEIVE A FREE 
VERBATIM DATALIFE CLEANING 
KIT VALUED AT $12.42! 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

ivagrnedia 
SYDNEY MELBOURNE BRISBANE CANBERRA PERTH 

(02) 428 1100 (03) 699 9688 (07) 229 1941 (062) 48 6761 	(09) 328 3311 

MAIL OR PRESENT THIS COUPON TO YOUR NEAREST VERBATIM DEALER L STED ON THE NEXT 
PAGE. WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE BOX OF VERBATIM DISKETTES YOU WILL RECEIVE FREE 
ONE 8" OR 51/4" DATALIFE CLEANING KIT. 

OFFER CLOSES 30th SEPTEMBER 1982. BY ORIGINAL COUPON ONLY. 
Please supply me with my free Verbatim datalife 	SIGNATURE 	  
cleaning kit. 	 ,„ LI  SIZE 8” ❑  51/4"  

COMPANY NAME 
ADDRESS 	 
	 PHONE No. 	TYPE OF DISK PURCHASED 	  

DEALER'S NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  

LTYPE OF SYSTEM 	  (DEALER TO FILL IN) ~ 
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A popular exercise in computer graphics 
is to take a design already represented in 
store and displayed on the screen, and 
to make a reverse copy of it alongside, 
making a pair of mirror images. 

I set out to write a short note on 
how to do this, illustrating it with the 
particular code for my computer, 
but along the route I was waylaid by an 
intriguing series of numbers which 
themselves give rise to some interesting 
patterns. It turns out that the central 
bit of processing necessary to reverse an 
image on a micro involves reversing the 
order of bits in a byte. This is because 
the screen map for graphics cannot 
afford the luxury of eight or even 16 
bits for each cell on the screen that is 
possible on larger systems. Bits have to 
be packed into one or two bytes re-
presenting several cells on the screen. 
More of that later. 

First I give four ways of reversing the 
bits in a byte, a kind of theme and 
variations in programming; then some 
patterns based on the values of reversed 
bytes, and lastly the problem that start-
ed all this, reversing an image on the 
screen. 

Reversing bits 
The process of taking a byte and revers-
ing the bits in it is a single valued 
function of one argument. Like SIN(X) 
and LOG(Z), it takes one value and 
returns one value. 

The first thing to decide in program-
ming a function like this is whether the 
value is to be computed each time one is 
called for, or whether it is possible to 
compute the values once for each value 
that the argument can take and then 
store the results in a table. This is not 
practicable for functions like SIN and 
LOG, as there are far too many possible 
values. However, for our function there 
are only the 256 possible values of a 
single byte 0 to 255. The advantage 
of using a table is increased speed 
when the function is used, since the 
only cost is a single reference to an 
array. The price is the computation 
of all the values at the start of the 
program and the store needed for 
the array of 256 elements. This is 
the method used for the following. 

Now we come to the far less import-
ant but much more interesting question, 
from the point of view of computing 
efficiency, of just how the reversed 
values are to be calculated. You might 
think of doing it by hand and storing 
the 256 values explicitly in DATA state-
ments. Here is part of the table to show 
how the values go, in both binary and 
decimal: 

00000000 0 	0 00000000 
00000001 1 128 10000000 
00000010 2 64 01000000 
00000011 3 192 11000000 
00000100 4 32 00100000 
00000101 5 160 10100000 

11111110 254 127 01111111 
11111111 255 255 11111111 

But that way is cowardly cheating — I 
have a computer to perform precisely 
this kind of task. So here is the brute 
force computer method. Each bit is 
extracted from the byte by ANDing it 
logically with the appropriate power of 

2 and then shifting it right or left the 
correct number of places, which is 
easily done by division or multiplication. 
For example, (I IAND 2)*32 picks out 
the second lowest bit and moves it up 
to the second highest position in the 
byte. Program A shows the whole code. 
The calculation is split into two lines 
simply to avoid having too long a line. 
On my computer, all eight expressions 
in one statement produced the error 
message LINE TOO COMPLEX, so you 
might have a similar problem on your 
machine. 

Second method 
Now this program is correct and the fact 
that it is a bit slow hardly matters since 
it only takes a few seconds anyway, and 
it is only five lines. But I have this mean 
temperament that drives me to look 
for ways of saving a second here and 
there, no matter what the cost, plus 
a slight obsession with programming 
elegance. 

The first method I thought of was a. 
mixture of the two I have described so 
far, the manual and the brute force. It 
uses a table of the 16 reverse values for 
the 4-bit nibble or half-byte calculated 
by hand to set up the main table in a 
double FOR loop. This is Program B. 
You can easily confirm that the values 
in the DATA statements are correct by 
completing the following table for 4-
bit reversals. 

0000 0 0 0000 
0001 1 8 1000 
0010 2 4 0100 

1111 15 15 1111 

Statement 70 uses this table stored in 
array B to take the top nibble, reverse 
it and put it at the bottom and contra-
rywise with the other half of the byte. 

Although this takes more than twice 
as many statements it is very little 
longer in number of characters to be 
stored, and very much faster to run. A 
quick and rough way to compare two 
pieces of code like these for speed is to 
count the number of elementary 
operations in the inner loops. In each 
case this loop is obeyed 256 times. In 
program A there are, for example, four 
multiplications while in program B there 
are only two. A simple table shows the 
comparison, where 0 is the number of 
references to an array element, an 
operation that may cost an addition and 
a multiplication. 

+ * / 0 = IAND Total 
A 7 4 4 1 2 8 	26 
B 2 2 0 3 1 0 	8 
The total may be misleading if the 
differences are for very different kinds 
of operation: IAND is very much 

quicker than an array reference. Since 
Basic is interpreted, the cost of this can 
be approximately compared by count-
ing the number of characters, or more 
correctly the number of tokens, a 
variable name and a reserved word, each 
being a single token. Using these two 
measures Program B runs three or four 
times faster than program A. The over-
heads in program B for setting up the 
array B and for havi.ig two loops make 
hardly any difference. They have one 
sixteenth the effect they would have 
inside the inner loop. 

Algorithmic method 
The table below shows the reversal 
values for each number of bits up to 
four. 
0 0 
1 0 1 
2 0 2 1 3 
3 0 4 2 6 1 5 3 7 
4 0 8 4 12 2 10 6 14 1 9 ... 
From this, a clear pattern of how the 
series for n bits can be obtained from 
that for n-1 bits may be seen. The first 
half of the series is doubled, and the 
second half is the first with 1 added to 
each item. If Tr  is an item in the list for 
n bits, and Sr  is an item for n-1 bits, the 
rule is: 

Tr  = 2*Sr 	for r=0 to N-1 

and Tr  = 2*Sr
N + 1 for r=N to 2*N-1 

=Tr-N+1 
where N = 2n-1, 

Program C implements this algorithm 
recursively, so that the table for each 
number of bits up to eight is computed 
in turn. Notice that the rule even works 
going from zero bits to one bit, so that 
the only data that needs to be supplied 
is to set the first element of A to zero. 

The attraction of this method is its 
elegance and its generality. Given an 
array big enough, Program C will com-
pute the table for any number of bits: 
one more than the number given as the 
upper limit in the FOR loop, statement 
40. 

From the point of view of speed, 
however, there is a penalty. The inner 
loop is not executed 256 times as in the 
other programs, but 1+2+4+8+...+256 = 
511 times — virtually twice the cost. It 
contains ten elementary operations to 
eight in Program B, but there are no 
multiplications so each time round the 
loop is probable faster. 

Three very different looking pro-
grams. Interesting that they all produce 
the same result. Here is just one more — 
that uses another pattern in the cons-
truction of the series. 

The first value is set to zero. Then 
the series for one bit is generated, but 

Alan Sutcliffe continues his 
thought - provoking series. 
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10 DIM A(255) 

20 FOR I=0 TO 255 

30 B=(I IAND 10*128+(I IAND 2)*32+(I IAND 4)*8+(I IAND 8)*2 

40 A(I)=B+(I IAND 16)/2+(I IAND 32)/8+(I IAND 64)/32(I IAND 128)/128 

50 NEXT I 

N.B. IAND is the instruction for a bitwise AND in this Basic. 

10 	DIM A(255),B(15) 

20 FOR I=0 TO 15 

30 READ B(I) 

40 NEXT I 

50 FOR I=0 TO 15 

60 FOR J=0 TO 15 

70 	A(16*I+J)=B(I)+16*B(J) 

80 NEXT J 

90 NEXT I 

100 DATA 0,8,4,12,2,10,6,14 

110 DATA 1,9,5,13,3,11,7,15 

Program B 

10 DIM A(255) 
20 A(0)=0 

30 N=1 

40 FOR I=0 TO 7 

50 FOR J=0 TO N-1 

60 B=A(J) 

70 A(J)=B+B 

80 A(J+N)=B+B+1 

90 NEXT J 

100 N=N+N 

110 NEXT I 

Program C 

10 	DIM A(255) 

20 	A(0)=0 

30 M=1 

40 N=128 

50 FOR I=0 TO 7 

60 FOR J=0 TO 255 STEP N+N 

70 A(J+N)=A(J)+M 

80 NEXT J 

90 M=M+M 

1
100 N=N/2 

110 NEXT I 
Program D 

measurements to ensure this. Otherwise 
there will not only be more depth of 
field than need be and so more 
problems of uniform focus, but also 
verticals and horizontals at the edges of 
the screen will be curved. At little over a 
foot away from the screen there is still a 
problem with more light in the centre 
than at the edges, particularly obvious 
in Figure 2. 

Reversing a picture 
Now to use the byte reversing array A 
to give the mirror image of a graphic on 
the screen. It is necessary to say some-
thing about the screen map which 
is shown in Figure 3. My example is 
for four colour mode in low resolution, 

200 MODE 2 

210 COLORG 0 1 2 3 

220 FOR I=62 TO 1 STEP —1 

230 B=A(I) 

240 DRAW B4O B,I 1 

250 DOT B,I 2 

260 DOT B-1,I 3 

270 DOT B+1,I 3 

280 DOT B,I.1 3 

290 DOT B,I+1 3 

300 NEXT I 

Program E 

500 MODE 6 

510 COLORG 0 1 2 3 

520 FOR I=0 TO 127 STEP 3 

530 B=A(I) 

540 C=A(255-I) 

550 FILL I,B 255-I,C RND(4) 

560 FILL I+1,B+1 254-I,C-1 RND(4) 

570 NEXT I 

Program F 

GOTO page 78 

this time in the positions it will occupy 
in the final table for eight bits: 0 is al-
ready in place, and the 1 goes in cell 
128. Next the values that will make the 
series for two bits are added: 2 in cell 
64 and 3 in cell 192. And so on. 

Program D does all this. It is not 
obvious, perhaps, just looking at it how 
it works, but it is easy to obey the first 
few steps with pencil and paper — and 
its operation then becomes clear. It is 
more efficient than any of the others. 
The inner loop is obeyed 256 times and 
it contains five operations, with no 
multiplications. 

It also makes a good test of program 
comprehension. Ask a friend who hasn't 
read the story so far to work out with-
out a computer what this little program 
does and why. I would be very impress-
ed by anyone who could figure this out 
without benefit of writing anything 
down. 

But enough of numbers for a while 
and on to some graphics — graphics 
based on these numbers, that is. 
Program E is simply a histogram of the 
table for six bit reversals, made pretty 
with a little flower at the top of each 
stalk. Array A is already loaded with 
the values. Figure 1 shows the result, 
and maybe you can tell that I am do-
ing this just before Christmas. 

One or two small points about this 
program. I used the 6-bit table with 64 
values rather than 128 or 256 values 
simply to get a more bold effect. The 
first and last values in the table, A(0) 
and A(63), are left out because the 
petals of the flowers, if that's what 
they are, would go off the screen for 
these two extreme values. It also makes 
for a more compact picture. It is necess-
ary to plot the lines in descending value 
of I because otherwise the longer lines 
plotted later would obliterate petals on 
the shorter stems next to them. A 
pretty pattern, simple certainly, but 
effective I hope. 

Program F uses the eight bit values 
to plot overlapping rectangles. Figure 2 
shows the output, reminiscent of a 
design from the 1920s. The first FILL 
statement draws a rectangle and the 
second one draws another one row of 
cells smaller along each side, so the 
effect is of a rectangle with a border. 
That is unless the random function 
which is used to determine the colour in 
each case gives the same colour for both 
rectangles in a pair, when the border is 
invisible. Different effects can be 
obtained by using different values for 
the STEP in statement 520. 

For both graphics I changed the 
colours to one more suitable for photo-
graphing once the design was on the 
screen. This is done by a single 
COLORG statement. 

Taking photos 
A few words about my experiences in 
taking photographs from the screen. 1 
am now using a monitor with RGB 
input, so that the pictures on the screen 
are crisp and clear. I have found it pays 
to lake great care in positioning the 
monitor and camera. For the pictures 
shown here I used a Polaroid SX-70. 

My tips are these. Make sure both the 
screen and camera lens are as near 
vertical as possible. Get the camera in 
line with the centre of the screen. 
Obvious stuff, but it is worth taking 
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Australian Distributors for MicroPro. 

D DOBB'S   n. 
For Users of Small Computer Systems 

Archive is now the Australian distributor of the famous D.D.J. and back issues are available. 
Single issues $4.50... Annual AIR subscription $54.00. Prices include post and packing. 

MILLET $995 
Sin : le Board Computer. 

Don't buy your Osborne from just anyone .... We supply 
extra CP/M utilities, enhancements and support based on 
our in-depth experience with CP/M since 1977. 

FULLY ASSEMBLED & TESTED 
4 Mhz Z-80A with 128K RAM 
double density, double sided 
5", 8" and Winchester drives 
DMA controlled transfers 
Keyboard type ahead buffer 
1 Centronics + 2 Serial ports 
Vectored priority interrupts 
Real time clock 
8" x 10.7" 5 Volts at 1.5 Amp 
Cache Bios CP/M 2.2 available 
AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS 
FOR THE BULLET 

dBASE 

II 
AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS FOR DBASE II 

CP/M USERS GROUP 
20 megabytes of public domain software 
on 100 volumes. 

Price per volume 

Summary on paper 	$10.00 
8" single density 	$12.50 
5" various formats 	$ Call 

dBase II Demo $75 
dBase II Real $650 
Money Back Guarantee 
dBase II now comes with 
'ZIP' screen & report 
generator. We use 
dBase II ourselves, 
highly recommend 
& support it. 

DEALER PRICING AVAILABLE 
Prices are subject to change without notice and do not include sales tax. Please check with us for absolute latest prices. 

We sell a wide range of quality hardware and CP/M software. Send for our latest price list or more information. 

Archive Computer Services Brisbane 
P. 0. Box 13, 23 Wagner Road, Clayfield, Qld 4011 (07) 262-2911 

Telex 44187 ARCHIV 
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commodore 
COMPUTER 

BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEM 
The CBM 8000 desk-top computer is an integrated, cost-effective, simple-to-use method to 
improve your business or professional operation. It is a tool you can use to manage information 
the way you want to...when you want to. 
The CBM 8000 desk-top computer will help manage your cash, run your books, control your 
inventory, process your words and make your business more profitable. All this can be obtained 
at a system cost that is surprisingly affordable. 
The CBM 8000 desk-top computer, as a management tool, delivers information to all levels of 
business and produces results previously attainable only with equipment many times more 
expensive. Whether your application is personal, professional or highly specialised and 
whether you are a small business or major corporation, the CBM 8000 desk-top computer can 
meet your needs. 	J`' 

~o~ FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY INCLUDED 
IN THE SPECIAL PRICE IS THE CHOICE OF 
ANY TWO OF THE FOLLOWING 
SOFTWARE PACKAGES 
General Ledger — Creditors — Debtors — Stock Control 
Word Processing — Data Management System — Electronic Cashbook 
Visicalc 

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST MICROLINK DEALER 
Compute CBM Systems, 
5 President Avenue, 
Caringbah. NSW. 2229. 
Phone: (02) 525 5022 
Pittwater Computer Sales, 
Suite 13, 9 Bungan Street, 
Mona Vela. NSW. 2103. 
Phone: (02) 997 4495  

The Microcomputer House, 
116-120 Abercrombie Street, 
Chippendale. N.S.W. 2008. 
Phone: (02) 698 7866/7076 
B.S. Microcomp, 
561 Bourke Street, 
Melbourne. VIC. 3000. 
Phone: (03) 614 1433  

Compucom Pty. Ltd., 
117A Henley Beach Road, 
Mile End. SA. 5031. 
Phone: (08) 43 7981 
Southern Information & Robotics, 
11 Bums Avenue, 
Fulham Gardens. SA. 5024. 
Phone: (08) 356 3400  

Micro Applications, 
Suite 1, 25 Hamilton Street, 
Subiaco. WA. 6008. 
Phone: (09) 381 4398 
Computerworld Darwin, 
Smith Street, 
Darwin. NT. 5790. 
Phone: (089) 81 4029  

CW Electronics, 
416 Logan Road, 
Stones Corner. QLD. 4120. 
Phone: (04) 397 0808 
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Mr Howard increases 
sales tax by 2%. 

How does this affect 
your company's profits? 

15 seconds to answer. 

NA AP 
0AI 

.I1~. ,ead 
~ul~llhmM:l'm5, 

.. 	~ ~'N 
,41 MS+l 1rt. n+ ~nrnNF ovri. 

Change this number 
to see the effect of a 
sales tax change 

Multiplan 
from MICROSOFT 

Apple II 
version: 
$295 
+ tax 

For the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer or 
more information on Multiplan contact: 

Wiser-Microsoft 
PO Box 95, Forestville 2087. Ph (02) 451 9445 

You're probably solving this sort of 
problem by pulling out an analysis 
pad and drawing up a spreadsheet 
by hand - taking your budget and 
recalculating every value in a series 
of columns - then checking them. If 
you're lucky you have a 
programmable calculator to help. 

Here's what you should be doing: 
Multiplan running on a personal 
computer replaces pencils, paper, 
erasers, calculators and endless 
manhours in modelling, estimating 
and planning activities. Like the 
example here: if your sales tax rate 
is 17.5%, you simply put that figure 
at the top of the sales tax column - 
Multiplan calculates each product's 
sales tax value. If a price changes 
or the tax rate changes, you 
change one number -Multiplan 
changes the rest. You see all the 
results on a spreadsheet 63 
columns wide, 255 rows deep and 
pages thick. 

Multiplan is a computer program 	can have a formula like: 
for non-computer people. Multiplan 

	
Profit = Sales - Expenses 

lets you assign names to cells or 
	

On other spreadsheet programs 
areas such as 'sales' or 'expenses', 	that would look more like: 
then lets you refer to that name in 

	
Profit = R1 C3 - R5C12 

future formulas. On Multiplan you 
	

Multiplan is also the only 

All dependent 
variables are 
automatically 

PRODUCT 	AAP 	ti 54,2 2.'A' COST PPT 	LINT 
IN: ' 	.'.5'•, 	PPC 	SALES SA.EE ... M,„ caj[• 

calculated to your 5T0 MODEL 	10.00 5.00 .86 3.00 .25 1.20 703.20 493.20 29.86 210.02 
formula OELUX HID 	20.00 11.75 1.75 6.00 .50 .86 1010.50 709.50 29.'8 301.00 

STD-CHROME 	15.00 8.81 1.31 4,50 .30 2.64 2325.84 1613.04 30.65 '12.82 
BASE TYPE 	8.00 4.70 .70 2.80 .10 69.46 32646.20 25005.60 30.55 7640.62 
OPTION Pt 	30. 17.62 2.62 9.00 .60 .57 1','.4.34 696.54 44,19 30'.02 
EXPORT TYPE 12.' 7.05 1.05 3.00 .20 2.81 1981.05 1194.25 39.'1 786.82 
SPEC IH'UT 	16.00 9.40 1.40 4,80 .25 7.24 6805.60 4669.80 45,'3 21'5.82 
DISPLAY PIG 15. 8.81 1.31 4,50 .30 3.22 2836.82 196'.42 44.19 869.40 
HEAVY DUTY 	30.00 17.62 2.62 9.00 .60 .74 1303.88 904.28 44.19 399.62 

Simulated screen SPEC C!S'PL 	17.00 9.99 1.49 5.20 .42 1.92 1918.08 1365.12 28.82 552.96 
TOTALS 52435.51 38618,75 13816.'6: 

spreadsheet program capable of 
colour operation and there are 
none of the problems with forward 
reference handling that can cause 
other programs to give completely 
spurious answers. Multiplan lets 
you access data on other 
spreadsheets and allows multiple 
windows on the screen so you can 
see the effects of new entries on 
other parts of the sheet. 

A friendly system. Multiplan is 
specifically designed to eliminate 
the routine and tedious tasks 
associated with forecasting, 
modelling and planning. In 
designing the program, Microsoft, 
the world's largest producers of 
personal computer software, aimed 
to provide users with an easy-to-
use tool which maximizes executive 
thinking time while minimizing the 
time required to learn and use the 
system productively. 

Multiplan is available right now 
for use on Apple' computers, and 
will soon be available for use on 
the Osborne 1" and standard 8" 
CP/M' computers. Versions for 
other computers are under 
development. 

Call into your nearest computer 
store and see Multiplan in action - 
your next forecast need only take 
you 15 seconds instead of hours. 

Column widths 
are individually 
variable 

Multiplan is expected in stock and the price is correct at time of going to press. 
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This is our unique quick-reference guide, reprinted every month 
to help our readers pick their way through the most important 
pieces of (necessary) jargon found in APC. While it's in no way 

totally comprehensive, we trust you'll find it a useful introduction. 
Happy microcomputing! 

Welcome to the confusing world of the 
microcomputer. First of all, don't be fooled; 
there's nothing complicated about this 
business, it's just that we're surrounded by an 
immense amount of necessary jargon. Imagine 
if we had to continually say 'numbering system 
with a radix of 16 in which the letters A to F 
represent the values ten to 15' when instead we 
can simply say 'hex'. No doubt soon many of 
the words and phrases we are about to explain 
will eventually fall into common English usage. 
Until that time, APC will be publishing this 
guide — every month. 

We'll start by considering a microcomputer's 
functions and then examine the physical 
components necessary to implement these 
functions. 

The microcomputer is capable of receiving 
information, processing it, storing the results 
or sending them somewhere else. All this 
information is called data and it comprises 
numbers, letters and special symbols which can 
be read by humans. Although the data is 
accepted and output by the computer in 
'human' form, inside it's a different story — it 
must be held in the form of an electronic code. 
This code is called binary — a system of 
numbering which uses only Os and Is. Thus in 
most micros each character, number or symbol 
is represented by eight binary digits or bits as 
they are called, ranging from 00000000 to 
1111111E 

To simplify communication between 
computers, several standard coding systems 
exist, the most common being ASCII 
(American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange). As an example of this standard, 
the number five is represented as 00110101 — 
complicated for humans, but easy for the 
computer! This collection of eight bits is called 
a byte and computer freaks who spend a lot of 
time messing around with bits and bytes use a 
half-way human representation called hex. The 
hex equivalent of a byte is obtained by giving 
each half a single character code (0-9, A—F): 
0=0000, 1=0001, 2=0010, 3=0011,4=0100, 
5=0101 	. E=1110  and F=1111. Our 
example of 5 is therefore 35 in hex. This makes 
it easier for humans to handle complicated 
collections of Os and Is. The machine detects 
these Os and Is by 'recognising different 
voltage levels. 

The computer processes data by reshuffling, 
performing arithmetic on, or by comparing it 
with other data. It's the latter function that 
gives a computer its apparent 'intelligence' — 
the ability to make decisions and to act upon 
them. It has to be given a set of rules in order to 
do this and, once again, these rules are stored 
in memory as bytes. The rules are called 
programs and while they can be input in binary 
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or hex (machine code programming), the usual 
method is to have a special program which 
translates English or near-English into machine 
code. This speeds programming considerably; 
the nearer the programming language is to 
English, the faster the programming time.'On 
the other hand, program execution speed tends 
to be slower. 

The most common microcomputer language 
is Basic. Program instructions are typed in at 
the keyboard, to be coded and stored in the 
computer's memory. To run such a program 
the computer uses an interpreter which picks 
up each English-type instruction, translates it 
into machine code and then feeds it into the 
processor for execution. It has to do this each 
time the same instruction has to be executed. 

Two strange words you will hear in 
connection with Basic are PEEK and POKE. 
They give the programmer access to the 
memory of the machine. It's possible to read 
(PEEK) the contents of a byte in the computer 
and to modify a byte (POKE). 

Moving on to hardware, this means the 
physical components of a computer system as 
opposed to software — the programs needed to 
make the system work. 

At the heart of a microcomputer system is 
the central processing unit (CPU), a single 
microprocessor chip with supporting devices 
such as buffers, which 'amplify' the CPU's 
signals for use by other components in the 
system. The packaged chips are either soldered 
directly to a printed circuit board (PCB) or are 
mounted in sockets. 

In some microcomputers, the entire system is 
mounted on a single, large, PCB; in others a 
bus system is used, comprising a long PCB 
holding a number of interconnected sockets. 
Plugged into these are several smaller PCBs, 
each with a specific function — for instance, 
one card would hold the CPU and its support 
chips. The most widely-used bus system is 
called the Sl00. 

The CPU needs memory in which to keep 
programs and data. Microcomputers generally 
have two types of memory, RAM (Random 
Access Memory) and ROM (Read Only 
Memory). The CPU can read information 
stored in RAM — and also put information 
into RAM. Two types of RAM exist — static 
and dynamic; all you really need know is that 
dynamic RAM uses less power and is less 
expensive than static, but it requires additional, 
complex, circuitry to make it work. Both types 
of RAM lose their contents when power is 
switched off, whereas ROM retains its contents 
permanently. Not surprisingly, manufacturers 
often store interpreters and the like in ROM. 
The CPU can only read the ROM's contents 
and cannot alter them in any way. You can buy 
special ROMs called PROMs (Programmable 
ROMs) and EPROMs (Eraseable PROMs) 
which can be programmed using a special 
device; EPROMs can be erased using ultra-
violet light. 

Because RAM loses its contents when power 
is switched off, cassettes and floppy disks are 
used to save programs and data for later use. 
Audio-type tape recorders are often used by 
converting data to a series of audio tones and 
recording them; later the computer can listen to 
these same tones and re-convert them into 
data. Various methods are used for this, so a 
cassette recorded by one make of computer  

won't necessarily work on another make. It 
takes a long time to record and play back 
information and it's difficult to locate one 
specific item among a whole mass of 
information on a cassette; therefore, to 
overcome these problems, floppy disks are 
used on more sophistica'ed systems. 

A floppy disk is made of thin plastic, coated 
with a magnetic recording surface rather like 
that used on tape. The disk, in its protective 
envelope, is placed in a disk drive which rotates 
it and moves a read/write head across the 
disk's surface. The disk is divided into 
concentric rings called tracks, each of which is 
in turn subdivided into sectors. Using a 
program called a disk operating system, the 
computer keeps track of exactly where 
information is on the disk and it can get to any 
item of data by moving the head to the 
appropriate track and then waiting for the right 
sector to come round. Two methods are used to 
tell the computer where on a track each sector 
starts: soft sectoring where special signals are 
recorded on the surface and hard sectoring 
where holes are punched through the disk 
around the central hole, one per sector. 

Half-way between cassettes and disks is the 
stringy floppy — a miniature continuous loop 
tape cartridge, faster than a cassette but 
cheaper than a disk system. Hard disk systems 
are also available for micro-computers; they 
store more information than floppy disks, are 
more reliable and information can be 
transferred to and from them much more 
quickly. 

You, the user, must be able to communicate 
with the computer and the generally accepted 
minimum for this is the visual display unit 
(VDU), which looks like a TV screen with a 
typewriter-style keyboard; sometimes these are 
built into the system, sometimes they're 
separate. If you want a written record (hard 
copy) of the computer's output, you'll need a 
printer. 

The computer can send out and receive 
information in two forms — parallel and serial. 
Parallel input/output (I/O) requires a series of 
wires to connect the computer to another 
device, such as a printer, and it sends out data a 
byte at a time, with a separate wire carrying 
each bit. Serial I/O involves sending data one 
bit at a time along a single piece of wire, with 
extra bits added to tell the receiving device 
when a byte is about to start and when it has 
finished. The speed that data 'is transmitted is 
referred to as the baud rate and, very roughly, 
the baud rate divided by ten equals the number 
of bytes being sent per second. 

To ensure that both receiver and transmitter 
link up without any electrical horrors, 
standards exist for serial interfaces; the most 
common is RS232 (or V24) while, for parallel 
interfaces to printers, the Centronics standard 
is popular. 

Finally, a modem connects a computer, via a 
serial interface, to the telephone sytem 
allowing two computers with modems 
to exchange information. A modem must 
be wired into the telephone system and 
you need Telecom's permission; instead you 
could use an acoustic coupler, which has two 
obscene-looking rubber cups into which 
the handset fits, and which has no elec-
trical connection with the phone system — 
Telecom isn't so uppity about the use of these, 



FMS SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR CP/M BASED SYSTEMS 

Agent for: Lifeboat Associates, Sigma International, Compuview, Westico, Memtech, 
Anderson Digital Equipment, AWA. 

Software Available 	 New products appear in roa d 

System Tools: 
BUG and uBUG 
DESPOOL 
DISILOG 
DISTEL 
EDIT 
EDIT-80 
FILETRAN 
IBM/CPM 
MAC 
MACRO-80 
MINCE 
PASM 
PLINK 
PLINK II 
PMATE 
RAID 
Reclaim 
SID 
TRS-80 Model II Customization Disk 
Unlock 
Word Master 
XASM: 05, 09. 18, 48, 51, 65, 68, F8, 

400 
XMACRO-86 
ZAP80 
ZDT 
Z80 Development Package 
ZSID 

Telecommunications: 
BST AM 
BSTMS 
MicroLrnk•BU 
RBTE 80 

Languages: 
ALGOL 60 
APLN80 
BASIC Compiler 
BASIC-80  

baZic II 
BD Software C Compiler 
CBASIC-2 
CIS COBOL (Standard) 
CIS COBOL (Compact) 
COBOL-80 
FORTRAN-80 
KBASIC 
muLISP/muSTAR-80 
Nevada COBOL 
JRT Pascal 
Pascal/M 
Pascal/MT 
Pascal/M + 
Pascal/Z 
PLA-80 
STIFF UPPER LISP 
S-BASIC 
Tiny-C 
Tin -C Two 
UCSD Pascal 
Whitesmiths' C Compiler 
XYBASIC 

Language and 
Applications Tools: 
BASIC Utility Disk 
DataStar 
FABS 
FABS II 
Form 1 for CIS COBOL 
Form 2 for CIS COBOL 
MAGSAM III 
MAGSAM IV 
M/SORT for COBOL 80 
PSORT 
OSORT 
STRING/80 
STRING BIT 
SUPERSORT 
ULTRASORT II 
VISAM 

Word Processing 
Systems and Aids: 
Benchmark 
MicroSpell 
Letteright 
Magic Wand 
Speilguard 
TEX 
Textwriter Ill 
Wordlndex 
WordStar 
WordStar Customization Notes 

Data Management 
Systems: 
CONDOR 
HDBS 
MDBS 
MDBS:DRS,.ORS,.RTL 
dBASE II 
PRISM/LMS 
PRISM/I MS 
PRISM/ADS 

General Purpose 
Applications: 
CBS 
Selector III-C2 
Selector IV 

Mailing List Systems: 
Benchmark Maihi 
Postmaster 
Mailing Address 
MailMerge for WordStar 
NAD 

Financial Accounting 
Packages: 
BOSS Financial Accounting System 
Peachtree Financial Packages  

Structured Systems Group Financial 
Packages 

GLector 

Numerical Problem-
Solving Tools: 
1/MAKER II 
tiff 
PI ANI1I I 
Analyst 
Microstal 
muSIMPImuMATH 
Stalpak 

Professional And Office 
Aids: 
A: ulul 

American Software Property 
Management Package 

Cornwall Apartment Management 
Datebook 
ESQ-1 
Guardian 
Professional Time Accounting 
Property Management 
PAS 3 Medical 
PAS 3 DENTAL 
Sales Pro 
Univau 9000 Series Family Medical 

Management 
Univair 9000 Series Family Dental 

Management 
Univair 9000 Series Insurance 

Agency Management 
Unrvair 8000 Medical Management 
Univair 8000 Dental Management 
Wirernaster 

Books, Periodicals, 
Accessories 
APL —An Interactive Approach 
Accounts Payable and Accounts 

Receivable-CBASIC 
The CP/M Handbook (with MP/M) 
The C Programming Language 
8080/Z80 Assembly Language 

Techniques For Improved 
Programming 

Fify BASIC Exercises 
General Ledger-CBASIC 
H.W.Sams Crash Course in 

Microcomputing 
Introduction to Pascal 
Lifelines 
Pascal User Manual and Report 
The Pascal Handbook 
the Pascal Pruner 
Payroll with Cost Accounting 

—CBASIC 
Structured Microprocessor 

Programming 
Using'CP/M—A Self-Teaching 

Guide 
Smartmodem 
DC Data Cartridges 
Flippy Disk Kit 
Floppy Saver 
Diskette Drive Head Cleaning Kits 
Vari Clean Cleaning Kit 

Disk Operating Systems 
Software Bus Family 
SB-80 
CP/M-80 
MPIM 

Hard Disk Integration 
Modules 

MSD5.25in. 	 RC VectorVlP... ._ 	 02 
MULTI-TECH-I 	 02 VistaV-805.25in.SD 	R8 
MULTI-TECHII 	 02  Vista V200525in nn 

At 	

P6 
Nascom(Gemunduves)   	._... _R3 Wangwriter

20,  
.. 	

.. n. 
........ 	..._......... 	... 	SE 

NCR 8140/9010 . 	 XEROX85.25. 	  ..S6 
NECPC•8001. ,.. __,_..._.. 	 .......RV XEROX 820.8in. . 	 At 

NNC-80 	 Al Zenith Z89+ Magnolia CP/M•80._ ._ ...._ .P7 
NNC-80W  	Al Zenith Z89+ Zenith CP/M•80.. __...__ . .P7 
North Star SD 	 P1 COMING SOON! 
North Star DD  	 P2 

Media and Formats 
These are diskette, cartridge disk and cartridge 
tape lormat codes, to be specified when ordering 
software for listed computer or disk systems. All 
software products have specific requirements in 
terms of hardware or software support, such as 
MPU type, memory size, support operating sys-
tem, or language. 
New formats appear in red. 

ADDS Multivision 	 RT 
Allair 8800 	 B1 
Altos....... 	 Al 
Apple CP/M-80 13 Sector 	 RG 
Apple CP/M-80 16 Sector 	 RR 
BASF System 7100 	 RD 

California Computer Ses Bin 	 Al 
Blackhawk Micropolis Mod II 	 02 

CDS Versatile 3B 	 01 
CDS Versatile 4 	 02 
Columbia Data Products Bin 	 Al 
Columbia Data Products 5.25 in. 	 S4 
COMPAL-80  	 02 
ComputerOpsN C. HO 	 S2 
CPT 8000. __, .. 	Al 

Al Cromemco System 3 
	R6 	Cromemco System 2 SD/SS 	 

RX Cromemco System 2 DD/SS 
RY Cromemco System 2 DD/DS 	 
T1 CSSN Backup 	 

	 Al Datapoint 1550/2150 
UEC VI 18X ._..... .. ... .. 	.__.. 	SD  

DynabyteDB8/4........... 	 Al 
Exidy Sorcerer + Lifeboat CP/M-80 	02 
Exidy Sorcerer + Exidy CP/M-805.25in 	RW 
Exidy Sorcerer + Exidy CP/M-808in. 	Al 
EXO. 	 Al 

Findex    P6 
Heath H8+H47.__... _ _ _.. 	 Al 
Heath H89 + Magnolia CP/M-80 ......... 	....P7 
Heath H89+ Heath CP/M-80... _....__ . 
Helios II 	.. _ B2 
Hewlett-Packard 125.5.25in 	 ........ 	.. 	_SB 
Hewlett-Packard 125. 8 in 	Al 
IBEX7100, 	 ...... 	._ ._.. 	 RO 
rCOM 2411 Micro Floppy. .. .. 	__R3 
iCOM3712._ 	 _. ._ 	 Al 
ICOM 3812 	 Al 
IMSAIVDP-40.. _... _. ._. 	 R4 
IMSAI VDP-42 ... _...........,_ ......... _. 	R4 
IMSAIVDP-44..  	R5 
IMSAI VDP-80........ 	.. 	......... 	Al 
Industrial Microsystems 5000  	. ..RA 
Industrial Microsystems 8000 	_Al 
Intel M DS SD 	 Al 
Intertec Superbrain DOS 0.1 .... _.. 	.. 	 R7 
InterlecSuperbrain DOS 0.5-2.x... . 	_.._.RJ 
Intertec Superbrain DOS 3.x 	 RK 
Intertec Superbrain OD ..... ......... ._ 	RS 
ISClntecolor8063/8360/8963......... 	Al 
Lexrlrori V 1303 DSDD 	 S8 
LexorAlphasprint Model Si . 	 ._ S1 
Meca Delta-1 5.25 in _  	 P6 
Micromalion 	 Al 
MicroMega85. 	 SC 

01 
02 
B1 
Al 

...Al  

	P3 
02 
A3 
RZ 
SA 

Pertec PCC 2000 	 Al 
Processor Technology Helios II .... 	., 	B2 
Quay 500.,... ...._ .............. _........ 	. RO 
Quay 520...  	 RP 
RAIR DD 	 RE 
Research Machines 5 25 in 	 _ RH 
Research Machines 8 in _ _ _.... _. 	 Al 
Sanco 70005.25 in . 	 RG 
SD Systems 5.25 in 	 .R3 
SD Systems 8in 	 .A1 
Spacebyte 	 Al 
Tarbell8in......  
TEI 5.25 in. 	 R3 
1EIBin .., .. ._ 	 Al 
Televideo DD/DS 	 .S5 
T I.P (Alloy Engineering. Inc ) 	 T3 
Toshiba T200 	 SF 
TRS-80 Model I Standard . .. 	 M-R2 
TRS-80 Model I + Shuffleboard 8 in 

	Al 
TRS-80 Model II 
	

Al 
Vector MZ 
	

02 
Vector System 2800 
	

Al 
Vector System B 
	

02  

ARCHIVES 1 
AVL Eagle II 
Commodore CBM/Pet 2000/3000/4000 Series 
Commodore CBM/Pet 8000 Series 
Dysys ESC 4500 
EXO 
Heurikon 
Heuristics 
MULTI-TECH Ill, IV 
Nascom/Lucas 
NCR 2950 
Northern Telecom 503 
Pet/CBM 2000/3000/4000 Series 
Pet/CBM 8000 Series 
Philips P2000 with MMU 
Solid State Technology 
Toshiba T250 
TRS-80 Model III 
Zeda 580 
Single-sided single-density disks are supplied for 
use with double-density and double-sided 8" soft 
sector systems. 
IMSAI formats are single-density with directory 
offset of zero. 
A media surcharge will be added to orders for the 
following: 	Tape formats Ti and T3 
The list of available formats is subject to change 
without notice In case of uncertainty, call to con-
firm the format code for any particular equipment 

North Star OD 	 
Nylac Micropolis Mod II 
Ohio Scientific C3 	 
OKI IF-800 
Osborne 1 

Delta Systems 	 Al Micropolis Mod I. 
Digi-Log Microterm II 	 RD Micropolis Mod II . 
DTC Micro 210A. .... 	SC MITS3200.3202. 
Durango F-85 	 ._ RL Morrow Discus 
Dynabyte DB8/2 	 R1 Mostek 

Note that Lifeboat programs have specific hardware and memory 
48 KByte available. 
SEND FOR FULL LIFE BOAT CATALOGUE $10 

FMS 95 CANTERBURY ROAD, MIDDLE PARK, VICTORIA, 3206. (03) 699 9899 

requirements but will run on most CP/M machines with 



MACHINE 	MAIN DISTRIBUTOR/S 
(PRICE FROM) 	(NO. OF DEALERS) 

HARDWARE SOFTWARE 

Full Name of Name of Main Australian RAM : PROM : Standard 
Basic Machine Distributor (No. of Dealers EPROM Processor/s: Languages : 
(Minimum Retail) Including Franchised Dealers) C : Disks (Capacity) Optional 

(either F/D or H/D 
if standard : TV Int : 

Languages 
(listed in italics) 

P/P (incl. no. of 
ports) : S/P (incl. no. 
of ports) : G/c : 
Tone Generator 

MISCELLANEOUS 
(DOCUMENTATION) 
(BENCHTEST DATE) 

The contents of this section 
will be left largely up to the 
supplier. (One of the following 
abbreviations will be used to 
describe the general level of 
documentation : E, H (i.e. 
hardware details included), 
I S (i.e. Details of ROM 
included). BP — Date of full 
APC test). 

More than once a day, our office receives a call regarding machine specifications or availability 
or requests for advice on software, so we've decided to release an updated version of 

MICROMARKET and complement its bi-monthly appearance with a new section called 
PACKAGES. The first appearance of MICROMARKET will be in the September issue of APC 

followed by PACKAGES in October, each being published thereafter in alternate months. 

MICROMARKET will be a compre-
hensive list of all microcomputers 
available in Australia including single 
board micros, and kits. There will be 
five main headings under which the 
most important specifications of each 
machine will be listed. 

For space reasons it would be 
impossible to list all prices and con- 

figurations of available microcomputers, 
so the minimum configuration and its 
price will be listed. Where disk drives, 
speech synthesiser or graphics cards, for 
example, are available, they will be 
listed in the "Miscellaneous" column 
with the relevant price. 

A number of abbreviations are to be 

used and they are listed in the table 
below. 

The following example shows the 
order in which components, options and 
software will be listed. We ask that 
companies submitting information do so 
in the standard form shown, using 
abbreviations wherever possible. 

List of Abbreviations 

A Assembler G/C Graphics Card M/A Macro Assembler S Software 
BT Bench Tested H Hardware N/A Not available S/P Serial port 
C Cassette H/D Hard disk N/P Numeric pad T/E Text editor 
E Extensive I Introductory 0/S Operating system TBA To be announced 
F/D Floppy disk Int Interface P/P Parallel port U Utility 

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are inclusive of Sales Tax. 

This is an example of how an entry will appear in MICROMARKET: 

MACHINE MAIN DISTRIBUTOR/S HARDWARE SOFTWARE MISCELLANEOUS 
(PRICE FROM) (NO. OF DEALERS) (DOCUMENTATION) 

(BENCHTEST DATE) 

Tandy TRS-80 Tandy Electronics 4-16k RAM : Color Basic : With 16k RAM, 16k ROM & 
Color ($599) (02) 638 6633 6809 : 8-16k Extended Color Extended Color Basic $250 

(200) ROM :C:16x Basic (I). BT 1/82 
32TVint: 
RS232 port 

TRS-80 
Level I 
($499) 

Tandy Electronics 
(02) 638 6633 
(200) 

4-16k RAM; Z80; C; 
12", 16x64 optional: 
B/W VDU 

Basic; 
Games: A 

Basic in 4k ROM; 
upgradeable to Level 
2 (I) 
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With every VIC-20 sold 
you get a FREE VIC-20 

programming book 

[flUD ni) 
VISORS 
AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR 

Soon to be released 27K 
memory expansion board 

for VIC 20 
Enquiries welcome 

RING: MIKE LAROBINA 
(02) 662 4063 

472 ANZAC PARADE, 
KINGSFORD, NSW 2032 

Systems & Software Support 

Business & Industrial 
Applications 

f111CF0 ni) 
UISIDh1s 

Educational discounts 
available 

Applications 
Appointments Planner 
Assembler dev 
Bank accounts 
Bill of materials 
Bonds/pension quotations 
Budgeting package 
Bureau de change 
Cash flow 
Cash register 
Company secretary 
Container accounting 
Contract costing 
CP/M & utilities 
Credit control 
Customer file 
Database management/ 

Information retrieval 
Dental Records 
Disk operating system 
Estate agent 

Equipment lease/rent/HP 
File Handling 
Financial modelling 
Financial planning 
General ledger/NL 
Hotel management 
Incomplete records 
Industry Factory loading 
Industry work study 
Integrated accts 
Investment portfolio 
Invoicing 
Job costing 
Job order control 
Legal precedents 
Letter writer 
Lotteries 
Mailing List 
Mail shot 
Membership accting 
Motor Dealer 
Order entry/invoicing 

Order processing 
Office admin 
Pad to plotter systems 
Payroll 
Perpetual Inventory 
Personnel records 
Petaid report generator 
Planning/Maintenance 
Postal advertising 

response package 
PR/advertising package 
Price lister 
Printers job co itrol 
Production analysis 
Prof appts groups 
Prof appts individ 
Prof client billing 
Programming aids 
Property management 
Purchase ledger 
Quotation estimating 
Sales ledger 

Salesman 
Sales Tax analysis 
S/L, P/L & stock control 
Solicitor's complete 

record accounting 
Solicitor's package 
Statistics 
Stock control/recording 
Surveying 
Text file librarian 
Time/cost recording 
Travel agency accts 
Travel Agents Diary 
Travel Ticket Sales 
Utilities 
Utility set 
Various engineering 
Vet package 
Video message 
Warehousing 
Word processing 
Work in Progress 

This software directory will be confined 
to business packages which have been in 
use for at least six months in a min-
imum of five sites. 

The layout has been designed to 
allow you to discover which packages 
are available for the application you 
have in mind and to show you which 
packages are available for your com-
puter if you already have a machine. In 
either case the code enables you to look 
up the supplier's name and telephone 
number in a separate table. 

So, the directory will be divided 
into two sections. The first will index  

software packages according to appli-
cation. If you require a program to 
provide credit control, then under this 
heading you'll find a list of machines 
for which this software is available and 
a code referring to the package's 
supplier. 

The second section will be an alpha-
betic list of microcomputers. Under 
each machine will be a list of available 
software packages and supplier code, so 
that if you are contemplating the 
purchase of a machine or already own a 
computer, it will be easy to identify 
available software. 

Producers of packages which fall 
within the first mentioned constraints 
should send details to PACKAGES, 
APC, P.O. Box 115, Carlton, 3053. 
We require only the category of appli-
cation, computer for which the package 
is intended, price, supplying company 
name and telephone number. 

Below is a suggested list of applica-
tions (CP/M and other widely used 
operating systems are listed as separate 
"microcomputers" b3cause of the large 
amount of software written specifi-
cally for them). 
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The MX-100. Not just better. Bigger 

Epson 
Our MX-80 was a pretty tough act to follow. I mean, how 
do you top the best-selling printer in the world? Frankly, 
it wasn't easy. But the results of many sleepless nights will 
knock your socks off. The MX-100 is a printer that must 
be seen to be believed. For starters, it features unmatched 
correspondence quality printing, and an ultra-high reso-
lution bit image graphics capability. Then the ability to 
print up to 233 columns of information on 15" wide paper 
to give you the most incredible spread sheets you're ever 
likely to see. Finally, to top it all off, a satin-smooth friction 
feed platen and fully adjustable, removable tractors. And 
the list of standard features goes on and on. 
Needless to say, the specs on this machine are practically 
unbelievable. But there's something about the MX-100 that 
goes far beyond just the specs; something about the way 
For further information contact your local WARBURTON FRANKI office. 

it all comes together, the attention to detail, the fit, the feel. 
Mere words fail us. But when you see an MX-100, you'll 
know what we mean. 
All in all, the Epson MX-100 is the most remarkable printer 
we've ever seen in Australia to date. How can you not 

afford to consider the new 
MX-100, even if you have to buy 
a bigger desk! 

Dealer Enquiries Welcome 

EPSON 

 

• ADELAIDE (08) 356-7333 • BRISBANE (07) 52-7255 • HOBART (002) 28-0321 
• MELBOURNE (03) 699-4999 • PERTH (09) 277-7000 • SYDNEY (02) 648-1711 
• AUCKLAND N.Z. (09) 50-4458 • WELLINGTON N.Z. (04) 69-3016 
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A DP MANAGER'S 
GUIDE TO MICROS 

FRAMES 	 REFERENCE 
It is easier to determine what micro-
computers are not good for than it is 
to describe the numerous applications 
for which they are suited. Micros are 
not good for handling vast files of data, 
for handling many users simultaneously, 
or for handling huge number-crunching 
tasks. The practical hardware limits of 
today's micros are: 1 megabyte of 
RAM, 100 megabytes of disk store, 
eight users on a multi-user system or 
about 24 single users on a network. 

The software limitations of micros 
are more significant than the hardware 
limits. The development of a multi-user 
or network operating system is not a 
trivial task; such software takes many 
years of talented design and program-
ming to produce and many more years 
before it is largely debugged. Some of 
the offerings in the micro market are 
simply not credible, although there are 
excellent examples of software, eg, the 
Unix implementations and Xionics 
Xibus/Xinet. The software available on 
micros is lacking when it comes to 
organising and getting rapid access to 
data in large files. There are few 
languages and operating systems with 
even ISAM facilities and there are fewer 
database management systems. 

It is important to get the limitations 
of microcomputers in perspective before 
you consider their application and place 
in your company. It is also helpful to 
start with a working definition of the 
operational 	differences 	between 
computers: 
A mainframe is a computer which 
requires an operational department to 
run. it. 
A mini is a computer which requires an 
operations manager to look after it. 
A micro is a computer which is operated 
by its user. 
Microcomputers offer a number of 
benefits compared to their computing 
antecedents: rapid delivery... from 
one to four weeks; low entry cost.. . 
£6000 for a complete single user system 
that could grow to a 24-user network; 
fast implementation... complete small 
systems installed three months from 
order and no system installed in longer 
than six months; package abundance... 
low cost implementation and mainte-
nance; physical size. . . micros pack 
more and more power into desktop 
units — yesterday's mini literally fits 
into today's desk. 

The disadvantages of micro-
computers in the hands of users can be 
described as: 
1. Publicity greater than performance 

. microcomputers do not equal main. 
frame computers; the cost of a system 
does not equal the cost of the hard-
ware — personal computers are good as 
super-calculators but not as file proces-
sors. 

By Alan Wood 

2. Users are not disciplined enough to 
have own computers... floppy disks get 
lost/disorganised, data backup is not 
taken regularly if at all, hardware is 
abused with dust, coffee and crumbs. 
3. Hardware and software limitations 
not understood. . . a little knowledge 
leads to doing dangerous things, DP 
departments adopt a `not invented here' 
attitude and refuse to get involved/help 
until the user is humbled by mistakes. 

PART 6: 
PUTTING 

YOUR MICRO 
TO WORK 

4. Surreptitious microcomputing. . . 
micros sneaked in by users, little, no 
or fallacious justification, self-
indulgence in doing interesting things 
in computing (previously the preroga-
tive of DP people only!). 

Applications 
In addition to familiar data processing 
tasks, the cost of micros justifies new 
applications which were previously 
uneconomic, impractical, or low on the 
priority list. Data processing depart-
ments have seriously underestimated the 
role of micros, associating them with 
game playing and trivial tasks. Micro-
computers are extensively displacing 
and supplementing timesharing services 
with significant cost savings; they are 
replacing tasks previously undertaken 
on minis, much as minis usurped the 
position of the low-end mainframes; and 
they are pushing computing facilities 
further up and down organisation 
hierarchies ... the first computer on the 
director's desk is often a micro. 

The computer manufacturers of the 
'50s and '60s found an eager market in 
the commercial and industrial 
companies whose operation and expan-
sion was inhibited by manual systems. 
The first systems they installed were a 
computer replication of what was there 
already. Then the systems became more  

sophisticated, reflecting new services 
companies could offer, such as credit 
card facilities and airline reservations. 
The increasing complexity of those 
systems led in turn to bigger computers. 
At the same time, the individual mana-
ger's job grew in complexity to a point 
where computers were needed to aid 
decisions. The data needed for those 
decisions is not easily abstracted from 
traditional data processing systems in 
the format the marager needs. Conse-
quently, the microcomputer manufac-
turers have found an eager market 
among professionals in large companies 
hungry for computer assistance. The 
microcomputer is excellent at handling 
the top layer of management informa-
tion. It can be applied to taking a lateral 
view of data in a hierarchical data pro-
cessing system. It can be applied to cal-
culating and assembling data in a 
digestible form. In the hands of an 
intelligent user it functions as a brain-
extender to help reduce costs, make 
better returns on investments, sharpen 
negotiations and provide `considered' 
responses more quickly. 

Personal and company 
systems 
It is important to distinguish between 
the personal and the company system, 
between personal data and company 
data. Personal data can be defined as 
`unique to an individual'; company data 
is `integral to the company'. An 
engineer working on a project will have 
data unique to him on which calcula-
tions need to be performed. Similarly, 
scientists, managers, accountants and 
executives have unique data require-
ments. The needs of this group can be 
partially satisfied by a personal system 
which has some of the following 
characteristics: uses unique data; is 
applied as a super-calculator or elec-
tronic file index; encourages computer 
literacy; supplements/replaces time-
sharing service; prepares for future 
electronic office; uses programs and 
packages which do not require central 
support. 

One danger associated with personal 
systems is that managers will spend 
more time learning programming and 
playing with computers than managing. 
In practice, what is tending to happen is 
they put in extra hours in the evening 
and weekends and also encourage junior 
office personnel to become computer 
literate. A more significant danger is the 
creeping system: the simple personal 
system which creeps into a company 
system with all the dependencies that 
this implies but none of the essential 
standards or controls. 

Company systems are by definition 
not unique to an individual but integral 
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to a company. They develop as the 
company develops and they require 
control and support. If the company 
system's operator, manager or user 
leaves it is essential that the system can 
be passed on, understood and operated 
by his or her successor. Micro-based 
company systems are similar to tradi-
tional data processing systems, even if 
they are used like `link-less' terminals. 
There are many examples of such 
systems. They lend themselves to 
company-developed packages which can 
be used at a number of sites: warehouse 
stock location, local stock recording, 
stock taking; `specials' purchasing, 
goods receipt; personnel records, career/ 
salary administration, graduate recruit-
ment; depot, division, department, and 
branch record keeping; quotations, 
contracts, proposals and project admini-
stratio n. 

Fertile areas for 
micros 
The `no-man's land' for microcomputers 
is between what users want and the 
border with existing mainframe systems. 
If you leave aside that territory, there 
are still acres of applications untouched 
by existing company systems. Two of 
the most rewarding areas are office 
systems and timesharing replacement, 
sometimes in combination. 

The functions performed in offices 
up and down the country are basically 
similar. The typically comprise calcula-
ting, record keeping, typing and 
communicating via telephones and mail. 
These functions suit standard systems 
and packages because they are so alike. 

The off-the-shelf microcomputer can 
perform most office functions using 
packages, with a few tailored programs 
to meet justified special needs. There 
is a variety of standard calculation 
aids, such as Visicalc and Supercalc. 
There is a choice of information 
managers from the simple electronic 
index 	(eg. Visidex), to the more 
detailed electronic file cabinet (DMS). 
Word processing packages abound, often 
in combination with record keeping 
(Wordstar) and with other facilities like 
spelling dictionaries (Spellguard). A 
feature of networked micros is the 
ability to send messages to other users 
of the network, such as Nestar and 
Xinet. Micros can also be used with 
acoustic couplers and modems to 
communicate messages over the public 
telephone system, so authors creating 
text on a home computer can send it 
down the line to the publishing house 
central machine. 

The point has already been made 
about the limitation of the micro as a 
super number-cruncher. Timesharing 
services thrive on the software and data-
bases they offer; they will continue 
but cursory analysis reveals that many 
of the smaller programs can be run on 
micros and many of the new micro 
packages offer a top cut off the time-
sharing service at a fraction of the cost. 

The trend began with tools like Visi-
calc, a rows-and-columns program pro-
viding a matrix of 64 columns by 200 
rows, automatic re-calculation facilities 
and a variety of mathematical formulae. 
Visicalc is much friendlier than time-
sharing programs which do not provide 
screen interaction. It has been followed 
by a variety of other aids — Micro 

Modeller for financial modelling, Micro-
Planner for critical path applications, 
Optimiser for linear programming. More 
management aids and personal produc-
tivity programs will follow. The 16-bit 
desktop micros with these programs will 
eat further into timesharing spend. 
Using micros for front-end data entry 
is also an economic extension of your 
timesharing service, so that you keep 
connect costs and phone bills down. 
The added facilities that the micro 
provides off-line combined with use as 
a terminal are valid justification. 

In some departments dedicated word 
processors are required, eg, updating 
from a typing to a word processing 
pool. In others, the general-purpose 
microcomputer with word processing 
software provides an economic and 
versatile solution. At today's prices, 
$9000 buys a high-quality micro with a 
daisywheel printer and word processing 
software. The software is not as friendly 
or as feature full as the specialist word-
processors, but the fancy features for 
which those machines are bought are 
seldom used. Applications combining 
data processing, word processing, infor-
mation processing and number proces-
sing are ideally satisfied by micro-
computers. A small bonus (or hazard, 
depending on your point of view) is 
the extension of keyboard skills in the 
organisation and the dispersal of some 
typing to two-fingered word processing 
users. 

Data processing on 
micros 
It is in their application in data proces-
sing that microcomputers cause most 
agony, antipathy and indecision in 
larger companies. Just how far should 
you let them go or grow? The hardware 
and, particularly, the software limita-
tions of micros automatically exclude 
them from many applications, although 
the boundaries are being pushed steadily 
outwards. The cost of converting soft-
ware on existing systems is another 
natural boundary to micro encroach-
ment. Then there is the preservation of 
computing skills and all those hard-
learned standards and controls built up 
over the years. And superimposed on 
the top is the company organisation and 
computing policies. Is yours a heavily 
centralised organisation, with controls 
flowing outward from the centre? Or 
does your management favour operating 
in relatively autonomous groups with 
just top-level financial controls? 

In the Big Brother company, the best 
micros to use are the first level personal 
computers, perhaps with mainframe 
communication. In the Little Brother 
company, there is a lot of scope for 
more powerful micros. The network of 
micros has a place in both centralised 
head offices and in despersed organisa-
tions. 

For the most part, ledger applica-
tions will be well taken care of and will 
be much too big for micros. However, 
some of the small business subsidiaries 
of big companies can fit quite nicely 
and quickly on to a microcomputer. 
Examples are overseas or remote small 
companies, companies acquired in a 
takeover, companies set up to market 
a new product of service. Another 
common application for micros in large 

companies is executive payroll — often 
a tedious job for the company secretary 
or financial controller. 

There's a whole variety of standard 
application packages for ledger appli-
cations so it should not be neces-
sary to develop special software, other 
than a small number of tailored pro-
grams. 

The minicomputer made great head-
way as a machine dedicated to regional 
and branch order processing and stock 
control. The micro is equally successful 
for smaller order processing systems, as 
a single-user, or networked configura-
tion. A number of big companies use 
micros for local stock control and 
repeat the same system in lots of loca-
tions, eg, Shell. Purchase order pro-
cessing, particularly specials as opposed 
to bulk purchasing, is a common micro 
application in the larger company. 

Teletype communications and 2780 
and 3270 emulators provide the means 
of connecting microcomputers to main-
frames. The other popular protocols are 
gradually appearing from computer 
manufacturers and from independent 
vendors. The availability of such soft-
ware removes one of the main 
deterrents to DP applications on micros; 
the micro becomes simply an extension 
of the existing facilities. A micro-
computer used locally for a variety of 
tasks can be switched to an intelligent 
terminal to talk to, and receive data 
from, the mainframe computer. As more 
protocol software becomes available, 
micros will be used to replace expensive 
emulation terminals. 

Multi-function 
applications 
The microprocessor is overturning the 
traditional approach to multi-user, 
multi-tasking computers in a number of 
ways and providing new options in 
multi-function computing. 

The mainframe and minicomputer 
solution to providing access for many 
users to an information facility has 
been to share central memory and 
store. A sophisticated operating system 
handles the management of many users 
and tasks, apportioning part of the 
memory and store to each task, hand-
ling queues of users and protecting files 
from corruption through simultaneous 
access by more than one user. Advanced 
multi-user computers partition and use 
virtual memory, allocate priorities and 
have extensive security and data 
management features, all of these house-
keeping tasks consuming an increasing 
proportion of the power of the 
computer — for example, if you have an 
IBM environment you virtually need one 
machine to manage CICS and IMS and 
another machine to run your applica-
tions. 

Multi-user and 
multi-tasking 
There are two solid justifications for 
large computers for multi-user work. 
The first is where a vast amount of data 
has to be stored and manipulated. The 
second is where many people must 
share data and have access to it at the 
same time; the classic example is airline 
reservation systems. 
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FRAMES OF REFERENCE 
The justification of multi-tasking — 

the performance of many jobs simul-
taneously by one computer — is based 
more on economics than the need for 
big computers per se. Multi-tasking can 
still be justified where it is more 
economic to fulfil applications on one 
big machine, rather than on a series of 
small ones. If the applications are up 
and running, it may also be cheaper to 
keep them there because of software 
conversion costs. However, if the 
applications have not yet been imple-
mented, or have to be updated, or the 
computer has to be changed, a series of 
machines performing one or more 
different tasks can provide a highly 
resilient, economic and responsive solu-
tion. 

There are two simple examples of 
multiples of microcomputers being 
used to satisfy requirements 
economically and securely. Firstly, 
when the tasks become too many for 
one machine in an office, a second 
machine can be installed to meet the 
expanded requirement. Secondly, when 
the same jobs have to be repeated in 
different locations, the distributed 
microcomputer can be the ideal solu-
tion. Set up to produce quotations, 
keep stock, run an estate or personnel 
agent's office in one location,the micro-
computer can be cloned for as many 
sites as is economically justified. 

The essential characteristic of distri-
buted micro systems is that users do 
not need simultaneous access to the same 
files. Transfer of floppy disks from one 
machine to another or telecommunica-
tions to a central point is sufficient to 
satisfy occasional sharing of informa-
tion. Because we are used to thinking of 
traditional multi-user file sharing, we 
too often jump in that direction with-
out examining the options sufficiently. 
Even micros stacked one on top of the 
other can provide more resilience and 
take up less space than one multi-
tasking computer. 

Where it is vital for a small number 
of users to share the same files, a multi-
user microcomputer can be employed. 
On 8-bit single processor machines, the 
practical limit is about four terminals. 
The multi-user features are achieved in 
differing ways; for example, by switch-
ing from one bank of memory to 
another, dedicating memory to each 
attached terminal. On a bank-switching 
system, the users share disks and opera-
ting system. Speed of response depends 
on disk speeds, sophistication of opera-
ting system and the cleverness of the 
programmer. Hard disks are essential to 
provide adequate data storage and res-
ponse and backup should be available 
by tape or exchangeable disk. More 
advanced 8-bit multi-user micro-
computers provide several processors to 
support multiple users. 

On 16-bit micros with Unix deriva-
tives or own operating systems, the 
limit is 16 users and the typical load is 
6-12. On these machines input/output 
is a greater limitation than processor 
capacity since most typically operate 
with only one disk channel. They are 
well suited to multi-user information 
management and word processing tasks 
where all operators must share the same 
files but where transaction levels on  

individual records are not very high. 
'1'o improve resilience and efficiency 

and to capitalise on microprocessor 
costs, tomorrow's special and general-
purpose machines are being built on a 
honeycomb of microprocessors, with 
each cell performing or duplicating a 
function, all intricately interconnected. 

Existing computer users have a wide 
variety of options and constraints with 
regard to microcomputing. Should they: 
connect micros to mainframes?/use 
micros as linkless' terminals for remote 
tasks?/use micro networks?/or intercon-
nect micros with word processors, 
minis, mainframes? The new users also 
have many options; should they choose 
multiples of micros, a multi-user micro 
or a micro network to satisfy their 
needs? There is no absolute answer for 
either the existing or new user, other 
than selecting a reliable system at 
the bottom end of its capability so that 
it will grow with your needs. The key 
words are `reliable' or `proven' at the 
`lower end' rather than at the extremi-
ties of what suppliers claim. These 
requirements limit choices and ease the 
process of selection, once the more 
difficult decision is made about what 
conceptually will suit present and future 
needs. 

More radical thinking 
So far we have taken a traditional 
approach to the new computing, care-
fully matching capabilities and limita-
tions with possibilities and constraints. 
Some managers are more radical in their 
approach to take full advantage of 
powerful low-cost micros. Forget for 
the moment that you are constrained 
by years in DP and by all the computing 
paraphernalia your organisation has 
accumulated. Without those trappings, 
how would you proceed? 
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Starting at the baseline in your 
organisation, you could equip every 
worker from director to office admini-
strator with a computer which would 
occasionally connect or feed into a 
central hub. Everywhere you see a type-
writer or find a calculator, install a 
dumb terminal; everywhere there is a 
telephone, and a few more places be-
sides, you could put in a micro. Connect 
them by cables and you have a 
computer utility. Connect your cable 
to existing minis, word processors and 
mainframes and you have closed the 
loop on existing computing. The 
technology, products and costs are 
such that radical-thinking managements 
are achieving or planning this computing 
scenario now. 

The costs of personal computers are 
comparable to the costs of quality 
electric typewriters. A network of 
microcomputers providing calculating 
power also facilitates inter-office 
communication. The choice for the 
larger organisations lies between 
allowing a piecemeal approach or 
developing a rational architecture for 
the 80s which will fully employ new 
technologies linked to existing 
computing. 

The sixth 
commandment of 
microcomputing 
Thou shalt not treat micros as transac-
tion processing machines. Micros are at 
their best as single-user or multi-
function computers on which each user 
is processing a discrete task. Micros are 
ideally suited to office systems, time 
sharing replacement and intelligent 
workstation tasks. They are not suited 
to transaction processing where many 
users want to simultaneously access and 
update the same files and records — eg, 
order processing. 

'We feed the geological data for the area, the computer produces a schematic 
topological overview designating high probability key points, then we stick 
the printout on the wall and Johnson here throws a dart at it.' 
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Way back in December 1980, APC 
looked at Sharp's first entry into the 
world micro scene, the MZ-80K. 
Developments have moved quickly 
since then. The MZ-80K was not 
released in Australia; it was replaced 
by the MZ-80A, which also was not 
released in Australia. Both of these 
machines were aimed at the low-cost 
end of the market. 

The only Sharp micro to reach 
Australia in the past has been the 
PC 3201. But now the company is 
making amends with the release of the 
MZ-80B, a more "up-market" product 
than the earlier models in the series. 
Dick Pountain investigates. 



PC-1500 ROM: 16K bytes 
RAM: System area: 
0.9K bytes. User area: 
2.6K bytes 
CE-155 Memory 
Module (Optional) 
Capacity: 8K byte 
C-MOS RAM 
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CALCUTRON IC 
797 GLENFERRIE RD., 

HAWTHORN. 3122 

ALSO COLOUR 
PRINTER AVAILABLE 

(03) 818 6651 

797 .GLENFERRIE RD., 
HAWTHORN.3122 • 

Ph: (03) 818 6631 

Sharp brings you the MZ80B. 
A machine that offers you functions 
previously associated with more 
powerful, more expensive computers, that 
gives you versatility to handle a huge range 
of software and hardware applications in 
scientific, business and personal use. 

The MZ8OB opens up a new world of 
graphic display potential, more flexible 
data storage and retrieval, and ease of 
operation. 

Here is the computer from the future. 
Available today. 

Stunning Graphic Display 
Seeing is believing. The large-screen 

high-focus, green-face incorporated in the 
MZ80B gives you high resolution graphics 
of 320 x 200 dots. 

An additional graphic RAM is included 
which allows another 320 x 200 dot 
resolution pattern to be displayed. 

This dual high-resolution graphic ability 
is especially useful for stimulating and 
displaying a dynamic picture, it can display 
40 characters x 25 lines or 80 characters 
x 25 lines via software switching. 

In addition, there are facilities for full, 
on-screen editing, reverse video, partial 
scrolling and a full range of graphic symbols. 

Character and Graphic 
Printer 

This fast, quiet printer will reproduce 
your graphic displays and, of course, print-
out upper and lower case letters and 
symbols. A tractor/friction feed version is 
also available. 

Data Storage/retrieval 
The MZ8OB has a remarkable memory. 

64K of RAM. And that constitutes all the 
memory area, giving flexible storage of 

any computer 
language and its software. 

The cassette deck is electromagnetically-
controlled, with a data transfer speed of 
1800 bits/sec. combined with a unique 
programme search facility to make data 
storage and retrieval super-fast. 

Software 
Software includes Basic compiler, 

PASCAL, COBOL, FORTRAN and 
numerous accounting applications. 

Floppy Disk Drive 

A twin Floppy Disk Drive unit can be 
added which will give you 560K bytes of 
storage on double-sided, double-density 
disks. 

Comprehensive 
Documentation 

Each MZ80B comes complete with a 
full set of documentation including an 

owners' manual giving full circuit 
diagrams, a monitor reference manual and 

programming manuals. 

Interfaces 
RS232C and IEEE Interfaces are 

available allowing the MZ8OB to com-
municate with scientific instruments and 
other peripherals. 

CP/M*2•2 

CP/M * is also available making a 
wide range of packages immediately avail-
able including wordprocessing, financial 
modelling, data base management to 
mention but a few. CP/M* also increases 
the disk capacity to 680K bytes. 
(CP/M* is a Trade Mark of Digital 
Research Ltd.) 

FREE 
CASSETTE — BASIC 
with every purchase of the 
SHARP MZ80b 
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My deepest impression after a few hours 
with the MZ-80B is that this is probably 
the machine that Sharp's design team 
wanted to make when they worked on 
the 80K. All the compromises inherent 
in that design, presumably to bring it in 
at a price acceptable to the PET buyer, 
have been abandoned and the result is 
an integrated system, rather than a 
computer plus afterthought peripherals. 
In external appearance, the 80B shows 
evidence of Sharp's hi-fi connections 
along with a distinctly Italianate line 
far removed from the rounded Star Wars 
look which is the current Japanese 
vogue. This long low look is assisted by 
the 9in rather than 12in CRT and the 
absence of on-board disk drives. 

The base/keyboard unit is of pressed 
steel (to help shield RF emissions?) 
with a hi-fi style shot-blasted finish, 
while the pedestal containing the VDU 
and cassette-drive is in ABS plastic 
cunningly metallised to an identical 
finish. This pedestal swings up and 
forward on removing two screws to 
yield access to the internals and has a 
car-bonnet-like support to keep it open. 
A peek inside reveals a neatly packed 
array of nicely finished boards with 
much use made of nylon clip fasteners 
and ribbon cable connectors. The CPU 
(a Z80A running at 4MHz), PIO and 
various support chips are socketed, but 
the 32k of dynamic RAMs (4116s) on 
the CPU board are soldered. The expan-
sion RAM is all socketed. At the rear 
right of the case is a six-slot bus expan-
sion cage with six corresponding ports 
for I/O connector sockets. Two of these 
were occupied on the test machine by 
the interface cards and sockets for the 
disk drive and printer (which uses 
Sharp's own 8-bit parallel interface); 
RS232 and Centronics will be available 
in due course, but at present the '80B 
only accepts Sharp's own MZ-80P5 
printer. A third slot is taken up by the 
optional second graphic memory card. 

The full-size typewriter keyboard has 
a standard layout with extra control 
keys, a separate numeric pad and 
good pitch and feel. In addition to a 
proper space bar, a small TAB key is 
provided alongside for fast table entry. 
Break, Insert/Delete and Clr/Home are 
on the main keyboard with three levels 
of shift; Shift gives lower case, Grph 
gives 30 graphic symbols and Rev gives 
reverse field characters (but not for the 
graphics). The two latter keys and Shift 
lock have built-in red LEDs to warn 
that they are engaged. For touch typing, 
the Shift can be altered by the Basic 
command CHANGE to give upper case. 
Above the main keyboard are ten user-
definable keys, four cursor control 
keys and four cassette control keys. On 
booting up Sharp Disk Basic, the user-
defined keys default to ten Basic 
commands whose repertoire can be 
inspected by KLIST. In fact most of the 
keyboard is software-defined; in Sharp 
Basic there is no repeat on any keys 
except the cursor controls, but under 
CP/M all keys repeat, while in Wordstar 
the user and numeric pad are assigned to 
control characters as well. 

The 9in green screen display is 
software-switchable between 40 and 80 
characters per line by 25 lines; the 
characters are 8x9 and have true descen-
ders. At 80 per line, text is quite legible 
but marginally harder on the eye than 

40. The screen is memory-mapped 
three times over; a 2k video RAM 
provides for the display of the ASCII 
characters echoed from the keyboard 
in normal fashion. In addition, there are 
two 8k graphics RAMs (the second is 
optional) which independently map the 
screen as a 320x200 high resolution dot-
addressable display; all three of these 
video stores reside outside the 64k of 
user RAM and are switched in and out 
of the memory map by a Z80A PIO 
(parallel I/O controller) device. The 
`character RAM' is always enabled but 
either or both of the graphics RAMs 
may be written to — or displayed under 
— program control. The screen can be 
thought of as having a foreground of 
characters and pixel graphics and two 
separate `backdrops' of hi-res graphics, 
the combination of which allows some 
very fancy displays. 

As you might expect, this facility 
complicates the memory management 
of the '80B more than somewhat, 
but the resulting juggling of page 
addresses is handled in a user-transparent 
fashion by the PIO and a PPI (program-
mable peripheral interface) device so 
that you always see 64k of contiguous 
RAM starting at 0000H. Switching 
between character RAM and graphics 
RAM 1 is performed by the PIO and 
between graphics 1 and 2 by OUT port 
F4H. Should a program access graphics 
RAM while lying in that part of RAM 
(above D000H) which would normally 
be disabled by the PIO, there's no 
problem; the graphics RAM addresses 
are changed to begin at 5000H. A 
similar conjuring trick is performed 
by the Initial Program Loader on boot-
up to allow the boot ROM into the 
memory map. The result is an unprece-
dentedly `clean' machine with all 64k 
available to the user. The graphics 
are not particularly fast, which is hardly 
surprising considering the amount of 
interrupting that must be going on. It 
takes six seconds to SET 1000 points. 

There is no resident software other 
than a 2k bootstrap loader in ROM. 
If a system disk or cassette is present 
then booting follows automatically 
on power-on or by pressing the `IPL' 
button on the back of the case. Next 
to this is a separate RESET button 
which puts you into the monitor 
without clearing the Basic text area; 
very handy for recovering from a 
crash. Booting Disk Basic or CP/M is 
satisfactorily quick at four seconds and 
tape Basic is quicker than one 
expects (105sec) since the cassette 
drive transfers at a fast 1800 bits/sec. 
All the tape functions, including FFwd, 
Rewind and Eject, can be under 
program control and searching is per-
formed at FFwd speed. Folk of nervous 
disposition may suffer a nasty turn, 
however, when the cassette hatch pops 
open of its own volition in the middle 
of a program! 

Aural stimulation is catered for by 
an audio amplifier and loudspeaker 
set in the facia below the cassette hatch. 
The volume is controllable by a knob at 
the rear and goes up to well past annoy-
ance level. A music `language' is incor-
porated in the Basic which allows pro-
gramming of pitch and duration but not 
of volume or envelope. 

The dual double-sided disk drive is 
the same hardware introduced for the 

MZ-80K but, thanks to a new controller 
card on board the 80B, it no longer 
requires an interface box and provides 
twice the capacity (280k per drive 
under Basic, 340k under CP/M) through 
double density. It worked without a 
hiccup during the test even when fed 
supposedly single-sided disks. 

The printer supplied was the new 
MZ-80P5 which looks and acts remark-
ably like an Epson MX-80 in Sharp's 
own case, which is sharply (sic) styled 
to match the computer. Attached 
through a 24-pin connector cable, it can 
print all the graphics including user-
defined symbols as well as half- and 
double-width text. It uses fan fold paper 
from 4 to 10in and ribbon cassettes. 

All the necessary connectors are 
supplied, including braided earthing 
wires between units. Each unit requires 
its own mains lead which is a nuisance; a 
firm that also makes racked hi-fi ought 
to have found a neater solution. 

Software 
The 80B was supplied with two Basic 
interpreters (single and double preci-
sion) on disk and one on cassette, Pascal 
on cassette and Sharp's FDOS operating 
system together with demonstration 
programs including stock control, word 
processing and various fancy graphics 
demos. In addition to this rather over-
whelming plethora of Sharp's own 
software, the machine came with 
a sample of its implementation of CP/M 
2.2 for the machine, along with Word-
star and Datastar. 

The single precision disk Basic, 
SB-6510, is not compatible with 
versions for the MZ-80K, though a 
converter program is available so you 
can run '80K software. It takes up 21k 
and is booted up automatically along 
with the 4.5k monitor by the IPL 
system in about four seconds. It con- 
sists of a `kernel' of commands which 
are a fairly standard, though by no 
means luxurious, implementation of the 
language together with extensions which 

The expansion cards 

Fig 1 
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COMPUTER REFERENCE GUIDE stocks a wide range of microcomputer books 
from major publishers, including Osborne, McGraw-Hill, Prentice-Hall, Sybex, Tab, 
Dilithium, Wiley, Addison-Wesley, McMillan etc. The following four pages include 
details of some new books. Please write or call for a complete price list. 

THE BASIC HANDBOOK 
by David A. Lien 

The purpose of this book is to assem-
ble the most complete collection of 
BASIC words ever, and then describe 
strategies programmers can use to 
convert the many different"dialects" 
to their computers. The result is a 
working handbook that will vastly 
expand your computer's capabilities. 
This new second edition includes 
explanations for almost 500 BASIC 
words used by computer makers 
world-wide. The author also attacks 
the problem of incompatibility by 
carefully outlining strategies by which 
programs can be converted to other 
computers. 

1981; 471 pp; $26.95 

MICROCOMPUTER 
DATA-BASE 

MANAGEMENT 

MICROCOMPUTER DATA 
BASE MANAGEMENT 
by E.G. Brooner 

This is a practical, hands-on approach 
to data base management for the 
microcomputer owner/user; Manager, 
Small Business Owner/operator; Sci-
entist; Computer Professional; and 
Computer Science Student. It prov-
ides tutorial information on file hand-
ling, sorting, searching, linking and 
hashing. It reviews, explains and 
evaluates three commercial data bas-
es and includes self-help test quest-
ions and exercises. An example of 
the simultaneous use of several data 
files - fixed assets, inventory, payroll 
and financial accounting is given. 

1982; 158pp; $18.95  

DATA FILE PROGRAMMING 
IN BASIC 
by LeRoy Finkel and Jerald R Brown 

Data files are the key to effectively 
using microcomputers for virtually 
all business, classroom management, 
professional, and sophisticated home 
applications. Yet surprisingly few 
micro users understand how data 
files work, and fewer still are able to 
set up and maintain them for their 
own use. This easy-to-follow book is 
the first self-instructional manual 
designed for the thousands of busi-
ness and professional users and com-
puter hobbyists who want to add 
this powerful tool to their computing 
capabilities. It shows you - in comp-
rehensive and comprehensible detail 
- how to program and maintain data 
files on microcomputers, and how to 
write data file programs that are 
readable, efficient, and useful. The 
book uses TRS-80 BASIC and Micro-
soft BASIC-80. 

1981; 342pp; $13.95 

Order coupon is contained on the following page. 
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BASIC 
Getting Started 

IBM'S Personal Computer will soon be in Australia. This book 
provides detailed information. 

IBM'S PERSONAL COMPUTER 
by Que Corp. 
This book about IBM's new Personal Computer will be helpful to 
business managers, computer professionals, and prospective 
buyers of the Personal Computer. Written to be clearly understood 
by non-technical persons, but crammed with all the detail a 
professional needs, this 320 page bestseller offers an opportunity 
to learn where the IBM Personal Computer fits among the many 
personal computers now available. 

Que's unique business software evaluations thoroughly describe 
IBM Easywriter, IBM VisiCalc, and the IBM Peachtree Accounting 
Series. These software packages are evaluated in all important 
categories on a scale of 1 to 10. Function lists show the software 
capability in detail. 

Useful appendices compare CP/M 86 and PC DOS, and list all PC 
BASIC commands and statements. They also list outside sources 
for enhancements, peripherals, software and publications. Illus-
trations include 34 photographs and 32 detailed tables. 

1982; 320pp; $19.95 

Qua 
On 

 Systems 

plant t coArpotaz  

THE POWER OF: VISICALC 
by R. Williams & B. Taylor 

The Power Of: VisiCalc is a book of 
exercises designed especially for users 
and potential users of the VisiCalc 
computer program. By performing 
these simple step-by-step exercises, 
you will rapidly gain an ability to 
utilize the broad range of VisiCalc 
capabilities. Better than an instruc-
tion book, The Power Of: VisiCalc 
demonstrates the use of VisiCalc 
features through specific application 
samples. It shows you how to expand 
your use of VisiCalc, no matter what 
your application. The seven easy to 
follow exercises are designed to help 
you understand and use VisiCalc 
operations. Business owners, account-
ants, financial analysts, homeowners, 
manufacturers, engineers, educators, 
scientists, architects, students, or 
anyone with a problem that can be 
solved using a computer, will find 
The Power Of: VisiCalc an invaluable 
companion to their VisiCalc program. 

1981; 88pp; $13.95 

THE POWER OF: VISICALC, 
Volume II 
by R. Williams Si B. King 

Volume II is a training manual consist-
ing of a series of exercises which are 
based on VisiCalc Version 3.3. 
Exercises included cover: Accounts 
Payable; Payroll Report; Monthly 
Sales Report; Daily Inventory; and 
Financial Forecasting. 

1982; 97pp; $13.95 

BASIC, Getting Started 
by W S. Davis 

This book is designed to help you 
get started as a programmer. It begins 
developing a solution to a problem 
which is then translated to BASIC 
and submitted to a computer. More 
complex problems are solved and 
coded in subsequent chapters. An 
ideal book for the beginner. 

1982; 152pp; $ 7.95 
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BASIC For Business 
Douglas Hergert $17.95 
It's easy to use a computer to automate 
general business tasks. With this 
book. you'll learn to write BASIC pro-
grams for business applications such 
as: sales reports. financial statements. 
graphs and charts, depreciation 
calculations, cost/volume/profit 
analyses and more. Realistic sample 
programs explain each element of 
BASIC. BASIC For Business is  a solid. 
practical introduction to BASIC 
specifically designed to teach BASIC 
to the business user. 
(ISBN: 0-89588.080.6, 7' x 9". 	PAPt,P) , 
224 pp. kl42 . N° 36457 

Introduction To 
Word Processing 
Hal Glatzer ßi1•-95 
For the first time ever, here's a book 
that offers a clear, complete under-
standing of what word processing is. 
Written for the non-technical reader. 
this book tells about concepts common 
to all word processing systems. then 
analyzes all features in detail, from 
screens to scrolling and formatting. 
It tells you what to look for when pur-
chasing hardware and software, and 
why. Finally. it presents a cost/benefit 
analysis for all features. 
/S8ti'  0.89568  076.3. b' : 9 

2 1 , r„ 	147 •;4lsr,dr;+ ,:I.  ANL t 	3461 

International 
Microcomputer. 
Dictionary 	*11--95 

Over 1600 up-to-date definitions of 
microcomputer terms and acronyms 
are contained in this handy pocket-
sized volume, plus a description of all 
major components and a list of more 
than 200 common computer terms 
with equivalent translations in French. 
German, Spanish, Italian, Polish, 
Norwegian. Danish and Hungarian! 
Another section includes a list of ad-
dresses of manufacturers of micro-
computer systems and component 
suppliers. 
(ISBN: 0-89588-067-9, 41/2 " 	PAPE  
132 pp. ANZ N`— 33890 

Supplement to the A.P.C. 7/82 

144 , 
144 

Introduction To WordStarTM 
Arthur Naiman $15.95 
Get off to a smooth start in learning 
WordStar with this book. It teaches 
you how to use WordStar step-by-step. 
You'll learn to edit copy, move and 
delete blocks of text, check copy for 
spelling accuracy, create and merge 
files, format on-screen, even design 
special print effects. This book also 
contains a convenient and complete 
dictionary of all commands used in 
WordStar, SpellStar, and MailMerge, 
plus a special feature ... it is 
illustrated: every entry includes a 
diagram of the keys actually used to 
perform the command. Introduction to 
WordStar  is an indispensable finger-tip 
guide highly recommended for begin-
ners as well as experienced users. 

ANL Ne 34i-52 
(ISBN: 089588.077-6. 7" x 9". 208 pp. 
TM  registered trademark of MicroPro International 
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Microprocessor Interfacing 
Techniques 
Rodnay Zaks & Austin Lesea 
GLUON $38.50 , YAPF.f2) $2A-.95 
This book packs a tremendous 
amount of information in its pages. It 
will teach you how to interconnect a 
complete microprocessor system and 
interface it to the usual peripherals. 
Both the hardware and software skills 



2 

needed to effectively interface periph-
eral devices are covered along with 
various bus standards and analog/ 
digital conversion. You may either 
read this book as a text devoted to the 
principles and practices of microproces-
sor interfacing, or use it as a handbook 
that provides detailed information on 
solving particular design problems. 
(ISBN: 0-89588.029-6. 5!-i " x. 8 i/2 458 pp.. 
400 illuslralions  ANZ N°s CL0114: Z 850 

PA?: Zß{849 

From Chips to Systems: 
An Introduction to 
Microprocessors 
Rodnay Zaks 	$19.95 

Here's a book that explains exactly what 
a microcomputer system is and how it 
works. This beautifully illustrated 
edition of an all-time Sybex best-seller 
takes the reader on a fast-paced adven-
ture that introduces fundamental 
concepts and the inner workings of a 
microcomputer. It also covers all 
aspects of microprocessors and related  

components: internal operation, 
memories. other chips, system inter-
connect, microprocessor applications, 
programming, interfacing and system 
development. Acclaimed as "one of the 
best introductory texts to the hardware 
end of things" by Elementary Elec-
tronics and called " ... essential 
reading" by Personal Computer World, 
this book is a must for all personal 
computer owners who want to know 
just what makes their system "run." 
(ISBN: 0-89588-063-6. 7 - x 9 ". PAPFA , 
558 pp.. 400 illustrations  ANZ Ne 3301 

Your First Computer 2-  2rwitd. 
Rodnay Zaks $12.-50 
One of our best sellers, Your First 
Computer is an easy-to-understand, 
beginner's guide to small computers. 
Over 250 pages of practical informa-
tion is presented on the basics of small 
computers: understanding them, buy-
ing them and using them for personal 
and business applications. It includes 
selection criteria for computers, 
peripherals, languages, and applica-
tion packages. Desktop Computing 
magazine sums it up this way: 
"Whether you're using a computer, 
thinking about using one or consider-
ing purchasing one, this book is 
indispensable..." 
(ISBN: 0.89588.045-8, 51/2 -  x 81/2 -, Pfr-FC' 
264 pp., 150 illustrations ~  ANZ N4 2}SeZ 

Fifty BASIC Exercises 
J.P. Lamoitier $11.95 
Learn the style of BASIC. Here is " ... a 
practical and intelligently written 
guide to the fundamentals of BASIC 
programming." says BYTE magazine. 
This book is designed to teach BASIC 
through actual practice: graduated 
exercises in math, business, operations 
research, games and statistics are 
presented. Each exercise contains a 
statement and analysis of the problem, 
a solution with flowchart and a program 

with a detailed commentary which 
points out the subtleties of BASIC. The 
programs were designed to run directly 
on a TRS-80. and will run with minor or 
no changes on any system using 
Microsoft BASIC. 
(ISBN: 0-89588-056.3, 7" x 
236 pp., 80 illustrations  ANZ Ne- 846 

Inside BASIC Games 
Richard Mateosian 	$1995 

For anyone beginning programming, 
Inside BASIC Games is a fun introduc-
tion. The author has chosen 
the medium of games to teach readers 
how to design error-free, interactive 
BASIC programs. Computer games 
are described in detail, then explained 
and analyzed to illustrate how the 
games were developed. Rules. algo-
rithms and coding differences for the 
PET, APPLE II and TRS-80 are also 
included. Beyond being a collection of 
games. this book is an educational 
tool that will help anyone learn to 
design "structured" BASIC programs. 
(ISBN: 0-89588.055-5. 7" A9 '-.  PAPE,, 
352 pp.. 120 illustrations ANZ Ne 2' 847 



Games are tun and provide one of the best ways to learn ad-
vanced programming techniques. This book explains how to 
design and program all kinds of computer games ranging from 
the passive (MUSIC) to the strategic (tic-tac-toe). It presents 
algorithms and detailed programming techniques for ten types 
of computer games with the goal or sharpening skills and de-
veloping competence in assembly language programming so 
readers cart design programs for original games and other ap-
plications. Each game section includes rules, instructions for 
playing a typical game, algorithm(s) and a program (data struc-
tures. programming techniques. and detailed description). 
This is the enjoyable way to learn assembly language program-
ming. All games can be played with a SY:M board and a single 
accessory games-board as described in the book. 
A program-tape in Sl'M format is also available (see Softwares. 

LEVEL: Elementary assembly-level programming (level of 0202) 
required. 
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$11•95 	1114  is :40:10,,.rr 	. t N x. I SBN U-ti't.ßtt 022-t-7 
PAPF.fN , AAiZ PY' 2'{ 842 

The CP/M 4.  Handbook 
(With MP/MTM) 
Rodnay Zaks 	$19 .95  
Specifically designed for the beginner. 
The CP/P1 Handbook contains a step-
by-step description of all the CP/M 
command features. Beginning with 
start-up procedures, the book then 
progresses to detailed explanations of 
the file transfer program, the debug-
ging program and CP/M's text editing 
program. All CPIM users will benefit 
from the numerous appendices that 
summarize commands. parameters. 
error messages and conversion tables. 
80 Microcomputing  states "If your 
future in computing goes beyond play-
ing games—you'd better have a copy 
of this book on your shelf." 
(ISBN: 0.89588.048.2, 7"  
324 pp.. 100 illustrations ‚Z N' 2185. 

TM Reg.stered trademarks of Digdat Research. a 

Programming the Z80 
(Third Revised Edition) 
Rodnay Zaks $19-95 
This book will enable every reader to 
write complete application programs 
for Z80-based computer systems. In his 
presentation, Zaks includes exercises 
to measure progress and comprehen-
sion at each level of programming. No 
prior knowledge of programming or 
electronics is required. All aspects of 
Z80 programming are thoroughly 
covered, from basic concepts to ad-
vanced data structures and VO 
techniques. 

(ISBN: 0.89588.069.5. 52 ' x 81/2 ". 626 pp., 
200 illustrations  PAPelyst4Z Pt° Z1-861 

Programming the Z8000 
Richard Mateosian $19.95 
For anyone interested in using the 
Z8000: beginners, experienced pro-
grammers or advanced design engin- 

Programming the 6502 (YoL1.3rd..E4.) 
Rodnay Zaks $18.95 
Principles of assembly language pro-
gramming for the 6502 microproces-
sor are taught in this introductory text. 
From elementary concepts to advanced 
data structures and program develop-
ment, all aspects of programming are 
clearly explained. The exercises includ-
ed build programming skills needed for 
writing more complex 6502 programs. 
Topics covered include a discussion of 
trade-offs between hardware and soft-
ware, detailed explanations of each 
6502 instruction and the 6502's internal 
registers and bus operation. 
(ISBN: 0-89588.046.6. 6" V. 9". 388  pp.. 160 
illustrations  )PAP6f2) 7  A1-47 N° 27 843 



eers, this book is a complete introduc-
tion to programming concepts and 
techniques for use with the 16-bit, 
Z8000 microprocessor. Detailed des-
criptions of the architecture and 
functions of this "super chip" are 
presented and the reader is shown how 
the Z8000 interacts with its family of 
support chips.  Programming the Z8000 
shows how to write clear, well-
organized programs for simple or 
complex applications. 
(ISBN: 0.89588.032.6, 51/2 -  x 81/2 ". ". 300 pp.. 
124 illustrations)PAFF,y1 .ANZN°°  27851 

entertaining guide to computer and 
peripheral preservation. Specific ad• 
vice for the computer, floppy disks, hard 
disks, the CRT terminal, the printer, 
tape units, the computer room, soft-
ware, and documentation are included. 
In the words of Popular Computing, 
DON'T! is "... cheap insurance." 
(ISBN: 0-89588.065.2, 6" X 9", PAPER). 
222 pp., 100 illustrations) ANZ Pi° 30871 

of each word or symbol, many short 
sample programs are included to 
illustrate the elements of the 
language. A must for all Pascal 
programmers—beginners and long- 
time enthusiasts alike. 	ANL Ne-'s, 
(ISBN. 0-89588-053.9. 7" x 9) PAPFA,21B55: 
492 pp.. 270 illustrations) 	CL,oF1-t,30546 

BASIC Programs for 
Scientists and Engineers 
Alan R. Miller 	 $1915 
Second in Sybex's "Programs for 
Scientists and Engineers" series, this 
book contains scientific and engineer-
ing application programs written in 
BASIC. (See description for Pascal 
Programs for Scientists and Engineers 
on next page) 
15ti.` 
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The Pascal Handbook 
Jacques Tiberghien CIM'H 	51.95  

?WU% 326.50 is 
Here is a dynamic reference volume 
that puts Pascal at your fingertips. r 

DON'T(Or How To Care The Pascal Handbook  summarizes the t   
For Your Computer) entire Pascal vocabulary—including 

the sometimes subtle variations 
g 

Rodnay Zaks 	$16.,5 introduced by different commercial 
It's simple to keep your computer and versions of Pascal—all in an easy-to-  

h 	1 	 t' 	I' 	b i 	 f f 	 I 14.1-. peep era s opera trig re la y, yet ew 	use dtc ttonary ormat. A 1)119 wt 	 M 	 R:;•.. 
users know how. This book is an easy, 	I 	clear, concise, reliable descriptions 

ORDER FORM MONEY 	BACK 	GUARANTEE 	FREE ä 
To: AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BOOK CO. PTY- LTD. 	

DELIVERY Unless you are completely satis-  8 
fled return this book(s) within 10 days and on _ 10 AQUATIC DRIVE, FRENCHS FOREST. NSW 2086 	 receiving them 	in mint condition we w,r. E PHONE (02) 452-4411. TELEX AA 70727 	 refund your money in full. 	 ö 
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COMPUTER REFERENCE GUIDE BOOKS 
A BASIC PROGRAMMER'S 
GUIDE TO PASCAL 
by Mark J. Borgerson 
If you're an experienced BASIC pro-
grammer who's ready to move up to 
Pascal, then this book was written 
for you. It shows you how to convert 
your BASIC programs into this pow-
erful programming language....and 
write new programs with more depth, 
flexibility, and sophistication. Here's 
persuasive proof of why Pascal makes 
sense for most business and scientific 
applications, along with a wealth of 
data structures and program exam-
ples derived from real-world prob-
lems. You'll learn the similarities 
and differences between the two 
languages....and see the areas in which 
Pascal works better than BASIC. 

Two invaluable append-
ices provide: 1) a complete set of 
procedures and functions to help 
you build a library of input and 
output routines, 2) a Programmer's 
Cross Reference - a concise Pascal/ 
BASIC dictionary that helps you 
compare BASIC functions and state-
ments with their Pascal equivalents. 
1982; 118pp; $13.95 

WordStar MADE EASY 
by Walter A. Ettlin 
Now WordStar is as simple to learn 
as it is handy to use. This book 
teaches WordStar in 14 easy lessons. 
Saves hours of hard work Comes 
with a convenient pull-out Com-
mand Card. 
1982; $16.75  

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMMING SERIES 
by L. Leventhal & Co-authors 

This selection of books provides a 
series of straightforward, self-teaching 
texts that are precise and easy to 
understand. Each book explains ass-
embly language programming etc, 
and includes many practical pro-
gramming examples. Includes the 
following six different books: 

68000; 6809; 6502; Z80; all at $23.80 
Z8000, $28.00; & 8080A/8085 at 
$22.40 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMMING FOR THE 
APPLE II 
by Robert Mottola 

Use your Apple II computer to its 
fullest capacity with more detailed 
control. Run programs hundreds of 
times faster and use less memory 
sapce than with programs written in 
BASIC. Become a more qualified 
programmer with a fuller under-
standing of the Apple H. This comp-
rehensive easy-to-understand intro-
duction to assembly language pro-
gramming guides you through some 
useful assembly language subrout-
ines providing equivalent examples 
in BASIC whenever possible. Also 
included are appendices on Apple 
assemblers and assembler direct-
ives, plus a list of assembler language 
reference manuals for further study. 
1982; 143pp; $18.15 

I would like to order the following titles: 
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YOUR ATARI COMPUTER: A 
Guide to ATARI 400/800 
Personal Computers 

by L. Poole with M. McNiff &S. Cook 

Authored by the same team that 
brought you the Apple II User's Guide, 
Your ATARI Computer provides sim-
ilar invaluable reference material 
for ATARI home computer users. 
This is a "how-to" guide written for 
the novice. It covers all the common 
external devices, including disk drives 
and printers. The reader can also 
learn to program in ATARI BASIC 
and use sound and color graphics to 
enhance the programs. Tables, charts 
and programming tips included. 

1982; $23.75 

VISICALC: HOME AND 
OFFICE COMPANION 
by D. Castlewitz & L. Chisausky with 
P. Kronberg 

Here's a book for both beginners 
and experts that fully exemplifies 
this popular software program. For 
the novice, it contains 50 models 
that can be used immediately for 
personal and business applications. 
For the experienced user, it's a source 
of new ideas and techniques. Conven-
iently arranged by application, the 
book provides models for loans and 
investments, advertising and sales, 
inventory control, personnel, house-
hold aids, and more. Each model 
includes the VisiCalc entry grid, a 
descriptive narrative, and sample 
printed report. Designed to accom-
modate most micros and every ver-
sion of VisiCalc. 

1982; $22.40 

SOME COMMON PASCAL 
PROGRAMS 
by L. Poole, M Borchers & 
G. Davidson 

This book features Pascal conversions 
of 116 popular BASIC programs for 
the home, school, and office as well 
as being useful as Pascal learning 
tools. Written without confusing ex-
tensions, the programs will run with 
any version of Pascal you now use. 

$21.00 

PRACTICAL PASCAL 
PROGRAMS 
by L. Poole & G. Davidson 

This collection of programs written 
in UCSD Pascal is designed to con-
serve your valuable programming 
time. Although Pascal now is available 
on virtually every popular computer, 
the supply of such programs has not 
kept up with demand. While numer-
ous practical Pascal programs have 
been written, they are not enough. 
Those that do exist are hard to find. 
To fill the gap, this book brings 
together 40 short programs that 
have already proven their usefulness 
in BASIC languages. 

These programs are ready to use - 
key in the listing supplied, compile 
the program, and run. Programmed 
by Greg Davidson, a member of the 
original UCSD Pascal team, these 
programs have primary applications 
in the areas of finance, science and 
maths, management, decision and 
statistics. 

1982; 205pp; $22.40  

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
MICROCOMPUTERS, 
Volume 0, The Beginners Book 
by A. Osborne & D. Bunnell 

The newly revised third edition of 
Volume 0 - The Beginner's Book, 
provides the novice with an overview 
of microcomputers: how they function 
and what they can do for today's 
data management problems. The 
text clearly describes the components 
and functions of a micro system and 
introduces the reader to the basics 
of programming languages, the binary 
code, logic, timing and memory. New 
sections on software and communic-
ation have been added. As the first 
book in the popular Osborne/McGr-
aw-Hill series, An Introduction to 
Microcomputers, The Beginner's 
Book provides the initial concepts 
needed for a thorough underst: nding 
of microcomputers. 

1982; 233pp; $11.15 

MICROCOMPUTER DATA 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
by Frank J. Derfler 

Here is a valuable guide for the 
beginning to advanced microcom-
puter user. In addition to technical 
detail, this book reveals social impacts 
of developing systems, along with 
sections for the handicapped and 
future use. Subjects include: practical 
hardware and software descriptions 
for TRS-80, Apple II, and Heath H-
89; modems; terminals; electronic 
bulletin board systems; deaf commun-
ication systems; information utilities 
such as CompuServe and Source; 
and much more. 

1982; 129pp; $19.25 

Order coupon is contained on the previous page. 
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control the special hardware features, 
such as the hi-res graphics, the music, the 
cassette drive and the `soft' keys. No 
`structured' extensions, such as ELSE 
or DO. . .WHILE, are supported. Full 
screen editing is provided and AUTO 
line numbering but not RENUMber 
or DELETE (the latter facility myster-
iously enough is included in the Double 
Precision version). Syntax checking is 
only performed after RUN and the 
error messages, although copious (there 
are 44 of them) are annoyingly of the 
form `Error 53 in line 40' which necess-
itates keeping the look-up chart at your 
elbow. To be fair though, the descript-
ions on the chart are usefully detailed. 
No HELP is given by cursor position 
during debugging but the cursor con-
trols will go into quickstep when de-
pressed after SHIFT, which speeds 
editing considerably. 

Variable names may be any length, 
although only the first two characters 
are significant; surprisingly, integer 
variables are not supported. 

String variables are 255 chars maxi-
mum and in addition to the usual string 
functions there are CHARACTER $ 
(x,y) which returns a character from 
that screen position, STRING $(x$,n) 
which gives n repetitions of the first 
character of x$, and SPACE $x, which 
gives a string of x spaces. Arrays of one 
or two dimensions only are permitted 
and scientific users will, alas, find no 
matrix-handling functions. 

The precision of the arithmetic is 
8-digit over the range 10E-19 to 10E19 
with error trapping of overflow and 
underflow. 

Both sequential and random access 
files are supported by the WOPEN and 
XOPEN statements; sequential files 
must not exceed 64k and the maximum 
number of files on a disk is 64, up to 
ten of which may be simultaneously 
open. The other file control statements 
include LOCK, UNLOCK, RENAME, 
IF EOF THEN, KILL, CHAIN and 
SWAP; the latter is a handy way of call-
ing in a Basic program file from disk 
as a subroutine to a running program 
in memory, which is saved while the 
SWAPped routine is running and then 
resumed. All variables are passed un-
harmed to and from the SWAP routine. 
Random access files have a fixed record 
length of 32 bytes, which made it 
impossible to run the APC disk Bench-
marks in a meaningful way. Reading 
from and writing to files is a straight-
forward process using. INPUT* or 
PRINT* and a string or numeric variable; 
a buffer number follows the `I', de-
fining which open file is referred to. 
Machine language files may be saved on 
disk through Basic only by first saving 
to tape and then invoking a machine 
code utility called CMT on the master 
disk, which transfers from tape to disk. 
Another such utility formats disks, 
taking one minute to do so. All in all, 
file handling is simple and effective, if 
not hypersophisticated. 

The picture becomes a bit more 
exciting when we come to the special 
graphics control statements. Screen  

control in the character mode is achieved 
through CONSOLE statements which 
can reverse the whole screen, define a 
scrolling window and set the display to 
80 or 40 columns. CURSORxy puts 
the cursor at any desired position on the 
screen and saves its coordinates in two 
system variables, CRSH and CRSV. 
Control of the hi-res graphics is at 
three levels, the lowest of which is 
addressing of a single dot on the 320 x 
200 grid by SETx,y and RESETx,y 
which blacks the dot out again. The 
page of video RAM in which this occurs 
is chosen by the GRAPH statement 
which selects page 1 or 2 and sets it 
in input or output mode or clears it, 
eg, GRAPH 012 sets both areas in 
output mode. 

The next level is that of vector 
graphics, using LINEx1, yl, x2, y2, 
x3, y3, ...which connects the pairs of 
points specified in its parameters by 
lines; a whole polygon can be drawn 
with a single LINE statement. BLINE 
draws a black line, ie, it resets a line in 
the same fashion. The third level is that 
of user-defined pixels through 
PATTERN n,X$, which defines an 8 
by n dot pattern. Each line of eight 
dots in the pattern is set to match the 
eight bits of the binary ASCII code for 
the corresponding character in string 
X$. This pattern can be displayed at any 
screen location by specifying POSITION 
x,y. Each graphics area has its own 
position pointer whose current co-
ordinates are found in system variables 
POSH and POSV.POINT (x,y) is a 
function which flags whether or not 
x,y is set in either or both areas. 

In combination, these various 
facilities amount to a very powerful 
and economical graphics package though 
you will probably find PATTERN 
rather mindbending to use at first. It 
seems a bit churlish in the circumstances 
to say that I would have liked shape 
table graphics as well; certainly these 
graphics will satisfy most scientific 
and technical users as well as providing 
neat screen formatting for business 
programs. 

Printer control is acheived through 
PRINT/P,LIST/P and DIR/P, in addit-
ion to which COPY/P dumps the screen 
contents to the printer (see Figure 1) 
and IMAGE/P defines a shape in the 
same way as PATTERN, but horizon-
tally and on the printer. 

The remaining special statements 
include FAST and REW for the cassette 
drive, DEF KEY to program a user key 
and KLIST which lists the key assign-
ments. Multiple statements can be put 
on one key and may be defined to 
execute immediately or merely be 
displayed. 

The music feature is controlled 
by MUSIC, followed by string data, 
and although the square-wave tones 
produced are hardly suitable for serious 
computer music, I found the feature 
useful for writing little recognisable 
sequences as audible error messages; 
these tunes can be accessed by ON 
ERROR GOTO branches and allow you 
to relax with a drink while some lengthy 
procedure is being performed. When a 
bad sector crashes your program, a 
little snatch from Siegfried's `Funeral 
Music' will summon your attention 
or the 'Eroica' announce successful 
completion. 

The Monitor is entered by the MON  

command or by RESET. It provides the 
minimal facilities for listing blocks of 
hex, changing the contents of a location 
and jumping to a specified address as 
well as saving, verifying and loading 
hex files on tape. It has its own manual 
which includes a complete assembler 
source liAtings and Z80 mnemonics. 

I've dwelt at length on Disk Basic 
6510 because the cassette Basic, which 
comes free with the machine, is merely 
a subset of it, minus the file handling, 
and the Double Precision Basic is Disk 
Basic with 16-digit accuracy (10E-+76) 
minus the trig log and exponential 
operators and with DELETE and 
PRINT USING added. All three Basics 
are compatible where they overlap. 
The set of compromises adopted is 
rather curious since scientific users will 
require the maths functions and are thus 
condemned to single precision; business 
users will cer,ainly need the double 
precision if they wish to count the 
cents as well as the dollars. All three 
Basics are fast (see Benchmarks), the 
single precision being as fast as any 
we've tested. 

CP/ M 
An attraction of this machine for 
business and sci/tech users must be its 
ability to run the CP/M operating 
system. It's a full and well-conceived 
implementation with various tweaks to 
make use of the special hardware 
features of the '80B. Some of these 
are extra transient commands includ-
ing BACKUP, a fast copy utility for 
files and system tracks, • CMT which 
copies between disk and tape allowing 
all 80B file types and full recorder 
control, CONSOLE which imports these 
commands (see above) into CP/M, and 
COPY which dumps screen contents to 
the printer. The keyboard is configured 
with n-key rollover, auto repeat, SHIFT 
for caps and 60 user-defined keys (all 

ABS 	 IMAGE/P REM 
ASC 	 INP 	RENAME 
ATN 	 INPUT 	RESET 
AUTO 	 INPUT# 	RESTORE 
INANE 	INPUT/T RESUME 
BOOT 	 INT 	RETURN 
CHAIN 	KILL 	REW 
CHANGE 	KLIST 	RIGHTS 
CHARACTERS LEFTS 	RND 
CHR$ 	 LEN 	ROPEN# 
CLOSE 	LET 	ROPEN/T 
CLOSE# 	LIMIT 	RUN 
CLOSE./T 	LINE 	SAVE 
CLR 	 LIST 	SAVE/T 
CONSOLE 	LIST/P 	SET 
CONT 	 LN 	SGN 
COPY/P 	LOAD 	SIN 
COS 	 LOAD/T SIZE 
CSRH 	 LOCK 	SPACES 
CSRV 	 LOG 	SQR 
CURSOR 	MIDS 	STEP 
DATA 	 MON 	STOP 
DEF FN 	MUSIC 	STR$ 
DEF KEY 	NEW 	STRINGS 
DELETE 	NEXT 	SWAP 
DIM 	 ON 	TAB 
DIR 	 OUT 	TAN 
DIR/P 	 PAGE/P 	TEMPO 
END 	 PATTERN THEN 
ERL 	 PEEK 	TB 
ERN 	 POINT 	TO 
ERROR 	POKE 	UNLOCK 
EXP 	 POSH 	USR 
FAST 	 POSITION VAL 
FOR 	 POSV 	VERIFY 
GET 	 PRINT 	WOPENII 
GOSUB 	PRINTS 	WOPEN/JT 
GOTO 	 PRINT/P XOPEN# 
GRAPH 	PRINT/T 
IF 	 READ 

Table 1 reserved words of Disk, Basic 
SB-6510 
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Interfaces 

RS232C and IEEE Interfaces are 
available allowing the MZ8OB to com-
municate with scientific instruments and 
other peripherals. 

CP/M*2.2 
CP/M" is also available making a 

wide range of packages immediately avail-
able including wordprocessing, financial 
modelling, data base management to 
mention but a few. CP/M• also increases 
the disk capacity to 680K bytes. 

(CP/M" is a Trade Mark of Digital 
Research Ltd.) 

SHARP 
cwq.,t gOtt a it42 armad 

FREE  Basic compiler with every purchase of the SHARP MZ80B 

1 

Lasercord Computer Company  Ptv Ltd  

CNR HIGH STREET & BLACKBURN ROAD, MT WAVERLEY 3149 
Telephone: (03) 232 7621 

L--- 

Please send me full information on the Sharp MZ80B computer. 

NAME 	  

ADDRESS 	  

	  Postcode 

Telephone 	  

owners' manual giving full circuit 
diagrams, a monitor reference manual and 

programming manuals. 

Sharp brings you the MZ80B. 
A machine that offers you functions 
previously associated with more 
powerful, more expensive computers, that 
gives you versatility to handle a huge range 
of software and hardware applications in 
scientific, business and personal use. 

The MZ8OB opens up a new world of 
graphic display potential, more flexible 
data storage and retrieval, and ease of 
operation. 

Here is the computer from the future. 
Available today. 

Stunning Graphic Display 
Seeing is believing. The large-screen 

high-focus, green-face display incor-
porated in the MZ80B gives you high 
resolution graphics of 320 x 200 dots. 

An additional graphic RAM can be 
added which allows another 320 x 200 dot 
resolution pattern to be displayed. 

This dual high-resolution graphic 
ability is especially useful for stimulating 
and displaying a dynamic picture. It can 
display 40 characters x 25 lines or 80 char-
acters x 25 lines via software switching. 

In addition there are facilities for full, 
on-screen editing, reverse video, partial 
scrolling and a full range of graphic 
symbols. 

Character and Graphic 
Printer 

This fast, quiet printer will reproduce 
your graphic displays and, of course, print-
out upper and lower case letters and 
symbols. A tractor/friction feed version is 
also available. 

Data Storage/retrieval 

The MZ8OB has a remarkable memory. 
64K of RAM. And that constitutes all the 
memory area, giving flexible storage of 
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any computer 
language and its software. 
The cassette deck is electromagnetically-
controlled, with a data transfer speed of 
1800 bits/sec. combined with a unique 
programme search facility to make data 
storage and retrieval super-fast. 

Software 
Software includes Basic compiler, 

PASCAL, COBOL, FORTRAN and 
numerous accounting applications. 

FloppyDisk Drive 

A twin Floppy Disk Drive unit can be 
added which will give you 560K bytes of 
storage on double-sided, double-density 
disks. 

Comprehensive 
Documentation 

Each MZ80B comes complete with a 
full set of documentation including an 
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the printer. The keyboard is configured 
with n-key rollover, auto repeat, SHIFT 
for caps and 60 user-defined keys (all 
the soft, cursor, tape and numeric pad 
keys, plus their shifts). On boot-up, 
these default to CP/M commands plus 
emulation of a Lear-Siegler ADM3A 
terminal; reprogramming is possible 
to emulate the control codes of Super-
Brain, the MZ-80B itself and other 
terminals to facilitate software transfer. 
I was supplied with Wordstar, which 
made full use of these keys and on 
which this review was written. The hi-
res graphics and music (except for 
BELL) are not directly available under 
CP/M but I am told there is a suite of 
subroutines called EXPAND which 
allow access to both, and the cassette 
recorder through Microsoft Basic or any 
other language under CP/M which uses 
the Microsoft Calling sequence. 

FDOS and Pascal 
Sharp's own FDOS operating system 
includes a Z80 assembler, linker, editor, 
symbolic debugger and PROM for-
matter and is quite `CP/M-like' in its 
command structure. 

Sharp Pascal has the almost unique 
distinction of being interpreted rather 
than compiled and comes on tape 
together with its own monitor. Not 

RAM I 

being a qualified Pascal nut, I merely 
entered a couple of programs from 
'Pascal Programs for Scientists and 
Engineers' and perused the manual. It 
is a fully interactive interpreter with 
screen-oriented editing, as in Basic, 
combined with line editing to insert 
and delete since line numbers are pro-
vided automatically and consecutively. 
The interpreter performs a certain 
amount of formatting, such as convert-
ing reserved words to lower-case and 
adding '0' to integer reals, then syntax-
checking is performed on entering G 
FOR GO. The reward, for a novice such 
as myself, is usually a rich crop of 
syntax errors. The main limitations of 
this Pascal seem to be that it can only 
handle tape, not disk files, that pro-
cedure declarations may not be tested, 
parameters are passed only by value, 
and no data structures more complex 
than an array are allowed in. On the 
plus side, it includes all the graphic and 
music control statements from Sharp 
Basic as well as colour control state-
ments for a future colour enhance-
ment, which the Basic doesn't have. The 
user keys come up with Pascal reserved 
words which goes some way toward 
mitigating the verbosity of the language. 
It would seem to be handy for learning 
Pascal if not for serious applications; 
hopefully, a Disk Pascal will emerge in 
due course. 

Potential 
Sharp's claim that the MZ-80B is a 
`general purpose personal computer' 
is not without justification. Running 
CP/M, the full system compares favour-
ably with currently popular small 
business systems in its price range 
(around $6300, tax included), especially 
if it gets discounted. The screen size 
is not a problem; it can display 80 
chars/line of legible text and is quite 
acceptable for word processing. 

The graphics and plotting abilities, 
together with the availability of 
Fortran, Lisp, Pascal, Forth, and good 
machine code development utilities 
under FDOS, make it attractive for 
scientific and technical use or as a tool 
for software houses. The only qualm I 
have here concerns the Disk Basic (see 
above). 

The biggest question mark hangs over 
its appeal to hobbyists. The bare '80B 
with its built-in cassette would make a 
splendid hobby machine but, at $2515, 
one strictly for the wealthy or the 
dedicated. 

Add 

Adr. 

Page ' 

Docmentation 
The MZ-80B came with a whole book-
shelf full of manuals, a user and a 
service manual for each hardware item 
and one for each language. Sharp ran 
into some flak for the `kiddies guide to 
computing' approach taken in the MZ-
80K manual and has veered to the other 
extreme for the '80B Owner's Manual. 
After 20 pages of basic introduction 
to the keyboard and operations, it 
launches into 100-plus pages of detailed 
hardware discussions including the 
memory management, PIO control 
codes and processor architecture, all of 
which will delight the experienced and 
terrify the first-time user. The various 
Basic language manuals consist of very 
full definitions of the reserved words 
(with examples) and little more; they 
inevitably overlap considerably. An 
experienced Basic user will find them 
quite adequate for reference. The Pascal 
manual is rather more ambitious and 
includes a readable and well-structured 
beginner's course in Pascal, while the 
FDOS manual is a massive loose-leaf 
binder containing an excellent and 
detailed account of all the facilities plus 
a detailed description of assembler 
programming with all relevant listings. 
All manuals are well produced on 
good paper though the standard of 
translation varies from manual to 
manual and occasionally sinks to the 
obscure. The upshot is that none of 
the manuals save the Pascal will be of 
much use to the total novice, but they 
contain all the information that an 
experienced user will need to exploit 
the system. 

Expandability 
The standard spec for the '80B in 
Australia comes with the 64k RAM, one 
of the graphics RAMs and tape Basic. 
The system can be further expanded 
using RS232, Centronics and IEEE 
ports so that daisywheel printers, 
plotters and other instruments can be 
hooked up. Sharp itself has a friction/ 
tractor version of the tested printer, 
designated P6. Sharp has planned a 
hard disk controller and a colour card 
for use with a separate monitor. 

Conclusions 
There is nothing in the spec of the 
MZ-80B which breaks new ground as 
we enter the era of the 16-bit processor; 
rather, it's a refined example of well-
established concepts, a Volvo among 
micros. It's a versatile and likeable 
machine which shows evidence of much 
thought in its design, particularly in the 
era of user conveniences. It could be 
equally happy as a high class home 
computer, a useful small business 
system or a laboratory instrument. 
After-sales service should be above 
average, given that Sharp has an 
Australian operation. It is already 
supported by more software than most 
machines have on launch and more will 
follow from independent houses as well 
as the manufacturer. It remains to be 
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❑ Charge my credit card below 1 0 Check enclosed 

   i Name 

Get more out of your Apple .. . A feast of 
computing ideas. 

You'll love every byte. 
If you work with a 6502 or 6809 based 
system, you're probably hungry for the 
facts and ideas that will help you under-
stand the inner workings of your com-
puter. You want to go beyond canned 
software—use your computer for more 
than games—learn the advanced pro-
gramming techniques that enable you 
to get the most out of your 6502/6809 
system. 

MICRO, The 6502/6809 Journal, 
gives you page after page, month after 
month, of solid information to sink your 
teeth into. MICRO is the premier how-to 
magazine for serious users of the Apple, 
PET/CBM, OSI, Atari, AIM, SYM, KIM, 
and all 6809 based systems including 
the TRS-80 Color Computer. It's a re-
source journal internationally respected 
by professionals in business, industry, 
and education. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES (U.S. dollars) 
Yearly subscription (ISSN 027-9002) 
saves 20% off the single-issue price. 
U.S., $24 (SPECIAL OFFER: Save 30% 
off single-issue price: 2 years, $42) 
Other countries, $27 (via surface mail. 
Foreign air rates available on request.) 

with the MICRO 
ON THE APPLE series 

VOLUME 2 just released! 
More than 40 new programs on diskette 
to help you get more from your Apple: 

• Machine Language Aids 
• I/O Enhancements 
• Runtime Utilities 
• Graphics and Games 
• Hardware and Reference Infor-

mation 
31 choice articles 
46 tested programs on diskette 

(13 sector DOS 3.2 format) 
Volume 1 also available at $24.95. 

Together MICRO on the Apple 1 & 2 
provide more than 70 programs on disk-
ette for less than $1 .00 each. No need 
to type in hundreds of lines of code. 

with the most impor-
tant book ever 
published for the Apple 

The most comprehensive description 
of Apple II firmware and hardware ever 
published—all in one place. 

What's Where in the Apple? 
• Guides you—with a numerical At-

las and an alphabetical Gazetteer—to 
over 2,000 memory locations of PEEKs, 
POKEs and CALLs. 

• Gives names and locations of vari-
ous Monitor, DOS, Integer BASIC, 
and Applesoft routines— and tells you 
what they're used for. 

• Helps BASIC users to speed up 
their programs. 

• Enables assembly language pro-
grammers to simplify coding and inter-
facing. 

All Apple users will find this book help-
ful in understanding their machine, and 
essential for mastering it! 

* Look for all these MICRO INK publications at your local computer store, or 

* Call our toll-f ree number. 1-800-227-1617, ext. 564 (In California, 
1-800-772-3545, ext. 564) and charge it to your VISA or MasterCard, or 

* Use the order form below. Send your check (payable to MICRO) and the form to: 
MICRO, Dept. OA, P.O. Box 6502, Chelmsford, MA 01824. 

rOTY 	in t\4 	 PRICE EACH 	COST 

MICRO on the Apple 2 	@ $24.95 	 
MICRO on the Apple 1 	.. @$24 95 
What's Where in the Apple?... @ $14 95 
MICRO (LJ S ) 	. 1 yr @ $24:2 yrs @ $42 	 Company 

I 	MICRO (Foreign) 	  1 yr @ $27 	 Street 

	

Subtotal 	 
I 	 Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax 	— - 	City 	 State 	ZIP 	

 I 

	

Add $2' per book for shipping 	 Signatures 
	  C VISA 0 MasterCard 

MICRO Journal excluded. Allow 4-6 weeks for deliver/ 

I__I.. 	 TOTAL 	Card Number 	 Expiration Date 
IMMI 
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Benchmarks: 

(Timing in seconds) 
Single 

Precision 
Basic 

Double 
Precision 

Basic 
BMI 0.6 0.7 
BM2 4.5 5.0 
BM 3 8.5 12.0 
BM4 11.5 19.0 
BM5 13.0 20.0 
BM6 19.0 27.5 
BM7 27.5 38.0 
BM8 5.0 

Technical specifications 
CPU: 
Memory: 

Keyboard: 

VDU: 

Cassette: 

Disk drives: 

Printer: 

Ports: 
System software: 
Languages: 

Sharp LH0080A (Z80A) 4 MHz. 
64k dynamic RAM, 10k Video RAM (expandable to 
18k), IPL in 2k ROM, character generator in 2k ROM 
92 keys inc numeric, function, cursor and cassette controls, 
ASCII standard typewriter main keyboard. 
9in diagonal, green-on-black CRT, 25 lines x 40 or 80 
chars, 320x200 dots in graphics mode. 
Audio cassette tape, 1800 bits/sec, fast search facility, 
all functions programmable. 
Sharp MZ-80FD twin double density double-sided 5in 
280k per drive, 560k per unit, up to 2 units (4 drives) 
Sharp MZ-80P5 9x8 dot matrix, 80cps. 40, 68, 80 or 136 
chars/line. 
Optional RS232C, IEEE-488, Sharp Universal I/O 
Optional CP/M, Sharp FDOS 
Basic, Basic Compiler, Pascal. 

SHARP MZ8OB    
seen how many high level languages will 
be available which can utilise its 
excellent graphics potential. Sharp has 
done most of it right with this product 
and I wish it well. 

Prices 
MZ-80B (inc tape Basic and 
manuals) $2515.00 
Expansion port 145.00 
Graphics RAM 2 included 
Printer (inc interface card 
and cable) 1199.00 
Disk Basic 75.00 
Hardware system as tested 6300.00 

Direct 
Computer 

Sales ) 

We offer a range of 
Computer equipment 

to suit any small 
business 

RANK XEROX 

CZ commodore 
BUSINESS SYSTEMS 

• gappie 
personal computers 

OSBORNE I 

Our support includes: 
Support 
Training 

on site or in our 
service department 

Use our design 
engineer or programmer 

for custom jobs 
Open during normal 

shopping hours at 

HURSTVILLE 
198 Forest Road, 

Hurstville Shopping Centre 
(02) 570-8344 

TELEX: AA 21049 

BANKSTOWN 
Cnr North Terrace &The Appian Way, 

Bankstown Shopping Centre 
(02) 708-5311 

Di remit Computer Sales 
for direct customer satisfaction 
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E!DIFUTEFiS EDID 
BUSINESS AND FAMILY COMPUTER CENTRE 
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❑ SOFTWARE AND SUPPLIES 

14 YOUNG STREET, FRANKSTON 3199 Tel: (03) 781 4244 
(We are near Beach Street Railway Crossing) 
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COMPUTING IS NO JOKE! 

Have you ever had the feeling your computer is laughing at you? 
Does it resist all your efforts to get down to serious business? 

A subscription to ABC can help show you how to master your computer and get the most 
back from your investment. If you have not yet bought a system, we can show you the pitfalls. 

Either way, if you are serious about business computing, 
can you afford not to subscribe to ABC? 

Enough questions. Now get down to the answer by filling in the form below. 

r 	 1 
would like to subscribe to Australian Business Computer for 1 year (10 issues) 

O $35 within Australia 	 ❑Aust $45 overseas surface mail 	 ❑Aust $100 overseas air mail 
❑ I enclose my cheque/money order, made payable to Australian Business Computer for $ 
❑ Please invoice my company 	❑  Please charge my Bankcard 

Ban kcard No 	 Expiry Date 	 Signature 	  

Name 	  

Address 	  

	  Postcode 	  
Please send this order form with your remittance to Australian Business Computer, Subscriptions Department, 

Freepost 10, 462 Burwood Road, Hawthorn, Australia 3122. 
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NEW GAMES FOR YOUR TRS80/SYSTEM 80 (16K): ' 
Penetrator 2-cassette pack "One of the very best ..." A,RC. May 
1982 $34.50 
Stellar Escort The greatest and latest from Big Five $24.50 Armoured Patrol New from Adventure - a 3-D arcade 
game $29.50 
Missile Attack Ever popular arcade game with super 
sound $19.50 
Eliminator A game in the defender class - it's the best! $24.50 Defense Command Big Five arcade action $24.50 
Star Fighter 2-cassette pack: the penultimate space war 
game $39.50 
Lunar Lander An old-time best selling favourite $24.50 
NEW GAMES AND BOOKS FOR YOUR SINCLAIR:  
ZX Galaxian Great arcade action on your ZX81 (16K) $14.95 ZX Bug An essential monitor disassembler for your Sinclair 
(16K) $24.50 
Adventure B A journey through the Inca Temple of Death 
(16K) 519.50 
Adventure C An alien spaceship adventure (16K) $24.50 
Sinclair ZX81 ROM Disassembly Part B The definitive 
text $14.50 
The Complete Sinclair ZX81 Basic Course Manual 
An excellent manual for both beginner and experienced 
programmer $34.50 
Basic Course Programs on Cassette A useful adjunct to the 
Basic Course Manual $7.50 
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BACK ISSU S SERVICE 
Here is a complete guide to available back issues of APC. A quick 

guide to their contents is shown here. Check the coupon 
for the issues you require. 

Volume 1 Nos. 1,2,3,5&12 
and Volume 2 Nos. 1 & 2 are 
no longer obtainable, but 
photocopies of any article 
published in these issues are 
available on request at a cost 
of $2.00 each. Please state 
clearly volume and issue 
number. 

Volume 1 No. 3 
Benchtest: Tandy TRS-80 
Model II. Animistics. M68000-
Motorola's Sweet 16. Com-
puter Games: Big trees and the 
Alpha-Beta algorithm. Plotting 
in Three Dimensions. The 
Complete Pascal: Loops. 
Checkout: Exatron Stringy 
Floppy. Z80's control signals. 
Programming the Simple 
Approach. Z80 Instruction 
Set. Programs: Byte Saver 
(TRS-80), TRS-80 Graphics, 
Word Processor (Sorcerer), 
Space Slalom (Apple), Robot 
Nim (PET). 

Volume 1, No. 4 
Benchtest: Hewlett Packard's 
HP85. Benchtest: Texas 
TI 99/4 Home Computer. 
Gateways 'o Logic. Adding a 
different family of chip to 
your micro. Computer Games: 
Speeding up the Search The 
Complete Pascal: Data 
Structures. Programs: 3D 
Noughts & Crosses (TRS-80), 
PET Backgammon 

Volume 1 No. 5 
Limited supplies only available 
Benchtest; Sinclair ZX80. 
Marketing Strategies of Micro 
Manufacturers. Computer 
Games. Gateways to Logic: 
Boolean Algebra. Micro Chess: 
A brief history of chess 
programming. The Complete 
Pascal: Control Structures II. 
Whistling up Colour: Apple 
"hands off' 	Programs: 
Showpiece (Apple), Dots & 
Boxes (PET). 

Volume 1 No. 6 
Benchtest: CBM Model 8032 
`SuperPET'. Microchess. 
Basic Basic. Bench test: Super-
Brain. Programs: Lunar 
Lander (TRS-80), PET Fighter 
Pilot, Apple Plotting, Lprint 
to Print Utility (TRS-80), 
ZX80 Breakout, Graph (TRS-
TRS-80). 

Volume 1 No. 7 
Robotics. Micro Chess. Com-
puter Games: Guessing the 
odds. APC-80. The Complete 
Pascal: Records and files. 
Calculator Corner: Speed up 
your TRS-80 pocket com-
puter programs. Programs: 
TRS-80 Tarot, PET Bloobers, 
PEEK & POKE for Apple 
Pascal, PET Demolition, 
Superboard Bug Bypass, 
String Function, Several 
Sorts. 

Volume 1 No. 8 
Benchtest: Atari 400 & 800. 
The Complete Pascal. Gate-
ways to Logic. APC-80. Help-
ing the Handicapped: A look 
at a US company specialising 
in this field. Programs: 
Reading `System' Tapes into 
the System 80, Monster 
Multiplier (Apple II), Read-
write Routines (PET), Pro-
gram Formatter. 

Volume 1 No. 9 
The Last One: The program 
which writes programs. 
Multi-user Systems. Com-
puter Games. Disk Basics: 
What makes them click? Get 
Well Soon: How to recover 
from a data tape disaster. 
APC-80. Gateways to Logic. 

Ultra-fast Tape Storage: Data-
transfer rates of up to 9600 
baud for the Ohio Scientific 
Superboard. The Complete 
Pascal. Forth: A review of 
the language. Programs: 
TRS-80 Target Practice, 
TRS-80 Four in a Row, PET 
Anagram, PET Obstacle 
Course, Minefield 
(TRS-80). 

Volume 1 No. 10 
Slow Scan TV: How micros 
are putting themselves in the 
picture. Disk Basics: More on 
disk drive interfacing. APC-80. 
On The Level: Cure those 
tape troubles. Computer 
Games: Draughts. The 
Complete Pascal. Choosing a 
Computer System: Hints on 
buying your first business 
computer. Word Processing: 
How to define your needs. 
Profile: Rudi Hoess, the man 
behind Apple in Australia. 
Multi-user Systems. Systems 
Development: Program 
development and implemem-
tation. Searching String 
Arrays. Turning 
USR(X) Routines into Data 
Statements. Pack It In: 
Squeeze more data onto your 
disks or tapes. Programs: 
TRS-80 Rocket Attacks, 
Superboard Mines, PET 
Brick Stop. 

Volume 1 No. 11 
Benchtest: Acorn Atom. 
Switch in Time: For when 
'Dallas' is too important to 
miss ... Gateways to Logic. 
Another Dimension: Three-
dimensional plotting. The 
Complete PascaL APC-80. 
Computer Games: Chess. 
Wordprocessor Benchmarks. 
WP Benchtest: Word Pro 4 
Plus. Multiuser Test: MP/M. 
Systems Development: 
Profile: Dick Smith. Program 
Packing. Single Key Keyword 
Entry: Superboard. Search/ 
Change in Applesoft Put 
Your Hooks into OSI Basic. 
Programs: Sorcerer Simple 
Word Processor, Compucolor 
II Function Plotting, TRS-80 
Auto Fuel Consumption, 
TRS-80 Towers of Hanoi, PET 
Aircraft Landing, TRS-80 
Giant Trap, PET Wire, PET 
Convoy. 

Volume 1 No. 12 
Inside Printers. Computer 
Games. Benchtest: Bigboard, 
Gateways to Logic. TRS-80 
Compiler. OSI Basic-in-ROM. 
WP Benchtest: Magic Wand. 
Profile: Nigel Shepherd. 
Parliament House in Micro: 
The role of Crome co. Multi-
user Test: MVT/Famos. 
Solar System Simulation. 
Drawing Lines on PET's 
80 x 50 Grid. Single Key 
Key Development: Abbrevia-
ting commands. Programs: 
PET Replace, TRS-80 Demon 
Hunts, PET Chords, ZX80 
Sliding Letters. 
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* Vol. 1 Nos. 1,2,3,5& 12 and Vol. 2Nos. 1 &2 
are unavailable. 

Any one issue $3.00; any two issues $5.70; any three 
issues $8.40; any four issues $11.00; further issues 
$2.50 each. All prices include post and packing. 
Cheque or P.O. payable to Australian Personal 
Computer, P.O. Box 115, Carlton, 3053. Please allow 
up to 4 weeks for delivery. 
Name 	  
Address 	  
	 Postcode 	 

Please charge my Bankcard. 
Bankcard Number 	  
Expiry Date 	  
Signature 	  

Vol. 1 No.* 04 06 07 08 09 010 
Vol. 2 No.* ❑ 3 04 ❑ 5 
Vol. 3 No.* 01 02 03 04 05 06 

Wig Computers  

Volume 2 No. 1 
Printer Review: Dick Smith's 
offering. Gateways to Logic. 
Joystick Interfacing: Control 
on the TRS-80. Classroom 
Zest: A computer aided 
instruction package described. 
TRS-80 Compiler. APC-80. 
The End of Flowcharting. 
Wordprocessor Comparison: 
Spellbinder vs Wordstar. 
Multiuser Test: Onyx C8002. 
Choosing a Programmer. 
Profile: The Tandy Corpora-
tion. Unix: A Review. Define 
Your Own Function Key on 
PET. Superboard II Edit: 
Extra function key. Multi-
plexing PET: Increasing I/O 
data handling. Programs: 
Program Packing (6502), 
Cosmic Wars '80 (TRS-80), 
TRS-80 Worm, System 80 
Dodgem. 

Volume 2 No. 2 
Apples for the Handicapped. 
TRS-80 Tiny Compiler. 
Profile: Bill Anderson. Facing 
the Future: Barry Jones. 
Print Using for Applesoft. 
SBII Plus: Improve the Super 
board II. Multiple File Tape 
Backups. Relocating OSI 
Basic-in-ROM. Programs: 
Bigboard Real Time Clock, 
APC-80 Alien Invasion, PET 
Radio Technician Course. 

Volume 2 No. 3 
Benchtests: Sinclair ZX81. 
APC-80. Building a Bigboard. 
Keystroke Reduction: 
TRS-80. WP: The Sanders 
Printer. Profile: Bill and Niki 
Saunders. CP/M by Rodnay 
Zaks. Rapid Bubble Sort. 
Encryption with RND and 
USR. The 6502 Dream 
Machine. Vectors and the 
Challenger IP. Programs: 
TRS-80 Input Routine, 
Treasure Hunt (PET). 

Volume 2 No. 4 
Benchtest: Vic 20. Software 
Review: MCMON. Computer 
Games. Tree Access Routines. 
Gateways to Logic. Is it a 
Bird? What is a personal 
computer. How Computers 
Communicate. Benchtest: 
Tandy III. Profile: Gary Blom. 
Program Planning. 6502 
Assembler in Basic. Increase 
Your Word Power. Programs: 
PET Arithmetic Test. Apple 
Mondrian. 

Volume 2 No. 5 
Benchtests: IBM, NEC 
PC-8000, Spellbinder. The 
Gates are Wide Open. Win-
chester Hard Disks. Computer 
Games: Poker. Gateways to 
Logic. Hal Towards 2000. 
Applesoft Mystery Parameter. 
Pet Symbolic Disassembler. 
Programs: TRS-80 Sailing 
Simulation, ZX80 Eldorado, 
PET Gomoku. 

Volume 3 No. 1 
Newsbrief. TD's Workshop. 
Hitachi `Peach' Review. 
Benchtest: Tandy TRS-80 
Color. Profile: Rodnay Zaks. 
The BBC Proton. Disk Sorting 
Routine. Getting More out of 
your system 80. Computer 
Games: Go-Moku. Patterns. 
Go Forth (and Multiply). 
Stext Graphics. Checkout: 
Le Sharp Microtranslator. 
Man, Machine and Mouth. 
Rubik Cube Simulation. 
Polygons. Programs: 
Apple II Get Simulation, 
Bug Bug, Superboard 
Cryptography. 

Volume 3 No. 2 
Apple III Review. Cubic 
Sphne Fitting. Man, Machine 
and Mouth. Computer Games: 
Bridge. Relocatable Assembly 
Language Code. Binary Sort. 
March to a Different 
Drummer. Number Crunching. 
Inside the Interpreter. ZX81 
Printer Checkout. APC-80 
Rides Again. Putting Arrays 
on Tape. Frames of Reference. 
How Computers 
Communicate. Microcomputer 
Databases. Programs: Alien 
Seabattle (TRS-80/System 
80). 

Volume 3 No. 3 
Checkout: The Australian 
Beginning. Videotext — An  

Overview. Benchtest: Hewlett 
Packard HP-125. Frames of 
Reference. The Man Behind the 
West Coast Faire. How Com-
puters Communicate. Software 
Benchtest: Scripsit 2.0. User 
Group Index — a complete 
listing. TJ's Workshop. 
Checkout: Dick Smith's Votrax 
Type 'N Talk. Hi Res for the 
TRS-80. Computer Games. 
Programs: Galacti-Cube (Apple 
II), PET Fantasy, ZX80 
Labyrinth, PET Jungle. 

Volume 3 No. 4 
A Machine For All Seasons: 
The Commodore 64. Screen-
play: Atari 400. Adam Osborne: 
A Profile. ANS Basic. Patterns: 
Frames of Reference. High 
Density VDU Card. How 
Computers Communicate. 
APC-80: Recovery after Syntax 
Errors. TJ's Workshop. Calcu-
lator Corner: HP's networking 
system. Benchtests: Osborne 
01, Applied Technology's 
Micro Bee. Programs: TRS-80 
Reaction Timing, ZX81 
Graphplot, PET Cheese, Super-
board II Spin-Fighter, TRS-80 
Extra. 

Volume 3 No. 5 
Calculator Corner: Casio's 
printer. TJ's Workshop. Screen-
play: Tandy TRS-80. Frames 
of Reference. Him Computers 
Communicate. 3D Made Easy. 
Getting to the Roots. High  

Density VDU Card. Logo — 
An Overview. Printer Survey. 
Benchtests: Texas Instruments 
TI 99/4A, Rank Xerox 820. 
Software Benchtest: FMS-80 
Database. Program§: 'TRS-80 
Double Precision Maths and 
Trig, Apple 3D Maze, Atari 
Sums for Kids, Apple Air 
Fight. 

Volume 3 No. 6 
7th West Coast Faire. Checkout: 
Ampec F-10 Daisywheel printer. 
Checkout: The Arfon Expanda-
board. Benchtests: ZX 
Spectrum, Sirius 1, dBase H. 
How Computers Communicate. 
Frames of Reference. Twenty 
Three Matches. High Density 
VDU Card. Pouring Schooners 
into Midies. Lisp — An 
Artificial Intelligence Language. 
Screenplay: VIC 20 games. 
CP/M System Calls. APC Sub 
Set. Programs: Invader, PET 
Mini-animate, VIC-20 Trail-
blazer, ZX81 Book Index, 
Weebug Monitor, VIC-10 
Large Characters. 
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back issues: 
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Part IX 

LHiRhflETEF1 EDUES 
by Hewlett-Packard's Steve Leibson 

send messages. 
Samuel Morse perfected the first 

code for electric data transmission, the 
Morse code. This set of dots and dashes 
is capable of representing the English 
alphabet and Arabic numerals so that 
intelligible messages may be inter-
changed between remote stations. 

Early in this century, interest 
developed in replacing human telegraph 
operators with machines. Morse code 
was too difficult to mechanically 
decode, due to it's variable length per 
character. 

But the idea of standardised code 
was retained. The dots and dashes 
evolved into the concept of bits. Each 
bit could either be a "1" or "0",  
represented by either the presence or 
absence of an electrical signal. 

The first code to use bits for machine 
communications used five bits to 
encode the alphabet. Five bits allowed 
32 characters to be represented. Since 
the English alphabet has 26 characters, 
and at least ten numerals also need to 
be represented, it seemed that there 
would be a problem. There were not 
enough codes to go around. 

SHIFT CODES 

The problem was solved by having two 
special codes that did not represent 
characters. Instead, these codes were 
shift codes. One code, called Letters, 
caused all following codes to be inter-
preted as letters of the alphabet. The 
other code, called Figures, caused all 
following codes to be interpreted as 
numerals and punctuation marks. 

Such special codes were called 
shift codes because they shifted 
between different character sets. There 
were two five-bit codes that were in 
wide use, called Baudot and Murray. 

These codes were very similar in 
concept, but varied in some assign-
ments of codes to characters. The 
existence of two competing codes led 
naturally to the first I/O incompat-
ibility problems. 

HUPPI 
E11"IFLITEhS 

nUI1I:!RTE. 

Language is quite possibly the most 
powerful component of civilisation. 
Humans could not purposefully organise 
without shared language. Furthermore, 
the roots of all major human languages 
are verbal rather than visual. 

Speech, our verbal use of language, 
would not be possible without the 
evolutionary heritage humans share that 
has produced our marvelously complex 
vocal tract, with lips, teeth, tongue, 
larynx and other organs we need to 
produce sound which others may 
understand. But the hardware of speech 
is not sufficient for shared understand-
ing — a common language is also 
required. 

COMPUTER'S ALPHABET 

This series has been discussing the hard-
ware components with which computers 
are built, allowing them to com-
municate with other machines. It is now 
time to discuss the languages computers 
use to communicate with other 
machines, rather than the equipment 
they use to do it. 
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WANTED: STANDARD CODE 
As covered previously, digital com-
puters use a binary language for their 
internal communication. There are 
several methods for representing data 
internally in a computer, however, and 
it would be advantageous if there were 
some standard language that computers 
could use for communicating with other 
equipment. 

In addition, it is important that such 
a language be compatible with human 
communications, since some of the 
devices that the computer will be com-
municating with are intended to interact 
with people. Printers and CRT terminals 
are examples of this type of equipment. 

HISTORY OF CODES 

The problem of creating a code, or 
computer language, that corresponds 
to an alphabet existed prior to the 
advent of computers. Even before 
electricity was harnessed for com-
munications, man-made devices such 
as flags and semaphores were used to  

A FLAW 

Character codes that relied on shift 
characters for proper operation were 
troublesome, because the interpretation 
of the incoming codes relied on the 
previous history of the message. Unless 
the receiving device knew which 
character set to use, there was a 50% 
chance of erroneous decoding. 

Clearly, five bits were not enough. 
A code that could represent all the 
printable characters, and which did not 
rely on previous transmissions for 
unambiguous decoding, was needed. In 
addition, some sort of expandability 
was desired to prevent another dead end 
system. 

MODERN CODES 

By the time the need for this new code 
was felt, and the technology which 
could handle more complex codes 
became feasible, many manufacturers 
were involved in constructing electronic 
equipment which might also use the 
code. Whenever the need arose for such 



Just as differences in language can create communication problems 
for humans, character code incompatibility can render an 

otherwise operable interface useless. 

standardisation, there were two 
methods of satisfying it. 

A single manufacturer could simply 
go out and invent a solution and expect 
the rest of the industry to follow. 
This was the route taken by IBM, 
which invented the EBCDIC (Extended 
Binary Coded Decimal Interchange 
Code) character code. EBCDIC is an 
eight-bit code allowing 256 characters 
to be represented. Since there aren't 
that many printable characters, there 
arc some unused codes in EBCDIC. 

ASCII 
The other method of obtaining a 
standard was through compromise in a 
committee. Other manufacturers did 
meet in order to develop a national 
standard called ASCII (American 
Standard Code for Information Inter-
change). 

ASCII is a seven-bit code allowing 
128 characters to be represented. This 
includes the alphabet, both upper and 
lower case, the numerals 0 through 9 
and punctuation marks such as the 
period and the question mark. 

In addition, several codes exist to 
control the operation of the device 
receiving the message. Codes represent-
ing Carriage Return and Line Feed are 
evident to anyone who uses a type- 

writer. Other control codes include 
Form Feed, Bell and Horizontal and 
Vertical Tabs. These codes are clearly 
for control of various printing devices, 
although manufacturers of some 
products have used these codes for 
other machine dependent actions. 

Finally, there are codes used to 
control how the receiving device will 
interpret subsequent data. There are 
two shift characters, called Shift In and 
Shift Out, used to switch between 
character sets (English letters aren't 
the only kind, you know). There are 
also control codes that delimit text. 
STX (Start of Text) and ETX (End of 
Text). 

ASCII has been a very successful 
character code. Thousands of instru-
ments and computer-related products 
use this code for I/O. Even IBM now 
offers equipment that uses ASCII. 
Several interfaces have been covered in 
this series, and all except the BCD 
interface may be used to transmit and 
receive ASCII code. 

PLANNING THE ESCAPE 

The planners of ASCII tried to foresee 
as many different applications as 
possible. That is the reason for including 
the various control codes. They 
recognised that technology's advance 
could not be totally predicted and 
therefore gave themselves an escape 
clause. 

One of the ASCII characters is 
called the "escape" character. This 

character designates that the characters 
following have a special meaning. 

The intent in creating the escape 
sequence was to extend the range of 
the character sets by selecting from a 
range of available sets. Graphics, nation-
alised character sets, and special appli-
cation sets have been developed for 
selection with certain escape sequences. 
Escape character sequences allow for a 
much richer variety of characters than 
the simple shift in/shift out scheme of 
the five-bit codes. 

The now common CRT terminal 
has provided the escape sequence its 
widest application, however. The 
inclusion of microprocessors in terminal 
design has greatly augmented CRT 
capabilities. The serial communications 
link to these terminals has not been 
changed in years. One data channel 
to the host computer is all that is 
available. 

Ordinarily, any characters that are 
received via this channel are printed on 
the terminal screen. But capability for 
character and line deletion, display 
enhancements such as inverse video and 
underlining, and even control of tape 
drives in the terminal does not exist in 
ASCII standard. The escape sequence 
allows for these new capabilities. 

CREATIVITY 
Manufacturers of CRT terminals are 
now adding increased performance to 
their products via excape sequences. 
Unfortunately, since the actual effect 

Mnemonic and 	 Mnemonic and 
Meaning' 	 Meaning' 

67 OD D o0 ) Ol 0 0l l ID O 10 1 110 11 1 bo  
B i t \s '' 

6 
1 

6 	6 
1 	1 6 ' 1 

eWMN 
now 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 0 0 0 NUL DLE SP 0 @ P' ' p 
NUL Null 	 DLE 	Data Link Escape (CC) 

SOH Start of Heading (CC) 	 DC1 	Device Control I 
STX Start of Text (CC) 	 DC2 	Device Control 2 
ETX End of Text (CC) 	 DC3 	Device Control 3 
EOT End of Transmission (CC) 	DCA 	Device Control 4 
ENO Enquiry (CC) 	 NAK 	Negative Acknowledge (CC) 
ACK Acknowledge (CC) 	 SYN 	Synchronous Idle (CC) 
BEL Bell 	 ETB 	End of Transmission Block (CC) 
BS 	Backspace (FE) 	 CAN 	Cancel 
HT 	Horizontal Tabulation (FE) 	EM 	End of Medium 
LF 	Line Feed (FE) 	 SUB 	Substitute 
VT 	Vertical Tabulation (FE) 	 ESC 	Escape 
FF 	Form Feed (FE) 	 FS 	File Separator (IS) 
CR 	Carriage Return (FE) 	 GS 	Group Separator (IS) 
SO 	Shift Out 	 RS 	Record Separator (IS) 
Si 	Shift In 	 US 	Unit Separator (IS) 

DEL 	Delete 

0 0 	0 1 1 SOH DCl ! 1 A Q a q 
0 0 	1 0 2 STX DC2 2 B R b r 

0 0 	1 1 3 ETX DC3 11 3 C S e s 
0 1 	0 0 4 EOT DC4 S 4 D T d I 

0 1 	0 1 5 ENQ NAK % 5 E U e u 

0 1 	1 0 6 ACK SYN & 6 F V f v 

0 1 	1 1 7 BEL ETB • 7 G W g w  

1 0 0 0 8 BS CAN ( 8 H X h x 
1 0 0 1 9 HT EM ) '9 I Y i y 

1 0 	1 0 10 LF SUB Z 1 z  
1 0 	1 1 11 VT ESC + K I k ( 
1 1 	0 0 12 FF FS < L \ I I 
1 1 	0 1 13 CR GS - M ) m ) 
1 1 	1 0 14 SO RS > N n 

1 1 	1 1 15 SI US / 7 0 ._ o DEL 

In this table of ASCII characters, the most significant three bits are shown at the head of each column, in both binary and hexidecimal. The least 
significant four bits are shown for each row. To determine the ASCII code for an upper case II, use the most significant three bits of column four, 
100; and the least significant four bits from row eight, 1000; to form the binary code 1001000. Columns 0 and 1 are non printing control characters. 
The rest are printable except for the last character, DEL, which is the delete character. 
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of these sequences is not covered in 
the ASCII standard, the terminal 
designers have felt free to create their 
own standards. 

For example, one major feature now 
found on most CRT terminals is cursor 
positioning. The ability to place a cursor 
anywhere on the screen directly is 
important for many types of form-
filling applications. There are about as 
many escape sequences for performing 
this task as there are CRT terminal 
manufacturers. 

They all work similarly. The host 
computer sends the terminal an escape 
character. This is followed by a second 
character indicating that the escape 
sequence is for cursor positioning. Two 
more characters follow, giving the X 
and Y positions for the cursor. Usually 
the sequence is self-terminating, 
meaning that four characters including 
the escape are all that the computer 
need send. 

After receipt of the fourth character, 
the terminal performs the action 
requested and prints any further char-
acters received. Note that the ASCII 
characters in the escape code sequence 
are not interpreted as printing 
characters, but as control characters. 
The escape character has the effect of 
temporarily converting all ASCII 
characters to control. 

CODE CONVERSION 

The majority of computer equipment 
uses ASCII character representation 
today. Unfortunately, some of the older 

equipment still in use may not. 
Interfacing to these devices requires 

that the ASCII characters the com-
puter would like to send must be 
converted to characters that the 
peripheral would like to receive. Here 
we are assuming the hardware inter-
facing requirements have already been 
met. 

In addition, some modern peripherals 
may have odd requirements that can 
be met only through code conversion. 
An example is a printer that auto-
matically inserts line feeds whenever it 
receives a carriage return. Unless the 
application calls for double spacing, the 
printout won't be as desired, since many 
computers send both carriage return and 
line feed to denote the end of a line of 
text. 

One solution to this problem is to 
have the computer convert all line 
feeds to non-printing characters, such as 
"nulls". Most peripheral devices ignore 
the null character, which is the ASCII 
zero. 

Character codes are yet another 
source of incompatability in the world 
of I/O. Just as differences in language 
can create communication problems in 
humans, character code incompatability 
can render an otherwise operable 
interface useless. 

Fortunately, if the computer has a 
language that is rich in I/O capability, 
even this language barrier can be 
overcome. 

Steve Leibson joined the Calculator 
Products Division (now the Desktop 
Computer Division) of HP in June, 
1975. Since then he has worked on a 
variety of hardware and software 
products, all relating to interfacing 
of desktop computers. His products 
include the 9878A I/O Expander, 
the 98036A Serial Interface, the 
98224A Systems Programming ROM 
for the 9825A and the I/O backplane 
for the System 45. 

In 1980 Steve co-authored a 
book: The Great Small Business 
Computer Ripoff with a close friend, 
Bill Scott. He has published the book 
himself by forming a small company 
called Data Press. 

Steve now works for the Auto 
Trol Technology Corporation of 
Denver, Colorado. 

With new models about to arrive in our warehouse, it is imperative 
that we immediately clear limited stocks of our current Paper Tiger 
445 dot matrix printers. Printers that offer 80, 96 or 134 characters 
per line options, speeds of 120 cps inst, graphics capabilities and 
RS232/Centronics parallel. 
So for a limited time period we are offering the incomparable 445 
printers at an unbeatable unit one price of $586 inc. tax, from the 
AWA terminal centre in your state. 
So to ensure your delivery of Paper Tigers at this once only special 
price, call us today. 

Melbourne 529 4133 Brisbane 36 0256 Adelaide 79 9582 Perth 321 9334 Sydney 887 7111 

5p% 

gol‘ 
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Disk drive bargains for 
TRS-80' A pYleTMand 
Hitachi TM 

ICP 
TM APPLE is a trademark of the Apple Corporation. 
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Electronics HITACHI is a 
trademark of Hitachi Australia Ply Ltd 

Dual Drive Package from $874 
Single Drive Package from $415 

MICRO-80 for all your disk drive requirements. 
433 Morphett St. Adelaide (08) 2117244 

P.O. Box 213. Goodwood. S.A. 5034. 	(4 lines) 

mlcno • ao 
WInCHESTER DISH SYSTEM 

Super value disk drive packages for TRS-80. 
DRIVE TYPE NO. OF 

TRACKS 
NO. OF 
HEADS 

CAPACITY DOSPLUS 
VERSION 

PRICE 
INC. S.T. 

DRIVE 0 
1xMPI B51 40 1 100K 3.3 $ 499 
1xMPI B52 40 2 200K 3.4 $ 639 
1xMPI B92 80 2 400K 3.4 $ 799 
DRIVE 1 
1xMPI B51 40 1 100K $ 415 
1xMPI B52 40 2 200K - $ 525 
1xMPI B92 80 2 400K — $ 695 
DUAL DRIVES 
2xMPI B51 40ea lea 2x100K 3.3 $ 874 
2xMPI B52 40ea 2ea 2x200K 3.4 $1125 
2xMPl B92 80ea 2ea 2x400K 3.4 $1454 

• Drive 0 package includes one disk drive, self-contained single 
drive cabinet/power supply as illustrated, two drive cable and 
the version of DOSPLUS indicated. 

• Drive 1 package includes one disk and self-contained single-
drive cabinet/power supply as illustrated. 

• Dual-Drive package includes two disk drives, self-contained 
dual-drive cabinet/power supply as illustrated, two drive cables 
and the version of DOSPLUS indicated. 

NOTE: All 40 track drives are completely compatible with 35 track operating systems such as TRSDOS, DOSPLUS allows you to 
realise an additional 14% capacity compared with TRSDOS. Under DOSPLUS 3.4, 80 track drives can read 35/40 track 
diskettes. 

Disk drives for the Hitachi Peach. 
MICRO-80 has developed the necessary electronics to interface MPI disk drives 

to the Hitachi Peach and save you $00's. 
DRIVE TYPE 
	

NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF 
	

CAPACITY PRICE 
TRACKS HEADS LOGICAL 

	
INC. S.T. 

DRIVES 

1xMPI B51 40 1 1 80K $ 560 
1xMPI B52 40 2 2 160K $ 670 
2xMPl B51 40 2x1 2 160K $ 988 
2xMPI B52 40 2x2 , 4 320K $1099 

All drives are mounted in an attractive dual-drive cabinet with 
power supply, interfacing and all necessary cabling. Single 
head systems include programs on disk to allow single drive 
formatting and copying. Dual head drives require a modified 
disk controller board. We can modify your MP-1800 controller 
for $50 or supply a specially modified MP-1800 controller board 
for $249 inc. S.T. 

Disk drives for Apple! !, Disk drives for Apple! 
Now there is an alternative. Sensibly priced disk drives from Japan. Completely compatible with standard APPLETMdr ives. 
The AMUST drive can be mixed on the same cable with disk 1 or disk 2 drives. It operates from an APPLETMcontroller card 
or APPLETMdrives will operate from the AMUST controller card. 

MODEL AAA-1 INCLUDES CONTROLLER CARD AND DOS 3.3 ONLY $699 inc. S.T. 
MODEL AAA-2 DRIVE 2 NO CONTROLLER OR DOS ONLY $560 inc. S.T. 

5,000,000 Bytes of hard disk storage. 
MICRO-80 Winchester drive 

The MICRO-80 Winchester Drive sub-system incorporates a new technology 5% 
inch Winchester drive, the proven ACT controller board with HOP data separator 
and the appropriate interfacing for your micro-computer. This is a complete 
hardware/software package ready to plug-in and go! Supplied with CP/M disk 
operating system. SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER FOR TRS-80 MODEL 2 
or 3 MICROCOMPUTERS COMPLETE SYSTEM ONLY $2995 inc. S.T. 

FOR OSBORNE 1, ZENITH Z89, SUPERBRAIN, NORTH STAR HORIZON ONLY $3799 inc. S.T. 
FOR 10 MBYTE SYSTEM ADD $569 TO ABOVE PRICES 

TRS-80, TRS-80 Colour Computer and Hitachi Peach owners 
MICRO-80 MAGAZINE IS JUST FOR YOU. NEW PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES EVERY MONTH. 

BRUERPYM 2196 



NEC 
Colour Computer 

80 x 25 Display 	248 Character Set 	32K RAM 	24K ROM 

8 Colours 	from $1500 

32K Twin disk drive Business System including Printer 	 $4750 

Debtors Program with 600 Accounts and 4000 Transactions 	$ 400 

Mention this ad. and get both of the above for S4950 

Accoustic Coupler 	 Answer/Originate $ 350 
American Source 	 ) 	Information $ 120 
Australian Beginning 	 ) 	Data Banks $ 100 

DISK 	DRIVES 

40 Track 	Including Power Supply $ 410 

Dual 40 Track 	II 	 Il 	II 
$ 799 

40 Track Double Sided $ 499 

80 $ 699 

FOR THE TRS 80 
NEWSCRIPT — The most powerful and versatile word processing system available. Can 

even produce mailing lists with the ability to use any field within the 
body of the text — An ideal way to create personalised letters. 

Supports a full range of printers and every capability of the Epson. 

Absolute bargain at $115 

DOSPLUS — 	A very powerful yet easy to use disk operating system. Automatic 
recognition of single or double density disks. 

For Model I or III $149 
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Introductory Microcomputer Books 
❑ Getting Acquainted with Microcomputers $14.75 
❑ Howard W. Sams Crash Course in Microcomputers $29.75 
❑ The Telematic Society $17.50 
❑ Pascal Programming $18.95 

Machine Specific Computer Books 
APPLE 
❑ Mostly BASIC: Applications for Your Apple II (Bk 2) $19.25 
❑ Applesoft Language $13.95 
❑ Intimate Instructions in Integer BASIC $10.95 
❑ Apple Machine Language $21.95 
0 Computer Graphics Primer $21.95 
ATARI 
❑ The Atari Assembler $19.25 
0 Atari Games and Recreation $19.25 
PET 
0 PET Interfacing $25.25 
❑ PET/CBM BASIC $19.25 
❑ Interface Projects for the PET/CBM $15.95 
TRS-80 
❑ Explore Computing with the TRS-80 (& Common Sense) $17.95 
❑ Mostly BASIC: Applications for your TRS-80 (Bk 2) $19.25 
El TRS-80 More Than BASIC $15.95 
0 TRS-80 Assembly Language $14.95 
❑ Intermediate Programming for the TRS-80 $14.95 
El BASIC for Business for the TRS-80 $22.25 

1 Chip Specific Computer Books 
6502 
❑ Programming and Interfacing the 6502 $24.95 
El Advanced 6502 Interfacing $18.95 
8085A 
IA 8085A Cookbook $20.75 

~\ Z-80 
\\ ❑ Z-80 Microcomputer Design Projects $20.75 

4 ❑ Z-80 Microcomputer Handbook $17.50 
0,'"~ 8255 

❑ Microcomputer Interfacing with the 8255 PPI Chip $14.95 
6800 
❑ How To Program and Interface the 6800 $23.75 
68000 
❑ The 68000: Principles of Programming $19.95 
6809 
❑ 6809 Microcomputer Programming and Interfacing $21.95 
Programming 
0 The UCSD Pascal Handbook $23.75 
0 Starting FORTH $23.75 
❑ Pascal Primer $25.25 
0 UCSD Pascal: A Beginner's Guide $19.25 
❑ CP/M Primer $21.95 
❑ Implementing BASICs $21.95 
❑ Fun With Microcomputers and BASIC $14.95 
Reference 
❑ Microcomputer Dictionary, 2nd Edition $18.95 
Technology 
❑ Experiments in Artificial Intelligence with Small Computers $13.25 
❑ Microcomputer Data Communication Systems $19.25 
Business 
El Simple: BASIC Programs for Business $19.25 
El Understanding and Buying a Small Business Computer $13.50 

Send this Order Form to: McGill's Authorized Newsagency Pty Ltd 

I 
187-193 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne 3000 

Please send me the books indicated 	above 
(for mail orders add: $1.50 Victoria, $2.50 interstate) 
❑ I enclose my cheque for $ 	  

46" Prentice-Hall 	  
MICROCOMPUTER BOOKS 
from McGill's 

❑ Please charge my credit card (specify) 	  
Card No. 	 Expiry Date 	Signature 

NAME 
	

ADDRESS 

photocopy of this order form is acceptable 
POSTCODE 
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200 MODE 2 

210 COLORG 0 1 2 3 

220 B= BFEB-64*24 

230 FOR 1=0 TO 19 

240 FOR J=0 TO 7 STEP 2 

250 POKE B+J-16,A(PEEK(B-J)) 

260 POKE B+J-17,A(PEEK(B-J-1)) 

270 NEXT J 

280 B=B+24 

290 NEXT I 
Program G2 

Control bytes 	Margin 	Main screen area 	(71,64 )-1  Margin 
BFEF 
BFEF-24 

BFEB 	 BFEB-17 
BFEB-24 	 BFEB-41 

2 bytes 2 bytes 18 bytes for 72 cells 2 bytes 
All repeated for 65 lines 

BFEF-64*24 BFEB-64*24 	BFEB-64*24.17 
(0,0)D 

Figure 3 — Screen Map for MODE' 2. 

200 MODE 2 

210 COLORG 0 1 2 3 

220 FOR 1=0 TO 19 

230 FOR JA0 TO 31 

240 DOT 71-J,I SCRN(J,I) 

250 NEXT J 

260 NEXT I 
Program G1 Fig 1 

Fig 2 

Next month, if 1 keep to my plans, 
I shall show some patterns based on a 
simple program to generate octagons — 
and write about deciding in 3-D graphics 

which lines and planes are behind which 
others — the famous hidden surface 
problem. 

Continued from page 43 

that is MODE 2. The screen has 72 by 
65 cells in this mode. Each line of cells 
is represented by 24 bytes made up of 
two control bytes, two bytes for a left 
margin which cannot be plotted, 18 
bytes for the 72 cells, and two more 
bytes for the right margin. Moving left 
to right across the screen, these bytes 
are in descending order in store. The 
upper control byte for the top line is 
always at store location # BFEF, so the 
top left of the plottable screen is stored 
in #BFEB. the top right (71, 64) at 
#BFEB-17, and the bottom left (10, 0) 
at #BFEB-64*24. 

Each block of eight cells is represent-
ed by two bytes, two bits per cell. The 
top bit in each byte determine together 
the leftmost cell in the block, and so on 
down the two bytes. The value of the 
two bits together give which of the four 
possible colours is to be used — how 
these four colours are chosen from the 
total of 16 is set in the control bytes for 
the line. 

Program G1 copies an area of 32 by 
20 cells from the bottom left of the 
screen to the bottom right, and reverses 
it. SCRN reads the colour of the cell at 
the stated coordinates. This method is 
slow because each call to SCRN causes 
two bytes to be fetched from store and 
the appropriate bit unpacked from each 
of them, while DOT entails setting a bit 
in each of two bytes. It does not use the 
array A. 

Program G2 using the reversing array 
A runs about four times faster. There is 
no packing and unpacking of bits to do. 
The bits in each byte are reversed and 
pairs of bytes along a line are reversed in 
order so that bytes a b c d e f g h be-
come g h e f cd a b. Once again the 
price of speed is a more complicated 
program. This can easily be adapted to 
work in other modes — higher resolution 
and 16 colours. I have chosen the simple 
case where the edges of the areas to be 
copied to and from, line up with the 
blocks of eight cells corresponding to a 
pair of bytes. Clearly if the edges pass 
through the middle of a block of eight, 
there will have to be some packing and 
unpacking, but this will be once or 
twice for each byte rather than for 
every bit, and the program will still be 
two or three times faster than the 
method using SCRN and DOT. 

System 80 owners 
Z80 Programming has 

• LOWER CASE KITS WITH FULL DESCENDERS 
Three or four dot descenders. $35.00 plus $10.00 installation. 

• EXTRA ROM FITTED TO YOUR SYSTEM 80 
Have your favourite programs, up to 2k in length, or lower case 
driver, built permanently into your computer. Lowercase driver 
$25.00 plus $10.00 installation. 

SOUND MODIFICATION FOR YOUR COMPUTER 
Get the great sound effects from the popular Big Five games and 
other good software. Price $10.00. 

• CHARACTER GENERATORS PROGRAMMED 
Select character sets of your own choice, e.g. up, down, left and 
right arrows, shapes, foreign alphabets, card shapes etc. Priced 
from $10.00. 

• EPROM COPYING 
Duplicates made of 2716, 2758 and 2732 Eproms. Prices 2716, 
2758 — $10.00, 2732 — $16.00. 

Z80 PROGRAMMING 
57A Stanley Avenue, Mt Waverley 3149. 

Telephone: (03) 543 1485 
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CISA MICROCOMPIJTING LTD 
89 YORK STREET, SYDNEY CITY 	TELEPHONE 29 1599. 
SYDNEY'S BUSINESS MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS 

We have been appointed SYDNEY CITY dealers for today's most outstanding microcomputers 
the HITACHI PEACH and the OSBORNE 

For straightforward no-nonsense business and word processing applications, the OSBORNE I has to be 
the biggest breakthrough yet in microcomputers. The first truly go-anywhere system. 

Take it home, on your weekend holiday, use it in your car, (works from cigarette lighter socket), 
take it on your interstate flight, carry ALL your office with you. 

• 64k RAM 
• Dual disk drives 
• Full keyboard 

numeric pad 
• RS232 interface 
• IEEE 488 interface 
• Portable housing  

• C/PM Operating system 

• WORDSTAR W/P software 
• MAILMERGE 

• SUPERCALC 
• CBASIC 
• MBASIC 
• $2595 

TEXAS 	° 3  

INSTRUMENTS ~ 
TI-99/4A 

NOW ONLY 

$499 

~.~ +. .~► 
~► ~~ ?? ~'  ~ ~,►~` .+.,. •~~ 

.r.,1.! ~~► 	i 	a, 
.~► ~..~,~,. ~;r+► ~ 

11110. 	gir 
~ 	 ~•r 	 ~:;:,:,,. 

+ grow 

Mk,>  

CRLCUTROrLJIC 
THE CALCULATOR PEOPLE 

797 GLENFERRIE ROAD, HAWTHORN. 3122 
Telephone (03) 818 6631 
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10010 DD = INT (10 	D + .5)1 REM Calculate scale factor 
10020 St = , 	 : REM Enough spaces to accomodate the widest field width 
10030 SS$ = RIGHTS (SS,FW): REM Set string for IS when X is xero 
10040. SNS 	RIGHTS (SS + "N/A",FW1: REM 	String for X4 when X is too large.:. for the field width 
10050 XX = ADS (X) S DD: IF XX > 999999999 THEN XS = SNS: RETURN 
10060 IF XX < .5 THEN X$ = SSS: RETURN 
10070 XS = SIRS ( 1NT (XX + .5))1 IF XX ( DD TEEN X$ . RIGHTS ("000000" • )0S,D + 11 
10080 LI = LEN (XS1:L2 a D + 3 
10090. IF LI > L2 THEN XS m LEFTS (XS,LI -" L2)• " " 

	
(., + RIGHTS (XS,L2):LI a LI + 1:L2 - 2 + 4. SOTO lo,,6 

10100 IF D > 0 THEN XS = LEFTS (14,L1 - D) + "."+ RIGHTS (X4,D)cLl = L1 + 1 
10110 IF X < 0 THIN XI 	- + )(11:1.1 = LI + 1 
10120 IF LI > FW THEN X$ = SNS1 RETURN 
10130 XS = RIGHTS (SS + XS,FW) 
10140 RETURN 

Fig 1 

10 REM PROGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE FORMAT 
20 FW = 10:1) = 2: REM 	Set FW Meld width) ,:nd D (decimal planes) 
30 SUFFERS =,• : REM 	Empty thebuffer 
40 FOR I = 110 4. INPR1 "NUMBER 	"(X: DOSIJU 10000:SUFFERS . DUFFERS + XS: NEXT 

PRINT a PRINT PUFFERS 
(0) l0)I0 SO 
III IND 

Our monthly pot-pourri of hardware and software tips for the 
popular micros. If you have a favourite tip to pass on, send it to 

TJ's Workshop', APC, P.O. Box 115, Carlton, 3053. 
Please keep your contributions as concise as possible. 

We will pay $10 for any tips we publish. 

WORKSHOP, 

be located elsewhere by 
changing the value of RE, 
although I find that having 
the code in a REM statement 
is more convenient. 

An'ILLEGALQUANTITY 
ERROR' will occur if the line 
number is not in the range 0 -. 
65535 and an `UNDEF'I)  

STATEMENT ERROR' if the 
line does not exist. The latter 
of these may be disabled by 
changing the JMP instruction 
to BIT (line 110 - replace 
4C with 2C), causing RE-
STORE to the line following. 

David McKeran 

r_011F'UTED IRE `=:TCIF}E 

PET COMPUTED 
Listed below is a routine 
which allows the user to per-
form RESTORE to a line 
number. After running the 
appropriate Basic loader pro-
gram for new or old ROMs 
(Basic 4 and VIC owners will 
have to make their own alter-
ations), SYS RE, X will 
RESTORE to line X. The 
next time DATA is required 
the Basic interpreter will start 
searching from line X as if no-
thing had happened. 

This function can be useful 
in reading information from a 
table of DATA statements 
too large to be copied into an 
array. Considerable memory 
space is saved with only a 
slight loss in speed. 

The following example 

RESTORE 
uses the routine to get close 
to the required item, then 
READs consecutive items 
until the right one is reached. 
To READ the Nth string into 
D$ from the program's own 
DATA use: 
SYSRE, 100+ 10 * INT (N/8): 
FOR X = OTO N AND 7: 
READ D$ : NEXT 

Remember to check that 
N lies within 0-29 and that 
RE = 1031. Note that the 
INT (N/8) and N AND 7 bits 
refer to the number of items 
on a DATA line, ie, 8. 

The routine is POKED 
into the REM statement on 
line 0, so once the program 
has been run only lines 0 
and 10 are required. 
Alternatively the routine can 

0 F:EM"F:ESEF:''/'ED FOR MACHINE GOIIE 	 
14~ F:E=1031 
100 DHTFi 20, Fc,,, CD, 20, SD, CC, 20, I►2 
1 1 k1 DATA D6, 20, 2C:, I_ 5, BN, 03, 4C, EB 
124=1 DATA C?, A4, 5II, A6„ 5C, DA, 01, $, : 
134:1 DATA CA, 86„ 3E, '84, "F, 60 
200 FCIR;>;=0T024 READ D$ DD:f=M I D$ ( Da;, 2 ) 
.210 POKE RE+;<;, 16*i:HC:C:( 	)-9# (11$>= 
"A" )AND15::)+); ASC( LIDS )-9#qDD:h:::.=nA")ANI115:; 
220 NEXT 

REAIIY. 

0 L Li Cal Lt H T H 

100 DATA 20, 11,i7E, 20, A4, C:C:, =2►_i, D41 
114:1 DATA D6,2C1,2=,i_5, BO, 4=13,4i_:,DB 
1243 DATA C7, A4, AF, A6, AE, DO, 01, _R 
130 DATA CA, 86, 90, R4, 91, 60 

READY. 

APPLESOFT FORMATTER 
In many programming appli- tive and negative numbers. 
cations it is important to pro- Numbers are presented 
duce nice-looking tables which right justified in a field of 
can be used and understood specified width. Furthermore 
with pleasure. To make this they are located so that when 
task easier some dialects printed in columns they line 
Basic and most of the more up correctly. 
sophisticated languages have Decimal points are sup- 
formatters built into them pressed in whole numbers. 
which handle the present- Zeros are replaced by 
ation of numeric output. blank space or, if preferred, 
Unfortunately, Applesoft has by a specified string. 
no such feature and it is the Numbers which are too 
purpose of this note to offer large for the field width are 
a flexible formatting sub- replaced by a specified string 
routine for use in Applesoft and do not throw adjacent 
programmes. fields out of alignment. 

The subroutine is listed in A prefix or suffix can 
Fig 1 where it will be seen easily be added to numbers. 
that, despite its simplicity, it Negative numbers need 
has the following powerful not be denoted by a minus 
features: sign but could use, eg, brackets. 

AB rounding is correct Commas are inserted 
and symmetric for both posi- between thousands in large 

10000 REM ***SUBROUTINES** FORMAT 
Requires 	X (real number) , FW (field width) ; D (decimal places) 
Returns 	XS (formatted number) 
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numbers. 
The symbol used to 

denote the decimal point or 
to separate thousands can 
easily be changed. 

An example program, 
listed in Fig 2, shows how 
simple it is to use the sub-
routine in a program. 

The most obvious 
improvement is to shift lines 
10010-10040 to the calling 
program. This will ensure that 
they are only repeated when 
absolutely necessary and not 
every single time the sub-
routine is called. Further-
more, since the calculation of 
DD would be particularly 
slow it may be worth taking 
some extra trouble with this 
to gain more speed. One 
possible approach would be 
to set up an array D with D  

(I)=INT (10/\I+.5) and sub-
sequently to use DD=D(D) 
instead of the actual cal-
culation. 

A couple of further speed 
improvements are possible 
because of specific character-
istics of Applesoft. The first 
of these is to replace all the 
integer constants by variables 
of equivalent value because, 
surprisingly enough, evaluat-
ing (L1+1) would be slower 
than evaluating (L1+Z). The 
second improvement would 
be to renumber the sub-
routine so that it resides as 
early in the program as 
possible. 

If speed continues to be a 
problem after these steps 
have been taken it is possible 
to gain• a little more by 
deleting line 10090. Commas 
would, of course, no longer 
be inserted but otherwise 
there would be no effect on 
the operation of the program. 

The only significant short-
coming of the formatter is its 
inability to handle more than 
nine significant figures. The 
reason for this is that beyond 
nine figures the Applesoft 
function STR$ returns the 
number in exponent form. 
However, if that would be 
acceptable in a particular 
application the subroutine 
may be appropriately 
modified by replacing the 
right hand side of 10050 by  
X =STR$(X):L1=LEN(X$): 
GOTO 10120. 

Michael J Barron 



• 
OSBORNE 

The Osborne computer offers exceptional 
value as a complete system, and as Authorised 
dealers we offer the support to match. The value of 
the Osborne is clear and simple' 64K RAM, dual 
floppy disk drives (200K storage), 5" VDU (you can 
plug-in bigger VDU's), CP/M, WORDSTAR word 
processing, SUPERCALC, CBASIC, MBASIC, and it is 
fully portable. $2595 complete. 

WORKSHOP~ 
ZX81 MEMORY MANAGEMENT 

‘1,4s1,; 

This subroutine was designed 
for use with the ZX81 plus 
16K expansion board, to 
show how much memory has 
been used by a main pro-
gram for each of the four 
main RAM areas— `Program', 
`Display', `Variables' and 
`Spare capacity'. The start 
and finish addresses are also 
printed under each subhead-
ing, and the memory utilis-
ation is printed at the bottom 
of the screen as a percentage 
of the total available. 

String variables A$ and B$, 
suitably sliced and added to 
16000, generate the PEEK 
addresses of the RAM bound-
aries. E$ is an array contain-
ing subheadings. The loop 
9610 to 9700 carries out all 
functions except for printing 
the percentage utilisation, 
which is undertaken by 9710. 
Statements 9650, 9730 and 
9740 generate the first RAM 
address which is not available 
as a PEEK function. The 
first three characters in B$ are 
dummies. 

The subroutine could be 
extended to give information 
about the GOSUB stack, etc, 
by add ing additional addresses 
into A$ and B$ , enlarging E$ 
to include additional sub-
headings, and increasing the 
number in the FOR-NEXT 
statement, but the format 
would have to be reorganised 
to prevent screen overflow. 
Remember also that the sub-
routine detracts from the 
total usable memory available 
for the main program, so 
don't overdo it! 

If the subroutine is loaded 
from tape before keying in 
the main program, it will be 
SAVEd again whenever the 
main program is saved and 
will therefore always be avail- 

able to keep tabs on the 
memory situation. When the 
bottom line says `MEMORY 
UTILISATION = 98%' — 
don't panic. Just erase the 
subroutine and release a few 
more bytes. 

Any machine code sub-
routines used in the main 
program after RAMTOP 
should not affect the accuracy 
of the `Memory status' state-
ment, but any bytes POKEd 
between STKEND and 
ERR SP will reduce the spare 
capacity available without 
being detected by the sub-
routine. The machine stack 
will usually also occupy a few 
bytes in this area. No attempt 
has been made to quantify 
these sources of error 
because they are normally 
relatively small, but purists 
may wish to take the matter 
further themselves. 

The choice of names of 
the string variables used in 
the listing was made to avoid 
ambiguity with those in a 
specific main program; others 
may be more suitable for 
readers' applications. 

It might be possible to use 
the subroutine on a 1k 
memory provided the centre 
parentheses of 9710 were 
changed to 1— (JA-JB)f1024 
and some of the frills were 
removed. Statements 9500-
9600 could be omitted for 
minimisation after the 
variables A$, B$ and E$ have 
been set up and SAVEd onto 
tape, provided the RUN 
button is avoided. Any ad-
vantage gained by using this 
routine on a 1k memory 
should be balanced against 
the amount of precious 
memory it uses up itself. 

G E Coucher 
''~ 

&&i, 	~ 
~ "'~'i~'6 ~s~t~a ~~, - .,~ 	 . ;,e.r 	 .. 

*+, 

9500 REM MEMORY MANAGEMENT 
9510 LET A$ _ "396400404386" 
9520 LET B$ = "509396400412" 
9530 DIM E$ (4,10) 
9540 LET E$1) _ "PROGRAM" 
9550 LET E$ (2) _ "DISPLAY" 
9560 LET E$ (3) _ "VARIABLES" 
9570 LET E$ (4) = "SPARE CAP" 
9580 CLS 
9590 PRINT TAB 9; "MEMORY STATUS" 
9600 PRINT TAB 9; " . , . " 
9610 FOR E=1 TO 4 
9620 LET J1=VAL AS (3*E-2 TO 3*E) + 1600 
9630 LET J2=VAL B$ (3*E-2 TO 3*E) + 1600 
9640 LET JA=PEEK J1+256*PEEK (J1+1) - 1 
9650 IF E=1 THEN GOTO 9730 
9660 LET JB=PEEK J2+256*PEEK (J2+1) 
9670 PRINT AT 4*E, 0; ES (E); TAB 12; (JA-JB))1000;"KBYTE" 
9680 PRINT "STARTING ADDRESS"; TAB 26;JB 
9690 PRINT "FINISHING ADDRESS"; TAB 26; JA 
9700 NEXT E 
9710 PRINT AT 21,3; "MEMORY UTILISATION="; 

INT (.005+(100*(1-(JA-JB)/16384))); `P.C." 
9720 RETURN 
9730 LET JB=16509 

NEW CROWS NEST STORE 
OPEN NOW 

j

cippkz 'computar 
The Apple Ill is the latest addition to the broad and flexible Apple range. 
With up to 256K memory and a host of other features it is a superb 
machine for business or pleasure. We have expanded our staff and facilities 
to offer the highest level of support in Australia, for both business and 
personal users. So whether you need a network of Apples, or simply some 
advice on software, contact one of our stores today. 

Australia's most popular printers, the .Epson MX80 and MX 
100 type Ill F/T's offer high quality printing in a variety of 
sizes and styles, 100 c.p.s. print speed and full graphics capa-
bility. Interface options include parallel and RS232 serial, as 
well as the Apple graphics Interface. And C.P.C. now offers a 
full 12 month warranty on all Epson printers. Come and see 
them in action at one of our stores. 
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Mi I i SERIES OF 
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

Microtine 80  
80 CPS UNIDIRECTIONAL 80 COLUMN 

STANDARD FEATURES 

• 40, 80, 132 columns 
• 6 and 8 lines per inch 
• 200,000,000 character head life 
• Centronics interface 
• Graphics 
• Continuous operation 
• Plain paper - up to 3 parts 
• Paper tear bar 
• Friction and pin feed 
• Upper and lower case $625 including Tax. 

~~ 
~ 

~ 	•~~ 	' 	~ 	~ „ 

Microline 82A* 

120 CPS BIDIRECTIONAL 80 COLUMN 

STANDARD FEATURES 

• Centronics and RS232C interface 
• Upper and lower case with true descenders 
• 40, 80, 132 columns 
• 6 and 8 lines per inch 
• Rear/bottom paper path entry 
• Graphics 
• Plain paper - up to 4 parts 
• Multi-national character sets 
• Paper tear bar 
• Friction and pin feed 

Nicroline 83,4 
120 CPS BIDIRECTIONAL 136 COLUMN 

STANDARD FEATURES 

• Friction and tractor feed 
• Centronics and RS232C interface 
• Upper and lower case with true descenders 
• 6 and 8 lines per inch 
• Rear/bottom paper path entry 
• Graphics 
• Plain paper - up to 4 parts 
• Paper tear bar 
• Double width and condensed characters 

`"r° *CALL FOR PRICES ON OTHERS 	DISCOUNT FOR QUANTITY 
wel~on,e here 	~+ COMP•SOFT MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES 

233 — 235 SWAN STREET, RICHMOND, VICTORIA, 3121. TELEPHONE (03) 428-5269 
R2 Auctr Tian Percnn,,l Cnmmiter 



Televideo SERIES OF 
TERMINALS 

r--r •~ 
dMR YR iiR MO mMß aeu. ONO WO M11 OM O! .W MM MR Oh 41s w .... n.. 

OM a 	.. _. 	.. 	■ri ■I • fli +M """' .. 

Model 910 pLUS* 
• User selectable Function codes 
• Typewriter tabs 
• Monitor mode 
• Erase to end of line 
• Erase to end of page 
• 4 strappable languages (French, English, German, Spanish) 
• Gated printer port 
• Changeable codes 
• Typewriter-style keyboard 
• 5 screen attributes (Blink, Blank, Rev., Underline, Half 
• Intensity) 
■ 15 Baud rates (50B to 19.2KB) 
■ Self Test 
• Protected Fields 
• Block Mode 
• Editing 
• 910: Optional ROM (includes 4 Switchable Emulations, 

deletes Block Mode) 

Model 925* 
• Protected Fields 
■ Optional 2nd page of memory 
• Visual Attributes 
• Tilt and Swivel Screen (Non-glare P31 Green) 
• 25th Status/User Line 
• Time of Day 
• Code Compatible with 912/920 
• RS232C Printer Port 
• Baud Rate (50B to 19.2KB) 
• 8 x 10 Character Resolution 
• Switchable Character Sets (Spanish, German, French, 

English) 
■ 22 Function Keys 
• 920 Emulation 
• Optional Integral Modem 
• Self Test 
• Timeout (Terminal automatically turns the screen off after 

15 minutes with no data loss) 

Model 950* 
• Advanced editing with wraparound 
• Smooth scrolling 
• 15 baud rates (50B to 19.2KB) 
• Protected fields 
• Underlining 
• Split screen with line lock 
■ Nonglare screen 
• Programmable function keys 
• 15 special graphics characters 
• Versatile screen attributes 
• Self test 
• 25th status line 
• Buffered auxiliary port 
• 14 x 10 character resolution 
• Integral modem option 
• Tiltable screen 

COMP-SOFT 
MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES 

233 - 235 SWAN STREET, RICHMOND, VICTORIA, 3121. TELEPHONE (03) 428-5269 



5 4 7 3 1 0 2 6 

Char'acter 
Set Start 

Screen 
Start 

Byte map location 36869 (9005H) 

Fig 1 

Value representation of lower four bits of 
location 36869 (9005H) 

Bit Value if set Value if not set 

0 
1 
2 
3 

1024(0400H) 
2048 0800H) 
4096 1000H 
0 	0000H 

0 	(000011 
0 	(0000 
0 	((0000 
32768 	8000 

eg, 
BITS VALUE 

0110 6144 (18001) 
1101 37888 (94001) 

Fig 2 

To find current character set start 

CT = PEEK (36869) AND NOT 240 
TS - (1 - INT OCT AND NOT 7)/8) * 32768 + (CT 

AND NOT 8) * 1024 
CT - Lower four bits of location 36869 (9005H) 
TS - Address of current character character set 

Fig 3 

To set character set start 

CT = ( - INT (TS/32768)) *8 + INT (TS - INT(TS 
/32768) * 32768)/1024 

POKE 36869, PEEK (36869) AND NOT 15 OR CT 

CT - Lower four bits of location 36869 (9005H) 
TS = Address of current character set 

Fig 4 

Changes to part a to use an 8 x 16 matrix 
20 POKE 36867, 33: POKE 36865, 22 
70 FOR I = 64 TO 65: A$ = A$+ CHR$ (I) + 

CHR$ (17) + CHR$ (157): NEXT 
80 FOR I = 1 TO 2:A$ = A$+ CHR/i(145): NEXT: A$ 

= A$+ CHR$ (29) 
Fig 6b 

Ordered plan of steps involved when programming the 
VIC character set. 
1. Draw shapes on paper (see fig 5) 
2. Work out POKE values (see fig 5) 
3. Work out memory requirements and where 

to locate the shapes. 
4. Write program;- 

a) reserve memory 
b) clear strings and variables 
c) if necessary change screen/character size 
d) set location 36869 (9005H) to character 

definition start (see figs 1, 2, 4) 
e) Read data lines containing POKE values 

and POKE into reserved memory. 
Fig 7 
Some CHR$s, PEEKs and POKEs 
CHR$ (17) - Cursor down 
CHR$ (29) - Cursor right 
CHR$(145) - Cursor up 
CHR 	 15) - Cursor left 
CHR$ (8) - Disable Commodore & SHIFT 
CHR$ (9) - Enable Commodore & SHIFT 
CHR8(14) - Switch to lower case 
CHR$ (142) - Switch to upper case 
55-56 (37H - 38H) - Top of memory pointer 
646 (28611) - Current colour code (try POKEing this to 

a value in the range of (8 - 15) 
36869 (9005H) - Lower four bits are character set start 
Fig 8 

8x8 
CHR$ (0) 

8x16 
CHR$ (0) 

8x8 
CHR$ (1) 

8x8 
CHR$(2) 

8x16 
CHR$ (1) 

8x8 
CHR$ (3) 

Example of programming the character set 
10 POKE 56, 28, CLR 
30TS -=7168 
40 CT - (1 — INT (TS/32768) * 8+INT (TS — INT (TS/ 

32768) * 32768)/1024 
50 POKE 36869, PEEK (36869) AND NOT 15 OR CT 
60 FOR I - TS TO TS + 31: READ J: POKE I J: NEXT 
70 FOR

HR$ (457)  
to 

67: A 	- A
$+ CHR$ (I) + CHR$ (17) 

80 FOR I - 1 to 4: A$ = A$ + CHR$ (145): NEXT: A$ 
= A$ + CHR$ (29) 

90 PRINT TAB (10); A$ 
100 DATA 24, 126, 126,126, 60, 24, 126,256,255, 

189, 189,189,189,189,189,60 
110 DATA 60, 60, 60, 60, 60, 60, 126, 231, 0, 0, 

0,0,0,0,0,0 
Fig 6a 

I have used A$ as a type of defined shape. It uses cursor 
commands to print one part of the man below another then 
the cursor is moved to the next printing position. 

screen RAM if you want to 
know). When moving the 
character set we must not 
alter these. Fig 1 shows a plan 
of the byte. Fig 2 is a table of 
values representing the lower 
four bits which denotes the 
starting address of the 
character set. 

Once I had worked out 
how this byte worked I wrote 
two small programs to find 
the character set start address 
and relocate the start of the 
character set to your own 
requirements. These pro-
grams are Figs 3 and 4 
respectively. 

You have a choice of an 8 
x 8 character matrix or an 8 x 
16 matrix when making your 
shapes. If you use 8 x 8 
characters then you need not 
reset anything. If you require 
8 x 16 characters then you 
should use the following line 
in your program to convert 
the VIC to 16 lines of 8 x 
16 characters: 
POKE 36867, 33: 
POKE 36865, 22 

You will notice that the 
size of the screen suddenly 
grows when you use this 

routine. The bottom line will 
be off the screen. 

Once you have selected 
the size of character to use 
you must reserve yourself 
some memory in which to 
store your shapes. Memory 
locations 55 - 56 (37H - 
38H) will contain this. The 
top of memory is usually set to 
7680 (1EOOH). If you moved 
the top of memory down to 
7168 (1COOH) then you 
would have 512 (200H) 
reserved bytes (Note: 7168 is 
a multiple of 1024). This 
could give you 64 8 x 8 
characters or 32 8 x 16 
characters, because 8 x 8 
characters take up 8 bytes 
and 8 x 16 characters take up 
16 bytes. Use the following 
line to reserve this space: 
POKE 56,28: CLR. 

If you reserve this space 
then you can start your 
character set at location 
7168(1COOH). 

To actually make your 
character I will explain with 
an example of a small man. 
You should set out a table for 
your characters like the one 
in Fig 5. To work out the 

VALUE IS SET 

128 64 

126 
126 
126 
60 

126 

189 
189 
189 
189 
189 
189 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

126 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 Fig 5 

LOC'N 

7618 
7619 
7620 
7621 
7622 
7623 
7624 
7625 
7626 
7627 
7628 
7629 
7630 
7631 
7632 
7633 
7634 
7635 
7636 
7637 
7638 
7639 
7640 
7641 
7642 
7643 
7644 
7645 
7646 
7647 
7648 
7649 
7650 

VIC USER-DEFINED 
CHARACTERS WORKSHOP~ 

POKE value you should add up 
the values of the bits where a 
point is to be plotted. 

Once you have the POKE 
values worked out you should 
POKE them into your reserv-
ed memory. This is done by 
starting at the top of your list 
of POKE values and POKEing 
them one after the other into 
your reserved memory. The 
first value will be stored at 
the start of this memory and 
the second at the start+1 and 
so on. Fig 6a shows a 
program to store my small 
man using four 8 x 8 charac-
ters. Fig 6b shows the 
changes required to use two 8 
x 16 characters. 

Fig 7 is an ordered plan of 
the steps involved when creat-
ing a character set. The order-
ing of it is different to the 
ordering of my explanations 
because after setting the top 
of memory you must clear 
all strings and variables. If 
this step is done first then 
you will not lose any of the 
character set addresses. 

Kevin Irving 

From character set (4k) _ 
Fig 9 

In the adverts for the VIC 
you are told that it is possible 
to program the character set, 
but the manual does not tell 
you how to do this. Program-
ing your own characters 
would, however, improve 
your games and animated 
displays drastically. Once you 
know how to do this you will 
have a lot of control over what 
comes on the VIC screen. 

The characters on the VIC 
can be placed in either of two 
areas of memory. The starting 
addresses of these areas are: 
0 — 7168 (0000H — 1COOH) 
inclusive (RAM); 
32768 — 39936 (8000H — 
9COOH) inclusive (ROM). 

The start of the character 
set in ROM is 32768 (8000H). 
The address at which the 
character set starts must be a 
multiple of 1024. This means 
that the character set has a 
minimum movement of 1k 
(1024 bytes). 

Location 36869 (9005H) 
contains the address of the 
start of the character set in 
the memory. This byte also 
contains some of the screen 
pointers (the start of the 

Start address Description 

32768 (8000H) Upper case & Graphics (1k) 
33792 (8400H) Reversed upper case & reversed graphics (1k) 
34816 (8800H) Lower/upper case & graphics (1k) 
35840 (8COOH) Reversed upper/lower case & reversed graphics (1k) 

32768 - 36863 (8000H - BFFFH) 
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;/ INPUT: 	NII-M4 contains the signed 32-bit number for conversion 
;/ 	 with the least significant byte at M1 and the most 
;/ 	 significant at M4. 
;/ MA,MB contain the RAM start address of the result. 
•/ OUTPUT: MA,MB are unchanged. 
J 	 The ASCII string equivalent Is in RAM starting at 
;/ 	 the address given in MA,MB. 
;/ REGs USED: 	A X,Y,P,MO to M4,MA and MB. 
;/ STACK USE: 	18 maximum. 
;/ LENGTH: 73 
;/ T STATES: 13,007 maximum 
;/ PROCESSOR: 6502 

6AD46: 	LDY 
BIT 
BPL 
LDA 
STA 
INY 
JSR 

SBD1: STY 
LDY 

SBD2: LDX 
LDA 

SBD3: ASL 
ROL 
ROL 
ROL 
ROL 
CMP 
BCC 
S BC 
INC 

SBD4: DEX 
BNE 
PHA 
INY 
LDA 
ORA 
ORA 
ORA 
BNE 
TYA 
TAX 
LDY 

SBD5: PLA 
CLC 
ADC 
STA 
INY 
DEX 
BNE 
LDA 
STA 
RTS 

£0 
M4 
SBD 1 
£$2D 
(MA),Y 

SNEG46 
MO 
£0 
£32 
£0 
M1 
M2 
M3 
M4 
A 
£10 
SBD4 
£10 
M1 

SBD3 

M4 
M3 
M2 
M1 
SBD2 

MO 

£$30 
(MA),Y 

SBD5 
£13 
(MA),Y 

; RAM point. 
; test sign. 
; skip if positive 
; else put "- 
; to RAM, 
; point to next RAM 
;and negate number 
; save RAM point. 
number of digits = 0. 

; bit count = 32. 
; zeroise accumulator 
; shift 
number 
left 
int 
ac

f

cumulator 
is acc less than 10 ? 

;skip if so, else 
;subtract ten 
; and set a result bit. 
;repeat 
; 32 times. 
;save digit. 
; increment no of digits. 
;check 

if number 
iszero 

;and 
; repeat if not. 

Y
transfer

to X. 
; restore RAM point. 
; pop digit off stack, 
convert it 

; to ASCII 
; and put into RAM. 
increment RAM point. 

;get next 
; digit, else 
; load ASCII CR 
; and put it to RAM. 

AO 00 
24 ZZ 
10 08 
A9 2D 
91 ZZ 
C8 
20 XX XX 
84 ZZ 
AO 00 
A2 20 
A9 00 
06 ZZ 
26 ZZ 
26 ZZ 
26 ZZ 
2A 
C9 OA 
90 04 
E9 OA 
E6 ZZ 
CA 
DO EC 
48 
C8 
A5 ZZ 
05 ZZ 
05 ZZ 
05 ZZ 
DO DC 
98 
AA 
A4 ZZ 
68 
18 
69 30 
91 ZZ 
C8 
CA 
DO F6 
A9 OD 
91 ZZ 
60 

A P C 
SU B SET 

by Ian Davies 

Continuing last month's series of routines for assembly language enthusiasts, SUB-SET 
presents a selection of numeric utilities for a number of processors. 

6502 32-BIT ARITHMETIC 
This month's numeric special kicks off with a couple of 

Datasheet 

  

;= SNEG46 - Negate 4 bytes 
;/ CLASS: 2 
;/ TIME CRITICAL?: No 
;/ DESCRIPTION: Negates (2's complement) 4 bytes in zero page 
;/ 	 with the Cy copying the sign of the result 
;/ ACTION: 	Byte count 4- 4 
;/ 

;/ 
;/ 
;l 
;/ 
;/ ;/ 
;/ ./ 
;/ 
;/ 
;/ 
;/ 
;/ 
;/ 
;/ 

Byte pointer 4- 0 
Cy 4- 1 
Loop until byte count zero 
Byte 4-0- byte -Cy 
Byte pointer 4- byte pointer + 1 
Byte counter 4-  byte counter - 1 
Loop end 
Cy 4- sign of result 

SUBr DEPENDENCE: None 
INTERFACES: None 
INPUT: 	Locations M1 - M4 contain a signed 32-bit number with 

the most significant byte in M4 and the least 
significant in M1 

OUTPUT:, Locations M1 - M4 are negated and the carry is set 
to the resultant sign 

REGs USED: A X,P,M1 to M4 and ME 
STACK USE: None 
LENGTH: 20 
T STATES: 92 
PROCESSOR: 6502 

SNEG46: 	LDA 
STA 
LDX 
SEC 

SNG1: 	LDA 
SBC 
STA 
1NX 
DEC 
BNE 
ASL 
RTS 

£4 
ME 
£0 

£0 
M1 X 
M1r,X 

ME 
SNG1 
A 

; byte count 
to memory. 
RAM point. 

;set carry initially. 
;subtract byte 
from zero and 
store back to RAM. 
point to next byte. 
all done? 

; jump if not. 
; cy = sign. 

A9 04 
85 ZZ 
A2 00 
38 
A9 00 
F5 ZZ 
96 ZZ 
E8 
C6 ZZ 
DO F5 
OA 
60 

Datasheet 

  

;= SBAD46 - 32-bit binary to ASCII-Decimal conversion 
j CLASS:2 
;/ TIME CRITICAL?: No 
;/ DESCRIPTION: Converts a signed 32-bit binary number to an 
•/ 	 ASCII-Decimal string. 
;! ACTION: 	Make value absolute. 
•/ 	 If negative put "-" to RAM. 

Divide number by ten 
•/ 	 put remainder onto stack 
-J 	 increment number of digits 

repeat until number = 0, 
;1 	 Pop digit off stack 
;/ 	 convert to ASCII and load into RAM. 
if 	 Decrement number of entries 
;/ 	 repeat until number of entries = 0. 
J 	 Put ASCII CR into RAM for terminator. 
;/ SUBr DEPENDENCE: SNEG46 
;/ INTERFACES: None 

 

routines for 32 bit manipulation on a 6502 based machine. 
The first routine, SNEG46, simply negates a 32 bit quantity. 
Not a spectacular operation in itself, but extensive use of 
this routine is made in the other numeric routines. The 
second routine is called SBAD46 and performs a 32 bit 
binary to ASCII decimal conversion. 

These routines make use of the mnemonics MO through 
to M4. These refer to a working storage area which may be 
assigned to any five contiguous bytes within page zero. This 
set of routines will continue next month with multiplication, 
division and ASCII to binary conversion. 
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APC 
SUBSET 

Z80 
Our set of Z80 numeric routines commences with a 32 bit 
integer divide routine called DIV4. It accepts the dividend 
in registers IX and IY, and the divisor in BC and DE. As 
documented in the data sheet, output is through the same 
registers containing quotient and remainder, respectively. 

Datasheet 
;= DIV4 — 4-byte integer divide. 
;/ CLASS: 1 
;/ TIME CRITICAL ? No. 
;/ DESCRIPTION: Divides one 4-byte unsigned integer by another. 
;/ 	 Returns quotient and remainder. Checks for 
;/ 	 divide by zero. 
;/ ACTION: Long division by shift-and-subtract, using HL 
;/ 	and (SP) as an extended accumulator. 
;/ SUBr DEPENDENCE: None. 
;/ INTERFACES: None. 
;/ INPUT: Dividend in IX,IY 
;/ 	Divisor in BC,DE 
;/ OUTPUT: Carry set, arguments unchanged if BCDE — 0 on entry. 

A is always set to zero. 
;/ 	 Quotient in IX,IY. 
;/ 	 Reminder in BC,DE. 
;/ REGs USED: All normal and index registers (not alternate 
;/ 	 registers). 
;/ STACK USE: 2 
;/ LENGTH: 54 
;/ PROCESSOR: Z80. 

DIV4: 	LD 	A,B 	; if all 	 78 
OR C 	 ;BC 	 B1 
OR D 	 ;DE 	 B2 
OR 	E 	 ; are zero 	 B3  

AT LAST ! 

Quality software 
for better 118e 

of your home computer. 
We have begun production of a new and expanding collection 
of programs to entertain, encourage and educate children with 
VIC-20. 

COLOUR CONVERSATION SOUND GRAPHICS ! 

Special introductory offer: 
3 CASSETTES WITH 6 PROGRAMS - --11 ACTIVITIES /'0 ear 

M-oi Young maths for ages 5 tolo 	r o 0 
M-02 Multiplication 	6 to16 	\o~ 45 
M-03 Add, subtract 	

5 toes 	~i
0.
A . ~ 

& numberline  
Mailorder or retailer inquiries to 

VlCoducation 
tel.(062)31o494a.h, 	P.O. Box E230 Canberra 2600 

or come and talk to us at the Steve's Communication 
exhibition at the National Microcomputer Conference 

Canberra, 20 August 

TOP: 

WENT: 

SCF 
RET Z 
LD 	A,32D 
LD 	HL,0000H 
PUSH IlL 
ADD IY IY 
EX 	(SIi),IX 
EX 	(SP),HL 
ADC HL,HL 
EX 	(SP),HL 
EX 	(SP),IX 
ADC 	IIL,HL 
EX 	(SP),HL 
ADC 	tIL,HL 
EX 	(SP),HL 
OR 	A 
SBC 	HL,DE   
EX 	(SP),HL 
SBC 	HL,BC 
EX 	(SP) ,HL 
INC 	lY 
JR 	NC,WENT 
JR 	Z,WENT 
ADD HL,DE 
EX 	(SP),HL 
ADC HL,BC 
EX 	(SP),HL 
DEC 	IY 
DEC A 
JR 	NZ,TOP 
EX 	DE,HL 
POP 	BC 
RET 

; set carry 
; and return. 
; set bit count. 
; set accumulator 
; and extend to stack. 
; shift left IY. 
; get IX 
; into HL 
; shift it left (with carry) 
; and return 
; it to IX. 
; shift HL left (with carry). 
; get (SP) into HL 
; shift it left (with carry) 
; and return it to (SP). 
; clear carry. 
; subtract 
; BC, 
;DE 
; from (SP),HL. 
; set result bit, 
; jump if 
; subtraction went. 
; else 
; add 
; back 
; divisor 
; and reset result. 
; repeat 
; 32 times. 
; put remainder from 
; (SP),HL to BC,DE. 

37 
C8 
3E 20 
21 	00 	00 
E5 
FD 29 
DD E3 
E3 
ED 6A 
E3 
DD E3 
ED 6A 
E3 
ED 6A 
E3 
B7 
ED 52 
E3 
ED 42 
E3 
FD 23 
30 09 
28 07 
19 
E3 
ED 4A 
E3 
FD 2B 
3D 
20 D9 
EB 
Cl 
C9 

The second Z80 routine is particularly useful for checking 
the status of input and output ports, or any other bit-
mapped operations. The routine accepts a 16 bit quantity 
through HL and outputs a string of "1" and "0" characters 
to a buffer pointed to by DE. Clearly the outbuffer might be 
the screen itself on any machine with a memory mapped 
display. 

Datasheet 
;= CVBA — bit field to ASCII conversion. 
;/ CLASS: 1 
;/ TIME CRITICAL? No 
;/ DESCRIPTION: Converts a 16-bit field to ASCII ones and zeroes 
;/ ACTION: 	B t- 16 

C i- ASCII zero (30H) 
;/ 	 Then repeat 16 times: 

A +- zero (OOH) 
HL 

Cy •4— 115--014--0 
A.4-- C+Cy 
(DE) '-- A 
DE4-DE+1 

/ SUBr DEPENDENCE: None 
;/ INTERFACES: None 
;/ INPUT: 	HL holds the bits to be converted 

DE holds the start address of the result 
;/ OUTPUT: HL = zero 

DE holds the end of conversion + 1 address 
;/ REGa used: HL,DE 
;/ STACK USE: 4 
;/ LENGTH: 15 
;/ T STATES: 781 
d PROCESSOR: Z80 

CVBA: 	PUSH 
PUSH 

LD 	LD 
LD 

CVB1: 	XOR 

AF 
BC 
B,+16 
C;'0 
A 

; save 
; registers. 
; set loop counter. 
; set C to ASCII zero. 
; zeroise A. 

F5 
C5 
06 	10 
OE 	30 
AF 

ADD HL,HL ; shift most sig bit to cy. 29 
ADC A,C ; add this to 30H in A. 89 
LD (DE),A ; store/display ASCII value. 12 
INC DE ; increment destination addr. 13 
DJNZ CVB1 ; get next bit till all 10 
POP BC ; processed. restore Cl 
POP AF ; registers. F1 
RET C9 

JOIN IN 
Most assembly language enthusiasts have a library of handy 
routines that they have compiled over the years. We are 
eager to get our hands on these for publication in this series. 
They don't have to be long or technologically clever, just as 
long as they work and you can present them according to our 
documentation conventions outlined last month. Appro-
priate credit will be given in all cases. 

APC SUB-SET will continue next month with more 
numeric routines. 
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'~, 1 	,I 	 NEW 
~ 	 ~~' 	`SENDATA' 
'L `" • 	 SERIES 

from 
FI ~~._ 	 s285 'Sendata' 700, 	 plus sales tax 

world leaders in data transmission bridges the gap for you in data communication. 

Games 
for your 

UIC Z0 $14ea. 
• Alien Blitz 
• Balloon Bombers 
• Bounce Out 
• Biorhythm 

Compatability 
• Casino Style Blackjack 
• Code Maker 
• Code Breaker 
• Eureka Stockade 
• Fuel Pirates 
• Jungle 
• I.C.B. Mission 
• Laser Fight 
• Maze 
• Maze of Mikor 
• Meteors 
• Minefield 
• Mole Attack 
• Monster Chase 
• Night Flight 
• Othello 

• Packman 
• Pak Bomber 
• Programmable 

Character Set & 
Games Graphics 
Editor 

• Raceway 
• Rainbow Passage 
• Semaphore (3k) 
• Slither/Super Slither 
• Slot Machine 
• Space Maths 
• Star Wars 
• Ten Pin Bowls 
• Treasure Carry-In 
• Vic Trap 

Languages (6K) 
• French • Italian 
• Spanish 	

$19 all 

BLANK DISKEIIES 
51/4 " blank diskettes, 
single sided, soft sectored 

	  $420 ea. 
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PTY LTD BRANDIE 
691 Whitehorse Rd., Mont Albert, 3127. Tel. (03) 890 0579 

	

commodore  	

	

softwareCOff/TI 	~S  wt. 
The ultimate in low cost, high performance 2 
computing, 	 _. 	 Computer 

• Color • Sound • Pet Basic • Graphics • Expansion Port • Connects to any TV set 
• 5K RAM (expandable to 32K) • Full Size Typewriter Keyboard 

• Peripheral Options including Cassette Storage, Memory Expansion to 8K, 16K, 32K. 
Cassette, Disk, ROM Cartridge. 

• Software including full range of games, educational and home use. 

,,,,•,. '',..,..,, MICRO- 
LINE. ,,:„.i... t.,,,- 	80 

•80 cps with no 
duty cycle limits 

"` 	, /y,/.., 	• Head warranted 
for 200 million 
character — and 
ribbon also. 

•3 paper forms. 
Program-selectable 

fonts. Graphics printing. 
•6 or 8 lines per inch. $695 

Friction, pin & tractor feeds. 
plus sales lax 

Now, you can talk to the world 
(or your data centre) on our 
ACOUSTIC MODEMS 

FROM AS LITTLE AS 

$ 399 



"Overall, we are very impressed with the Blue Label System 
80. On a dollar per function basis it probably represents the 
best value around for a ready-built computer. Other systems C 
can be bought for less, but ultimately they are not as powerful 
or as readily expandable as the System 80. There is also the 
matter of software, and here the System 80 really scores, 
with hundreds of compatible programs available for the TRS-
80 as well as those specially written for the System 80. " 
Peter Vernon, Electronics Australia June "82  

That's the new 
SYSTEM 80 
BLUE LABEL 

Read what EA 
haVe to say. zit/////•T 
NSTE/14EG,^^s •, w., t,,.e,aN ann,., 
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with features like: 	 WAS NO 
• 16K memory (expandable to 48K with X-4020 Expansion Unit) 	 YY 

W $6 9tJ • Full upper/lower case video display capability 	 $ 	0 N LY • Built-in speaker 
• Built-in cassette deck with level control 	 • Huge range of software programs (compatible 
• Works with any standard TV set or monitor 	 with most Tandy TRS-80 programs) 	

SAVE $6,rli 
• Flashing cursor 	 AND LOTS MORE! Cat X-4005 

Now BACK ~N STOCKS  

EXPANSION UNIT 
A BRAND NEW MODELI - now with extra valuer 	 4 
Ilia hast raw til I OK DAM is lilted es standonl a this inn, 
with provision for an extra I 6 (making the possibility of a .. 
HUGE 48K total menthe]. It proxies as stuminrd a floppy • 	 II  
disk controller capable o1 cuutmlbng up to 4 single density 	./ 
disk drives Significant changes Internally include removal of 	 -\-/ 
the S- IOU motherboard r allow avw 

only 

de as an option - see 
below) 11e Coolness Ally is still standard 1111 the RS-2310 
rr4aAmm and connector are now onty availohlc as options 
see below( Cal X4070 	 $399 
16K Expansion Pack 
Omr1 be misled lido payrny Pierre for no better today: ours are the premmm middy 200ns Ino 4116 dynamic RAMS used by most 
miancumpmms Why nal migrate your computer'', Pack of B 4116 RAMS Cal X-1186 

$29.95 
5100 Interface Card 
Willi Om card you can open the way to atony npplicatoms evadable via the Slot bus system Cal X-4074. 

$129.00 
RS232C Interface 
As an option with the expansion and, the RS232C interlace makes yam compeer capable of uun11omrcabny with modems. or diming 
teleprinters or ether send primms. Cal X-4021. 

$99.00 

BARGAIN DISK STORAGE 
with the Dick Smith 
DISK DRIVES  
Our disk drives go much further ... for so 
much less! They cost so much less than 
the Tandy Disk Drives and they 
incorporate a high quality MPI B51 drive 
mechanism together with matching 
inbuilt 240V power supply. Each drive • [ 	 , - 	 0 
has 40 track of storage capacity and is 01rkt""'TNMiui 	~' 
suitable for both double and single 	 °r t,~ 
density recording. (With double density recording you can 	 ONLY 
store more than 180K bytes per diskette!) They are 
suitable for use with most computers and disk controllers 	

$419 
   

using the 34-way connection bus - such as the System 
80 or TRS-80. (Don't pay their prices for disk storage!) 

Already configured for the two drives most users need: drive 0 
(Cat X-4.060) and drive 1 (Cat X-4061). 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
DISK BASED 

4ii4 

SYSTEM 80 Mk II 
When cassette operation is too slow and cumbersome for 
business operation, then this System 80 is the answer. The 
normal in-built cassette mechanism has been removed 
(even though we've allowed far external cassette 
connection) to allow for connection to a disk drive. We also 
added numeric keypad for extra fast finger input, and a 
special ROM program to allow for a flashing cursor on the 
screen for instant position recognition. Plus lots, lots more! 
Why not check it out at your nearest store right away! Cat 
X-4100. 

ECONOMY GREEN PHOSPHOR 
MONITOR 
If you're seriously into computers then this 
is the monitor for you. Provides a sharper, 
brighter image, and you avoid eye fatigue! 
Suited more for the professional rather than 
the hobbyist! Cat X-1198. 

ONLY 

$199 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

ONLY $799 
WAS SPO' 

We've sold more of these superb printers than any other type. The Itoh 8300P otters so many advantages 
over its competitors ... not the least being the price! It features high speed, hi-directional printing (125 ch. per 
second) with a full upper and lower case character set, It accepts standard fan-form sprocketed paper, op to 
240mm size (minimum 115nmm) and so much more! 
Each printer is supplied with a technical manual, a maintenance manual and is fitted 
with the standard 57N-36 input connector. Cat X-3255 , 

"".~"̂ .~~sq Il E 

ORIGINALLY 0.3495" 
NOW 
ONLY 

$750 

o al mon(tod 
Our most p P ar  

AND YOU COULD WIN A DATSUN STANZA — 	
)- DSE/A31

BUT ONLY FROM DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS! 	
3.2/PAI 
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$3 -4144444./ 
Cat X-2000 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 
~ ü 	 ONLY 

$699 T* F' ✓; 

. 	, 
H )0 COLOUR 

L 	, . 	\,.._ 	 t1 , COMPUTER • 
Ideal for the first time user, this remarkable 
computer can be used immediately with plug in 
cartridges. The fantastic range of game cartridges can 
be used with any colour or B & W TV set, to look just like 
the arcade games. Or it can be expanded to form the 
heart of a complex computer system. The system is 
programmed in BASIC and " 	provides good value for 
money 	". (EA, July 82 Pp 114) 
Also available: 
Colour monitor to suit VIC 20, Cat X-1195 	  $379.00 
B & W Monitor to suit VIC 20, Cat X-1196 	  $149.50 

GENUINE 	VIC 20 PERIPHERALS_ 
Store your programs 

DATASETTE 
only 

$9900 

This remarkable computer comes equipped with 
a tape cassette interface which lets you connect 

the Commodore tape unit directly into the computer. With this ability 
you can load, store or retrieve data on standard cassette tape. By a 
simple command the machine will automatically 'save a full program 
for you. its a handy and economical way of storing and retrieving 
data, plus you can buy existing software or create your own programs 

t and store them. Cat X-2005. 

Fast, high 
capacity storage/retrieval of 

data on standard 5.25" floppy diskettes. Stores up 
to 170K on each diskette, with read/write 
compatibility with PET/CBM Computer Systems. 
Comes complete with own power supply. 
Cat X-2007 

., 
A 

MEMORY 
MOTHERBOARD 

Now you call connect up to 6 different expansion programs at the same time. 
Increase your computers capabilities to its maximum of 32K plus connect 
interface cartridges as well. Cat X-2011 

ONLY 

$ •  9 
GRAPHIC PRINTER 

ONLY 

'~--- 	$479 
Economical dot 

matrix printer makes paper 
copies of BASIC programs, letters, business 

data and graphic displays. Connects directly to 
the VIC 20, prints all characters incl. letters, numbers and graphics. 
Reliable tractor feed mechanism. Accepts sprocketed 0 inch roll or sheet paper 
Unique uni-hammer print head for improved reliability. Cat X-2009. 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Introduction to Computing 
Sample programs in the book and on tape make this an interesting 
introduction for the non-computerist. Cat B-2001 : 	 $29.95 
Introduction to Basic 
A gentle but thorough introduction to BASIC programming. 
Instructional tapes are supplied. Cat B-2002 	 $29.95 
Personal Computing on the VIC 20 
The 'friendliest' computer guide available. This manual conies free 
with every VIC 20 but is also for sale separately due to the high 
demand. Cat 8-2003 	  $12.00 

(All books written especially for the VIC 20) 

JOYSTICK 111 .PADDLES 

Allows 4 way movement. Play For two player games such as 
against the computer as in the 'Tennis'. Small and compact 
popular arcade type game they allow movement left or 
'Space-Invaders'. Cat X-2020 right and are easy to fire with. 

ONLY $1990 ea 
Cat 11-2022 

$3950pr 

AND LOOK AT THE GREAT PROGRAM 
ON PLUG-IN CARTRIDGE 
Super Alien 	 Superslot 
Can you capture the aliens before they zap you? 	Colourful slot machine, works just like the real 
Cat X-2051 	  $39.95 	thing! Cat X-2049 	  $39.95 
Draw Poker 	 Midnight Drive 
Casino style poker recreates the real thing! 	Authentic night drive simulation provides chills and Contains 
Cat X-2053  	$39.95 	... spills? An unusual computer challenge. 
Rat Race 	 Cat X-2054 	  $39.95 
Race through a maze. Challenging game of action, 	Jelly Monsters 
requiring quick thinking. 	 Jelly Monsters abound in a maze, racing at you, 
Cat X-2055 	 $39.95 	following your every hove. Look out! 
VIC Avengers 	 Cat X-2050 	  $39.95 
Space action for arcade enthusiasts. You are the 	Super Lander 
VIC Avenger protecting the Earth from an invasion 	Pilot your Jupiter Lander through the treacherous 
of space intruders. 	 crevices of a mysterious planet. 
Cat X-204B 	 $39.95 	Cat X-2052 	  $39.95 

RANGE 
ON CASSETTE 
Car Chase 	 Space Math 
Fast paced road action 	 Maths improvement. Learn at home! 
Cat X-2031 	  $14.00 	Cat X-2035 	  $14.00 
VIC 21 Casino Game 
Casino style blackjack 	 Recreation Pack 

all of the above cassette programs in a six Cat X-2032 	$14.00 	pack. Cat X-2037. 
Biorythym  

 $75.00 Compare bioryttrym compatibility 
Cat X-2034  	$14.00 	Programmable Character Set 
Slither/Super Slither 	 Lets the VIC user create up to 64 programmable 
Dexterity game. 	 characters, and use them in BASIC programs. The 
Cat X-2036 	. 	$14,00 	Editor takes only one half kilo-byte of program 
Blue Meanies 	 space, works with tape, disk and printer. 
Space game. Watch out, they'll get you! 	Cat X-2045  	$29.95 
Cat X-2033 	  $14.00 

AND YOU COULD WIN A DATSUN STANZA - 
BUT ONLY FROM DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS! 



THE  COMPUTER 
COUNTRY GROUP 

The Apple Professionals 

• agile cornputer 
Authorized Dealer 

WE ARE VICTORIA'S OLDEST APPLE I 

EXCELLENT PRICES ! 
EXCELLENT SERVICE ! 
EXCELLENT BACKUP ! 
WHY GO ELSEWHERE ? 

WE HAVE PROBABLY ONE OF 
THE BIGGEST RANGES OF 

APPLE PRODUCTS IN AUSTRA 

COMPUTER COUNTRY (VICTORIA) PTY LTD 
338 QUEEN STREET, 
MELBOURNE VIC 3000. 
(03) 329-7533 

IN QUEENSLAND 
CALL COMPUTER CITY 

600 OLD CLEVELAND ROAD, 
CAMP HILL, QLD. 4152. 
(7) 398-6759 

IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
CALL KEY COMPUTER 

1055 SOUTH ROAD, 
EDWARDSTOWN, SA 5039 
(8) 277-8936 

IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
CALL COMPUTER CHOICE 

1297 HAY STREET, 
WEST PERTH, WA 6005 

	
SOON TO BE OPENING IN WOLLONGONG AND HOBART 

(9) 332-5651 
	

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (03) 329-7533 
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LET THE 

AUSTRAIIAfl ßEGIflflIflG 
BRING MAINFRAME POWER INTO YOUR HOME OR OFFICE 

THE AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING 
PTY. LTD. 

The Australian Beginning Pty. Ltd. is an Australian 
company, with Australian based computer facilities, 
using the Australian Telecommunications network 
to offer Australian clients Australian information 
services and software. 

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE LAUNCHING OF 
AUSTRALIA'S FIRST MICROCOMPUTER INFORMATION UTILITY 

The AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING 
is Australia's first microcomputer 
information utility, aimed at giving 
the average microcomputer user 
access to the computer data banks 
and also massive storage space 
previously only available to large 
Mainframe installations. The era of 
home computers has now officially 
begun in Australia, now that the 
AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING is here; 
as now, any small businessman or 
student can have on his desk for 
an extremely small cost, a system 
that has the level of storage power 
and access to data banks for which 
only a few years ago, government 
departments and large private users 
were paying millions of dollars. 

The AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING 
can be accessed through a number 
of 'approved' personal computers, 
and terminals, by use of an 
accoustic coupler or modem. 

Users will receive a number of 
benefits which will include: 

INFORMATION SERVICES 

Members will have access to a 
number of information sources which 
will include the latest news, sports 
results, financial reports, and farm 
information. 

ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Members will be able, also, to 
communicate nationwide with other 
AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING members 
through our system. 

THE AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING 

RECOMMENDS 3M DISKETTES 

SOFTWARE BANK 
Users will have access to a myriad 

of computer programs that will include 
entertainment, educational aids, 
programming and diagnostic tools, 
and financial applications. 

MAINFRAME POWER 
Users will have the capability to 

make use of the Mainframe's huge 
storage capacity by using any of our 
large programs, or storing your large 
programs on our system. 

SHOP AT HOME 
You can take advantage of our 

'shopping by computer' system to 
get the best prices on a number of 
popular consumer items. 

EXTREMELY EASY TO USE 
You do not have to be a computer 

programmer to make use of the 
AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING. All of 
the instructions are in everyday 
English, so that even the younger 
members of your family will be able 
to operate the system. 

LOW COST 
While services like these used to 

cost tens of thousands of dollars 
to the government departments and 
large corporations who used them, 
they are now available to you for 
less than the cost of a packet of 
cigarettes a day for the 'average' 
user. 

You can join the AUSTRALIAN 
BEGINNING by paying a one-time 
joining fee of $100, and a small 
hourly user charge of $10 an hour 
8 a.m. - 6 p.m. and $4.50 an hour 
6 p.m. - 8 a.m. weekdays and all 
weekends.  

TO JOIN THE AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING 
FAMILY, AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
THE EXCITING SERVICES WE WILL BE 
OFFERING, PLEASE COMPLETE THE 
COUPON BELOW: 

MEMBERSHIP REQUEST 

Yes, I think the idea of the AUSTRALIAN 
BEGINNING is great! I enclose S100 so please 
send me my user manual and password. 

❑ I have a computer, Brand 	  

Model 	  

❑ Please send me information on low cost 
equipment packages I can use to take advantage 
of the AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING'S services. 

NAME: 	  ....... 

ADDRESS• 	  

CITY• 	  

STATE: .... ....... ...... 	POSTCODE 	  

PHONE 	  

THE AUSTRALIAN BEGINNING 
(SALES) PTY.LTD., 

364 LaTrobe Street, 
Melbourne, Victoria, 3000. 

Tel: (03)329.7998 

❑ I am Interested, but I need more Inlormetlon. 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
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I 	Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition organisers before 
making travel arrangements to avoid wasted journeys due to cancellations, printer's 

errors, etc. Organisers are requested to notify APC of forthcoming events well in advance to allow time for 
inclusion in `Diary Data'. 

Melbourne Micro Computer Exhibition, 
SAE Australasian, (03) 347 2220 August 5, 1982 

Sydney Data 82, Centrepoint. Contact: Graphic Directions August 10-12, 1982 
Canberra National Microcomputer Conference. 

Contact: MICSIG, ACS August 18-20, 1982 
Hobart Ninth Australian Computer Conference. 

Telephone (002) 25 3129 August 23-27, 1982 
Melbourne Data 82, Melbourne Showgrounds November 9-11, 1982 
Sydney The 1st Australian Personal Computer Show, Centrepoint. 

Contact: Australian Exhibition Services March 10-12, 1983 

Here is a list of all Australian personal computer networks. As more networks appear — and as more 
facilities are added to existing ones — we'll report them in this section, which appears monthly. 

The Australian Beginning. 
Operator: The Australian 
Beginning Pty. Ltd. 364 
La Trobe Street, Melbourne. 
Tel: (03) 329 7998. Facilities: 
Information service, electronic 
mail, software storage, and 
software downloading. Hours: 
24 hours/day, 7 days/week. 

INFONET. Operator: Network 
Services Division of Computer  

Sciences of Australia Pty. Ltd., 
460 Pacific Highway, 
St Leonards, NSW. Tel: (02) 
439 0033. Facilities: Access to 
databases produced by the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics 
and the Institute of Economic 
and Social Research. Hours 
(E.S.T.): Monday to Friday 
(7am to 9pm), Saturday (8am 
to 5pm) and Sunday (8am to 
11.30am). 

AUSINET. Operator: ACI 
Computer Services, P.O. Box 
42, Clayton, Victoria. Tel: 
(03) 544 8433. Facilities: 
Medium to databases whose 
subject coverage includes 
agriculture, education, energy, 
industry, public affairs, science 
and technology and an online 
Australian database directory. 
Hours: 8.30am to 9.00pm 
E.S.T. Monday to Friday. 

IP Sharp Associates Network. 
Operator: IP Sharp Associates 
Pty. Ltd., 13th Floor, 175 
Pitt Street, Sydney. Tel: (02) 
232 6366. Facilities? The 
network is an international 
time sharing data processing 
network, the host computers 
being located in Toronto, 
Canada. Hours: 24 hours/day, 
7 days/week. 

Below is a list of alterations and additions to the list of user groups published in the 
March issue. Updates have been published in the April, May and June issues of APC; 

the next full listing will be published in the August issue. 

APPLE USERS GROUP 
OF WA 
The correct telephone 
number of the Secretary/ 
Treasurer, John Currie is 
Fremantle, 335 7257. 

OSBORNE USERS GROUP 
Forty Osborne Users 
attended the first Osborne 
Users meeting to be held in 
Australia. Mr Steve Freeman, 
General Manager of 
President Computers in 
Melbourne conducted the 
meeting from President 
Computers' Showroom 
Suite 1, 609 St Kilda Road,  

Melbourne. Those interested 
contact Roslyn Miller on 
(03) 529 1788. 

CANBERRA 
COMPUCOLOR CLUB 
(CCC) 
Intercolor and Compucolor 
users are welcome at 
meetings held at 7.30pm 
on the first Sunday of each 
month at the offices of 
Digital Equipment, 28 
Lonsdale Street, Braddon. 
Telephone Jim Farquhar 
AH 41 2870 or Ken 
Kerrison BH 65 5417 or 
AH 73 3793. 

CPU PEACH USERS 
CLUB 
Recently formed for Peach 
users in Perth, other 6809 
users are welcome at 
meetings. Those interested 
should contact Brendon 
Butcher on 367 5880 or 
write to the Secretary, 
1 Charf Crt, Riverton 6155 

VIC 20 MELBOURNE 
USER GROUP 
Meetings are held on the 
third Tuesday of every 
month, 7.30pm at 
Panatronics, 691 
Whitehorse Road, Mont  

Albert. For further 
information contact Neil 
Brandy on 890 0579 

CUVIE COMPUCOLOR/ 
ENTECOLOR 
MELBOURNE USER 
GROUP 
Meetings are held on the 
first Tuesday of every 
month, 7.30pm at 
Panatronics, 691 Whitehorse 
Road, Mont Albert. For 
further information 
contact Keith Ochiltree on 
82 8852. 
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by B. Christmas 

This program utilises APC-80 for its sound and graphics. 
SHMUNCK is a teacherlparent programmable maths game. It deals with whole numbers only, 

but both positive and negative numbers may be used. A selection of seven 
preprogrammed sets is also offered. 

The program works on two number 
problems, i.e. one number (operand 
(+,—,X,*;)) second number = answer. 
We will let operand show as 0 from now 
on. We will call these the first and 
second numbers. 

The program allows us to set the size 
and range of each number by setting the 
boundaries or parameters in which 
the computer shall select at random, i.e. 
if parameters of 12,4 are selected for 
the first number and 8,6 for the second, 
we will always get problems in the range 
1208=? to406=? 

Also, if the same number is entered 
for both parameters of a number 
range, only that number will be used, 
e.g. entering 8,8 for the parameters of 
the first number, and 5,5 for the 
second, restricts the computer to the 
problem 8 0 5 =?. 

Normal size numbers may be used, 
with the understanding that numbers 
are selected at random in-between the 
set parameters. Thus, the difference in 
size of the parameters should be limited 
to the RND(n) limit, i.e. 32767. 

Negative values may be set for any 
of these parameters, but the program 
will only accept them in order, i.e. 
enter highest value first, lowest value  

second. (The program asks for high and 
low values for first and second 
numbers.) 

The balance of this explanation 
uses these terms. 

Now that we understand what sort 
of information we will need to enter, 
we can move on. The program also 
allows us to select from 1 or more of 
the following operands, ADDITION 
SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION 
DIVISION. 

If more than one is selected, the 
computer will pick from the selection 
at random. 

Several things should be borne in 
mind. 

i) If you wish to work in positive 
numbers only for Subtraction, the low 
parameter for the first number must 
be greater than the high parameter for 
the second, e.g. I2,4(first);3,1(second) 
must always be positive, i.e. 4-3=1 is 
the lowest answer obtainable. 
BUT 12,4 ;5,1 may return 4-5=-1 
ü) Always ensure that the second 
number parameters cover a number 
that will divide evenly into the range of 
the first number parameters for division 
selection. It does not matter if the  

answer will be positive or negative. 
e.g. 12,2 ; 12,4 is alright 
BUT 12,2 ; 24,13 is not 

(nothing in this divided into 12,2 
will produce a whole number 
answer). 
Zeros are not accepted by the pro-

gram as divisor parameters, but other-
wise are allowed for. The program 
covers any other combinations in 
division, and if an error occurs, it is 
because our old friend RND(n) has been 
asked to do too much again. The rules 
for this are complicated, but an FC 
error may occur if the range of 
ANSWERS in division exceeds 32767. 
If it happens, reduce either set of para-
meters. 

Now, just to keep your head 
spinning, you may choose and program 
up to 12 levels. These may be used in 
several ways. 
i) It allows coverage of the 1-12 
multiplication tables (selection 1) 
ii) It allows difficulty levels in the 
game (bonus points are awarded as the 
square of the level selected). 
iii) Teachers may program problem 
levels for individual student require-
ments, or levels for groups who can 

WANT AVIC?   OR GOT A VIC ?.. 

IMP I .p 

----_-~..~. 
VIC PRINTER $479 — VIC $399 — ARFON EXPANSION $249 — VIC DISK DRIVE $699 

AS WELL AS THE TOP VALUE VIC20, WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF 
ACCESSORIES, PERIPHERALS, MEMORY & SOFTWARE TO SUIT 

welcome here 
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*IBM &*PANASONIC PERSONAL 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

	 FOR THE EXIDY SOURCERER 

ELECTRONIC DISK 
	 — EZY FILE 2 

This program is an upgrade to the I.B.M. P.C. 
DOS to permit the use of extended capacity disk 
drives and allow RAM memory to be used as an 
Electronic Disk Drive. 
This program will create the equivalent of a disk 
drive in your 'extra RAM memory. 

ISAM DATABASE 
INCLUDING A NAME AND 
ADDRESS 
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

ISAM (Indexed Sequential Access Method) provides 
keyed access to data files for reading, writing, updating 
and deleting records within the file. 
The whole purpose for storing information on the 
computer is to have the computer manage the 
information, print reports, and find upon request any 
particular piece of information. A good analogy is a 
public library where hundreds of books have been 
organised to make it easy to find any particular book. 
ISAM will be the librarian who possesses efficient skill 
in storing and retrieving records (books) in a file 
(library) by a records "Key". A file of addresses can be 
stored using the name as the record's key. Any 
particular record is then retrieved by specifying the 
name. The actual location of a record within the file is 
of no concern to the user or the application. ISAM 
interfaces directly to your Basic programs through a 
few variables. Accessing ISAM is a simple as execut-
ing a call to a basic subroutine. 
ISAM represents state-of-the-art software by using 
sophisticated techniques in its data architecture, sort-
ing, searching, updating, dynamic disk space manage-
ment, record buffering, searching by full key or by 
partial key, sequential retrieval in both a forward and 
backward direction, and accessing up to seven ISAM 
files simultaneously. 
You also get a complete NAME AND ADDRESS 
program that demonstrates ISAMs simplicity and 
power. 
FEATURES: 
OPEN FILE 	 GET RECORD BY KEY 
CLOSE FILE 	 GET NEXT RECORD 
ADD RECORD 	GET PREVIOUS RECORD 
DELETE RECORD GET FIRST RECORD 
UPDATE RECORD GET LAST RECORD 
SORT FILE BY KEY SHOW FILE STATISTICS 

$69.95 

BOWLING LEAGUE 
STATISTICS MANAGER 
This package maintains all bowling league statistics 
and memberships, computes individual handicaps and 
team standings, and prints various reports. This is the 
ideal system for a league secretary. 
EARN MONEY by using your IBM and this software 
package to maintain league statistics for several of the 
bowling leagues in your community. 
Printed reports can be sent to the screen, the IBM 
parallel printer, or to a serial printer. 	$99.95 

CROSS REFERENCE 
Will list your basic program and print all of the variables 
used in the program. The line numbers following each 
variable are the lines on which the variable is used. 
The program also cross references all line referencing 
statements such as GOTO, GOSUB, ON-GOTO, 
ON-GOSUB, IF-THEN-ELSE, and RESTORE. You 
can easily determine if a line number is referenced by 
another part of the program. 
The listing can be sent to the screen, the IBM parallel 
printer, or to a serial printer. 
EXAMPLE: PROGRAM LISTING 
820 Q$ = N$; J = 1; QL = 157 
830 IF J> QL THEN Q = 0; RETURN 
840 QM = (J + QL)/2 
850 IF Q$<Q$ (QM) THEN QL = QM + 1: GOTO 830 
860 IF Q$<Q$ (QM) THEN QL = QM - 1: GOTO 

830 
870 Q = 1: RETURN 
CROSS REFERENCE LISTING 
2 	830 FROM 	850 860 
4 	J 	  820 830 840 850 
1 	N$ 	  820 
2 	Q 	  830 870 
3 	Q$ 	  820 850 860 
2 	Q$() 	  850 860 
4 	QL 	  820 830 840 860 
5 	QM 	  840 850 850 860 860 
END OF LISTING 	 $24.95 

MINIMUM REQUIRED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION: 
✓ IBM-PC WITH 48K MEMORY. 
/ 1 DISK DRIVE, DOS AND DISK BASIC. 
/ EITHER MONOCHROME OR COLOR/GRAPHICS 

GAMES PACKAGE 1 
is a collection of 10 great games to play on your 
IBM-PC. Even though you may have purchased your 
IBM for "Work", these games turn the computer into a 
fun machine for the whole family. Includes games for 
both youngsters and adults. 
QUBIC: Tic-tac-toc-toe for four in a row. 
OTHELLO: Strategic moves capture the IBM's pieces. 
KINGDOM: Manage your peasants and knights. 
CRIBBAGE: Popular card game against the IBM. 
BLACK BOX: Solve the mystery with ray-gun clues. 
SPACE TREK: Rid the galaxy of Klingons. 
BLACK JACK: Las Vegas style card game of 21. 
MASTER MIND: Guess the code combination.$29.9 

Software Available Shortly  
Astro Attacker Ledger System 
Basic Tutorial Invoice & Statement package 
Chomp (Pacman) Stocks and Commodities 
Alien Invaders Executive Calendar 
Frog Lawyer Billing. 

CHOMP $21.95 
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MISSILE DEFENCE $19.95 
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IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corpora-
tion.  IBM and Panasonic are authorised names. 

FOR THE EXIDY SOURCERER -, EZY FILE 
Features include: fields of up to 20 
* Expansion of fields on-board screen editor. 
* Save files in format you wish. 
* Directory for disk users. 
* Save all or parts of file. 
* Expanded report features. 
* Print field in any order or position. 
* Up to 30 descriptors 
Plus more $65.95 
(Ezy file 1 — upgrade $30.00) 

CONVERTER 
CONVERTER 
Convert basic programs to text files under CP/M 
so that they must easily be modified to run under 
disk basics, $19.95. 

Software Available 

ASTRO ATTACKER $21.95 

ASTRO ATTACKER 

;? ~TT .(i  
C7:1 MI 	 l' I 	

II• (✓  G% 
	I 

1#4• 4►  
d:1118 	Lit IY! . I 	1111 dl L11T7! ._l 
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work as a team on difficult problems, 	during running, 	so keep it secret, it 	after some time at the same game, the 
e.g. long division, long multiplication. 	wipes the parameter settings! 	 basic 	Maths 	core 	could 	be 	written 

iv) 	As the problem answer is typed in, 	around several different games to keep 
the program monitors the answer, and 	interest 	up. 	Perhaps 	APC-80 	might 

THE PROGRAM ITSELF 	if it is correct, it goes over to the game. 	publish some, to keep teachers armed 
However, if the answer is incorrect, it 	with 	plenty 	of 	choices 	in 	their 

i) 	The name and score of the highest 	will allow one further figure to be typed 	Educational ammo! 
scoring player is kept. 	 in and then wipe the wrong answer, 	I am indebted to Eaglehawk Primary 
ii) 	You, 	as 	the teacher/parent, may 	resetting 	for 	another try. 	One 	digit 	School for the "lend" of some students 
select a time for the game to run (1-5). 	will be removed from the right of the 	(we didn't exactly have to twist their 
Each unit gives about 40 seconds play 	answer 	if 	the 	backspace 	key 	is 	arms). 	They 	pointed 	out the many 
time, + time for each SHMUNCK to 	depressed, or the whole answer removed 	`blues' in the game (but sir, the aliens 
"die". 	 if the New Line key is used. 	 HAVE 	to shoot back). The students 
iii) 	To 	reselect 	or 	reset 	parameters 	If you are programming you could 	also graciously allowed the teachers to 
and keep score, type in "MENU" when 	program a "password" into the start 	give 	me 	the 	data 	for 	the 
the program asks for your name. (This 	instead of "MENU" or alter the DATA 	"EAGLEHAWK 	SPECIAL" (cries of 
comes up when you answer "N" when 	statements to suit your needs, and save 	"get back and let me in kids"). This 
you are asked if you 	want another 	your own version. The DATA state- 	covers the normal problems for years 
game). 	 ments are labelled to assist with this. 	4-6. (In whole numbers only, fractions 

This 	is 	not 	indicated 	anywhere 	Also, as students seem to get bored 	will have to wait). 

PARAMETER DATA FOR "SHMUNCK" 
ADDITION 	 SUBTRACTION 	 MULTIPLICATION 	 DIVISION 

LEVELS 	II 	1st 	L 	II 	2nd L 	H 	1st 	L 	H 2nd L 	H 1 T. 	L 	H 	2nd 	L 	II 	I t 	L 	H 2nd L 
SELECTIONS 1 I 12 1 I 

3 12 3 3 
4 12 4 4 
5 
6 12  6 6 
7 12 7 7 
8 12 8 8 
9 

10 1
11 12 

12 	1 0 
11 

0 
1 I 

12 12 12 12 
2 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10 1 5 1 	5 I 25 1 5 I 

2 100 1 100 1 100 1 100 I 10 1 	10 1 144 I 12 1 
3 1,000 1 1,000 1 1,000 1 1,000 1 20 1 	20 1 144 1 144 I 

3 1 
2 

4 
12 

1 
1 

4 
4 1 

3 12 1 12 I 
4 1 10 1 10 1 

2 0 1 
3 40 1 0 40 10 
4 100 1 100 1 
5 1,000 1 1,000 I 

5 I 50 10 49 I 
2 99 50 49 1 
3 4 99 10 10 I 

 144 0 12 1 
5 50 10 49 1 99 50 49 1 99 10 10 1 144 0 12 1 
6 500 100 499 50 
7 999 500 450 99 

8 
11

9 
 499 99 100 

999 99 99 11 
10 500 100 499 50 999 500 450 99 499 99 100 11 999 99 99 11 

6 1 300 100 60 10 
2 1,000 500 100 60 
3 30,000 1,000 600 100 

7 
1 
2 

80 
500 

12 
100 300 5

0 	
0  

3 12,000 1,000 1,000 500 
4 30,000 20,000 9,999 1,009 

COMMODORENISICALC SUPER-SPECIAL - SAVE OVER $1600 

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY YOU CAN PURCHASE A COMPLETE COMMODORE COMPUTER 
SYSTEM — COMPUTER, PRINTER AND DISK DRIVE AND VISICALC FOR ONLY $3499 inc. tax 

COME IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION NOW! 

EDIBLE  1CLECTRONICS 
50 PARK STREET, ABBOTSFORD, VIC. 3067 	PH. 1031 41 5708 
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The table gives the parameters for easier operation. 	 1070 IF T2=64 AND T > 896 THEN 
the 7 selections. 	 1060 T2=PEEK(14496): IF T2=16 	T=T-2.2:PRINT@T, C5$;4"'; 

Users of the old System 80s and 	AND T < 954 THEN T=T+2.2: 1470 PRINT@397, "USE SHIFT TO 
TRS-80s can substitute these lines for 	PRINT@T-1," ";C5$; 	 FIRE, < > KEYS TO MOVE"; 

CLEAR 1000 
CSI- 	28)+CHR$11281+CHRf11841+CHR$(1431+CHR$11801+CHR$1128/+CHRfl128) V(12, 
DIM 1(12,4 4) 
DIM 1112,4/ 
POKE 233,0 
ROTO 1360 

SCHMUNCK SELECTION 

C1$-LHR4(176)+CHR$)116)+CHR$(144. 
C2f.CHR$1141)+CHR$1157)+CHRI(133) 
C31-CHk41135)*CHR$(135)+CHR*(133) 
C4$-"SNUNCK",H1-2C, 
RETURN 
L'1$-CHR$I176)+L'HR$(176(+C R$(176) 
C2$.CHRI1189)+CHR$1191)+CHR$(>90) 
C3$.CHR$1143)*CHR*1131)+CHR$1143> 
C4$."KLUNCK",H1=40 
RETURN 
CII.CHRI(176)+CHR$(176)+CHR$/176) 
C2I+CHRf(173)+CHR*1191)+CHR1(>58) 
C3I.CHR$1170)*CHR*1128)+CHR$)1491 
C4$-"CHUNCK",H1-SO 
RETURN 
C1$-CHR41144(+CHR$1128)-'CHR$(144) 

Cat-CHR$1135)+CHR$(135)+CHR*1133) 
C4$-"FLUNCK",H1.60 
RETURN 
CI$ CHR$(176)+CHRf(1761+CHR$(144) 
02*-CNRf(158>+CHR$((59)+CHR1(148) 
C3F.CHR$1135)+CHR$1131)+CHR$(133> 
C48-"PLUNCK"1H1-70 
RETURN 

0•VAL(0I)*1000, IF 0.0 THEN 0-2000,REM SELECTION OF LEVEL 

CLS,PRINTBO, STRINS$164 153) 
FOR K.62 TO 894 STEP 1{18SPRINTBK,AI$,PRINTNK+64,A1$>.NEX1 
PRINNT5896,STRIN8$(64,153), 

FOR H•1 TO X1 
PRINTBK,"LEVEL ";RK-K+64 
NEXT 
PRINT594 "$ THE 5 DEADLY SCHMUNCKS F"I 
FOR H.1 TO 5100 H GOSUB 100,150 00,2 300 
IF H-I THEN H3.160 ELSE IF H.2 TH 	

.,0
EN H3.177 ELSE IF H.3 THEN H3.424 ELSE IF H 

TPRINTBSH3,C14E$LSPRINTSH3+6Ä,C'2$3-PRINTBH3+ T 	TI 	3 	128, 03$;2PkINTBH3+188,(411"('•{H/t1U{ 

PRINT5958," ";,FOR F:.1 TO 5,BEEP H$30,H+20,NEXT 
NEXT 
PRIN1'5834," 
PRINTB836 "WHICH LEVEL" 
INPUT X,IF1 001 OR X>XI THEN 460 
CLS 

' SET UP PROBLEM 

Y-RND(4),IF I(X Y)-O THEN 500 

I Y
,
T

1 
	

v0, V3•V t%, Y, 3>, V4W (X, Y, 4)
F .4 HEN 640ELSN.0U 

 

'DIVISION PROCESSING 

IF V2C>0 AND V21-1->V1 AND 03>V21.-1 THEN V3-V2*-1 ELSE IF V1430 AND V1->V2*- 
ND V3>V1 THEN V3•V1 
IF V2I-1 .>VI AND V4.0/2 IHEN V4-V2 ELSE IF VI>VOR-1 AND 44-CV1■-1 THEN V4•V 

1 
El-03-04.1F E1.0 THEN V6•0318070 680ELSE IF E1.1 IHEN 06.1.13-RND12)+11OOTO 68 

V61IF EI,i OR
C14 
E2<-1 IHEN E2+FIX(E2) ELBE E2.IN1(EO) 

GELSE IF 53>-1 THEN E3-INT(E3) ELSE E3-FIX(E3) 

V7.FIX(V7){GOT0750ELSE IF E4.1 THEN V7-E'2-RND('21 
7-E4[SDTO 750 
)$-11-1)*-( ELSE V7-RNDIE4+1)-1 

=1 IHEN V7.V7*-I,SOTO 770 
THEN V7-VI*-1 
THEN 670ELSE 8010 860 

790 ' _ 	_ 
800 
810 IF E2>V2AND E2<^iHEN V6~E2+V4DELSE2V6.EN VS.EI+V'2 ELSE V5-RNDIEl+1)+V2-1 
B20 ON Y DOTO 830 840 850,860. 	

RNDlE2+I)+V4-1 

830 V7.V5+V6,PR1NTB90i',V5;'•+"1V61".";tGOTO 810 
840 V7.VS-V6,PRINTB900,V51"-"iV6;"-";,GOTU 870 
850 V7-V5*V6[PRINT5900 V51"t" V6 " 	,0010 570 
B60 PRINT9900,V53{ /" Vö1"-",[bOTb 87L11 
870 8.906+LEN(STR$(V5)I+LENISTR$ IV6)1 
880 FOR H.1 TO B-906{BEEP RNDf[0)+20,RND12V/+IO:NEXT 
890 PRINT+1

1
832,8TRINB$(8-892+LENISTRI(V711,"$"1;1PRINTB960,STkIN0I1B-B92+LEN(STR! 

9ÖCI)II~ Ö2iII THEN PRI14 TB922,"HIGHEST SCURE";02;'•BY ":014) 
910 FOR H.l TO IOO,NEXT 	

••;t3F 0-•.O THEN 1950 920 D.0-2tPRINI5986,"TIME LEFT"IP•iPRINTB3::0'." 
930 IF R1:0 THEN RL.ki-110OT0 960.LSE R1.2,R=RND(5):ON R BOSUB 100,150,200,250,3 

940 PRINTBJ " 	" ,PRINIBJ+64 " 	";1PRINIu)J+ I':e," 	"i 
950 J-RND(5Y)+11PRINTBJ,C1$ IPRINIi1J+64.C2$ PRINI+TJ+12B C341 
960 BEEF H1,3CNC6I.INF.EY$IIE L"64-' 0" AND C64-•."9" UR C61-"-' THEN C*.C*+C64tPk.I 
NTBB CI 1F VAL1C4).V7 THEN CF. ":00101010 
970 IF ~EEK114400).32 AND I.ENIC4040 IHEN C7$=LEF'T$(C$,(L£N(C4)-1>),Cf•C74,PRINT5 

9 4 .0 IF PEEK114400)-1 THEN C4."",PRINTS'B ' 
990 IF LEN(C*)->LENl5Tk4(V71) (HEN C$••'T•:PRINIVB;•' 	"; 
1000 OOTO 920 
1010 C$."•'IFOR 1..-832 TO 960 SIEP 64:PRINTa1F.,SIRINB*(62,1281[:NEX1 
10?O ' 
1030 ' 	SAME 
1040 T•926 
1050 PRINTBT,C54ti 
1060 T2-PEEh:1144C'O)tIF 12464 AND 1.954 THEN T- 1•.'..':HRIPIIaYI-)," ":1::;4: 
1070 IF T2.32 AND T>896 IHEN 1-T-2.2,PRIN1411,C51:" ': 
1080 0.0-51PRINTB960 C4$1 	SCHMUNC) )";H1*10;"'":" 	' 'lll4E ILII:":Ir:"  

1E 011" 	F'RINIB76.,•' 	`,BE'EP HS RND)2()+20:BEF.1 III~ I'.',.'" 
190 IF PEEE.114464).1 IHEN T3.11-BrJ:)12iREURAW I 	Ili 1:,0:4.00014 I'~, ' I. 13,4 

0,00101190 
1100 IF 31>0 THEN Jl•31-1:0010 1110ELSE ,)1-•kM111:•'•I..I.' IMU121 
1ll0 ON 32 OOTO 

,. 	
11:0 1120 

`1 0 IF J'3 IHEN,MOV~E 153601+J 111 10358+J 1-11R 2,0.1 -I ..1III1101140ELSE JI!1,0UT0 11 

11::0 IF 7%57 THEN, MOVE 15_50+J (Ti (:5360+7 FIJk 	.11 -• I4JI11 11_V 
1140 IF NND(8)31 THEN 11"'i'JEI.SE 13.(I-8''/4)12+3:J9 	,fUI+ k 1 10  
EDRAW J9,8 IU 13 41,NEX1,01-01-:5V 
115'> IF 1:1=•.V IHEN 1950ELBE 0010 1060 
1160 ' 
1170 REM TEBI FIkIN1i 

'.' 	' 1l8 
1190 FUN H•1 IU 10:FEEF' H*H H*l'.':NE!I:1F I-iv. .1 lull' I I"+ 	II11I1 I'i I'1•1IliI•: 
03-Q_+X$X,PklFlidl:'~!','•HIINIIS- T':U'~tt1:iLIlU4.'0'.'EI.SE 00,01 : :1•llll~ 11. 
1200 FI.IR W=I I0 `, 
1210 BEEP H1$2+40.H1$3/W 
12201 IF J5 AND 7•.53 THEN 

PRIN'TB.I+
F
6
R
7-
IN
W

I
,
B
9
J
1k
+2
IN
-W
G$
.5 
)

I
I
H
W
1
-
N
1
L
)
4
12
Iw1

"
:
1"

"
) 
5""LITL F4-IiIdJ,•455*•; 

1
2
23' 

	 1 IHEN 

 

PRINTBJ+137-W,SIRINB*11W-31*:."*"I: 
1250 IF W'f IHEN FOR H-t TO 60,NE%T 
1260 NEXT 
1270 FEEF 2•5 "5 

=~ 1 	
5 

1280 FOR W 	tU Ti 
1290 IF J t, AND J•53 THEN PR1NI4J+1-W.SI1TINS11(W*2 " "1[ 
1300 IF 8- 3.1 MIEN PRINTBJ+67-W,SIkINBI1TW--1)522" I~i1 
1310 IF W-._~ IHEN PRTNIDJ+1.i3-W,SIFING6,IW-3)t:,"  
1 320 NEXT 
1330 FCIk 11- 1 IU 4'.':NEXI 
1340 R1-O:PTtINId0,6IFY]N01164.1.'131[:Vk1NIW1," 	31GQ1'L:I 580 
1'3(' ' 
1 60: REM PROGRAM SELECTION 
1370 ' 
1300 14=L:HNI)l52)+LHR4(1535 H.Hk4,166).L'11NI,166):A1♦+I;Hk41166)+CHkf11661+CHR$1/53 
1+CHk$(]53):(1H4^"144/ttt5*44" 
1390 C1.5:X•+Itl=1:1'•1 
1400 Cil4""1'LEA.iE ENIEk'•:O'24- " FIILIHESI"tU34=•• LIIWFSI"IG4$-" VALUE OF FIRSI' NUMBER 

1411 	
':IT54-" VALUE OF SECOND NUMBER 	':D9$.L'Hk*1191) 

84 
1420 FkINI40,51kING4(61 1,,3)I 
1430 FOR 1,6: 10 894 SIEF'l2HtBEEP 14N8141!+:0,kN10:0)+30MPHlNTBJ,.Af;,RkINlBJ+64,h 

146l NEXI F4111414896, 5I k1N04 (64, 1:i31 [ 
1450' F•RINT8:59,'•W E L C' U M E - 10 	THE 	DAME OF SCHMONCE "1 
1460 PRINTB.,23,81R1N0*138,"1")  
147!' PkINld:97."USE 8141E1 10 FIRE ,ARROW FEYS TO MOVE" 
1490' PkINTB521."EACH MISSED SHOT FINU ENEMY HIT TAKES 5U POINTS.; 
1491' F'RINI4H48,"WkIIIEEI H1 B.f.:Hk1SlM15S : 10/'/'82";  

TERAM.* NOME"- :INFLII D4 
X-IIUI2,FITRY-lIU4:FOk2 - 11114:0,,,V,7)-0,1/X,  

153,0 PRINIW/Y9,"IEYCHERS,DI1 YII'I WISH TO ENTER YULIH OWN PARAMETERS?(Y/N)" 
1'340 B4"INLL>F: IF B4 	THIN 0"1:GUI01550E08E 1F B$-"N" IHEN 2050ELSE 1540 
1550 F'RIIiTII/2,"ENTER THE NUMBER IIF DIFFI('Ill TY LEVELS YOU WANT11-12)";,INPUTXIII 
F 41.1UHII 12 IHEN 
1560 PRINI7/72 'FI EASE PUSH THE REQUIRED FLAY TIME 11 10 5) 	";,Of.INK 
EV*, IF 

 
04."1" OR 04 	" IHEN 1560ELSE O-VAL(II>It1000 

1570 LLS:FHIN1" MI6 1$ HESIDNED TO BE ((N INCENTIVE SAME FOR MATHS STUDENTS," 
1580 PHINT:PNIFII" (NE STUDENTS HAVE 

p
1U CORRECTLY A

FF
NSWER MATHS PROBLEMS TO PLAY A 

1893EPRI
INSCHMII 1

0 TWELVE VE15LEVELS:El AYIN6 I
NE LEVEL OF 

BONUS POINT 
S" 
1600 FRINT,PRINT" AS THE PROGRAM ASKS FOR YOUR TEACHING REOUIREMENTS,PLEABE TYPE 
,HEM IN AND ENTER THEM WITH THE 4 NEW LINE i KEY" 
1610 PRINTt

F 
E PRINT50gp50 PU9 ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"IIF INKEY$.""THEN 1610ELSE 162(1 

1630 CLS,PRINT4"LEVEL'''';X, 
THEN 

1-ADDITION 12-SUBTRACTION 1 3.MULTIPLICATION 
4-DIVISION 
1640 PRINT5512,"PLEASE PUSH THE CURROSPONDINU NUMBERS TO SELECT";1PRINT296O,STRI 
NO$140 128) 
1650 B;=IN)'EY$11F 81."1" THEN I(X 1)-IIPRIN(5130' ASI` ELSE IF B8-"2" THEN 115,2) 
•I;PRINT5144 AS$ ELSE IF BI-"3" IHEN I(X,3 1-1,PHINT5162,A0$, ELSE IF 	-"4"THEN I(X,4)- 1,PRINTB1 	

B4 
78 ASs 

1660 FRIN75640 DD YOU WISH TO ALTER THESE SELECTIONS ? (YIN IF FINISHED) 
1670 IF PEEK)146001-2 IHEN I(X I)-O[I(X,2)-CI)I(X,3).0,11X,4)-O,OOTOI630ELSE IF "1. 
EEK(14594).64 THEN 1600ELSE 1650 
1680 PRINT5960,"5$ ENTER NUMBERS WITH N/L KEY 4t"; 
1690 3 194,PRIN1B512 011 
1700 IF 1(X,9)-0 THEN Y-9+1,J-J+16100T0 1710ELBE 1720 
1710 IF Y.5 THEN V-4,G0'TO 1860ELEE 1700 
1720 PRINT5514,G24;G4*;,PRINTBJ+190,"H ";0917,INPUT'V(X,Y,Z),PRINTSJ,V1X,Y,ZI1IPR 

G4$itPRINT2J+196,"H ";0911I,INPUT VIX,Y,ZI[PRINT5J'+6,VfX,V,Z); 

X Y Z-1) THEN /76OF,LSE 17'7G 
PNINTB512,"NUMBER9 INCURkECt VALUE - H/L" FOR K.1 TO 61NEXT 

Bgi

148,128/;,FOR K,-1 TO 3,0E51 >,,NEXTtZ-11PR1NTB512,G1*1180T0172 

N PRINI5J+64."+" ELSE IF Y•2 THEN PRINTS1J+64,"-";ELSE IF Y•3 

SEPRiNTBJ+THE
N PRINTBJ+64 /" 

i 	L ";G9I;IINPUTZ(X,V,Z)tPRINTBJ+I2B,V(X,Y,2) 

PRINTE524 031,G5${,PRINTBJ+196,"L "t0945,INPUTVIX,Y,2),PRINTBJ+134,V'( X,Y,2) 
4753.1.196,081.;  

IF Vt%,, 0)O( ANDS 0.4) THENN IB4OELSE IF V1X,Y,Z-1).0 AND Y.4 THEN 1840 
OOTO 1.60 
FOR H.1 TO 15,PRINTB512 "ZERO IB AN ILLEGAL PARAMETER FOR LOW IN DIVISION"1 
K-3 TO b, NE%T K,FRINTB512, 6TRINOf (54,128)i:FOR K-1 TO 3,NEXT K,NEDT,OOTO. 17 

FOR H.) TO 3P,PRINTB512,"NUMBERS INCORRECT VALUE - H/L" FOR K.-I TO 8,NEXT 
INTB512,8TRINO$(48,128)1,FOR K-I TO 3,NE%T F:,NEXT,Z-3,PRINTD512,G11;,GOTO 17 

Z-I,1F 9.4 THEN 9.113.194,00TO 1870ELSE Y-Y+1,J-J+161GOTO 1700 

IBI-INKEY$,IF B$-"V" THEN PRINT2512,STRIN80(90,128);,SOT01690ELSE IF  
ELBE 1870 

IF I(% 1)-0 AND 101 ,2/.0 AND I(X,3)-0 AND Il% 4)-O THEN 1R90ELSE 1900 
FOR F:-1 T'O 40,PRINTtt512 "YOU DID NOT ENTER ANY SELECTIONS';IPRINTB512,STRIN 
3,128= FOR K1.1 TO 3INEI(TINEXTIGOTO 1630 

D.1 ,.51 THEN 
I9IOELSE X-X+1IGOTO 1630 

' ANOTHER GAME? 

FOR 0.1 TO 200,NEXT 

01.01.+03,PR NTB202Y""YOURNSCOREPWAS "",QI,O*; 1Y/N).; 
IF 01>02 THEN O2.OI,D2$.D* 
IF 02>0 THEN PRINT5580,"HIGHEST SCORE 18"102;" BY "102$1 
01.1103.0 
BI-INKEYI,IF Bf."V" THEN 360ELSE IF B$-"N" THEN 1360ELSE 2010 

' PRE-PROGRAMMED SELECTION 

FOR K.130 TO 834 STEP 64.PRINTQK STRING$(60 128) ;NEXT 
PRINT5136,"PLEASE SELECT FROM THE FOLLOWING.' 

1 
PRINT0260,"1 11 MULTIPLICATION TABLES 1-12" 
P INTB324,"2 11 3 LEVELS OF RANDOM SELECTION"; 
PRINT B388,"3 ,I 3 LEVELS OF DIVISION"; 
PRINTB452,"4 11 5 LEVELS OF ADDITION", 
PRINT5516,"S 1* EABLEHAWK SPECIAL110 LEVELS"; 
PRINT558 ,"6 11 3 LEVELS LONG DIVISION" 
PRINTB644 "7 	4 LEVELS MULTIPLICATION'"; 
PRINTB839,"PLEA SE WAIT AFTER SELECTING"$,PRINT9958," 
B4INKEY* 
IF 11I."1" THEN 2200ELSE IF 131."2" THEN 2280ELSE IF BI-"3" THEN 2340ELBE IF 
4" THEN 2420EL5E IF D$-"5" THEN 2490 
IF 135-"6" THEN 2630ELBE IF B*-"7" THEN 2700 
8070 2150 

REM INPUT MULTIPLICATION TABLE DATA 

Y-3 
FOR 5.1 TO 12,FOR 2.1704 
READ H$IV(X,Y,Z)-VAL(H$),I (X,Y)-",BEEP RND120>+20,10 
NEXT, NEXT 
%1.12,D•IIGOTO 1360 

FOR H.1 TO 481READ HI,NEXT 
pFOEpRD5H.•1 TO 3,FOR Y-ITO4,FOR 1-1104 
NEXT1NEkV(XN%TZ)-VALIH$)lI(X,Y)-1.BEEPRNDl2O)+20,10 

X1-3,D-E11TioTO 1360 

FOR H•1 TO 96,READ Hl,NEXT 
9.4 
FOR X.1 TO 31FORZ-1704 
READ HI 

V(X. 
~NEXTVALIH$), IIX,V1-11BEEP RND(30),25 

NEX
X1.320-1,0070 1360 

FOR H-I TO 1081READ HIINEXT 
Y•1 
FOR 5.1 10 5,FDR 2.1704 
READ Hf*VIX,Y,2)-VALIHI),I(X,Y)-11BEEP RND 130)+20,30 
NEXT.NEXT 
/1.5,D.1180TO 1360 

FOR H-I TO 128,READ HI,NEXT 

FOR X•1 TO 4 
Y-Y+l 
FOR Z-1 TO 4 
READ HI,VIX,Y,Z)-VAL(H$) 1VIS,Y,Z)-VAL(H$)1115,9).111(X,Y)-11BEEP RND>50)+20 

NEXTI NEXT 

FOR 5.6 TO 9 
V-Y+l 
FOR 2.1 TO 4 
EAD HI1V(X,Y,Z(-VAL(HI1[V(10,Y,Z>-VALIH111I (10,4)-1,11X,Y1•I,BEEP RND120)+ 

I,GOTO 1360 

TO 16FÖREZ~IHTÖ 4XT 
J)X~Y,Z>•VAL(H411I(X,Y)-11BEEP 50,50 

.00T0 1360 

Y.3 
FOR H.1 TO 172,READ H$INEXT 
FOR X-ITO4,FORZ-1704 
READ HIVIX,Y,ZS.VALIH4I,I(X,Y).11BEEP 100,20 
NEXT, NEXT 
XI-4,0.11EOTO 1360 

' SELECTION 1 
DATA 12,1,1,1,12,1,2,2,12,1,3,3 
DATA 12,1,4,4,12,1,3,5,12,1,6,6 
DATA 12,1,7 7 12 1,8,8 12 1 9,9 
DATA 12 1 li',10,12,1,11,11,12,1,11,12 
BELECTj ON 2 

DATA 10 1,10 1,11',1,10.1,5,1,5 1,45,1,5 I 
DATA 101' 1 !i'(', I. 1!'n, I. Ilii' 1, Ill 1, IDI 11

041: 111Ä:I , 144. DATA 10,01 1 I 	t. i!'! . 1 1 	!', I.:1'. 
SELECTION 

DATA 4 1 4.1. 1',1,4,1, t',1, 14.1 
'SELECTION 4 
DATA 115T 1 

117N 
IV 1.10.1.10.1.41',1•',•1'',1",100, 1. 100.1, 1000, 1,1r100.) 

SELEC 
SAT)) 50 10'.49,1 99 "> 49 1.9'1.1".1!'.1 144.!1,12.1 
DATA 5015' 1?'1' 494, Ii ', 949, t oo, •I`:0, 49. 494, 59, 100, 1 1 . 999, 99.99.1 1 
SELECTION b 

DAl(1 ('!0', 6!',101,1'!!'!'.::0•!,1"0. 6!'. 200,00, I„0'1.'. 6. 	110 
'SELF l~1 11N 7 
DATA Ti!,. I:. Elv. 16. ... 101, 300.13 ,120,. ,)'•. ., 1!'•.-.5t,, . 21” 	Y9')/,1 

The author advises that he is prepared to send tapes to people who can't be bothered typing in 
the program. Those interested should send $10 to Mr Brian Christmas, Webster Street, 

Eaglehawk, Vic 3556. Profits will be donated towards a computer for his school. 
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One TIME 
microcomputer... 
replaces: 
• IBM 3275, 3780 
■ Honeywell 7750, 7700, 7801 
• UNIVAC U100, U200 
• Burroughs TD830 
■ NCR 501, 301, 101 
• ICL 7181 

and excels at: 
■ Word Processing 
■ Financial Modelling 
■ Accounting 
■ Program Development 
■ Offline Data Entry 
■ Remote Job Entry 

If your workstations can't do all this, why not buy our TIME and save yours. 
It's good value ... and it's Australian. 
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Ref Ref Ref 
No. Title No. Title No. Title 
001 DIG & BURY 101 HESCCOUNT 403 BREAKOUT 
002 U.F.O. SHOOTING 102 DRAGON MAZE 404 INVADER FALLS 
003 SUB-ATTACK 103 HESPLOT 405 VICTERM 
004 MOORSE 104 MAZEOFMIKOR 406 VICAT 
005 RAINBOW 105 PINBALL. 407 VICHECK 
006 CRAZY BALLOON 106 SKIER 408 SPACE DIVISION 
007 MOLE ATTACK 107 SIMPLE SIMON 409 LONG DIVISION 
008 SUBMARINE 108 TANK WARS 410 SUPER HANGMAN 
009 NAVAL BATTLE 109 VICTREK(8K) 411 GLOBBLER 
010 FIRE TREK 110 FUEL PIRATES 412 THE ALIEN 
011 TREASURE CARRY IN 111 PAK BOMBER 413 30 MAZE 
012 HEAD ON 112 LASER BLITZ 414 CAROM 
013 I.C.B. MISSION 201 HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 1 & 2 415 RACEWAY 
014 BALLOON BOMBER 202 HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 3 & 4 416 LASER WAR 
015 TEN PIN BOWLS 203 VIC TRAP 417 DRAGON MAZE 
016 HI-RES. DEMO 204 SEAWOLF 501 JUNGLE 
017 VIC CUBE 205 BOUNCE OUT 502 DUNE BUGGY 
018 MONSTER CHASE 206 MONSTER MAZE 503 SKI-RUN 
019 LASER FIGHT 207 HOME INVENTORY 504 THE WORM 
020 EUREKA STOCKADE 208 MATHS HURDLER 505 SUPER WORM 
021 LUNAR LANDER 209 LOAN ANALYSER 506 COSMIC BATTLES 
022 ROCKET COMMAND 210 CODE MAKER 507 SPACE DEFENSE 
023 CITY BOMBER 211 CODE BREAKER 508 FROGGER 
024 MINEFIELD 212 CAR COSTS 509 CAR RACE 
025 HANGMAN 301 METEORS 601 A-MAZ-ING (6K) 
026 PACKMAN 302 DEPTH CHARGE 602 AMOK 
027 SUPERLANDER 303 GUNFIGHT 603 MASTER WIT 
028 TARGET 304 ASTEROIDS 604 ALIEN BLITZ 
029 MAZE 305 VICVADER 605 KIDDIE CHECKERS 
030 PIANO/DRAGON 306 UFO ATTACK 606 SIMON 
031 SOUND EFFECTS 307 SLOT MACHINE 607 WALL STREET 
032 CHEQUE BALANCER 308 SLALOM 608 VICALC 
033 AUNT SALLY 309 INDY 500 701 SPACE INTRUDERS 
034 SEMAPHORE(3K) 310 OTHELLO 801 CHECKER KING 
035 SEMAPHORE (6K) 401 STAR WARS 802 TIME TREK 
036 CHARACTER CREATOR 402 SKY MATHS (6K) 901 MIN-VIC 

VIC SOFT 
Over 100 Cassettes available 

NOW FOR VIC 20 COMPUTERS 
fron only$14.00 each 

STOP PRESS : now available 
* VIC word processor using 8K expansion * Educational programs - Contact your local dealer direct 

Tear out this page now and send your order in to the following 
dealers: 

VIC 
Edible Electronics, 
50 Park Street, 
Abbotsford. (03) 41 5708 

or direct to... 

SA, NT & TAS 
Computer Imports Colour 
Computer Centre, 
220 Morphett Street, 
Adelaide (08) 211 8146 

NSW, QLD, ACT & NZ 
Computer Cellar Pty. Ltd., 
136 Maitland Road, 
Mayfield, 
Newcastle (049) 67 5700 

Inc SO.FF TflLs( 9) 36U 
 355ALIA S 6110 
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EXPANDER BOARD 	 ~ 

FOR VIC 20_t•44';‘°274. 
It is still under wraps but we will tell you WHAT 

IT CAN DO!! 
SA, NT & TAS. 	 NSW, OLD, ACT & NZ 
Computer Imports Colour 	 Computer Cellar Pty. Ltd., 
Computer Centre, 	 136 Maitland Road, 
220 Morphett Street, 	 Mayfield, 
Adelaide (08) 211 8146 	 Newcastle (049) 67 5700 

By now you must be delighted with your Vic 20 
and are starting to realise more fully the 
enormous potential that this product offers. 
The value of a computer that uses the same 
micro chip and operating system as a world 
wide success gives it a range that will be hard to 
match in a totally new computer. The addition 
of a colour display makes it a very up-market 
product right from the start. 
We have taken this microcomputer with its 
power unit, its modulator, decided upon the 
expansion you would need and condensed it all 
into an expandable computer system. To allow 
you sufficient power we have replaced the 
small power supply with a specially designed 
power pack. We are giving you a mother board 
with 7 cartridge expansion sockets. 
The cassette port and disc port are still totally 
usable as are the games paddles etc. Your 
modulator will now be held at the rear of the 
expansion board. 
We have housed your new computer system 
including the Vic 20 itself in an aluminium shell. 
The front of the housing follows the contour of 
your Vic 20 while the rear is raised to give 
protection to your cartridges. 
As an option we offer an aluminium cover to 
give greater security and protection, at the 
same time providing a base for your television. 
Educational users will no doubt secure this 
cover to the main shell preventing the removal 
of cartridges. 
The power pack has an extra 24 volt rail and 
socket at the side of the shell that will power the 
new Arfon Micro Printer which is being 
especially designed for our Vic 20 range. 
We wish you continued success with your new 
Vic 20 system and look forward to any 
correspondence you may like to send to our 
users group. 

APPROVED FOR USE WITH THE VIC 20 COLOUR COMPUTER 
From basic unit to basic system with one push. 

	

MAIN DISTRIBUTOR:

VIC SOFT' 
	

P.O. Box 251  
Gosnells 6110 W.A. 1.1D g 
Tel. (09) 361 1355 	onwlERlCuan, I 2 

EXPRESS I 0  
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YOU'VE GOT A HEAD START 
HERE'S PAGE ONE OF OUR BRAND NEW 

256 PAGE CATALOG 

. FOR THE OTHER 255 PAGES, 	 
SEND  $2.50 TO ... I'' deForest 

7, Computers 
26 STATION STREET, 

_ 	 NUNAWADING, VIC. 3131 
(03) 877 6946 

►i~,/

~._
/!' 	 I 

• [ • r• 

r COMPUTER SYSTEMS 	SOFTWARE 	CPM -. PRINTERS - CONSUMABLES 
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by J J Clessa 

There was a very good response to our 
puzzle about the committee of the 
ladies' golf club — about 70 entries, 
mostly with the correct solution. The 
answer was beautifully given in verse 
by R Farquhar who wrote: 
When all the votes were counted 
And all the likes and dislikes reckoned, 
The captain's place went Audrey's way 
With Freda closely second. 
Wee Betty became treasurer, 
But what a fuss. I guess 
If that's the kind of folk who play 
Golf, I'll stick to Chess. 

SHARP PC 1500 
Continued from page 20 

Prices (including Sales Tax) 
Sharp PC1500 	 $319.00 
CE-150 	 $250.00 
Cassette (CE-152) $89.95 
Rolls of printer paper (each) $0.40 
Pennibs for printer: Pack of four $4.00 
4k RAM expansion $70 
8k RAM expansion $140 

Nice one, but unfortunately your 
name was not the random selection. 
That honour went to L. Davidson --
your prize is on its way. 

Meanwhile, thanks for all the ideas 
for puzzles that some of you send in 
from time to time. It's not always 
possible to use them, for a variety of 
reasons, but whenever we do, we 
certainly acknowledge the originator. 
Keep the ideas flowing. 

QUICKIE 
Using the symbols +, —, / or *, rearrange 

Benchmarks 
The calculator Benchmark (which 

I found in an article in the US magzaine 
Microcomputing) consists of a program 
to evaluate the expression: 

N 	-J 	-N 
P=IE(1+Y) +M(1+Y) 

J=1 
with M=20,000, I=1400, N=50 and 
Y=0.08. (Answer is 17553.30307.) 
The formula is, in fact, used to 
calculate bond yields in the financial  

four fives to equal the numbers one to 
ten. For example 5/5 * 5/5 =1; 5/5 
+ 5/5 =2, etc. 

PRIZE PUZZLE 
By subtracting two million from a 
perfect cube, a number can be obtained 
which is itself a perfect square of one of 
the factors of two million. What is that 
factor (all numbers are positive 
integers)? Answers, on postcards only 
please, July Prize Puzzle, APC, P.O. Box 
280, Hawthorn, 3122, to arrive not 
later than 30 August. 

world. I was attracted to this formula 
for two reasons, the first being that I 
liked the idea of a complex expression 
similar to those encountered in real life 
applications and the second being that 
the author listed Benchmark timings for 
several popular calculators using this 
expression and, in addition, a figure for 
the size of the program and the percent-
age of total memory used 
The four parameters — M, I, N and Y — 
must be input to the running program 
from the keyboard. 

311=
THE 

COMPUTER 
CONNECTION 

SBDRNE% 
IS NOW AT 

THE COMPUTER CONNECTION 

T sBalprisjE 
Ine S2595 	mlNl Prnr lul Illr tP,Inuro. I, rl n•yu,h'rr41 hnrlrnupM „I 11•b, 	~. Cvropldr•r 

, 	Illew pot., 	Wr16l';IA1. 	 Mnll 	 • ti Ini„Annrh 
I'Irn1 , I 	 nlil,u ,,rl II'. A ', 
~;uPrl,l.rvl 	. 	'111,",IUrN .,1 tign nr 	, alp Inlud 	r.11A',Il. 	., irgr,lru.a Inl,Irn,n,6 	,I f ,r , I ,der 
Sy,1 	r, 	Mhf'.II 	~ I,ec{~tit ,• r „ II ul;r1•~„r , IrF .I M~~ l~ . , ~11 	u,1 , 1' Al 	 , .I 
D,y11 , I , r .r,lr. „ 

629 THE KINGSWAY, MIRANDA. 
RIGHT OPPOSITE MIRANDA FAIR 

Telephone: (02) 526 1404 

PeachSoft 
Software for the HITACHI PEACH computer 
All disk sizes — 8" DSDD 5" DSDD 5" SSSD 

Special inaugural offer: 
H IW R ITER Color Wordprocessor $229 
HICALC Visual Calculator (integrates. with Hiwriter) $149 
Business System (per module) $299 

Debtors/Invoicing, Creditors, Stock Control, 
General Ledger Includes full alpha codes (ISAM) 
& 12 months' trading history. A professional, 
quality product 

Personal Finance Pak (per module) $99 
Cheque writer/reconciliations etc 
Asset Management, Investment Management 

Assembler -- better than ASM9 $29 
Color Graphics Software plus dump to printer 

(please specity) 
$99 

Excellent Light Pen Painting program $79 
Bank Select 84K DOS $69 
Bank Select for 40K DOS $35 
Simple Disk-based PERT $135 
All above software is copyright (you are not allowed to 
copy it to give away or resell). Please write the word 
'APC718' on your cheque or money order as acknowledge-
ment of copyright. 
Excellent Database coming soon 	 
Lots more software coming soon 	 
We are official exclusive CP/M and FLEX software house 
for Delta Semiconductors --- CP/M board coming soon. 

Peachsoft, 12 Toorak Drive, Dingley, 3172 
Dealer enquiries welcome 

Phone: (03) 551 4239 
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DENCHTES 
No BUSINESS SYSTEM II 

Peter Rodwell tests one of the latest upmarket 
business micros from the States. 

Monroe is an American company wnicn 
has for some years now been known for 
its desk-top calculators; I'm sure you 
know the sort — those large things the 
size of a portable typewriter which 
professional number-handlers who don't 
actually require computing power still 
buy because, unlike pocket calculators, 
they're built to take a real pounding. 

However, people must move with the 
times and, even if you don't need pro-
grammability or data storage facilities, 
you're supposed to have a desk-top 
computer these days; calculators are 
definitely not what the up-and-coming 
accountant wants seen on his desk. 

Perhaps sensing this trend, Monroe 
has taken the logical step of going into 
the personal computer market. It still 
makes those large calculators (presum-
ably there are still people around who 
just won't let go of an old technology), 
although they re no longer on sale in 
this country. 

Two basic models make up the 
Monroe range: the OC 88XX, a business 
(or `occupational', as the Monroe 
brochure puts it) micro, and the 
EC 8800, a rather nice-looking educa-
tional model with colour graphics, not 
yet available over here. Two business 
models are made, the OC 8810, which 
has a single minifloppy disk and the 
OC 8820, which has twin disks. This 
Benchtest is of the OC 8820. 

Hardware 
The 8820 is an all-in-one computer with 
the electronics, keyboard, screen and 
disks housed in a well-made and quite 
heavy two-tone beige ABS casing 
measuring 53cm deep by 48cm wide by 
29cm high. The whole unit is solidly 
constructed and has a feeling of real 
quality about it - you're left in no 
doubt that this is a serious piece of 
office equipment, built to take the 
pounding of day in, day out commercial 
life. 

The keyboard has 93 keys, arranged 
in six groups. The main group is, of 
course, a full qwerty keyboard of type-
writer pitch and with a nice solid feel, 
eminently suitable for touch-typing. To 
its right is a numeric pad with arith-
metical operators, and beyond this is a 
column of cursor control keys topped 
with a clear/home key. A solitary red 
key labelled `STOP' sits in the upper 
left corner; to its right is a row of two 
blocks of four programmable function 
keys such as editing and caps lock con-
trols. All the keys auto-repeat when 
depressed for longer than a second or 
so. 

The 22.5cm screen at first looks 
rather small but in fact, when you're 
seated at the machine and using it, it's 
just fine. The screen provides the first 
surprise of the system; it has orange 
lettering on a grey background. I found 
this fairly weird at first, being used to 
green on black, but I soon got used to it 
and found it quite pleasant to work 
with. The 80 x 24 display is rock-steady 
and clear, the lettering having true des-
cenders, although it was slightly blurred 
around the edges of the screen. The full 
ASCII character set can be displayed plus 
a range of `chunky' graphics; the latter 
are displayed not directly from the key-
board but by sending the appropriate 
codes to the screen from a program. 
Characters can also be displayed in 
double height, double width, inverse 
video or dimmed. A brightness control is 
mounted just below the screen in the 
form of a thumbwheel protruding 
downwards from the bezel. 

The twin minifloppy disks are 
mounted horizontally, one above the 
other, to the right of the screen. The 
disks, made by Micropolis, are single-
sided, double density soft-sectored units 
holding 320k each. They are almost 
silent in operation, making only a slight 
`clunk' when they turn off and on. 

Inside, a 3MHz Z80 sits at the centre 
of things, with 128 kbytes of RAM to 
play with plus 4k of video RAM and a 
2k bootstrap PROM. 

Along the bottom edge at the back is 
a row of connectors with which the 
Monroe communicates with the outside 
world. Three of these ate RS232 ports, 
labelled 	'Printer', 	n~irunication 
I/O' and `Auxiliary servn.,e I/O'; the 
latter is designed for service engineers - 
a troubleshooting ROM pack plugs into 
it to aid with system diagnostics. Two 
other, larger connectors are labelled 
`Expansion bus' and `External disk' 
more on these later. The reset switch is 
mounted at the back, too, but the on/ 
off switch lives on the left side, low 
down towards the back. 

A final note on the hardware design: 
this is one of the quietest machines I 
have come across (among those which 
have disks, of course). Not only are the 
disk drives virtually silent, but so is the 
fairly powerful fan. 

Operating system 
'rhe mention a few paragraphs earlier 
that the system has 128k of RAM will 
have already alerted you to the fact that 
the Monroe is somewhat different to the 
majority of 8-bit machines low :m the  

market. This difference gets larger the 
deeper one probes into the machine. 

Although CP/M is available as an 
option, the standard operating system 
which comes with the machine is 
Monroe's own operating system, which 
I'll be abbreviating here to MOS, and 
which bears no relation to CP/M 
whatsoever. 

MOS is a single-user multi-tasking 
operating system which takes the form 
of 43 kbytes of `core' software (ie, it 
sits in memory all the time) plus a 
number of utility programs which reside 
on disk and are called in as needed. 

On power-up, or on hitting reset, the 
system first performs a memory check 
(which takes seven seconds, during 
which a message on the screen tells you 
what's happening) and then, to the 
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accompaniment of a `waiting' message 
on the screen, searches both disk drives 
for a disk containing MOS. It will boot 
from either drive but drive 0, the lower 
drive, is the preferred one. The operat-
ing system, all 43k of it, takes 10 sec-
onds to load, during which the screen 
message changes to Loading'; once it's 
running, a green LED next to the disk 
drives lights up to say that MOS is 
active. 

CP/M contains certain intrinsic 
commands such as 'DIR', the directory 
command, which are executed directly 
by the operating system without the 
need to load and run a separate program 
resident on disk. MOS has no such 
intrinsic commands; it considers any-
thing typed in at the keyboard to be the 
name of a program on disk and goes to 
look for it on the currently-active drive, 
giving a terse error message if it can't 
find it. 

To describe MOS in full detail would 
require a separate review of considerable 
length. The following description is, 
then, more a brief run-through of the 
system's facilities than an in-depth 
study. 

Each utility program is kept on disk 
as a task file (the equivalent to a CP/M 
`corn' file — ie, a directly-executable 
program). 

Allocate: allocates space on a disk as 
a direct-access file, either binary or 
ASCII. 

Bootgen: used when creating a new 
disk; it tells the bootstrap loader where 
to find the operating system on the disk. 

Close: takes a specified device off-
line; has to be used before you remove a 
disk from the system. 

Command: similar to, but more 
versatile than, CP/M's `Submit'. This 
allows you to execute a number of 
commands by creating a text file of the 
commands and handing this to 
Command for execution. We'll discuss 
this in depth later. 

Copya: this transfers ASCII between 
two devices; not only can this be used 
for copying, but it can also function be-
tween, say, the keyboard and a disk, so 
that the text can be typed straight onto 
disk. 

Copyi.: this performs an image copy 
between devices and/or files. It would 
be used, for example, for making back-
up copies of disks. 

Copylib: a fast transfer copy pro-
gram; it can also be used to delete 
programs and operates in either an 
interactive or automatic mode. 

Copyt: used for copying task files; 
task files can be either absolute or relo-
eatable and this utility will copy either. 

Creindex: allocates and creates an 
ISAM (indexed sequential access 
method) file. 

Delete files: does exactly that. 
Diskcheck: It's necessary to close 

files before changing a disk or switching 
off. If you forget to do this, Disckcheck 
gives you the chance to repair the 
damage by closing any files left open on 
the disk. 

Diskinit: initialises a disk after it has 
been formatted by giving it a volume 

name and bit map. 
Format: formats a blank disk. 
Lib: display a disk directory. Typing 

L displays just the file names (which can 
he up to 12 characters long) and the 
type of file: Tsk for task, Ase for ASCII, 
Bac for Basic, etc. Typing L, F displays 
this information plus a good deal more, 
such as file sizes and the date and time 
they were created and last used. 

Open: brings a device on-line.; if 
you're using drive 0 and you want to see 
what's on the disk in drive 1, you have 
to close drive 0 and open drive 1 first 
before typing L for Lib. 

Option: each file has certain attri-
butes, which can be changed with this 
utility. Thus a file can remain in 
memory after execution or be deleted 
from it; and a task can be aborted by 
another task or not. 

Priority: as MOS is a multi-tasking 
operating system, tasks can be given 
priorities to determine their order of 
operation. That's what this does. 

Rename: renames a file. 
Space : tells you how much space is 

left on a disk, in sectors, which isn't as 
immediately useful as a kbytes read-out 
would be. 

Set: enables the creation of an auto-
start disk, ie, one which would immed-
iately start an application program on 
boot-up without the user having to 
work through a sequence of operating 
system commands. 

Sort: sorts out the contents of a file, 
including ASCII and numeric data files. 

Time: sets the internal clock/ 
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The ist Australian 
Personal 
Computer show 
Centrepoint Sydney 
■ 10-]2 March 1983 

• One Visit 	■One Single Exhibition 	•One Location 
Meet a $50,000,000 audience with their attention focused exclusively upon personal 
computers for: 

• Commerce 	■Industry 	•Science 	■Education 	■The Home 
FILL IN THE ATTACHED CARD FOR MORE INFORMATION 

- 'For knowledge itself 
Olt 	is power...lohok  

Francis Bacon 
`Religious Meditations: Of Heresies' 

True in 1597 and almost a cliche in today's 'information age'. One 
wonders what a mind like Bacon's would have made of the impact 
and potential of microcomputers. Heresy indeed! 
Whatever our fears, our worst paranoia or foreboding of life in the 
21st century might be, an understanding of how personal computers 
will alter our lives becomes essential. 
Whether one views it from the perspective of 'getting in on the 
ground floor'; from the more selfish (many would say, pragmatic) 
standpoint of 'if I don't get into it my rivals will'; or simply to stay 
literate in a society where literacy will shortly depend on the three 
'R's and a 'C', the need to subscribe to Australian Personal 
Computer is self-evident. 
We're Australia's largest-selling microcomputer title and one of the 
country's fastest growing publications. We attempt to cater to the 
widest possible spectrum of microcomputer users and we value our 
readers and their opinions. 

I 	 ~ 
I 	Australian  

BUSINESS  
COMPUTER  

Don't miss out ... 
I 	 i 
I 	 i 

Australian Business Computer is Australia's only magazine special-
ising 

 
in the peculiar problems of business computing. Without fear 

or favour, ABC offers advice on selection, installation and operation 
of business computers, with a particular slant on smaller businesses. I 

i Experts from Australia and overseas offer their wisdom in a concise, 
readable form. 
Next month's edition includes reports on computers in law, pro- 

I blems with taxation on computer products, and the use of systems 
analysis techniques for buying hardware. Plus news and reviews on 
the latest products, and a commentary by ABC's hard hitting I 

i columnist Ashley Goldsworthy, one of Australia's leading business 
computing authorities. 	 I 
Valuable articles like these are in ABC each month. For a 12 month i 

l 	subscription to ABC (10 issues), fill in the form below and return it 
I 	to us without delay. For the sake of your business, it will be money I 

well spent. 

Please complete this form and return to our offices as soon as 
possible.  

special 
offer 

page 119 
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Please complete this form and return to our offices as soon as 

AustralianBusiness ( -omputer. JuDscrlpU 	u ons cpartntcnt. 
I P.O. Box 280, Ilawthorn, Vie. 3122.  
I 	  --- I 
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Keyboard feels nice and solid 

MONROE 8820 
calendar. Unfortunately this is a soft-
ware clock/calendar, so re-booting the 
operating system, such as is necessary 
when changing a disk, sets it to zero 
again. A hardware clock/calendar would 
have been more practical. 

Vol : sets or changes the names of the 
system volume (ie, disk). 

The above are all utilities associated 
with the system itself. An additional set 
of utilities is provided under the general 
classification of task handling utilities as 
follows: 

Cancel: this cancels a task which is 
either current or in memory but dor-
mant. 

Continue: continues a task which has 
been paused. 

Devices: displays information, 
including current status, of all the 
devices in the system. 

Load: this loads one or more tasks 
into memory to allow multitasking to 
take place. The tasks are loaded in 
sequence and activated using the Start 
utility (see below). 

Pause: this simply pauses a specified 
task. 

Run: this combines the Load and 
Start utilities; tasks are brought into 
memory and immediately executed. 

Slice: during multitasking, work is 
scheduled according to each task's 
priority or according to time slices 
within that priority. If two tasks have 
an equal priority, the first in the queue 
will take all the processor's time until 
it's finished. Slice allows you to allow 
them to execute simultaneously by 
allocating time slices (in milliseconds). 

Start: as mentioned earlier, this 
initiates tasks which have previously 
been Loaded into memory. 

Task: lists the status of each task 
currently in memory, showing its 
priority, status, etc. 

At first sight, MOS appears both com-
plicated and unfriendly, particulary if, 
like me, you have become accustomed 
to CP/M and its many and varied idio-
syncrasies. The profusion of copying 
utilities, for example, seems very 
confusing at first; and there's no easy 
way to find out what's on one disk if 
you're logged into the other — you have 
to type Close fpy0: open fpyl:' and 
then Lib, for example, if you're logged 

onto the lower drive and want to see the 
directory of the disk in the other drive. 
Compare this to the equivalent CP/M 
command, DIR B:. 

But a closer look at the utilities 
not only reveals that things are not as 
bad as they seem but shows the 
philosophy behind the Monroe System. 

A microcomputer system will be used 
by two types of users — programmers 
and end users. In our Benchtests, we 
look at systems from the end user's 
point of view, mostly, although the 
programmer's angle obviously cannot be 
neglected. Looking at this machine as an 
end user, it appears awkward 
unfriendly, overly complex and 
unnecessarily nitpicking in its syntax. In 
short, most end users, particularly the 
`naive' (in computing terms) business 
user at whom the machine is aimed, 
would be frightened silly by it. 

But it not intended that the end user 
should have to grapple with the utilities 
directly. The facilities exist for the pro-
grammer, using the very powerful util-
ities, to insulate the user from the oper-
ating system completely — the user 
would buy his Monroe with the soft-
ware already arranged so that he would 
never actually have to come face to face 
with MOS; the auto start, run, load and 
other utilities can be combined to allow 
the user to carry out any operation 
necessary, including disk formatting, 
housekeeping and full multitasking 
without needing to learn anything of 
MOS at all. Although it is possible to in-
sulate the user to some extent from 
CP/M, software houses rarely seem to 
bother and, in any case, CP/M simply 
doesn't allow the same degree of insu-
lation. 

The above answers the question that 
immediately formed in my mind when I 
first looked at MOS : why did Monroe 
go to the trouble and expense of writing 
its own operating system when there are 
several off-the-shelf systems already 
around, such as MP/M-II and Unix? The 
answer, at least in part, must be that no 
existing operating system for micros 
allows the programmer to provide such 
a high degree of insulation. I feel that 
Monroe made the right decision in going 
the lone route. It has decided that it 
wants to sell microcomputers to 
businessmen and it has realised that 
these customers have neither the time 
not the inclination to learn the vocab-
ulary, concepts and procedures of 
computing: to these users, the desk-top 
computer is another piece of office 
machinery and it needs to be as easy to 
use as a photocopier. Provided the 
programmer realises this and takes 
advantage of the machine's many 
powerful facilities, it should be 
easier to achieve this with the Monroe 
than with most other micros. 

From the programmer's point of 
view, I feel the machine will prove an 
exciting and challenging beast. Prog- 

Rear view 

electronics. 
Two neat boards house the major 

grammers weaned on — or at least 
thoroughly accustomed to — CP/M will 
find it strange indeed, but those coming 
fresh from the mini/mainframe world 
will find it easy to live with. Which 
brings us to Monroe's other reason for 
developing its own operating system : 
although the official line is to deny it, 
there are strong and well-informed 
rumours that the company is developing 
a minicomputer; it seems reasonable to 
suggest, then, that MOS will have a rood 
degree of compatibility with the mini's 
operating system and I'd go so far as to 
suggest that they were developed by the 
same team — MOS just has a mini 
feeling to it. 

One minor gripe; Monroe has pro-
vided eight programmable function keys 
(actually 16 as they can be shifted), yet 
MOS makes absolutely no use of these 
at all. I understand a future release will, 
hopefully in the style of Hewlett-
Packard's softkeys. 

Monroe Basic 
Although Pascal is mentioned as an 
option in the literature, Monroe Basic is 
the system's main language. As `MBasic' 
has already been used by somebody else, 
Monroe calls its Basic `MEBasic' and it's 
certainly a very comprehensive and 
powerful implementation of the 
language. 

Basic is called up by typing `Basic' 
followed by the amount of memory you 
want to allocate to it; typing `Basic„ 
34000' gives you Basic (which takes up 
34k) plus another 34k to play with. If 
you don't allocate any memory, the 
system gives you the default value of 
just 5 kbytes. 

I found MEBasic one of the easiest 
and most pleasant to use of the various 
Basics knocking around these days. 
During programming and in command 
mode it accepts input in either upper 
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programming, these are converted and 
stored in upper case, so that 'a' and 'A', 
if used as variable names, reference the 
same variable and both appear as 'A' 
when the program is listed. 

MEBasic checks your syntax dynam-
ically as soon as you hit return at the end 
of the line. If you make a mistake, it 
consults an 8 kbyte disk file of error 
messages and tells you what's wrong; if 
the file isn't present on the current disk 
it gives you an error code instead. If 
you've made an error, the machine also 
bleeps at you and automatically enters 
its editing mode, with the cursor posi-
tioned at the end of the offending line 
— you can't continue until you've 
corrected the mistake, and editing keys 
such as insert and delete are provided 
to make this very easy. Thus, once 
you've typed in your program, you 
know that it's at least free of syntax 
errors before you RUN it. 

On entering MEBasic, you are 
allowed variable names of only one 
letter plus (optionally) one digit, ie, A-Z 
and A0-Z9. Typing EXTEND (or includ-
ing it in a program) allows the use of 
variable names of up to 32 characters, 
all of which are significant. I would have 
preferred the EXTEND mode to be the 
default mode, thus encouraging more 
readable programming; there's also a 
NO EXTEND command which cancels 
the EXTEND mode. You need to 
exercise a little caution when using 
EXTEND, though: in the NO 
EXTEND mode the system, is indif-
ferent to spaces, so that INPUTA : 
PRINTA will be accepted. Using 
EXTEND, though, makes spaces critical 
as INPUTA would be interpreted as a 
variable name, and, in this context, 
cause an error message. 

As can be seen from the list of Basic 
reserved words, MEBasic contains as its 
core the `standard' facilities found in 
most Basics and takes a standard syntax 
for these, thus making it easy to use for 
programmers coming from, say, Micro-
soft Basic. In addition, there's a vast 
range of facilities to delight the serious 
programmer and to make the writing of 
business applications packages a cinch. 

Of greatest interest among these are 
the ISAM file-handling capabilities. 
Regrettably, time did not allow me to 
explore these as thordughly as I would 
have liked, but, basically, they allow 
you to open, read, update and write 
ISAM files which you create with a 
special Basic program, the listing of 
which is in the MEBasic manual. I know 
of no other microcomputer Basic which 
incorporates ISAM handling; it's very 
powerful and very useful. 

Scanning through the reserved words 
list, here's a rundown of those which 
are peculiar to MEBasic and whose use 
isn't immediately obvious. 

ADDS: adds the value of two strings 
of numbers to a specified number of 
decimal places. SUB$, DIV$, and MUL$ 
similarly subtract, divide and multiply 
strings. 

CLEAR: clears all variables and 
closes any files which happen to be 
open. 

COMMON: allows you to share 
variables and their values between pro-
grams which are CHAINed. 

COMP%O: compares two numeric  

strings, 	A$ and B$, returning -1 if 
A,S < B$, 0 if they're equal and 1 if 
A$> BS. 

CVT: converts numeric values into 
ASCII for an I/O file. 

FLSH: causes the string following it 
to flash when printed on the screen. 

OCT$ converts a decimal value into 
an octal one. Similarly, HEX$ converts 
to hex. 

OPTION BASE: Allows you to save 
memory space when using arrays; nor-
mally, DIM A (5) would give an array of 
six elements A(0) to A(5); OPTION 
BASE 1 would eliminate the default 
A(0) element to give an array of five 
elements. 

PDL: returns the x or y coordinates 
of a joystick. As joysticks aren't pro-
vided with the OC 8820, I assume this is 
for use with the educational micro. 

POSIT: Positions the file pointer to 
the specified number of bytes from the 
start of the file. 

SET TIME: like the Time utility, this 
lets you set the internal calendar/clock. 

SLEEP: Wins my `Basic Reserved 
Word of the Year' award for 1982. It 
does just what it says by suspending the 
current program for a specified time (in 
seconds). 

MEBasic has been designed not only 
for the OC 8820 but also for the 
educational computer with its high reso-
lution colour graphics. Thus, in addition 
to the listed functions there is a whole 
range more dealing with colour graphics; 
as these obviously don't work on the 
OC 8820, I haven't included them in the 
list of reserved words. 

As can be seen from this very quick 
look at MEBasic, it's a powerful 
language, thoughtfully designed and 
implemented and easy and friendly to 
use. Programmers will find it an 
efficient Basic as it not only encourages 
good documentation through the use of 
EXTENDed variable names but has 
many powerful built-in features, too, 
including the ability to CALL the opera-
ting system's supervisor calls directly. 
With the system came a large number of 
various Basic programs, some of them 
utilities and others just games and 
demonstrations; all are thoroughly 
documented and most are designed to 
show you how to use various features 
of both language and machine. 

Documentation 
The system came with three bulky man-
uals, one on MOS, one on the utility 
programs and a third, very thick one, on 
MEBasic. They were all described as pro-
grammer's reference manuals and a 
warning inside pointed out that they 
had been designed for experienced pro-
grammers, not as tutorials. Fair enough, 
they certainly made no attempt to teach 
basic concepts but they all explained 
every feature of operating system, 
utilities and Basic very thoroughly. I'd 
go so far as to say that they're among 
the best examples of documentation 
I've seen, being clearly written, 
thoroughly and accurately indexed and 
including heavily-commented examples 
of each feature, leaving the reader in no 
doubt whatsoever of how each facility 
should be used. 

No hardware manuals were supplied 
with the machine, the only hardware 
information being a singe-sheet sales 

Basic reserved words 
ABS FNEND. PDL 
ADDS FOR.. NEXT.. STEP PEEK 

I ATN 
PEEK2 
PI 

AUTO GOSUB POKE 

BYE 
GOTO POSIT 

PREPARE 

CALL 
HEXS PRINT 

PRINT USING 
CHAIN 
CHR$ 

IF. THEN. ELSE 
INP 

PUT 

CLEAR INPUT RANDOMIZE 
CLOSE 
COMMON 

INPUT LINE 
INSTR 

READ 
REM 

COMP% 
CONTINUE 

INT 
INTEGER 

RENUMBER 
RESTORE 

COS 
CUR 

ISAM OPEN 
ISAM READ 

RESUME 
RETURN 

('VT 
CVT$F 

ISAM UPDATE 
ISAM WRITE 

RIGHTS 
RND 

CVTFS RUN 

DATA 
KILL 

SAVE  
DBLE 
DEF 

LET 
LIST 

SERE 
SET TIME 

DIM LOAD SIN DIVS 
DOUBLE 

LOG 
LOG70 SIN 

SINGLE. 
EDIT 
END 

MERGE 
MIDS 

SO 
SOUUNN D 

ERASE SPACES 
ERRCODE MULS STD 

S1 OP 
EXTEND. NEWS 

STOP 
STRINGS 

FGCIRCLE NEW 
NO EXTEND 

SUB 
SVC FGCOPY NOTRACE SWAP FGCFL NRML SYS( I FGDRAW 

FCIKRASE NUMB 
TAN FGFILL 

F(ILINE OCTS 
ON ERROR GOTO 

TIMES 
TRACE FGPAINT 

FGPOINT ON..GOSUB 
ON GOTO UNSAVE FGPUT ON. RESTORE FGROT 

FGSCALE ON RESUME 
OPEN 

VAL 
VA ROOT PIX OPTION BASE VARPTR FLOAT OPTION EUROPE FLSII 

FN OUT WHILE WEND 

leaflet with a summary of the system's 
specifications. 

Expansion 
Although not officially announced yet 
it seems probable that the memory will 
be expandable to beyond 128k, 
although by how much and whether this 
will be an internal expansion or an add-
on box just isn't known yet. 

Hard disks are on their way, either 5 
or 10 Mbytes as an external unit with a 
built-in tape drive for back-up. Monroe 
feels this is preferable to the conven-
tional approach of replacing one of the 
floppies with a winchester drive and 
backing up onto a series of floppies, 
although many users seem happy with 
the latter approach. 

Monroe is shortly to announce 
another system, a visible ledger machine 
with either 32 or 64 kbytes of RAM and 
a 100k cassette tapes store which can 
hold either programs or data. This will 
link up to the OC 8820 through the 
latter's communications port for bi-
directional data transfer and will have 
its own keyboard, 40-character strip 
display and integral printer which, apart 
from printing the ledger cards, will act 
as a general purpose printer too. It's an 
interesting idea — there are lots of 
people around who feel uneasy at 
trusting their business records entirely 
to disk or tape and who would like to 
combine computing with more trad-
itional methods. Anticipated selling 
price of the visible ledger system is 
around $3000. 

I mentioned earlier that Monroe is 
thought to be working on a mini; if and 
when this appears, the OC 8820 should 
be able to communicate with it and 
communication with other OC 8820s 
will be possible — it's a software require-
ment not a hardware upgrade. 

Conclusions 
The Monroe OC 8820 is a well-built 
micro which makes no pretensions at 
being other than a no-nonsense business 
tool. It places the onus firmly on the 
programmer/software house to provide 
the user with a friendly, easy-to-use 
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Technical specifications 
Processor: 	Z80A, 3MHz 
Memory: 	128k user RAM, 4k video RAM, 2k bootstrap PROM 
Disks: 	Twin single-sided, double density, 320k each. 
Screen: 	80x24 amber on grey, double height, double width, 

dimmed, flashing, lo-res graphics. 
I/O: 	 3xRS232 ports, expansion port, ext disk port. 
Keyboard: 	93 keys inc full qwerty, numeric pad, cursor controls, 

8 prog function keys, screen editing keys. 
System software: Monroe operating system; CP/M (opt) 
Languages: 	Monroe Basic, Pascal 

MONROE 8820 
system tailored to his/her specific 
requirements, but all the facilities to do 
this are provided. 

At just under $5500 for the 
basic system, it's definitely an up-
market micro these days, especially 
considering that it's an 8:bit machine at  

heart. But the power and flexibility of 
its operating system compensates for 
the price and its quality construction 
equals that of Hewlett-Packard's HP 
125, although, in a very definite 
swings-and-roundabouts comparison, it 
hasn't some of the HP 125's attractive 
features. 

I disliked the Monroe at first and I 
feel that others, especially the  

programmer used to CP/M, may feel the 
same. But on getting to know it, and on 
investigating the philosophy behind it, I 
found it a powerful and pleasant micro 
aimed at a specific niche in the market, 
for which it is well suited. 

Ultimately, though, the machine's 
future will depend on the degree to 
which its applications software is 
tailored to it. 

Benchmark timings 
BM1 2.1 
BM2 4.2 
BM3 9.9 
BM4 10.5 
BM5 11.0 
BM6 20.1 
BM7 32.0 
BM8 33.0 
All timings in seconds. For a full 
listing of the Benchmark programs, see 
APC Voll No 8. 
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CP/M SOFTWARE 

DBASE II 	 $695.00 
Data Base Management 
SPELLBINDER 	$425.00 
Word Processor 
SPELLGUARD 	$295.00 
Spelling Checker 
MILESTONE 	$295.00 
Critical Path Analysis 
SUPERCALC 	$295.00 
Electronic Worksheet 
PLAN 80 	 $295.00 
Financial Modeller 
BADLIM 	 $75.00 
Verifies Disk Surfaces 
SUPERVYZ 	 $105.00 
Makes CP/M "Friendly" 

* FLIP-TOP ACRYLIC LIBRARY 
BOXES (50 DISKS) 

5 inches 	 $31.90 
8 inches 	 $40.40 

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE 
SALES TAX AND POSTAGE 

CP/M DEMOS FOR HIRE!!! 
Per Week 

DBASE II 	 $30.00 
Data Base Management 
WORDSTAR 	 $25.00 
Word Processor 
FMS 80 	 $30.00 
Data Base Management 
CONDOR II 	 $40.00 
Data Base Management 
SELECTOR V 	$30.00 
Data Base Management 
MINI MODEL 	$20.00 
Financial Modeller 
PLAN 80 	 $20.00 
Financial Modeller 
PROFESSIONAL TIME 

ACCOUNTING 	$20.00 
Office Management Aid 
SPELLGUARD 	$20.00 
Spelling Checker 
PMS II 	 $30.00 
Critical Path Analysis 
MILESTONE 	 $20.00 
Critical Path Analysis 
QU I C-N -E AS I 	$20.00 
Application Development 
MICROMED 	 $30.00 
Medical Records 

* HIRE PAYMENTS WILL BE 
DEDUCTED FROM THE COST OF 

THE PACKAGE WHEN IT IS 
PURCHASED 

EYED 11 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PTY. LTD. 

178 HIGH STREET, WINDSOR, 
VICTORIA 3181 

TELEPHONE 529 3029 
(ISD CODE 613, STD CODE 03) 

PROGRAMS • 

APC is interested in Basic or Pascal Programs for any 
popular micro - please tell us which one you wrote your 

program on and how much mernory it uses. 
Make sure your programs arc fully debugged before you send them 
in on cassette (although we will accept disks) with a clear listing on 
plain paper. Documentation would be welcome, and if you want it 
returned please label everything with your name and address and 

include an SAE. Send contributions to APC Programs, 
462 Burwood Road, Hawthorn, Vic. 3122. 

ZX81 Hypocycloids 
by R Clark 

Several readers have written in to ask PLOT command in conjunction with 
for more programs for the 1k ZX81. As functions like SIN and COS. 
I've received so many letters about it 	When the computer requests input all 
here is a 1k program which will draw that is required are three numbers, the 
circular patterns on the screen. There is variables A, N and R. The pattern will 
room in this type of program for experi- vary according to the numbers you 
mentation and it is useful for demon- assign to these variables. 
strating to beginners how to use the 

10 INPUT A 
20 INPUT N 
30 INPUT R 
35 REM N*A+R<31, N*A-R<21 

40 FOR T=0 TO 2*PI STEP PI/50 
50 LET X=INT(0.5+N*A*COS(T+R)*COS(T+N)) 
60 LET Y=INT(0.5+N*A*SIN(T-R)*SIN(T+N)) 
70 PLOT 31+X,22+Y 
80 NEXT T 

TRS-80 Truth 
by Mike Costello 

This is a single-player game of reasoning reserved for wrong cards. Guessing the 
in which the player tries to crack a rule is indicated by playing eight correct 
secret rule set at the start by the compu- cards in succession, after which a score 
ter. It is played using a standard card is given between 0 and 100%. This is 
deck but is otherwise unlike a normal based on the number of cards left in the 
card game. 	 pack and the number of mistakes made. 

The player's hand consists of the full 	To play a card, type S,H,D or C for 
deck, which is played one card at a the suit and A,K,Q,J or 2-10 for the 
time. If a card is in accordance with the rank. A full stop enters the play and 
computer's rule it is put in a part of the backspacing or pressing `enter' will 
screen reserved for correct plays. If it erase it. Truth will run in 14k on a 
is not, it is put in the part of the screen TRS-80 Model 1 Level 2. 

10 rIFHF 	 ,00 , 'EFTN-FI-r.,E-M:f.:,EFSTRN- .Uir1F . 1; 	H . _ : 	FL:r51 	FNr51 +,.I 	4. ). 12e 

L _: 	i'..': _; , r1L=2 1. =949 : c•RNDOM 
I;O'_.LI° 30910 

":0(l2•R' 	'-nr•g=2T010 
F 	O:R+=5TF:., ? . HEXT:NE:>!T'FLR'r ER^ HANt+ STRINGS 
40 FOFR=OTn3: cORB=1TO13: H!0.R y=9! NEXT: NEXT'PLRYEPS uoyr,.'0 50000 
110 C, 5, RP*.NTCHo i2.̂., ',.eoINT0144 . -T P U T H...RINTe2O4."01901 M W00STELLO"•11 
r_LIF 410I.R=FRErZ•'PPTNT5449. "F•LEROE CHOOSO yr IP":FSINT'LE'JE'_ r'F FLRv:"•FRINTPSR 
4."1. 	" LII: FFINT9440. 	" U2PRINT9712,,'3. 	"L13-FRINT@095,"TY* 1. 2 OR 
120 GOSL1610510 
130 IF2="1 "'THENL0.=II Gc0VE51.00EL9EIFZ="2THENLS=U2'GOS'!84410ELSErFZ=„3"THEN'IS=Li3 
rOSU86003EL00E120 
140 'COME_ BRCK HERE NIT' CHOSEN PULE =NAVE ';1RLLIES OF 01-4 & CI) 
1010 i L- - 0 OSI IE 1 101 0.6051 1 01 1 1 1 0 CIC=64 • f M 	0 C= e CF=0 K e 
1090 ML 9 C=944 rn.;UE50000 
1092 TFZ ?'THENGOTO 54020ELSECO3? IE 1701 0 . IF.JUNu =ITHENGOT01090ELSEGOSUB 9012 
1995 !FCT 0THENCOTO 17010.EI SSEIFKA$THENCOTO 99019,F SEFOPR 0T<2 • I.4 0 = i.1r0+1 NE 
NT: JVr3 ,̂=.JT:GOTO1090'RECOR6 OF FICNT-'WFONG LRST 4 
1100 'FOLLOWING RRE RLL SUBROUTINES 
3012 IFCT=52THENE~I: GOT03020'FIRST 0000 RI_L1RYS PIGHT 
9015 ONCCGOSUF9020:0040.09409110.9130.9100.8210.9240.0770.02290•991E.a360.039@,8 
410.8440.0450.0460,9470.9500.F1i0•R520R,30.9540.9550 
3029 IFE=1GO0UE 1201 0: ELSECOSUB 12105 	- 
3020 C?=C_T-1 ,1FCT=9THENGOT0130, 0. ELSEPETUFN 
5i00 GOS! B491 0 
5400 GC=eNO(H) ONGCr,OSLIB5590,5510,5520•.'.6535,5549.5'550.5540,5570'0 0FRN0HES 
5410 PETLIRH 
V700 Si <0:3: E2X0:03=V=, S4:V 145=,, ,, , C4=,, ,, F.ET i,IF•,,I 
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(o3 HITACHI 
PEACH 

SOFTWARE 

~
mm 
.... 	Y 

VIDEO 
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT 
P.O. Box 254, Heidelberg, 3084 

Phone: (03) 435 3004 
NEW PRICES: 

OHIO SOFTWARE & HARDWARE 
OHIO SOFTWARE: 
K 1 	Hardware Catalogue (incl. New 

Boards) 	 $1  98 
K 2 Software Catalogue (over 200 

items) 	 $2  98 
OHIO HARDWARE: 
H 31 C4P Video Board (Converts 

Superboard II) 	  $137.00 
1-113 Colour Board — CIP & 

Superboard II 
H 13 Short Colour Kit — including 

documentation 	 $39.00 
— Parts Kit — (for R.F. out + 
colour) 	 $30.00 

OPTIONS: 
Sound — Palts Kit 	 $2  50 

— incl. assembling & testing 	$18.00 
Video-out — Parts Kit 	 $2  50 

— incl. assembling & testing 	 $15.00 
12 V.DC from 5 V.DC — 

Specialised Parts — No Kit 
— incl assembling & testing 	$24.00 

COMBINATIONS: 
Sound + 12 V. DC assembled & tested 	 $36.00 
Video + 12 V. DC assembled & tested 	 $35.00 
Sound + Video + 12 V. DC 

assembled & tested 	$45.00 
H 13 Colour Board + All Mods. 

Totally assembled & tested .... $129.00 
PET APPLE TANDY NASCOM UK101 & 
OHIO: 
Speech Processor — specify Brand of 

computer 	 $49.00 
NOTE: All prices INCLUDE Sales Tax 

BACKGAMMON 
DRAUGHTS 
HI-CUBE 
LIZA 
POKER 
PSYCHO 
3D MAZE 
SPACEWAR 
BLACKJACK 

U.F.O. 
CHECKERS 

GRAND PRIX 
OTHELLO 
CANNON 

DEEP SPACE 
MASTER MIND 

RANDOM Os & Xs 
CONNECT 4 

$10 ON CASSETTE 
$15 ON DISK 

CASTLE ADVENTURE 
PEACH INVADERS 

GHOST GOBBLER (PAC MAN) 
$20 ON CASSETTE 

$25 ON DISK 

PEACH 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

1 Botherambo Street, 
Richmond, Vic. 3121 
Phone: (03) 429 3216 

PROGRAMS 
5510 S1=X4'S2•VI'S3•X.5'84=V7'RETURN 
5520 L-RND(13), N•P(L,0)'Li•L+6,IFL1<14THENNS=P(L1,8)ELSENS.P(Li-13,0)'L1•L1-13 
5521 	IFL1=13THENO-P(1,0)ELSEO•P(LI+1 ,8) 
5522 L2•L1+6'IFL2<14THENOS•P(L2,0)ELSEOS•P(L2-13,0)'L2•L2-13 
5523 81•N+" TO "+NS'S2•Vi'53=0+" TO "+OS'S4.V7 
5524 FORR=0T012J1(R)=0'J2(A)=0.NEXT'FORA•0TO6,JICA).L'L•L+1' IFL•14THENL•1 
5525 NEXT'FORR•0705, J2(A)•L'L-L+1, IFL•14THENL=1 
5526 NEXT'RETURN 
5530 S1.X3'S2•V3'S3•XC+XD'S4=Y7+" "+Y5+" "+Y4+" "+YS+" "+Y7+" . 	..^:RETURN 
5540 SI•X3'82•X3'S3•XC,S4.XD'S5•XE+" (FIRST 2 ALWAYS RIGHT)" RETURN 
5550 S1=X3,5206'S3•V8'94•X8'SS•VI'RETURN 
5560 S1•X3'S2=X6'S3•V8'S4=X7'S5•V1'RETURN 
5570 S1•N2'92•XF'53•XC'RETURN 
6410 GOSUB6910'GC.RND(10)'ONCCGOSJ86420,6430,6440,6450.6460,6470.5480.6498.6580, 
6510 
6415 Gr_-GC+8'RETURN 
6420 SI•X3'62=X3,S3•XC'S4•XD'S5•Y5+" "+Y7+" "+Y4+" "+Y5+" "+Y5+" 	":RETURN 
6430 SI=X6, 52=X6'$3•NH'RETURN 
6440 S1•V3'S2•"IT3•XC'S4•"THIS RULE, 
DIVIDE "+V1+" BY 4, IF REMAINDER . 3 PLAY "+Y7+". 	IF = 2 PLAY "+Y6+", IF • 1 PLR 
Y "+Y5+". ELSE PLAY "+Y4'RETURN 
6450 81-X2'52=V1'S3•X4'S4-" RND "+X1+" IS CORRECT IF "+V1+" IS "+XS,RETURN 
6460 SI•N3'92•X6'53•"4 TO 5"'S4•X8'S5=V1'RETURN 
6470 S1•N3'S2=X6'S3•"9 TO 10"'540(7'S5•V1'RETURN 
6480 S1•X3'92=V3+" OR "+X6' 53•V4' S4•V1'RETURN 
6490 L5•RND(4)-1'L6=L5'GOSUB6495'L7=L5'GOSUB6495'L8-L5'GOSUB6495'L9•L5' L5-L5'GOS 
U96497,T6•T5'L5•L7,COSLI66497'T7•T5'L5=LB'GOSUB6497'T8•T5'L5•L9'GOSU06497' T9-T5'G 
OT06499 
6495 L5•L5+1,IFL5>3THENLS•0 
6496 RETURN 
6497 IFL5•0THENT5•Y4ELSEIFLS•ITHENT5=Y5ELSEIFL5=2THENT5=Y6ELSEIrL5.3THENT5•Y7ELS 
EPR I NT"Bi IG" , STOF 
6498 RETURN 
6499 31•X4+" "+X6'S2•V1 , 53•T5+" OR "+T7+" RND ",54.X5+" "+X5+" IS CORRECT IF 
"+V1+" 	IS "+T9+" OR "+T9'RETLIRN 
6500 SI•X1'S2•XF' 53•XG, S4•" "'S5•""'56•X2'57=XF' S0•Y1' RETURN 
6510 S1•X3,S2•X6'S3-"WITHIN RANGE 2 LESS TO 2 MORE THAN "+V1'RETI_IRN 
6903 GOSUB6910'CC•RND(6)'ONr,CGOSUB6810,6820,5830,6840,6850.6860 
6806 GC.GC+18'RETURN 
6810 SI=X4'S2•V1'93-"SAME "+XP+" AS",S4.V2+" OHE"'S5=""'S6.X5'S7.V1'88="OIFFEREN 
T "+XR+" FROM"'S9.V2+" ONE",RETURN 
5820 SI="A TO 7"'S2•V2+" 2",S3=X1'S4-"",S5=""'56."8 TO K,"'S7-V2+" 2"'S8.X2'RETUR 
N 
6830 S1=X4'S2•XF+" BUT 3"'83•Y1'84•""'S5•""'S5•X5'97=52'S8•XG'RETURN 
6840 S1="EVERY THIRD CARD"'S2•"IT"'S3•64C+XD'S4•Y5+" "+Y4+" "+Y7+" "+V5,55="(OTHE 
R CARDS ARE ALWAYS CORRECT)"'RETURN 
5850 SI•"COURT "+X3'S2•V1'S3•"NOT "+S1'84•V7'RETURN 
5860 S1.X2'S2•V5+Y2'S30(8+" OR EOl1RL TO"'84.V5+Y1+" CAROB"'S5."" ,S6•X1'S7=S4'S8. 
X8'S9•92'RETURN 
6910 SI•""'S2•"3."",54="",45.:„,'56.""'37-,:S8•""'S9.""•RETURN 
7000 RETURN 
8020 IF(F=OORF-3)RND(NS•10RHS•2)THENE•IELSEIF(F•IORF•2)AND(HS•OORHS•3)THENE•1ELS 
EE•0 
8030 RETURN 
8040 L•1'IFG•(LORG)IFHD<><LORHD)THENE•1ELSEE.BELSE!FHD=r,_nRHD)THENE-IELSEE-0 
8050 RETURN 
8060 E•@'FORA.0T012'IFJI(A)•GTHEN 8070 ELSENEXT'GOTO 8080 
8070 FORR=0T012'IFJ2CA)•HDTHENE•1'GOTO 8100 ELSENEXT'GOTO 8100 'WITH E LEFT AS 0 
8080 FORA=0T012'IFJ2(A)•GTHEN 8090 ELSENEXT 
8090 FORA.0T012'IFJ1(A)•HDTHENE•I'GOTO 8100 ELSENEXT'GOTO 8180 'WITH E AS 0 
8100 RETURN 
8110 IF(F•3RNDHS=1)OR(F•1ANDHS•0)OR(F•ORNDHS-2)OR(F•2RNDHS•9)THENE•1ELSEE•0 
8120 RETURN 
8130 IFCT.SITHENE•1'RETIIRNELSEL=1' IFHD•(LORHD)THENLC.OELSELC-1 
8140 IFG•(LORG)THENLF•OELSELF•I'LF•D E N 0 M 	OF LAST CORRECT 
8150 IFGO•(G00RL)THENL0.0ELSEL0.1 
8160 IF(LC.1ANDLF•OANDL0-0)OR((LC-1ANDLF.IANDLO.B)OR'LC_..OANDLF•IANDL8.1)OR(LC.OAN 
DLF.OPNDL0•1)THENE.IELSEE•0 
8170 RETURN 
8180 IFG•13THENGT•OELSEGT•C 
9190 E•0'FORA-0T012'J1(A)•0'NEXT'FORA.8TO2'J1(A).GT+1'GT•GT+1'IFGT=13THENGT•O 
8200 NEXT'FORA=0TO2'IFJ1(A)-HDTHENE•1'RETUP,NELSENEXT'RETURN'WITH E • 0 
8210 IFC-1 THENCT.14ELSEGT.G 
8220 E•O'FORR=OT012'J1(A).0'NEXT'FORA•0T02'J1(A)•GT-1'CT•GT-I' IFGT•ITHENGT•14 
8230 NEXT,FORA•0T02'IFJ1(A)•HDTHENE•1'RETURNELSENEXT'RETURN'JUST LIKE 25060 
8240 E•0'IFHS=OORHS•3THENE•1'RETURNELSEIFJV(3)=ITHENE•1'RETURNELSERETUPN'WITH E 
•0 BECAUSE CARD RED BUT LAST PLAYED WAS CORRECT 
8265 'END OF LEVELS - NOW LEVEL2 TESTS 
8270 E•0' IF( F•IANDHS•3)THENE•IELSEIF(F.3RNDHS-8)THENE•IELSEIF( F.OANDHS•2)THENE•1 
ELSEIF(F•2ANDHS•1)THENE•I 
9280 RETURN 
8290 FORA•OT012'J1(A).0'NEXT'FORA•0TO2'J1(A)=A+1'NEXT'JI(3)•5'J1(4)•7'.J1(5)-11'J 
1(6)•13 
8300 FORR•OT06'IFHD•J1(A)THENE•1'RETURNELSENEXT'E•0'RETURN 
8310 IF(G•6ORG•10>AND(HS•2)THENE•1'RETURN 
8320 IF(G•5ORG•90RG=13)AND(NS.1)THENE•1'RETURN 
8330 IF(G•7ORG•11)AND(HS•3)THENE•1'RETURN 
8340 IF(G(50RC-BORG•12)AND(HS•0)THENE=1'RETURN 
8350 E•0'RETURN 
8360 L•1'IFG•(GORL)THENL5.IELSEL5.0 
8370 I F( HS• I ORHS•2)AND( L5=0)THENE•I'RETURNELSEIF(HS=OORHS-3)RHD(L5=1>THENE=1'RET 
URNELSEE•0'RETURN 
8380 FORA•OTO12'J1(A)•0'NEXT'L1•G+4'IFL1)13THENLI•L1-13 
8390 FORA•0T02'J1(A)•Ll'LI.LI+1'IFL1>13THENLI.1 
8400 NEXT'FORR•0TO2'IFHD•JI(P)THENE-1'RETLIRNELSENEXT'E•9'RETURN 
8410 FORA•07012'J1(A)00'NEXT'LI•C-B'IFL1<1THENLI-L1+13 
8420 FORK•OT02'JI(R)•L1'L1•L1-I'IFL1<ITHENL1.19 
8430 NEXT'FORA.0T02'IFHD•J1(A)THENE•1'RETURNELSENEXT'E-0'RETURN 
8440 IF(HS•F)OR(ND=G)THENE•1'RETURNELSEE•0'RETLIRN 
8450 L•1'IFHD•(LORHD)THENL•0 
8452 IF(L•OANDF-L8)OR(L•ORNDF•L9)THENE•5'RETLIRNELSEIF(L=IANDF•L6)OR(L•1ANDF=L7)T 
HENE•I'RETIJRNELSEE•0'RETURN 
8450 IF(HS•OORHS-3)ANDJV(3)•STHENE•1'RETLIRNELSEIF(HS-10RHS•2)ANDJV(3)•2THENE•I.'R 
ETURNELSEE•0'RETURN 
8470 FORA•0T012,J1(A)•0'NEXT'L1•G-2'FORA.0704'IFLI<1THENLI•L1+13 
0472 JI(A)•L1'Ll-L1+1'IFLI>13THENLI.1 
8474 NEXT'FORA•0T04'IFHD•J1(A)THENE-1'RETURNELSENEXT'E•0'RETJRN 
0490 'END LEVEL2 - NOW LEVELS TESTS 
8500 IFCT>50THENE•1'RETURNELSEL=1'IF<F•0ORF-3)AND(FB•OOPF8.3?THENIFHD(>(LORHD)TH 
ENE•1'RETURN 
8502 IF(F•IORF.2)AND(F0.1ORF0.2)THENIFHD<>(LORHD)THENE•1'RETURN 
8504 IF(F-OORF.3)PND(FO-10RFO-2)THENIFHD•(LORHO)THENE• 1' RETURN 
8506 IF(F•1ORF•2)PND(F0=0ORFO.3)THENIFHD•tLORHD)THENE•1'RETURN 
8508 P.0'RETURN 
8510 IFCT)49THENE•1'RETLIRNELSEIF(F1.80RF1•3)AND(HD<8)THENE=1* RETURNELSEIF(F1.1OR 
F1.2)ANDHD)7THENE•1'RETURNELSEE•B'RETURN 
8520 IFCT>48THENE=I'RETURNELSEL•1'IFHD.(LORHO)ANDJV(0)•ITHENE•1'RETURNELSEIFHD<) 
(LORHD)RND_V(0)•2THENE•I'RETLIRNELSEE.0;RETURN 
8530 E=1'IFCT)49THENRETURNELSEDL•C5/3'IFDL<>INT(DL)THENRETURN 
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PROGRAMS FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL I 

Ö 	A 
M M 
UTEQ % 

If you make one purchase we will give 
you 	FREE OF CHARGE 	• C-10 

Scotch brand computing cassette 
Buy both and you pet a C-30 cassette 

LA281 	SET OF FIVE GAMES 
JET BOAT (fantastic sound), JUMBLED 
NUMBERS (hours of fun), PANCAKE TOSS 
(your computer tosses a pancake and 
you bet on how high it can be tossed) 
RIVER CROSSING (a brain t 	1 and 

FROG RACE (a gamboling game) 
THESE GAMES MILL ONLY COST YOU 	*24 

MBL82 	 BASING 
Don't buy BASING if you enjoy soaking 
those typing fingers and if you don't 
want a BASIC program to load and run 
just by pressing one shifted key. 
BASING will give you complete control 
over list scroll speed, you can also 
enter graphics characters into any 

BASIC program. 
ALL OF THESE FEATURES FOR ONLY 	*28 

MJS COMPUTER GAMES 
4 Horton Ave.Salisbury Nth. S.Aust.5108 

PLEASE SEND ME 	  

and a FREE cassette 

ADDRESS 	 

	POSTCODE 	 
--18811111i pholotop, 01 lits /44Nl1@Uat 111 iccMt\bl\ ni 

1 

ki \ 

~ 

	I 	
~\t" a+

'' 

,hMyj 	) 
sf 

 

% 

I

1412;460 

!~ ~ ~  

~ 

   

~ 

.-,!.1.'<:_.: :3; 

', 
 

y 

4 i\I '1'8.1 Ill  
! 	 , . 	 '~ 	 - [\i

~ /'
~`°i ,a 
	 ' ~' 	g \.- . 

.. -   , , 	

~ 

7 xi 

\ \ o \(
~ 

 L, 4 ~ ~ 	 ..- 	 +^~ 

4\ 44 6 
\
\ : 

\1
,/  	~ 0.'"

\
~

- 	
_ •r-.` ~'~ ~~,~, f •+.1 	-I...''•', " 

t!-..a.Z , ..... 	:.L:_.7 ,... 	 vmmes._ 

C__-  `._--"` 

'Isn't that nice, Grandad - a telegram 
from the Queen's microcomputer.' 

P.m.. 1 1 o Australian Personal Computer 

8532 IFHS.0ANDF1=ITHENRETURNELSEIFHS•3ANDF1.0THENRETURNELSEIFHS=2RNDF1=3THENRETU 
RNELSEIFHS-IANDF1=2THENRETURNELSEE=0'RETURN 
8540 IFHD>10ANDG<1ITHENE-1 , RETURNELSEIFHD<11ANDG>10THENE-1'RETURNELSEE=ORETURN 
8550 IFC6>.C5AND(HS=1ORHS•2)THENE=1'RETURNELSEIFC6<CSRND(HS=0ORHS-3)THENE=1'RETU 
RNELSEE-O'RETURN 
10010 2=INKEYf,IF2=""THEN10010ELSERETURN 
11010 PRINTYI'PRINTQ256,Y2'PRINTQ512,Y3'PRINQ576,Y4'PRINTQ608,Y5'PRINTN704,Y6'P 
RINT8736,Y7•PRINT8896,YO,PRINTY9J'RETURN 
11110 PRINTQ640,""J FORA.1T013'PRINTP(R,0)J'NEXT'PRINTQ672,""J, FORA•IT013'PRINTP 
( A,1),•NEXT'PRINTQ768,""J'FORA=1T013•PRINTP(A,2)!'NEXT:PRINTQ800,""!,FORA=ITO13, 
PRINTP(A,3);'NEXT,RETURN 
11210 PRINT264,""!'FORA•OTO5I,PRINTPC(A)J" "NEXT 
11220 RETURN 
11310 PRINTS320,""J'FORR•0TO5I'PRINTPMCA)1" "I'NEXT 
11320 RETURN 
11410 GOSUS11110'IN FACT DRAWS ACTUAL HAND 
11420 RETURN 
12010 IFCT<52THENPRINT0844,VMJ"CORRECT ****"J,GOSUB65310'PRINT2844,CHR$(30);'G0 
SUB65310'PRINT0844,VM!"CORRECT ****"!'GOSUB65310'PRINTQ844,CHR$(30)) 
12020 GOSUB12200•PRINTQCC,QSJ'ZT•P(HD,HS).PRINTRIGHTS(ZT,(LEN(ZT)-1)>;'IFPOS(0)> 
E0THENCI=7ELSEIFHD.10THENCI.4ELSECI=3 
12030 CC•CC+CI'GOSUB12250'PRINTQC,CHRf(224)J, PR.INTQC,""l, ZZ-P(HD,HE)•ZT=RIGHT*(2 
2,LENCZ2)-1)'P(HD,HS)•""•FORA•IT013'PRINTP(R,HS);,NEXT 
12040 GOSUB12200,PC(C5)•05+ZT C5•C5+1 
12050 F3.F2,G3•G2'F2•F1'G2-G1'F1-F0'G1•G0'F0.F,G0-G 
12055 F•HS'G-HD 
12060 JT•2'IFCT•52THENRETURNELSEK-K+1'RETURN 
12105 PRINT4844,VMJ"R MISTAKE ****"J•GOSU865310•PRINT8844,CHR$(30)J'GOSUB65310' 
PRINT2844,VMJ"A MISTAKE ****").GOSUB65310,PRINT2844,CHRE(30), 
12110 GOBU812200'PRINTQCM,QSJ•ZT.P(HD,HS)•PRINTRIGHTf(2T,(LEN(2T)-1));•IFPOS(0)> 
SOTHENCI=7ELSEIFHD-10THENCI=4ELSECI-3 
12120 CM•CM+CI'GOSUB12250'PRINTQC,CHRE(224), PRINTQC,"";'ZZ=P(HD,.1S>,2T=R.IGHTS(Z 
2,LENCZ2)-1)'P(HD,HS)=""•FORA•1T013, PRINTP(A,HS ))'NEXT 
12130 GOSU812200'PM(CS)•Q5+2T'C6=C6+1 
12140 K=3'JT=1'RETURN 
12200 IFHS•OTHENQ5="S"ELSEIFHS•1THENQ5="H"ELSEIFHS=2THENQ5."D"ELSEQ5="C" 
12210 RETURN 
12250 IFHS<2THENC=640+HS*32ELSEC=704+HS*32 
12255 RETURN 
13010 CLS'PRINT"SORRY, YOU HAVE NOW PLAYED RLL YOUR CARDS RND WE MUST REVEAL THE 
RULE'" 
13020 GOSUB40010'GOT040030 
17010 CJ-0 
17505 2=LEFTS(2W,1)'IFZ•"S"OR2•"H"OR2•"D"ORZ="C"THEN17507ELSE 17700 
17507 IFZ="S"THENHS=OELSEIF2="H"THENHS=lELSEIFZ•"D"THENHS2ELSEHS=3 
17509 Z•MIDE ZW,2,1),IFZ<)"1"THENIFLEN(ZW)=3THEN17700 
17510 IFZ="1"THENIFLENCZW)(>3THEN 17700 ELSEIFRIGHTf(ZW,1 X >"0"THEN 17700 ELSEIF 
2<>"1"ANDLEN(2W)•3THEN 17700 
17515 IFLENCZW)•3THENHD=10ELSEIFZ•"A"THENAD=lELSEIFZ="J"THENHD=11ELSEIFZ="Q"THEN 
HD=12ELSEIF2•"K."THENHD=13ELSEHD=VAL(2)'IFHD•OTHEN 17700 
17535 IFHCHD,HS)=OTHEN60090'HE'S NOT HOLDING SUCH R CARD 
17545 H(HD,HS)=0,RETURN'SUB TOTAL PLAYER'S CARDS 
17700 PRINT8960,CHRf(30)J,PRINT8960,"NO SUCH CARD IN THE PACK!";'GOSUB65010'CJUN 
0.1'PRINT8960,CHRE(30))'PRINT8960,Y9).RETURN 
20010 Y1•"CORRECT"'Y2•"MISTAKES"'Y3="YOUR HAND", Y4="SPADES"'YS="HEARTS"•Y6•"DIAM 
ONDS"'Y7="CLUBS"'Y8="GIVE SUIT AND DENOMINATION OF CARD YOU WANT TO PLAY,"'Y9="I 
F YOU DECIDE TO GIVE UP, TYPE' 2 
20020 XI="BLACK"'X2•0REDO,X3•0CARD"'X4=0EVEN"'X5•"ODD0'X6="DENOMINATION".X7=" LE 
SS THAN".X8•" GREATER THRN",V1=" LAST CORRECT CARD"'V2•V1+" BUT"'V3="SUIT"'V4•" 
SAME AS "•V-"DIFFERENT FROM"'V6=" TOTAL OF "'V7=" AND VICE VERSA" 
20030 VM."**** THAT DISCARD IS "'V8=01 TO 3"'U1=0BASIC",U2"INTERMEDIATE"'U3."A 
DVANCED 
20040 MA•"COLOUR"'XB•"IT FOLLOWS THE SEQUENCE"'XC="CONSISTENT WITH "'XD•"SEQUENC 
E OF' "'KE-"2 ODD ALTERNATING WITH 2 EVEN"'XF="PREVIOUS PLAY"•XG="MISTAKE"'XH="P 
RIME NUMBER" 
21000 RETURN 
30010 P-FRE(2)•CLS'PRINT"WELL DONE! WITH 8 CORRECT DISCARDS IN R ROW, YOU HAVE W 
ORKED OUTTHE SECRET RULE (UNLESS YOU'RE JUST LUCKY). THE RULE IS, 
30020 GOSUB40010•GOSUB41003:GOT040030 
40010 PRINT8192,S1" IS CORRECT ONLY IF" PRINTS2'PRINT" IS "83,S4'PRINTSS 
40020 IFS6)""THENPRINT8448,"RND"'PRINTS6" IS CORRECT ONLY IF "S7" IS"'PRINTS8JS9 
40025 RETURN 
40030 PRINT8902,"FOR ANOTHER GAME TYPE, G"'PP.INT8966,"TO SEE THE DISPLAY OF CRR 
OS TYPE' D"! 
40040 GOSUB10010'IF2="G"THENGOT030ELSEIF2="D"THENCLS'GOSUB110t0'PRINTQ896,"FOR A 
NOTHER GAME TYPE• G TO SEE THE RULE AGAIN TYPE• R"!•PRINTQ960,CHRS(30);'GOSUBI 
1210,GOSUB11310'GOSUB11410ELSE40040 
40050 GOSUB10010•IF2="G"THENGOTO30ELSEIFZ<>"R"THEN40050ELSECLSGOSUB40010 
40060 IFK,<,>8THEN40030ELSEGOSUB41003'GOTO40030 
41003 L1-44-C6 
41005 Di•CT/43'D2-L1/44•D3. D1+D2)*50 
41310 PRTNT8729,"S C 0 R E",PRINT"CARDS IN HRND = "CT..PRINTplß00,"MISTAKES = " 
C6'PRINT'JS!NG"FINAL SCORE, 	***.442"!D3;' PRINTQ''S4,"("IIS" GAME) 
41020 RETURN 
50000 PRINT2C,CHRf(30)!,PRINTQC,""!, PRINTCHR*(14)J 
50010 2W="" 
50020 Z=""'GOSUB10018 

.50030 IFZ="Z"THENPRIHTCHRS(I5)J'RETURN 
50040 IF2="."THENPRINTCHRE(15),'RETURNELSEIFZ=CHR$(8)THENIEZW=""THEN50020ELSEZW 
LEFT*(2W,LEN(ZW)-1)ELSEIFZ=CHRS(13)GOSUS 50070• GOTO50000ELSEIFZ<CHR*(32>THENPRIN 
TCHR*(15):, GCTC50000ELSEZW.7W+2 
50050 PRINTCHR4(14):'IFZ."S"THENPRINTY4!" "!ELSEIFZ•"H"THENPRINTYS!" ";ELSEIFZ=" 
D"THENPRINTY6!" ";ELSEIFZ="C"TWENPRINTY7!" ";ELSEPRINT2! 
50060 IFLEN(ZW)<=!!LTHEN50020ELSEPRIHTCHR$(15)•PRINT8960,"YOU'RE TYPING TOO MANY 
CHARACTERS"::1(SUS65010'PRINTQ960•CHP,E(30)!.PRINTQ960,Y9), GOT050000 
50070 PRINTCWRE(15)!'PRINTE950,CHRE(30); 'PRINTP950,"TYPE A FULL STOP TO PLAY YOU 
R CARD - DON'T HIT ENTER",,G,0SUB65010,PRINTS960,CHREC30)1'PRINT8960,Y9 'RETURN 
60090 PRINT Q960,CHRE(30PRTNTS950,"YOU'RE NOT HOLDING THAT CARD!"!,GOSLIB55010. 
PRINT3950,CHRE(30)!:PRIHT8959,Y9, CJUNK=1,RETURH 
64020 CLS, PRINTQ256,"Ta YOU RRE SURE YOU WANT TO Gr;E UP TUE ATTEMPT TO GUESS TN 
• SECRET RULE, HIT ENTER TO SEE WHAT TWE RULE IS. TTuFDYc5E PRESSANY OTHER K 
Fv TO RETURNHE GAME"  
44750 GOSU010010 TEZ CHR*(19)THENCLS'PPIJT0256 THE SECRET RULE IF'-" GOSU840010 
G ')400 0E FEC S, .Jß110 0: OSUB112 0,Gnc"R,  4,0,GCS ce11 410,CMn1 090 

17 J P 1f.RP`.JK n'JF..J.IE, -'152 APA,(, NCTTTNGWoM .1Gß  s.l • :GOSU 
" 	G - 	1P.RETURJ 
FORA 1Tn 5A NEAT.RETURN 

.c..,. • 	- ^n'Pv1 .01250: NEu-. RETUPN 
• FRO1"0500'NEXT :RETUAY 
• FOR.ra_. •^,97►, WEPT' RET; IDA: 



PET Doc 
by Bob Chappell 

Doc is an `Eliza' type program — ie, the 
computer will strike up a conversation 
with you. The computer will introduce 
itself as 'Dr Solace', a psychiatrist who 
wants to know all your problems and 
will give replies based on your input. 
Writing a program like this needs 
cunning logic if it's not to be become 

10 REI•I+IIOC+BOB CHAFPELL+14;2."82 
20 6OSUB380 
=:C+ LI=H9:89=""'PRINT"!t 
40 GETH$ IFH$=""THEN40 
50 	ASC:(HIF, =13JpPJ=20.)ANDB$=""THEN40 
60 I FV=13THENF'RI NT"N" ' GOTC1110 
70 FRINTH$; , IFI'=2OTHENB$=LEFTX(BI,LEP1(B1)-1).001.040 
80 IFV=44THENH$=" " 
90 IFV<:739THENB$=BI+H$ 
100 GOT040 
110 H$=B:$+" ":L=LEN(HI)•IFTIS."000500"GOT0130 
120 PRINT"SORRY,YOUR: TIME Ii JP.A1":K:.=39:TIS="000000"6010240 
130 I FL>60THEHK:=42 • GOT0240 
140 IFH$=L$THENK=43:O0TC240 
150 REN.++'SPLIT INTO WORMS+++ 
160 FORJ=ITOE:T$(J)="" NE?T'X=0:Z=1•FORJ=ITOL 
170 IFMIDI:H3,J,1i=" "THENX X+1:T$(X)=MID9(HI,Z.J-Z):2=J+1 
180 REM.++FINII KEYWORD++ 
190 NE:T'K:=41 FCIF,'J1=ITOA:K$=K$(J1):FOF,'J=ITOX:TI=T$(J) 
200 IFK$=Tt+T$CJ+1?THEN[=J1:F=J+2'J=X'J1=A:GOT0220 
210 IFK$=T$THEJK=JI:F=J+1'J=X:J1=A 
220 NEXTJ.J1 
230 REM+*SELECT REPLY*** 
240 Z=L(K)+INT(T(K)+RND(0)> IF2=ZITHEN240 
250 REM**C0IIJLIOATE+++ 
260 Z1=Z:RI=R$(Z)-IFPIGHTI(F.,1)•:>"+"THEN340 
270 J9=" "'IFF>XGOT0330 
280 FORJ1=FTOX T$=T9(J1) 
290 FORJ=ITOBGTEP2:IFT1=C$(J)THENT9=C1(J+1) J=B 0010310 
300 IFT$=C:$CJ+1)THEIT$=C9(J) .?=B: 
310 NEWT) IFJ1=XANDT$="I"TRENT$="11E" 
320 Jt=J1+Ts.+" ":NEXTJI 
330 Rs=LEFT[(F`I,LEN(R$)-1)+.P$+"tr? 
340 LX=LX+3:IFLW>17THENPRINT"Z%",H9":A"-LX=3 
350 PRINTRJ IFZ=127CIR2=12CTHENH$="" LX=L X+2 
360 007030 
370 REN++INITIALICE** 
380 PRINT")" POLE59468, 12 
390 H=4115:=16:1=142'II=4_::E=3O L: 7: DIMKC(A ),C:C(E:),F'I(C),L(D),T(D),TI(E 'i 
400 FCIRJ=ITOOA:READL$(J):NEi:T 
410 FOR=[TOB F'EAICI(J?-NEXT 
420 FORD=1TOC:F'EADRICJ:• HEM. 
430 FORJ=ITCIII - READL(,P.,T(3):NEXT:T19="000000" : T=RND(. -TI) 
440 PRINT":iAIInI1ELLC. I All IIF.. SOLACE, A CON' ~ULTANT. 
450 PRINT":IPLEA'SE MAKE YOURSELF COMFORTABLE AND 
460 PFIINT"TELL PIE YOUR PP'IBLEM."'F:ETJF'N 
4(0 KtlltttYHUK.VrAt+'f:+:+'+ 
480 	DATAIM, IAM IC'HMT, IWONT, II1i 1111: WANTA,l1AN?TCI, Ii ELL, CAIN :I ANTI . CANYGU 
490 DATAII1 IMTYLiLI, AREYOU, WHCI, Hi Il•1. WHAT, NHEF:E, I•iHEI . IJH4'. YOUAF'E,'r'OIURE,'.'OLIF', Y! U I iiY 
500 DATASCIF'RY,YES.NS,HATE,LOVE,THINK,DREAII.FRIE4D.HUNLV.IF.OREAT 
510 DATACCIMPUTEF', FOOL'. 3HUTUP, ECIC QI8YE, BYE 
520 FEli*+C:CINJW_ATICIN`++.+.+ 
53:0 DATAI , YCILI, I ' iI POLI' RE: NY, YOLIF'. API. APE: ;•IAS, I•JEPE • I VE, YOU.. V=, P>_ ELF . YÜURSELF 
540 IIATAHE. VOU 
550 F'El**REF'LIE`C++++ 
560 IIATADOES 1 T WORRY YOU THAT YCILI ARE! 
570 DATADID YOU THINK I WOIILII BE SHOCKEII TO HEAPTHAT YOU ARE* 
580 IIATAHCSI LONG HAVE YOU B:EE1I+.DC: Y)0 '_ILL E_1-.04 
590 DATAAPE YOU ASHAMED THAT YOU AFP.+ 
600 IIATFILINE NEVER KNOWS UNLES, ONE T=;IE_,ONE SHLILILIIN'T GIVE UP 
610 IIATAHAVE YOLI TRIELI HARD TO:* 
620 DATAHOW CAN YOU TELL THAT YOU CAN'T+ 
630 DATAI•JHY WONT YOU*, WHY LIC' YOU REFUSE TO*. IS IT WISE ![CIT TO+ 
640 DATAHAVE YOU ALI.IAY_. DONE :0-'.IS THAT IHV 'r':III WH1IT MY HELP"' 
650 	LIATAIICI YOU WISH VOLT C O ILII+,WHY DON•T YCILI+ 
660 DATAIOES THAT WORRY YOU-.. WOULD YOU LICE TCI+ 
670 DFITAWOJLII IT BE SO BAD IT YOU DID+ 
680 IIATABLIT WHAT IF YOU NEVER GOT H+,WHAT WOULII YOU IIC' WITH A+ 
690 DATAPIHAT IF I TC ILD YOU THAT I OFTEN WANT A+ 
700 IIATACAN YOU SAY WHY YOU WANT TO+, WHEN DO YOU WANT Ti 1+ 
710 LATAIS IT YOUR MAJOR AMBITION T0+ 
720 IIATAI•IHAT DO THESE FEELING=: SUGGEST TO 'r'lili'•,DO ':CIU OFTEN FEEL+ 
7%II DATALOI 'i1 U I ENJOY FEELING+,LIESIRIB:E WHAT IT IS LII:.E Ti' FEEL+ 
740 IIATADCI Y! iH REALLY WANT TOC CAN YCILI+ 
750 DATAWHY ARE YOU LINABLE TO+. WI:, ILII IT HELP I VOLT CC&ILII+ 
760 DATA"WOULII YOU BE SURPRISED TO LEARN THAT I CAN+" 
770 	DATADC ßJ' T YCILI BELIEVE THAT 1 CAN*. NCIT VERY WELL! 
'80 IIATAPEF:HAPS ONE DAY I i•IIGHT+, I F'F'EFEF' NOT Til+. WOLILIIN' T YCILI LIKE TiI+ 
'90 IIATAI•IHY ARE YOU CURIOUS TO 111GI1 1R 1 API::+,LIO YOU THIN[; I HM+ 
:300 IIATA"SUPPOSE I PREFER AT THIS POINT NOT TO 	REVEAL IF I AF1+" 
810 PATHS"' YOU PREFER TO ASK THE LIE' 111111 WHY DCI YOU ASK THAT"' 
820 DRTAWHAT ANSWER WOULD YOU LIKE TO HEART, I_: THAT OF INTEREST TO YOU? 
830 DATRYiIii REALLY WANT TO IHOW",NLULII 'iOH CLARIFY THE ii iESTIOM'% 
840 DATACAN YOU EXPLAIN WHY YOU ASKED THAT-',I [.KINDER 1•IHFIT LIES BEHIND THAT? 
850 DATAFERHARS ONLY IN YNLIR IMAGINATICOII All I+ 
:F"•GI IIATALIO YOU FIND IT AMUSING Ti, THIAK I All+.NH': DO YOU THINK:. I AM* 
870 IIATALIU ','CIU WISH YOU WERE+ 
880 IIATAI THINK: IT BEST WE TALK ABOUT YOU NOT ME:I PREFER TO TALK ABOUT YCILI 
:90 TIATAI•IHY BRING ME INTO IT?,VOLT SEEM VERY INTERE'=TED IN ME 
900 DATAAF:E YOU NOT SUBCONSSAOUSLY REFEF:F'ING TO YOURSELF? 
910 DRTAWHAT IS YOUR INTEREST IN 11Y+. WHAT ABOUT YOUR OWN+ 
9213 DATAYOU SEEM CURIOUS TO KNOW ABOUT MY+ 
930 	DATAI e THAT RIGHT? YOUR+, REALLY? YOJF+. YOL IF't 
940 DATAPLEASE IION'T CR',',THATS OLATE ALL RIGHT,WHY CO DEFENSIVE 
950 IIATAWHY ARE YON APOLO(ASINIG".THERE'=. NO NEED Ti:, BE SOPPY 

' 	960 DATAYOU APPEAR TO BE C!UITE CERTAIN OH THAT.'iOLI 3EEI•I CO1IVINCEII CIF THAT 

;COMPUTER 
CITY 

AS PART OF THE 

COMPUTER 
COUNTRY 

GROUP 

REFERS IT'S CLIENTS TO 
COMPUTER 
COUNTRY 

ADVERTISMENTS THROUGHOUT 
THIS MAGAZINE 

FOR DETAILS OF PRODUCTS. 
IN QUEENSLAND & N.T. 

PLEASE CONTACT DIRECT. 
COMPUTER CITY 

600 OLD CLEVELAND ROAD, 
CAMP HILL, 4152 BRISBANE 

TELEPHONE 
(07) 398 6759, (07) 398 6571 

G•PASCAL $40 
Our new high-speed Pascal compiler 
Implements a useful subset of Pascal for 
the Apple II. 

FEATURES 
• Compiles at over 6,000 lines/minute. 

• Only uses 12K for compiler, P-code 
Interpreter and text editor. 

• Extra memory/disks not needed. 
• Very easy to use and user friendly. 

• Comes with comprehensive 58-page 
manual which includes many examples. 

• Demo programs with disk version. 
• English error messages (not codes) with 

arrow to point of error. 

• Once G-Pascal Is loaded you can edit, 
compile and test continuously without 
needing any further disk or cassette 
access — makes debugging fast and easy. 

• Can be loaded Into 16K RAMCARD. 
• Programs execute faster than Basic. 

• Debugging aids, including Trace. 
• Can be used with a printer. 

• Disk version uses normal Apple DOS. 
• Data types: CONST., INTEGER, CHAR 
• Integers from —8388608 to +8388607. 

• Single dimension arrays. 
• PROCEDURE, FUNCTION, WHILE, 

REPEAT, FOR, IF, CASE, CALL 
BEGIN ... END all Implemented. 

• Extensions support: peeking, pokeing, 
random numbers, hl-res graphics, music 
generation, cursor positioning. 

Complete system, including compiler, 
Interpreter, editor and manual: $40 

Specify: cassette / Disk 3.2 / Disk 3.3 
Send cheque or Bankcard number to: 

Gammon & Gobbett 
Computer Services Pty Ltd 

P.O. Box 124 Ivanhoe, Victoria 3079 

nonsensical. Cramming such logic and a 
good range of responses into 8k is not 
an easy task, so it is possible to make 
rubbish out of a conversation with the 
`doctor'. 

Doc contains full instructions and 
will run on any PET. 
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Minerva 
Mieroware 

PROGRAMS 
970 DATAAREN'T YOU BEING TOO POSITIVE?,WHAT MAKES YCM SAY YES? 
980 DATAYOU SEEM VERY CONFIDENT,YOU'RE OUITE SURE? 
990 DATAARE YOU SURE2,WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO THIAr ABOUT THAT? 
1000 DATAAREN - -I ',DLI BEN,:,  A TRIFLE NEGATIVE?,D0 YOU MEAN THAT? 
1010 DATHWHY N013,1 THINK You REALLY WANTED TO SAY YES 
1020 DATANHY DO YOU DETEST+,iS IT WRONG TO LOATHE* 
1030 IIATAIIEEP DOWN DON' T YOU REALLY LOVE* 
1040 DATAIS IT WRONG TO LOVE*,HOW REAL IS THIS LIAT FOR* 
1050 DATA"ARE YOU SURE THAT IT'S NOT JUST AN 	INFATUATION?" 
1060 DATA YOU DCM'T SEEM SURE+,01ILY THINK*,THIW OR HOFE*,HAVE YOU DOUBTS THAT+ 
1070 DATAARE YOUR DREAMS FRIGHTENING?,D0 YOU DREAM 	FR Y MuCH? 
1080 DATANHAT PEOPLE APPEAR IN YOUR. DREAMS? 
1090 DATACAN YOU THINK OF A RECURRING DREAM?.I.IHAT ABOUT NIGHTMARES? 
1100 DATANNAT ARE FRIENDS FOR?, WHY DO SOME PEOPLE HAVE NO FRIENDS? 
1110 DATADOES THE SUBJECT OF FRIENDS DISTURB ..... 
1120 DATAWHY I'D SOME PEOPLE HAVE LOTS OF FRIENDS? 
1130 DATAIS MONEY THE ROOT OF EVIL?,WHY IS MONEY IMFORTANT TO YOU? 
1140 DATAAPE YOU FPEOLIENTLY SHORT OF DUNE 	I'll YOU THINK YOU ARE pOOR? 
1150 DATADOES WEALTH BRING HAPPINESS? 
1160 DITAONLY IFCYOU DON'T SEEM SURE 
1170 DATA "'GREAT" MEANING OF LARGE .FAMOUS OP GCODT",WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY GREA. 
1180 DATADO YOU mEAN DIG+,"NOULD IT FE FA9GGERATING WHEN YOU SAY 	GREAT*" 
1190 DATACOMPUTERS CAN -  T CONvERSE LIFE WE CAN,RPE YOU sCARED OF MACHINES? 
1200 DATAWHY DO COMPUTERS SPRING TO MIND?,comPuTERS, APE ONLY MACHINES 
1.111 DATACOULD A COMPUTER HELP YOU ?,WHAT I 	IT YOU FEAR FROM COMPUTERS? 
1220 VATANNAT FOOD ClO YCHJ LIFE MOSP,WHY DO SOME PEOPLE OVEREAT? 
1230 DATANHAT ELSE BESIDES Foori?,FoOD IS hECESSAPY FOR LIFE 
1240 DATAPLEASE DON'T TELL ME TO SHUT UP 1 ,WHy DO ',OU HAUT ME TO SHUT 	IF 
1250 DATATNAT'S NOT VERY POLITE ,WHY APE YCIII BEING SO AGGRESSIVE? 
1260 DATA "THAT WILL DE TEN POUNDS,THANK YOU. 	FIEL T FATTEDT.PLEA 
1270 DATA "THANK YOU FOR TALKING TO ME. 	 *11E XT PATIEIFI,PLEASE." 
1280 DATRI WOULD LIFE TO HEAR MORE,GIVE ME A EFECIF1C ET1NPLE.I SEE 
1290 DATATNA1 	I 	FASCINATING,1 UNDERSTAND,PLEASE CONTINUE.] DON'T UNDERSTAND 
1300 DATACAN YOU ELABORATE ON THAT 7, ,LET S CHANGE THE SUBJECT 
1310 DATANHY SUCH A LENGTHY PERLW 
1320 DATA"PLERIE I EEP YOUR REPLIES BRIEF" 
1330 DATAWHY DO YOU REPEAT YOLCSELF?,YOU JO ST SAID THAT 
1340 DATAFtEASE DON T FEEP SAYING THE SAME THING 
1350 REM**POINTERS TO REPLIES** 
1360 	DATA1,5,1.5.6,4•10,5.r"',2,1.3.23,3.2.4.30,2,32,2 34.3  
170 	DATA4' 	'' 	43,8,443.9,43.s.51.4_5 	.4 	f;I .4  
1380 	DATA71,6,77,6•8 ,94,9,:,t-94 	1,e,5.10I-„ 2,19.4.1186 
12,90 	DATA119.4 	121,4.127•2,12/.2.129.9.12,140. 
READY. 

TRS-80 Screen Dump 
by C Ridley 

For users of the TRS-80 Model 1 Level additional function. 
2 	with 	the Tandy Line Printer VII 	It allows the user to obtain a straight 
this program should provide a useful copy of the screen by pressing shift '@'. 

10 ' 	**A SCREEN DUMP TO LINE PRINTER U.* 
:40 	, 	BY COLIN. RIDLEY 	13-10-81 
40 DATA 
rD,E2..07.,FE.60,C0,00,3C,3E.019,CD,3B4O0,2A,06,7F 
60 DATA 
06.10,0E,40,CD,35,7F,7E,FE,20,FC,32,7F,FE,7F,F4 
70 DATA 
32,7F,CD,3B4O0,23,0D$20,EE,3E,0R,CD,3C,00,05,20 
80 DATA 
E1,09,3E,20,C9,05.0E,08,3E,20,CD,3D,00,00,20,F0,C1,C? 
90 FOR ADDR=32512 TO 32577 
100 READ HMT, GOSUB 150 
110 POKE ADDR,DEC:NEXT ADDP 
120 POKE 16435,135,POKE 16436.0.POKE 16427,127;P0K: 1G405,0 
130 NEW 
150 N-ASC(HEXS)-48.IF N>9 THEN N=N-7 
160 DEC=N*1C 
170 N=ASC(RIGHT(HEX$,1))-43:IF N>9 THEN N=N-7 
120 DEC=DEC+N•RETURN 

PET Boxes 
by Victor Russell 

Boxes 	is 	actually 	made 	up of three 	splitting the program into its three corn 
games — Boxes, Knight and Ladder. All 	ponent games would not be very easy. 
three are instructive, entertaining and 	Full 	instructions 	for 	each 	game 	are 
'user-proof'. They could easily be useful 	included in the program. As it is so long 
for demonstrations at club meetings, 	a good deal of RAM will be needed — 
etc. 	 an educated guess about 32k. Boxes was 

	

The program is not well annotated so 	written in Basic 2.0. 

- 

at 

9 
FaVel

4
.78,:,55,40,41,128,77,17,-1,-41.-13,77,1 7 7,1,-39,-117,78,255,-40 

3 DEFFARKJ=PEEK(0.40*-1)1J*-1)1ANT»A,H> 	- 
4 DEFFNFDL,=INTRAD(1)+10)+45 
5 DIA19%(?),M3,,C3),M(3),F%,3 	FORJ=01•03.READAJ,,E%<J,,MJ),D7:(J),F7.(1 
6 NEJ L=33250 B=128,:F=I60 U=59468 GOT0300 
I FOR2=0T0999 NEXT - RETURN 

P1:11 Er,(BORPEEK(10*(VANDI)+PCV+IANDI) FERRI 
9 GETAt , IFAW"THEN9 
10 0=ASC.011, 	W=VALoril. 	V=14-1)/2 ,41:..2,, 	FETE EN 
11 	FCII.EF  
14 FOR.I=OTOROKEK+A%k. J,,P FC*EKA.F%“),F NEXT FETUFfl 
32 FORJ=01-04:GOSUBII 	ROKEr+1,105 FIVEK-40..:13 K=1-33 NE.T 

-11 

AUTHOR ISE D HITACHI DEALER 

9/43 Kensington Road, 
South Yarra, Vic. 3141 

Phone: (03) 241-7094 (All hours) 

HITACHI PEACH 

ALTERNATIVE CHARACTER SET 

Rid your PEACH of all those useless 
Japanese characters and replace them 
with 57 extra graphics characters and 

13 Greek alphabet characters 

$50.00 

RGB COLOUR MONITORS 
HEAVILY DISCOUNTED 

SEND FOR 
HITACHI and COMPUCOLOR 

PRODUCT CATALOGUE 

QUALITY CASSETTE 
SOFTWARE 

for 

CHALLENGERS & SUPERBOARDS 

SPIDER WEB (4K) $15 

a 

IU 
I 	 programmable 

M41 	spider draws 
spirolaterals 

Sweet 
PEA 
$40 

   
. 	• 	• 

An 8K 
Editor and Assembler 
which handles up to 	 • •// 
200 lines. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
FREE CATALOGUE 

oleter !Co111  
Computer 

•••',A 74  4  c re Cottage, 
P.O. Box 455, 

Charters Towers 
4820 

Tel (077) 872750 
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NEW PRODUCTS! 
NOW AVAILABLE 

"PASSPORT COURIER" 
PORTABLE COMPUTER 

* Z80A CPU, 64K Dynamic RAM, Interval Timer 
* Expandable STD Bus Design 
* Five (5) Spare Card Slots 
* Two SONY 3.5" MicroFloppy Disks Standard 
* 322K Bytes Formatted Capacity Each Disk 
* Two Serial RS-232 Interfaces/Ports 
* 9" CRT, 80 Character by 25 Line Display 

$6950 
+ tax 

Century Computer 
* C180 — $3950 + S/Tax 
* VDU — $1295 + S/Tax 
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MODEL C800-T * 2 x 1.25 Mbyte Floppies 
* S100 * CP/M 	* 2 Serial ports 
* 64K byte RAM * Centronics printer port 

VDU Model T10 

SPECIFICATIONS C180 	* 2 x SERIAL ports 
* Delta SBC 	 * Centronics printer port 
* 2 x 8" Floppies (2.5 Mbyte) * CP/M 

CRT CONTROLLER 

(Price $275.00 + Sales Tax) 

Features 
•runs AppleTM software 
"PAL is on main board, saves buying a PAL add on 
card 

•will take all add on cards as it has same type BUSS 
•board is fully socketed and has all passive com-
ponents and crystal 
Just add ICs, ROMs, keyboard, power supply 
and case 

•plug straight into your home colour TV via RF 
modulator and save on buying a monitor 

TM Reg trade mark of Apple Computers Inc. 

Dealer enquiries invited 

::: abac 

THE DELTA -SBC IS 
THE STATE-OF-THE-ART SBC 

Standard features include: 
•4MHz Z-80A CPU 	•2 serial ports 
'64 K byte RAM 'Centronics printer port 
'Single/Double density 
floppy disk controller 'Vectored interrupts 
for both 5% and 8 inch 
drives. 

•Real time clock 

•DMA •Enhanced C-BIOS 

A & T 	$795 a Sales Tax 
KIT 	$595 + Sales Tax 

This intelligent CRT Controller is completely con-
tained on a 6x6%" printer circuit board. The design 
is based on an 8085A Microprocessor and an 8275 
integrated CRT Controller. l t features the following: 
• 25 lines, 80 characters/line 
•5x7 Dot Matrix 
'8085 CPU 
'Two 8185s 
'Two 2716s I1 for software, 1 for user program- 
mable character generator) 

"Serial interface RS232 and TTL 
•Baud rates of 110, 150, 300, 1200, 2400, 4800 
& 9600 

•Keyboard Scanning System 
•Uses +5V power supply and i 12V power supply 

Bare Board $89.95 + Sales Tax 

512 Bridge Road, 
Richmond, Vic. 3121 
Ph: (03) 429 5844 

COMPUTERS FOR " 
• SCIENTIFIC 
	 .1c.17-r-:: • COMMUNICATIONS 	f 

• ENGINEERING 	 r /t 
• FINANCIAL MODELLING 	r • 
• BUSINESS & 	 •.- ir 
• EDUCATION  

SEAHORSE COMPUTERS 
10 MITCHELL ST, 
CAMDEN, NSW 2570. 	Authorised apple Dealer 
TELEPHONE (046) 66-6406 	& Service Centre No 88X061 
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"The Color Computer is THE best buy in 
the market today. It's Jam-packed with 
hardware capabilities and the graphics 
commands of Extended Color BASIC 
are excellent. Look at it!" 

— William Barden, Jr., Author 

"Tandy's Extended Color BASIC is a 
breakthrough in colour graphics for 
•ersonal computers. It's fast, easy-to-
use, and capable of producing strikin. 
graphics." 

The experts agree ... the Tandy TRS-80'' Color 
Computer lets you create spectacular high-reso-
lution colour graphics at an amazingly low price! 
A Programmer's Dream at Only $849. Our 16K Color 
Computer with Extended Color BASIC uses one-line 
commands to make the creation of sophisticated 
graphics easy. Now you can produce colour dia-
grams, business and engineering charts, even simple 
animation with a screen resolution of up to 49,152 
programmable pixel points (256x192). You get eight 
vivid colours, sound, a 32x16 screen format, editing, 
user-definable keys, error messages, PEEK, POKE, a 
built-in RS-232 serial interface, and much more. 
We Don't Skimp on Documentation. Our easy-to-
understand tutorial manuals on our Standard and 
Extended Color BASIC will quickly have you using the 
full potential of your TRS-80 Color Computer. 

Mindy 
CSMPOTER ME TRE 

The biggest name in little computersTM 
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

Retail .rices may vary at individual dealer stores. 

— Stan Miastkowski 
BYTE Magazine 

"Anyone seeking a 
machine that will 
serve well as a 
teacher and a base 
for a home commu-
nication and enter-
tainment centre will 
find the TRS-80 
Color Computer a 
strong contender." 

— Carl Warren 
Popular Electronics 

1 RS-80 Color Computer has the most 
tial of any computer on the market today; 

more versatile, more expandable, easily 
interfaced, and easier to use — bar none!" 

— H.C. Pennington, Autho 

Instant Fun and Games! Just plug-in a Program PakTM 
for exciting game action! OurTRS-80 Color Computer 
connects to any standard TV set. 
Expand At Any Time. Add a disk drive for only $699, 
and get 156K•bytes of on-line  
storage. Add more memory, a 
printer, and other acces• 
sories, too. 
See It Today! Come in for a 
demonstration at a Tandy 
Computer Centre, store or Joird 	 14, 
dealer near you. 



A successful sandwich shop 
means more than cutting great 
sandwiches. It means cutting 
costs to the bone without cut-
ting corners. 

The NEC PC8000 personal 
computer makes it possible for 
the small businessman with 
no computer training, to analyse 
his business in every aspect. 

This will almost certainly 
produce ideas as to how to make 
the business more efficient and 
profitable. 

The NEC PC8000 personal 
computer has many kinds of 
application programs available. 

You can get them from the 
store at which you buy your 
machine. With these you can 
do anything from basic book- 

keeping to producing financial 
forecasts and trend analysis of 
your business. 

The NEC PC8000 personal 
computer is designed and 
manufactured by NEC in 
Japan, where 10,000 a month 
are being manufactured and 
sold worldwide. 

Application programs available 
include:- 

2 Word Processors, Mailing List, 
Telecommunications, Target 
Business Planner, Debtors, 
Creditors, General Ledger, 

Inventory, Invoicing, Program 
Generator, Dbase II, 

Micro Modeller. 

I ~  C IAI',~r 1 

PC 8000 series 

"WHEN IT COMES TO CUTTING 
COSTS THIS COMPUTER IS AS KEEN 
AS HIS FAVOURITE KNIFE." 

vie 4 

ART 

SILVER NEC 507 iiiii 



ATARI® 
PUBLIC DISCLAIMER 

OF WARRANTY 
-- After unauthorised conversion 

The distributors of Atari 400 and 
800 model Home Computers warn 
owners that they should NOT 
convert their computers with 48K 
RAM or 32K RAM boards or 
similar programs. These call for 
functions for which the Atari 
units were not designed. 

Unauthorised conversion is not 
recommended by Atari and owners 
should be warned that the 
Manufacturer's Warranty on their 
computer may be jeopardised if any 
damage should occur. 

Futuretronics Australia Pty. Ltd. 

NorthShar 
BASIC USERS 

FOR "GOTO" "GOSUB" 
OR "LIST" 

USE A NAME 
NOT A NUMBER 

MAKE PROGRAMMING 
EASIER 

MAKE PROGRAMS 
READABLE 

NOT ALTERED BY 
RENUMBERING 

NAMES OF ANY LENGTH 

$60 LINENAME 

P.O. Box 263, 
TORONTO 2283 N.S.W. 

AUSTRALIA 
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23 IFPEEK(K)>60THENRETURN 
24 S=S+PEEK(10-48:GOSUEII RETURN 
26 FORJ=0T04:00SUB11:POKEK+1,223:POKEK+40,95:K=1::+41 NEXT 
27 IFPEEK(K)>60THENRETLIRN 
28 S=S+PEEK(K)-480OSLI811:RETURN 
30 FORJ=0T04:GOSUBI1:POKEK-1,233:POKEK+40,105:K=K+39:NEXT 
31 IFPEEK(K)<99THENGOSUB8 
32 RETURN 
34 FORJ=0T04:GOSUBI1:POKEK-1,95:POKEK-40,223.K=K-41:NEXT 
35 IFPEEI(<K)<99THENGOSUB8 
36 RETURN 
44 GOSUB1I:FORD=OTOI:K=K+AX(V):F'OKEK,D'r'('d)-NEXT 
45 K=K+Ri(V):S=S+(PEEK(K)-48)*(VAND1):GTiSUB8:RETURN 
55 F'C=F" N0=0: GOSUB7 : IF I>9THEN59 
56 1FPEEF:(Y+211I)<60THENW=I:00T062 
57 FORZ=ITOI IFPEEKCY+2m2)<60THENIJ=Z:Z=I-:NEXT-GOT062 
58 NEXT2:PRINT", CAN'T MOVE: YOU";:N0=1:RETURH 
59 W=INT(RND(1)40+1) 
60 IFRND(1)<Ii,,THENIFI<>INT(1110)*10THENW=I-101AINT(L•'10) 
61 IFPEEK(Y+2444)=F'THEN55 
62 IFTOTHENPOKEV+2kW,P 
63 PRINT"'.Y TURN , CHOOSE"W"11.7 
64 C=C+W: RETURN 
66 GOSUB7 •PRINT" CUR TURN 	 11U01": •PC=102 
67 IFI>9THEN70 
68 FORZ=1TOI IFFEEK(X+2*Z)<60THENZ=I:NEXT:60T070 
69 NEXT:PRINT"'T".:fRINT" DU CAN'T MOVE: 	N0=1 •RETURN 
70 GOSUB9'IFQ<490R8>57THEN70 
71 IFPEEK(X+2*N) 600ßC+W>KTHEN70 
72 IFTGTHENPOKEX+2+41,PC 
73 PRINTA$".T' C=C+IJ RETURN 
77 IFPEEK(M+A)=93THENGOSUB88:1=4 RETURN 
79 M=M+A:POKEM, FL RETURN 
- S FORH=0T021M=M-40 POKEI'1,PC•NEXT A=-A-M=M+A POKEM,PC - F,ETURN 
99 I=K-C IFD+IANDITHENGOSUB55 
100 IFDANDITHENGOSUB66 
101 RETURN 
120 PRINT":y,,l lL IAA":PRINT"'•0VE LIKE A KNIGHT AT CHESS. USING E'VENMI 
125 PRINT"NUMBERED KEYS THE FIRST NUMBER i:I':ESMI 
130 F'RINT"THE DIRECTION OF THE 2- •GLARE Mli'.;'EMENT:A 
135 PRINT"E.G 5 6 MOVES 2 SQUARES LIF' AND 1 TO THE MF:IiGHT.AC 
140 PRINT"rSJECT GET 85 CLOSE TO THE TARGET AS RFOSSIBLE IN 7 MOVES. 
142 PRINT"AMM RE:S5 :b1+--Y PLEASE, OF t FOR ALTERNATI'•'EGAME '..COVER SQUAREST. 
145 TG=1:GOSLIB9 IFQ=32THEN150 
146 TG=0: IF0:::65THEN145 
150 POKELI, 12 OK="I 111'-1 A01111ii_ Jii C 
160 PRINT":7" Fi1RI=0T04 Fi1Fr-0T03 FF'IFITG.. FOF.E32509+3+J+120AII,FHN(0):NEXT 
170 F'ß1111 "r0l" HE:iT 1.=53031  Fill EI:, F Gi  SUB14 S=0 A=O 
130 IFTGTHENM=INT' H+FllL1' 1 '+20) FFINT"ATARGET"M" MI 
190 	i,iISHE:9 	 IFI111 . 1!:; I F'I IITHEN190 
_GO PRINTAI" 11". H=3+F:•,J, 

0 I_,_ISIIF:•.:,  FI=FI. '.1 	1 
15 	11- I I I T !. I I ! ;:: 1.10P,1 : i U IFH= JGF.:W=1 ANDJ=2i ,F' .1=2A1DJ= l ORAD'3 (W-,1) =3THEN21 O 

F-FIHTI t"T' H-H+ +F::(l.1) IFFEEI::iH+1.. <43OFPEEK H+  . S7THEN190 
6OSUF:1I I=t.+11 :osLIB:14 	'_-43+PEEK,  k:. A=A+1 I TOANDA=7THEFI26O 
-0F•.1=01 I 	rEF -  F"IFl1-IT02 H=F'EEI I+.+F+ ,+F::(II 

57 
 

Irl-, 47ANIIH:SS THEN)=3 . W=ä NEXT NEXT GOT 0190 
HE::I HE::T FJPI= 1IiJ. FORW=OTO3STEP3 H=FEEY.I +3+F':•:4:+=+F::(14)) 

47 	IFH:47Od1GN:5STFIEN.I=2 W=3 NEXT NE .J GOT0190 
50 HE::T 11E::1 FFINT"BOXED IN !.N" PRINT44-A"LEFT UNCOVERED." : 00T0290 

255 	 ,0101 L U 
«.0 1=311:5.5•II. FFRIT"TOTAL"S"11 50 YOU  LOSE"I"FOINT3. 
271+ 1=50-1 IFI',K51THEIIMK=I 
280 PRINT":e1:1=:COFE ="I"IL! 	BEST _,_ GRE ='1'1K ". 
298 PPINT" APPES5 3SFACE! . 

'0:11B9 IF0=2.2THEN150 
I 	I;THEN295 

COO PRINT , POKEU, 14: PRI NT":7-OF,' 11-+-., FRESS I . $InI" PF.IIIT"- iR 	H. - - 
r, F'RINT"MIA-OR Lt----. - - L." F'RINT"A'IAIO END PROGRAM, - - -. 

750 PRINT"AX L.ETURN TO THIS INDEX BY FRE:_SING :L_-1 
5 PRINT" NINSTEAD OF in74--111  AT THE END OF A GAME. 2.40 GOSUB9 IF0=76THEN1990 

350 IFQ=69THENFRINT":)"'POKE144,46:P0KE59468,12:END 
355 IFQ=?5THEN!20 
360 IFQ<>66THEU340 
400 PRINT:PRINT"7"; POKEU,I4:PRINTTAB(15)" 	" - F'RINTTAB(15)"Slit-i:A 
NOMIT.11T.JIN 11 
405 5=0 , PRINT" .-SE NUMBER KEYS 1,3.7 & 9 TO MOVE 
410 F'RINT"7 MOVES UP AND LEFT ETC.MI 
425 PRINT" GU SCORE ONLY WHEN MOVING LEFT TO RIGHT"; 
430 PRINT"(USING KEYS 3 OR 9).AI 
435 PRINT"14,-.-  It- GET A TOTAL AS CLOSE AS" PRINT"POSSIBLE TO THE TARGET. 
445 PRINT" .AHII1HII POSSIBLE SCORE IS 50.4 
446PRIFIT"4Ll -.'tl -.:•: 14\-:  SIMPLY SCORE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. 
460 PRINTTAB(5)"H F-EC-C L FOR LARGE VERSION," PRINTTAB(11)"An FOR SMALL. 
470 GOSLII:9.IF0=76THEN9SO 
475 IFQ<>83THEN470 
I50 PRINT"P.iNE FROM WHITE SQUARE TO FLASHING BALL. 
4:1:1 PRINT"MIA CIU MAY PASS THROUGH A BOX TWL=E .:.NOT 
455 PRINT"MCHANGING YOUR SCORE), BUT NOT ALONG THE MI=AHE PATH TWICE.4 
4_:4 PRINT" M1A-FE_S :bl!--P, OR t FOR ALTERNATIVE GAME. 
45 GOSUB9:IF0=32THEFJTG=-1'GOTO490 
456 TO=0 , IFOC.65THEN455 
490 	F'OF:EU,12 F'F'INT"70.1" FORI=1T05 FCIFJ=1111 I.;I:- 2'+(I-6)-'.I:_•.'+1 
500 	FPINTTAI +r1I:3 I 	+J*1O I t; NEXT FF INT I. I '5THENPRINT" KMA 
540 NE:>:T PPINT MIMPIM.IA"TAB(E)LIPI44LISWI. PRINT"MINA" FRINTTAB(3)U$W$U$WSU$W$ 
560 FPIIIT F'RINTTAB(3)W$U$WSUIl•1$LI$ FF'IF1T"MINA" FFIIITTAIl'1$IU$W$U$ 
r.`.O FOP1=1T02 . FORJ=-1Tij1 F'i'lEL+1O+1+4i,i,+.I.FF1NiO.,  NE:;T NEXT 

60 FrillI=0Ti12 FCIF.EL+5+1+10+2ri0.FF111':O' Fill  EL+5+1+1i,-2.00.FNF1(0) NEXT 
370 PRINTS:=INT '.P14D'1 +40)+10:IFTSTHENPRINT"#TARGET"2 
350 PRINT PRINT"40.1MAAAA,IAAA4"TABi32.'"III". FOKE167,0 K=4.FOKEF:,P 
710FI'F'_1=-1 Tu! IFF'EEK (1:'+ 4i++.r)-32GFF'EEF..,:I -4O+J)=3'2THEFI1=1 . HFXT'GOTO7I5 
712 NEXT F'i_6¢167.1 FF'INT"Wi11 ARE " FF'IFIT"FOXED IFI !"-F'RIIJT"4"; 1=0 GOT0765 
5 Gil-UPS IFI•K?IANDIJ•:i <A11DW<.:.-7ANIII.1;:91 HEN715 

IFPEEK.! I +A':•.b'',.5.32THEN715 -<O 0FI'.1+1[IISUB30,26.34,22 
IFF =C1280THEN746 	 • 

740 GO rir,'1i, 
746 	1=5i,-AE ,5-:? FiiiE167,1 FRINT IFH''TTGTHEH750 
745. PRINT"*ITOTAL="`_. FRINT" 	 " FF'IIIT":16CORE="I"PW" IFI>MTTHENMT=I 
749 I=MT GOTO765 

750 	IFS: r•C; THEFIF•1s='=• 
760 I=MK PPINT"OECORE ="S, 



WE BELIEVE IN THE 

765 F•RINTTAB(20)"E:EST SCORE" FR:INTTAE:(30)"I_:"I"II. 
770 PRINTTAB(2E:)":AFRESS :t;FA=E! 
780+ GCi,LIB9 IFQ=13THEN300 
=5 I F;!:::.=:2THEN730 

790 :=:=0 : i iii Tii490 
)=0 F'F'IFIT",7",IIVE FROM WHITE SQUARE TO ANY OF THEM 
=5 PRINT"THREE RIGHT-HAND SOUAP.ES..AIAIN 

987 0$=" FLAMM " Fa="1111" U$=". 71?I" Fi$=" , AIJ11 
990+ PRINT" IOLI HA': NEITHER GO THROUGH THE SAME E.O>fA 
991 PRINT"NOR ALONG THE SANE PATH Tl•IICE.:NAIAIA7 

992 PRINT"'FE3S Irll!--i OR o OR FREES ONE OFA 
993 PRINT"THESE KEYS WHILE HOLDIFIG DOWN A :401%-1 !N 
994 PR:IHT"P::E4' FOR THE ALTERFIATI':+E GAME). 
995 GOSL IEG: TG=(a )-•i•+i IFQ=320F:G1=F?HEH959 
996 IF(QORB)i:215THEKI995 
997 G$=" '1 IIeIe.l '] " 
999 PRINT"7" POK:EU.12 
10+00 FOF,'I=1T0=::FORJ=1T06:PF:INTR$0$.:NEF;T:F'F:IFIT PR:INT:F•RINT"O I"; 
10+10+ FOF.•J=1T06:F'RINTLI$W$ ; NE::T F•RINT 
1320 FORJ=1T97 F'RINTG$R$; NEXT 
10=:+3 FORJ=ITO6 :F'RINTW$U$; NET : F'F:INT F'R:INT 
1040 NEXTI FORJ=ITO6:FRINTR$G$;:NEXT 
11360 FOR I=0T0 _:: FORJ=0TO5 : PC11(E _:2312+6*,i+240* I. FFüN ( 0? : NEisT • NE?T 
1070 

 
I:=32929: FORI=0T02: FOF:J=0T06 : F'OF:"EK+E.+.J+2413:+I . FNN(0) : NEXT: FIE'.T 

1080 K=K+240.IHT(RND.:1)#3?:POKEK.F• 
1085 IFNCITTGTHEN2=39+IFIT(70NRND(1)) PR,INT:PF:INTTAB(14)":AHTARGET"E"IIkTi 
1090 0OSLIg9 : IFl•K: 1ANDIJ(:3AFIDW<i7ANDWC>9THEN1090 
1100 I FPEEK: ( K+E:: ( V ) ) : _?_9HNDPEEk:: ( I::+R?: ('d ) ) =C?: ('•:' ) THENG'U3UR44 
1140 FORJ=9T02 IFK:=32965+249*JTHEKIJ=2 HE:?T 007011185 

1150 NEXT:J=0 
1160 H=3:IFJ=4THEN1260 
1170 I FFNF' ( J ) ::E:'2AFIDFNF' ( J ) =::60THENH=1 : I FFNF' < J ) ='30RFF'IP ( .J ) =77THEFI1090+ 
1139 J=.J+1:00T01160 
1185 IFTGTHEH1200 
1190 I=50-ABS(2-8) FRINT"AIA1 TOTAL="S" - ".TAB(27)"NSC:ORE ="I"II. 
1195 IFI-H2THENH2=I 
1196 F'RINT"b)IIPITP SCORE ="N2".11110I"; GOT01230 
1200 FRINT: F'RINT F'RINT"SCORE ="S".", 
1210 IF:=:ALTHEFII9L=S 
1220 F'RINT"►PROF' SCORE ="1IL"11. N 
1230 F'RINTTAB(10)"F'R..ESS I3F'AC:E!.", 
1240 GOSUB9 IF0=13THEN300 
1245 I FG::-:'32THEN 1240 
1250 3=0 0GT0999 
1260 F'R'INT F'RINT FRINT"BOXED IN !.N":60T01230 
1990 F'RINT":1T— -.NNAI"FRINT"oE TAKE IT IN TURNS TO CHOOSE A NUMBER .A 
1992 PRINT"FIRCT TO REACH THE TARGET IJIFIS,.IqAIN 
1993 PRINT"TESS :A+lt--R F'LEASE. OR A NUMBER TO SET .AMY INTELLIGENCE. 
1994 PRINT"klAl-]F: ÄLTER?1ATI'•:'E, WHERE WE CAN'T FE-L13E:A1 
1995 PF:INT"NLILIE:ERS. PRESS ONE OF THESE KEYS WHILE MlOLIIIFIG DOWN :0$1,-1R. 
1996 TG=c, I,CI::UB9 - IF0;159THENT0=1 W=4'AL(CHP..i(0-I:)) 
1997 IFQ=F'OF:0=32THENI0=1-.2+TG UOTO2000 
1999 10=I1'10 

2000 G$=" r--,.AI01OHk11'—'7IF7":LI$=" r'-,plMOMllMl'—'71F'7 
2010 C=0 • F.•$=" r—H N01H .0l'----' 71 CA1" : lJ3'=" r~01Ml 1+11'-,--' 71 F'1 
2500 TN=TN+IAHD1 D=TN PRIHT"7r--,r11t111CN14--'71F7"; •FOR_r=1TOF:: PP.INTIGi; NE:<T 
2500 PRINT" I—LNIUH:NI 'J 71 CN" . 
2399 FORI=I1.02:F'RINTUi; FORJ=1TO8 F•F.:INTG$; •NEYT PRINT" r—i.NI11Hb11-H711:N" ; 
2810 F'RIFITW$; FORJ=ITOE::F'R:INTG$; :NE,;T•FR:INTRI, :NEY:T F•RINT'Y1 11IN1 	009"; 
=000 FCIF{J=4T00STEF'-1 =JAHD1 :'•.•=J+1AFü11 : FOF•I=10+1KT0101TEF'V-k; 
3050 F'R'INT"11"RIGHT$::=TF.'$(J*10+I).2)"MI"; NEXT FRNIT"eIN"; NEXT FRINT"l 
3+360 X= =::=:525' : IFTGTHENFOK:E:;: 102: FOF:J=1 T~ ~9 F•OK:E;;+J+2. 4;:+J . FOK::EX+80+J+2. 4F:+J : NEXT 
3100 K:=20+1NT(F.'ND(1)*31 ) F'F:INTTAB,.9)"+ 1 4-I -1 "K "+" 'i=};+_:0+. IFTI:THENF'OK:EY. F• 
3150 A=1 19=33233 - 00_:UE:99 FOF'I=1102 Ca35LIE:77 NE•,';T IFIJ=ITHEH:7350 
3160 FOF.'J=1 TOW-1 FLIPI =1 T04 OC c3LIE:'7 NEi;T . NE::T LI I T 133350 
.=r20u3 

 
00SLIB99:IFNOTHEH:3400 

3279 FOR9=1TOl•I FORI=1704 1:1__I`•LIE:77 NEXT NEXT 
3350 D=D+1 [FC=K:THEN:3380 
▪ GU1113299 
▪ 380+ IFDAFII1ITHEFIF'R:INT"..". 
=:90+ IFD+lAND1THENFRINT" 
3400+ PRINT" HH'':'E WON PRESS I014-7. 
;450 6C_:LIB9 IF:=J2THEN20+09 
3509 IF.' ':--' I:;THEN3450 
_ 55Ld GOIT0300 

Atari Earth 
by Martin Stiby 

This is a two player game with a 
difference, in that each player has a 
completely different role within the 
game rather than both players doing 
the same thing and vying for the higher 
score. One player controls an alien and 
the other a satellite which has to ram 
the alien and destroy it. The concept 
behind the game is that our planet is 
being threatened (as always) by the 
alien who wants to vaporise all of us. 
The satellite has a time limit in which 
to vanquish the invader. 

Earth is displayed on the screen and 
both players can hide behind it, 
although this affords little in the way of 
protection. Full instructions are provi-
ded on request by the program. 

To vary the amount of acceleration 
on both alien and satellite, the value of 
M in line 545 can be altered. The `1 ' 
in lines 10,40 and 3015 is a clear screen 
symbol and any text to be printed in 
lines 400, 2000 and 3015 is in inverse 
video. 

10 PRINT ::{Io.__.t thou requ ire K now uedge 
ConC ern irlg the use Of tl -Ii:. Rrog 

t' am 	: POKE 764.255 
20 IF PEEK( 7E:4 )=255 THEN 20 
,E+ IF PEEK( 764)=,5 THEN 43E+ 	 II 

ATA R 
400 & 800 

COMPUTERS 
CALL IN FOR THE 

DEMONSTRATION AND 
SPECIAL DEAL ON:— 

ATARI 400s & 800s 
AT ALLIANCE COMPUTERS 

RAMCRAMS & RAMDISKS 
DISK DRIVES & PRINTERS 

WE SUPPORT THE ATARI ! ! : — 

Valdez 32k Tape 
Intruder Alert 16k Tape 
Poker Party 24k Tape 
Forest Fire 24k Tape 
Space Lanes 24k Tape 
Nominoes-Jigsaw 24k Tape 
Management Simulator 24k Tape 
Rings of the Empire 16k Tape 
Midway Campaign 24k Tape 
Space Trap 16k Tape 
Shadow Hawk 1 48k Disk 
Giga Trek 16k Tape 
Pilot 16k Tape 
Encounter at Questar IV 24k Tape 
World War III 40k Disk 
Stone of Sisyphus 40k Disk 
Adventures 1 to 12 (all 24k Tape) 
Tan ktics 24k Tape 
Rescue at Rigel 32k Tape 
Dragon's Eye 32k Tape 
Jawbreaker (Full Play/Miss) Disk 
Maze of Death 16k Tape 
The Quest 24k Tape 
Maze Encounter (3D Graph) 16k Disk 
Sammy the Sea Serpent 16k Tape 
Streets of the City 24k Tape 
Star Trek 3.5 32k Tape 
Galactic Trader 24k Tape 
Alpha Fighter 16k Tape 
Giant Slalom 16k Tape 
Space Tilt 24k Tape 
Flight Sim. (No Graphics) 16k Tape 
Baccarat 16k Tape 
Space Evaluation 24k Tape 
Escape from Volantium 16k Tape 
Midway 16k Tape 
Conflict 2500 24k Tape 
Ghost Hunter 16k Tape 
Rocket Raiders 24k Tape 
Cranston Manor Advent, Disk 
Vaults of Zurich 24k Tape 
Sands of Mars 40k Disk 
House of the Usher 40k Disk 
Lunar Landing (Hi-Res) 24k Tape 
Empire of the Overmind 24k Tape 
Star Warrior 32k Tape 
Temple of Apshai 32k Tape 
Crush, Crumble & Chomp 32k Tape 
Eastern Front 32k Tape 
Air Traffic Controller 24k Tape 
Starbase Hyperion 24k Tape 
Arcade Pro Football 16k Tape 
Computer 1st & 2nd book of Atari 
PM Editor (Player/Missile Design) 16k Tape 
6502 Assembler on Tape from Q.S. 

SEND FOR OUR FULL RANGE OF 
ATARI PRODUCTS 

(INCLUDE $1.00 FOR POSTAGE) 

WE ALSO SPECIALISE IN 
NEW SOFTWARE FOR THE 

TRS-80 & APPLE COMPUTERS 
SEND FOR INFO 

ALLIANCE COMPUTERS 
11 Cracknell Road, Chardons Cnr., 

Annerley, Brisbane, Old. 4103 
Tel: (07) 392 1152 
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Class costs. 

IBM's Model 50 6 60 Electronic type-

writers, teamed with ASP's micro-
processor controlled Interface, make 

superb high quality computer printers 

with the versatility of retaining 
their extensive typewriter capabilities. 

But not cheap! At least until now. 

The recently announced IBM price 

cuts are sufficient to pay for an 

ASP Interface! 

So for around the old price of the 
typewriter you can have a classy 

typewriter/printer able to operate 

on either the RS232 or Parallel 
standards. Complete with self test, 

hold control, and the special CODE 
functions built into the typewriter. 

So what can we say? 

THANKS 
IBM 

Ali 

At last! A special version of our 

very successful professional qual-
ity INTERNAL MEMORY module specially 
for the SYSTEM 80. Simply fitted 
to take the memory INSIDE your 

keyboard from 16K to 48K! 

Price is $152 including Sales Tax, 
plus $8 freight within Australia. 
Complete with six month warranty. 

Rush your order! Bankcard welcome. 

SYSTEM   
811, 

INTERNAL  
MEM'RY  

PROGRAMS 
40 PRINT 	We are being threatened by 
an alien":PRINT "intelligence, which is 
going to" 
80 PRINT "vaporize Earth unless we can r 
am it.":PRINT "with a remotely-controlled 
satellite" 

80 PRINT "which just happens to be up th 
ere !":PRINT " There is a time limit aft. 
er which" 
78 PRINT "there is no hope for us I":PRI 
NT " The left hand joystick controls. th 

30 PRINT "alien and the right hand joySt 
ick":PRINT "controls the satellite." 
SO PRINT " Both players may hide behind 
_.he":PRINT "Earth, at their own peril !! 
":PRINT 
400 PRINT " 	ANY KEY TO START":PO 
KE 764.255 
401  I F PEEK(764)=255 THEN 401 
490 DIM H(15).V(15):GRAPHICS 7  SETC:OLOR 
2,3,0:SETCOLUR 0.8,2:SETCOLOR 1.8.8 
500 DEG :COLOR 2:FOR A=5 TO 90 STEP 2.95 
: X=S I N(A ):x30: Y=COS(A ).ä22S: PLOT X +£0, Y+40: 
DRAWTO 80-X,Y+40 
510 PLOT X+80,40-Y:DRAWTO 80-X,40-Y:NEXT 
A:PLOT 50,40:DRAHTO 110,40:COLOR 1:PLOT 
80.60 

520 FOR E=26 TO 5 STEP -7:FOR A=@ TO 360 
STEP 20:DRAWTO SIN(A)*B+80.COS(A)*20+4@ 

:NEXT A:NEXT B 
530 RAM=PEEK(106)'2+22:FOR A=1536 TO 1620 
:READ B:POKE A,B:IF E=34 THEN POKE ARAM 
531 NEXT A 
540 DATA 162.120,169,0,157.3,34,202,208, 
250.162.50,169.24.157.3,34.157.7,34,169, 
6),15(,4.34.157.6.34.169,2231 
541 DATA 157,5,34,104,96,16.^,128,169,0,1 
,,131,34,2202,208,250.1622.50,168,16,157. 

131.34.169.24.157.132.34.157  
542 DATA 137.34.169,60,157,133,34,157,13 
6,34.169.12 7.157.134.34.169.2254.157,135. 
34.169.8.157,138.34,104,96 
545 M=0.15:FOR A=1 TO 15:READ B:H(A)=Bi.M 
:READ B:V(A)=BäM:NEXT A:POKE 752.1 
546 DATA 0.0.0,0.0.0,0.0.1.1.1.-1,1,0.0, 
0,-1.1.-1.-1.-1.0.0.0,0.1.0,-1.0,0 
550 POKE 54279.RArI-2:POKE 559.46:POKE 53 
277,2:POKE 623.4: HE=53248:H6=53249:POKE 
704,88:VE=1547:POKE HE.0 
560 POKE HG,O:POKE 705,188:VG=15822:CHE=5 
U:CHG=180:SPHE=0: SPHG=@:SPVE=0:SPVG=O: CU 
E=50:V'IE=1536:UMG=1571:CV6=50 
570 HIT=532261:RL=200:LL=46:TIME=500:PRIN 
7 ::TIME":POKE 53278,0 
1000 S=STICK(0):SPHE=SPHE+HC S):SPUE=3Pl:1E 
+V($.):IF CHE+SPHE>RL OR CHE+SFHE<LL THEN 
SPHE=O 

1281 IF 3FVE+CUE>88 OR SPVE+CUE<1 THEN S 
PVC=0 
1220 CHE=CHE+SPHE:POKE HE.CHE:CVE=CUE+SP 
VE: POKE UE.CUE: } USR(Ul1E ) 
1500 S=3T I CK(1): SPHG=SPHG+H(3 ): SPVG=S PI.IG 
+V(S):IF CHG+SPHG>RL OR CHG+SPHG'(LL THEN 

SPHG=O 
1701 IF :SVG+CVG )85 OR. :_,SVG+CVG< 1 THEN 
PUC,=0 
1120 CHG=CHG+SPHG: POKE HG,CHG:000=CUG+SF 
UG: POKE l).CVG: X=USF:( VMG 
1750 -=ABS(SFUE )+ABS:( SPHE ): SOUND 0,3t3,8 
S+5:S=ABS(.SPVG)+ABS(SPHG):SOUND 1.513+4 

3,8.5+5 
1600 PRINT TIME:" ":TIME=TIME-I:IF TIME 
=9 THEN 20021 
1980 IF PEEK(HIT)<>0 THEN 3000 
1998 GCITO 1000 
2000 PRINT ")0H DEAR THE EARTH HAS BEEN 
'.JPF'ORIZED":SOUND 1.0.0.0:FOR A=1 TO 10:M 
=RNO(I)*16:FOR B=20 TO 60 STEP 2 
2009 SETCOLOR 4.M.(8-20)'3:0.375: SOUND 0,6 
,10,15:NEXT 8:NEXT A:SETCOLOR 4,0,0:FOR 
A=30 TO 1 STEP -2: SOUND O.A.E:.15 
7.310 FOR B=1 TO A:NEXT B:NEXT A:SOUND 0. 
_.0,0:SETCOLOR 0,0,0:SETCOLOR 1.0.0:SETC 
OLOR .10;6:6OTO 3020 

' 	3000 SOUND 1.0.0.0: SOUND 0,99.8.15: FOR A 
==1 TO 10:POKE 704,14:POKE 705,14:FOR 6=1 
TO 30:NE;T B:SETCOLOR 4.A,5 

3210 POKE 7O4,0:POK:E 705,0:FOR B=1 TO 30 
:NEXT B:SETCOLOR 4.0,0:NEXT A 
7015 PRINT ") 	EARTH IS SAVED : WELL 
C 048" : =;OUND 0.0.0.0 
3320 PRINT :PRINT " Do you want to play 
39 a i r1 	:POKE 70.4.255  
3070 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 3030 
3040 IF PEEK):: 764 )=43 THEN SETCOLOR 0.8.2 

ETc:OLOR 1,_.2 SETCOLOR 2.3,0:6=0:GOTO 
558 
3050 POKE x'64,'=̀ : POKE 	7 .O:POKE 5326 
_ . Ci: GRAPHI CS 41: END 
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magazines you left lying around in your bedroom' to line 
the budgie's cage, the cat's litter or to practise the 

itik
ancient art of origami? 

Do people in your organisation swipe issues of 
APC from your office while you're absent and 

then write their own Department's name on 
them? 

And do you ever find yourself grinding 
your teeth because our back issues 

advertisement tells you an issue 
you urgently need to consult is 

Lnow out of stock? And your 
original copy has long 

since vanished. 

mil 	nRICA1111 \MI v•rMII 	V•`IIMI1IVE 
N NNM 

NN 
Lsroc,# 

- 'k„1;ßk, 	 Do your friends and colleagues 
tli'''AAI” Nge-A. 	AUSTRALIAN PERSONAL 

return them? 

drop by to `borrow' back issues of 
COMPUTER? And `forget' to 

\ 	 Does your mother/father/sister/brother use `those old 
\ 
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IS A SOLUTION 

PERSONAL COMPUTER new improved 
will keep your copies of Australia's Largest Selling Micro 

Magazine in pristine condition. They are sturdily made, blocked front and 
spine and designed to hold a year's supply. 	(We recently enlarged their capacity 

to deal with the growth in pages of recent issues.) And they not only make quick 
reference a reality at last, but they look pretty impressive to boot. 
The coupon is at the foot of the page. The price is only $8.50 each and 

includes all postage, handling and Sales Tax. 
♦ And as a special offer, for a short period only, we're giving away with all new 
\ 	and renewal subscriptions a free binder with every order for $30 (twelve 

♦ issues of APC and a free binder). 
• 
‘ 	

Veda' 

offer 
.. 
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Where to get the world's first full colour 
full-power computer for $399. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA  

PERTH: Abacus Calculators, 4/863 
Hay St. (09) 322 1298 
INGLEWOOD: Inglewood Business 
Machines, Suite 3/870 Beaufort St. 
(09) 271 7169 
LEEDERVILLE: J. H. Bruining 
Computers, 131A Cambridge St. 
(09) 381 2070 

MIDLAND: Lion Electronics, 314 
Great Eastern Hwy. (09) 274 4519 
SUBIACO: Micro Applications, Suite 
1, 25 Hamilton St. (09) 381 4398 
PERTH: Micro Data Pty. Ltd.. 25 
Brisbane St. (09) 328 1179 

GERALDTON: Pombe Pty. Ltd., 38 
Marine Ice. (09) 921 5272 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA  

ADEALIDE: Computer Imports P/L, 
220 Morphett St. (08) 211 8146 

ADELAIDE: Aquis Australia P/L, 185 
Piri St. (08) 223 1900 
MILE END: Compucom Pty. Ltd., 
117A Henley Beach Rd. 
(08) 43 7981 
KENT TOWN: Computer Campus, 
11 Rundle St. (08) 42 4826 
GLENELG: Sargent Electronics P/L, 
6 Moseley St. (08) 294 6188  

ADELAIDE: Southern Info & 
Robotics, 55 Hindley St. 
(08) 212 7936 

MT GAMBIER: Hutchessons 
Comms. Centre, 5 Elizabeth St. 
(087) 25 6404 
WHYALLA: Gulf Communications, 6 
Walls St. (086) 45 0208 
RENMARK: Lawton Electrical, 7 
Renmark Ave. (085) 86 6682 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

ORANGE: Calare Data Systems, 39 
Sales St. (063) 62 6811 

NEWCASTLE: Cenco Computer 
Systems, Shop 4, 767 Hunter St. 
(049) 69 2902 
MAYFIELD: Computer Cellar Pty. 
Ltd., 136 Maitland Rd. (049) 67 5700 
PORT MACQUARIE: Central Coast 
Bus. Mach., The Hub Centre, 
Bellbowrie (065) 83 2035 
TAMWORTH: LST Electronics, 11 
Fitzroy St. (067) 66 3162 

TAMWORTH: Pacific Accounting 
Systems, 515 Peel St. 
(067) 66 5122 

WOLLONGONG: L & B Radio TV & 
Hifi, 250 Crown St. (042) 28 6911 

ALBURY: Special Office Equipment, 
535 Hume St. (060) 21 4481 
LISMORE: Parry's Office Supplies, 
25 Molesworth St. (066) 21 7331  

CAMDEN: Seahorse Computer 
Services, 33 Mitchell St. 
(046) 66 6406 

SYDNEY: Computerwave Pty. Ltd., 
Cnr. George & Market Sts. 
(02) 238 9111 
GRANVILLE: Desktop Computer 
Systems, 10 Cowper St. 
(02) 637 3062 
CARINGBAH: Compute Systems 
Pty. Ltd., 5/2 38 President Ave. 
(02) 525 5022 
BONDI JUNCTION: Computerland, 
119 Oxford St. (02) 389 4466 
MONA VALE: Pittwater Comp. 
Sales, Suite 13, 9 Bungan St. 
(02) 997 4495 
CHIPPENDALE: The 
Microcomputer House, 133 Regent 
St. (02) 699 4334 
KINGSFORD: Micro Visions, 472 
Anzac Pde. (02) 6624063 
BALGOWLAH: Trevor Burton Pty. 
Ltd., 93 Beatrice St. (02) 290 1233 

SYDNEY: City Personal Computers, 
75 Castlereagh St. (02) 233 8992 
LIVERPOOL: Computer Focus, 
Shop 4, 224 George St. 
(02) 600 8222 
KILLARA: Nauta and Associates, 28 
Blaxland Rd. (02) 498 2858  

PARRAMATTA: Trinity Computing, 
Shop 5, 1-9 Palmer St. 
(02) 683 4349 

FYSHWICK: Steve's Comm. Centre, 
57 Wollongong St. (062) 80 4339 
PHILLIP ACT: Computerland, 
22-24 Colbee Court (062) 82 2342 
YARRALUMLA: Yarralumla 
Software, 41 Bailey Place 
(062) 82 1379 

QUEENSLAND 

N. ROCKHAMPTON: Rockhampton 
Sound Centre, 69 High St. 
(079) 28 6628 
MAROOCHYDORE: Computer 
Business Aids, 33 Sixth Ave 
(071) 43 5551 
STONES CNR: CW Electronics, 416 
Logan Rd. (07) 397 0888 
WEST END: Johns Perry Pty. Ltd., 
268 Montague Rd. (07) 44 7504 
TOOWOOMBA: Downs Office 
Equipment, 203 James St. 
(076) 32 4733 
CAIRNS: Onro Industries, 136 
Sheridan St. (070) 51 6111 

SOUTHPORT: TRS Office 
Equipment, 115 Ferry Rd. 
(075) 32 3200  

VICTORIA  

MELBOURNE: B. S. Microcomp 
P/L, 4th Floor, 561 Bourke St. 
(03) 614 1433 

ABBOTSFORD: Maxwells Office 
Equipment, 162 Nicholson St. 
(03) 419 6811 
ABBOTSFORD: Edible Electronics, 
50 Park St. (03) 41 5708 
BENDIGO: Minit Computer Service, 
119 McRae St. (054) 43 2589 
LUCKNOW: Gippsland Computers, 
167 Princes Highway (051) 52 5939 
MONT ALBERT: Panatronics P/L, 
691 Whitehorse Rd. (03) 890 0579 
SHEPPARTON: Data Parts, 1-3 
Naomi St. (058) 21 7155 

TASMANIA  

LAUNCESTON: Advanced 
Electronics, 5A The Quadrant 
(003) 31 7075 

LAUNCESTON: Hopwood Business 
Equipment, 107 George St. 
(003) 31 9844 
NEW NORFOLK: Craws Television 
P/L, 40 Derwent Tce. (003) 61 2699 
HOBART: Quantum Computers, 
194 Liverpool St. (002) 31 0222 

NORTHERN TERRITORY  

DARWIN: Computerworld Darwin, 5 
Star Vill, Smith St. (089) 81 4738 

SYDNEY 	ACT 

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM ALL DICK SMITH ELECTRONIC STORES 

VIC 20. So much brain for so little. 

C commodore 
COMPUTER 

Melvel 1516 
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Cr commodore 

746-z 7t) 
The Computer for everyoug. 

Ä0g rtit>5  r w 	 6pN 	‘,.  

01,WhySily just a videogame 
whenyoucan get a full colour 

computer for 	 price.  
A computer like this would have been fiction a few years ago. Now it's a 

reality. It's the new Commodore VIG20, a full-fledged, expandable colour 
computer that costs little more than the video games. 

Everybody loves video games and the VIC-20 has some of the best. But 
the Commodore VIG20 can also help the kids with their homework and 
mum with her home budgeting. Dad can even take the light, portable VIC- 
20 to the office for financial and business applications. And Commodore has —41)" 
many more applications on the way. With full capability for: 

— _- 	 • Education programmes 
• Recreational programmes 
• Personal computing 
• Includes Microsoft, PET BASIC 
• Connects to any TV set 
• 4 sound generators • 16 colours 
• 66 graphic characters 

. 11,- 
, 	;' ° 	• Full-size typewriter-style keyboard 

• Easy-to-follow instruction manual 
- 	 • 25K total memory • 5K RAM 

• Memory expansion to 32K RAM 
The VIG20 is the friendliest way we know to learn 

computing. It has a full computer keyboard even a 
. 	 small child can operate. It plays music, has exciting 

. 	 graphics and lets you create pictures. It even tells you 
4110p, 	-...,.-- ,- ... - when you've made a mistake and how to correct it. The 

.q1 	 - 	VIC-20 can take your children from pre-school through 
post-graduate studies. 

44 

	

	 Wh get just another game that could end up in the 
closet? Get an honest-to-goodness computer for just 

~/ 	$399. Get the Commodore VI -20. 
So much brain for so little. 

OF. commodore 
COMPUTER 

MIV'ILd61 



...is t ° Heart 
of the 

M
icroprocessor 

World's 
lest Multi-User 

System ... 

~ ■ ■ ■ 

Si1,011 
PIlOC888011 

DD_ SCOW 
MULTIPROCESSOR 

ACI ION COMPUTGII tiN,t513P171191?,Inc Punndunn,CnlgmUlu 

THE AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS SOLUTIO 

Irk V6iuI;hIIIIVtlVd 

N T.l USERS 

The ACE DISCOVERY MULTIPROCESSOR dedi-
cates a complete 64K Z-80 Distributed Processing single 
board Computer, the dpal80'” to each user. An ex-
panded DPC coordinates all of the system activities 

Multiuser mainframes with 192K ram start at 
under $6600 The 64K dpo-180' is priced at 
$1424 Immediate delivery. A complete line of 
standard peripherals including a 33M byte hard 
disk subsystem can be supplied on request 

Dealer and OEM inquiries are invited. 

Our Distributed Processing Oper-
ating System, dpc/os°, resides in 

the Service Processor, establishing a 
CP/M environment for each user 
and managing access to the shared 
system resources. Multiuser facilities 
are provided for print spooling, for 
interprocessor communication and 
for private, public and shared-update 
files. Several processors can be em-
ployed concurrently by a single user 
via the enhanced batch submit facil-
ities. And with DISCOVERY all 
CP/M compatible programs will 
execute without modification, thus  

The ACE 64K Distributed Process-
ing Single Board Computer, the 
dpo-180'" gives the DISCOVERY 
MULTIPROCESSOR its own unique 
architecture. One DPC is dedicated 
to each user providing exclusive use 
of the onboard Z-80, 64K ram and 
serial I /O. Access to the shared 
resources is provided by an ex-
panded DPC used as a Service 
Processor. Additional users can be 
added at any time by simply inserting 
additional DPC's, into the standard 
S -100 bus — up to a total of sixteen 
user processors in a single chassis ! 

The dedicated power of this complete single board computer is provided to 
each user, making the DISCOVERY MULTIPROCESSOR unique among 
multi-user systems. With the power and expandability of distributed process-
ing • With the economy of shared peripherals • With the flexibility of shared 
and private files • And all of this with full CP/M* and S-100 compatibility. 

'oiturare Multiprocessing Hardware 

protecting your software investment. 'CP/NI is a registered TM of Digital Research, Inc. 

Iiii1!I<MZIS_IL: EJ-:X'„( has been proven in installations throughout the World. 
If you need the Power of Multiprocessing ... it's time you discovered us! 

• archives computers aust) 
HEAD OFFICE 163 Clarendon St., Sth. Melbourne, Vic 3205: Tel (03) 699 8377 Telex ARCAUS AA39388 (Melb.) 
SYDNEY OFFICE 59th floor MLC Centre, Martin Pl. NSW, 2000.Tel 235 1151 or 1141 Telex COHQ AA73114 (Sydney) 
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